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THESIS ABSTRACT 

The Old Man and the New Man 
A Study in Pauline Theology 

The purpose of this thesis is to investigate the meaning and function of the 
"old man / new man" metaphor in the theology of the Apostle Paul. The method 
chosen for this investigation is an exegetical study of the four passages in the corpus 
Paulinum of the New Testament where one or both of these designations occur. 

Chapter one sets the context for this study by addressing five issues: 1) the 

authenticity of Colossians and Ephesians as primary sources; 2) relevant facets of 
Pauline theology as the setting for the study; 3) the origin and background of this 
dual metaphor; 4) various views of the meaning of this metaphor; and 5) the key 

questions that need to be resolved in the interpretation of this metaphor. Chapter 

two investigates the crucifixion of "our old man" with Christ in Romans 6: 1-14. 
Chapter three discusses the creation of the "one new man" in Ephesians 2: 14-18. 
Chapters four and five deal with the formulations "put off the old man" and "put on 
the new man" in Colossians 3: 5-11 and Ephesians 4: 17-24 respectively. Chapter six 
draws conclusions on the meaning and function of this dual metaphor in Paul's 

theology and relates it to his use of the "outer / inner man, " the "natural / spiritual 

man, " the "flesh, " and the role of the indicative and imperative in his ethics. 

We conclude that Paul himself formulated the "old man / new man" 
terminology by drawing on the Adam / Christ typology within his own redemptive- 
historical, eschatological perspective. This metaphor fits his "once / now" motif and 
functions at two levels. On the corporate level, the "old man" is the world of 

unredeemed humanity in solidarity with Adam, the prototypical "old man, " and the 

"new man" is the Church, the world-wide community of redeemed humanity in 

solidarity with Christ, the prototypical "new man. " At this level the "old man / new 
man" coeidst in redemptive history. On the individual level, the "old man" is the 

person who is identified with Adam and belongs to "the present age, " and the "new 

man" is the Christian who is identified with Christ and belongs to "the age to come" 
that, "in Christ, " has now begun. At conversion7initiation, the Christian "put off the 

old man" and "put on the new man" and *mVv, -as`d"i'new man" he / she is being 

progressively renewed in the knowledge of Gýd and his ways. 
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CEUPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION: THE CONTEXT OF THIS STUDY 

The Apostle Paul is one of the most fascinating and influential figures in the 

history of Christian thought. Anyone who attempts a historical-critical 

understanding of his writings in the New Testament, whether sympathetic to 

Christianity or not, soon realizes there are no easy approaches. There are several 

reasons for this, one of which is the fact that nowhere in his extant letters did Paul 

write an explanatory preface or arrange his theological thinking in systematic 

categories with topical headings. 1 This is mainly because of the "occasion-specific" 

character of his letters. 2 In them, Paul brought the Christian gospel to bear on 

particular situations and events in each Christian community he addressed and drew 

out applications for specific problems in the life of the church there. 3 In a nutshell, 

one could argue that Paul's letters brought the "constant elements of the Christian 

gospel" into dynamic interaction with the "variable elements of the particular 

Christian communities" he addressed. 4 

Worna Hooker discusses seven reasons why it is difficult to understand Paul's thought 
in chapter one of her book, A Preface to Paul (New York: Oxford University Press, 1980). The fact 
that Paul has been understood in a variety of ways is a patent indication of the difficulties involved. 
See W. W. Gasque, "Images of Paul in the History of Biblical Interpretation, " Crux 16 (1980) 7-16. 

2R. W. Funk, "The Apostolic Parousia: Form and Significance, " in Christian History and 
Interpretation: Studies Presented to John Knox, eds. W. R. Farmer, C. F. D. Moule, and R. R. 
Niebuhr (Cambridge: The University Press, 1967) 249-68, has shown that Paul's letters served as a 
substitute for his personal presence, represented his apostolic authority, and conveyed his gospel 
message and pastoral concerns. See also R. N. Longenecker, "On the Form, Function, and Authority 
of the New Testament Letters, " in Scripture and Truth, ed. D. A. Carson and J. D. Woodbridge 
(Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1983) 101-14. 

31t is debated whether or not Romans and Ephesians (if accepted as Pauline) are 
exceptions to this general statement. For arguments on both sides of the issue for Romans, see the 
essays in K P. Donfried, ed., The Romans Debate: Revised and Expanded Edition (Peabody, MA: 
Hendrickson, 1991); for Ephesians, see M. Barth, Ephesians, AB 34 (Garden City, NY. Doubleday, 
1974) 37-59; and E. Best, Ephesians, ICC (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1998) 1-6,63-75. 

4j. C. Beker formulates the hermeneutical issue in this manner in his article, 
"Contingency and Coherence in the Letters of Paul, " USQR 33 (1978) 141-51; and in his book, Paul 
the Apostle: The Triumph of God in Life and Thought (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1980) 11-36. 
One may not agree with Beker's apocalyptic interpretation of Paul or the interpretive fluidity that he 
assigns to the Pauline "core, " nevertheless, in the above article he makes the point that Paul's 

1 
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Just what constitutes the "constant elements of the gospel" and the ' 

"variable elements of the particular situations" as well as the relationship between 

the two (i. e., the coherent core and the contingent circumstances) raises many inter- 

related literary, historical, hermeneutical, and theological questions in the critical 

study of the corpus Paulinum. The issues involved are familiar to Pauline scholars, 

and a variety of proposals and positions on these wide-ranging questions can be found 

in the history of Pauline investigation. 5 

Within the broad scope of Paul's theology, his anthropology is one of the 

most difficult aspects of his thought to understand. There are several reasons for 

this. First, his views on what it means to be human are based on presuppositions or 
inherited convictions that he did not mention or explain in his letters. Second, his 

anthropology is relational and practical rather than philosophical and systemic. He is 

mostly concerned about human beings in terms of their relationship to God, evil, the 

world, and each other. Consequently, his anthropology is intertwined with various 

other elements of his theology as a whole. 6 Third, we encounter Paul's anthropology 

through a variety of anthropological terms, some with antecedents in Jewish tradition 

and others in Hellenistic tradition. However, he presents no systematic treatment 

letters are "occasional, but not casual ... they are not private, but personal; authoritative and not 
simply products of the moment" (141, emphasis his). More recently, J. D. G. Dunn, in his full-scale 
study of Paul's thought, The Theology of Paul the Apostle (Grand Rapids / Cambridge: Eerdmans, 
1998), acknowledges both the flexibility and the salutary influence of Beker's coherence within 
contingency hermeneutical model (23). Dunn himself prefers a dialogue model-to hear Paul's own 
dialogue with himself and with those to whom and for whom he wrote and, at the same time, to 
engage in mutually critical dialogue with him (7-9,23-25). 

5A. Schweitzer, Paul and His Interpreters: A Critical History, trans. W. Montgomery 
(London: Adam and Charles Black, 1912; reprint, New York: Schocken Books, 1964), provides a 
masterful historical survey of critical studies in Germany following the Reformation. More recently, 
see W. G. Ktimmel, The New Testament: The History of the Investigation of Its Problems, trans. 
S. McL. Gilmour and H. C. Kee (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1972); 0. Merk, "Paulus-Forschung 
1936-1985, " Theol Rund 53 (1988) 1-81; V. P. Furnish, "Pauline Studies, " in The New Testament 
and Its Modern Interpreters, ed. E. J. Epp and G. W. MacRae (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1989) 321- 
50; S. Westerholm, Israel's Law and the Church's Faith. Paul and His Recent Interpreters (Grand 
Rapids: Eerdmans, 1988); and J. M Riches, A Century of New Testament Study (Valley Forge, PA: 
Trinity Press International, 1993) 125-49. 

6Dunn, Theology of Paul, 52-53, calls attention to this point. 
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that classifies a human being's nature, qualities, or constituent parts. As a result, 

there is little definition of terms and sometimes puzzling diversity in their usage. He 

can use different anthropological terms to mean the same thing and the same term to 

designate different things. 7 Many of the key terms appear with varied frequency and 
in variable settings throughout Paul's letters. This lack of terminological and 

conceptual systematization contributes to the complexity of his anthropology. 8 

Nevertheless, in light of these factors, scholars must still deal with Paul's 

anthropological language as he used it in order to understand his anthropology and 

related facets of his theology. This opens the way into our present study. 
The chief concern of this thesis is to investigate two anthropological 

formulations found in the Pauline corpus, namely, 6 va. AaL6ý-, dkIjM7TOS- (the "old man") 

and 6 Kau, 6ý-, / Plos- &qmTros- (the "new man"). These designations occur in the 

following four passages of this literature: 

1) "Our old man" in Romans 6: 6: Toom yLvojo-KovTcs-, o"TL 6 TraAat6s- 4yeiv 
dk, 6ýwww cvv6'cTaVP&A7, Eva Ka7apy77ffi 76 o-c5pa Týg al-japriag, TOO 1177KETL 

&vAcw'iv i7'1. Ldg 7-ý al-LapT[(z- 

2) "One new man" in Ephesians 2: 14-15: A&TýT ydp joTtv 77' dp4k, 77 7lU6k,, 6 

7rou7ous- T-d apoftepa Ft, Kal -r6 pe-o-6miXop To& opaypoV Atoag, 7ýV ! ýXOpav, ev 7fl 

o-qpKI auroD, T6v v6pop TOP jpToUP lp 66yl-taotv KaTqp)7jo-as-, Fva Tot'T 66o KT[cq7 

ct, avTo cls- I'pa Kaiv6p dvOpcoirov votcOv elp 77npl ... 

3) Both the "old man" and the "new man" in Colossians 3: 9-10: Mý 065cuOc 6-Ig 
dAA4Aovg, dTrcK8vudycvot T6v TraAat6v dvOpcj7Tov ubp Tafg 7Tpd&uiv avroD, Kal 

7For example, o0pa (body) and adpý (flesh) occasionally overlap in meaning, cf. 2 Cor. 
4: 10 with 4: 11 and 1 Cor. 7: 34 with 2 Cor. 7: 1; yet both terms have a rather broad spectrum of 
meaning, cf. for o-61ja: Gal. 6: 17; Rom. 12: 4-5; 1 Cor. 15: 44; Col. 1: 22; 2: 17; and for udpý- Rom. 
3: 20; 6: 19; 7: 5; 8: 7; 11: 14. 

8R. Jewett, Paul's Anthropological Terms. A Study of Their Use in Conflict Settings, AGJU 
10 (Leiden: Brill, 1971) 1-4. Jewett provides the most recent and best history of research into each 
of Paul's anthropological terms. For a current discussion of the way Paul used these terms, see 
Dunn, Theology of Paul, 51-78. 
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e9fI v8vordlievot r6v Plov T6v dvaKatvovycvov cig CiTtyv6uorw Ka7' c-IK6va ToV 

KT[oravros- a&T6v,. .. 

4) Both the "old man" and the "new man" in Ephesians 4: 22-24: diroOlorOat &pds- 
KaTd 7-ýv irpo7ýpav dvao-7pooýv 7-6y 7raAaL6P dPOPO)7TOP 76P 006-Lp61. Ic-vovKaTd 

Tdy 6710vylas- 7f7g dird7s-, apapeoWaL & 76 7wc6pa7t 7oD mý, - b, cOv, Kal VP 

jP86o-ao-Oat 7-6v KaLp6v dpOpoj7Tov 76P Ka7d Oc6v KTtuOev7a cp &Katoo-vo 
.7 

Kal 

6o-L677L 7-ýg dA770cias-. 9 

These designations are part of a larger di, 6ýwiros- category in the Pauline writings 

involving four additional antitheses: 1) 6 OvXtK&, -, / nvcvya-rtK6s- &Opmms--the natural 

spiritual man (1 Cor. 2: 14-15; note also capKivot / o-apKtKot vs. Twevya-nKol in 1 Cor. 3: 1- 

3); 2) 6 Mj cooi dpOpoiTros-the outer / inner man (2 Cor. 4: 16; Rom. 7: 22; Eph. 3: 16); 

3) 6 Trp6ms- 8ev'repos- or caXaTos- dpOpoivos--the first / second or last man (1 Cor. 

15: 45-47; cf. 15: 20-22; Rom. 5: 12-19); and 4) 0 XdWs- / 0Tovpdxos- [dPOpoxTod-th e 

earthly/ heavenly man (1 Cor. 15: 47-48). 10 The modifying words ? TaAat6s- and VCOSI 

KaLP6., - also occur together elsewhere in Paul in the antitheses "old leaven / new lump" 

(I Cor. 5: 7-9) and "old / new covenant" (2 Cor. 3: 6-14). 

The presence of the "old man / new man" formulation in the above passages 

raises several issues that we wish to address in this chapter. These, in turn, set the 

stage for the content and contribution of this study. First, all of the passages except 

one-Romans 6: 6-appear in what many scholars consider to be the deutero-Pauline 

letters. This requires a brief discussion of the authorship of Colossians and 

Ephesians since these two documents are primary sources for our topic. We will 

present a case for their authenticity as a working hypothesis for our study (1.1). The 

9The text of these verses is cited from The Greek New Testament, ed. B. Aland, K Aland 
et al., 4th rev. ed. (Stuttgart: Deutsche BibelgeselIschaft / New York: United Bible Societies, 1993). 

1OIn addition, the following single designations occur in the Pauline corpus: 1) 00ap7-66' 
dv0ponros-corruptible or mortal man (Rom. 1: 23); 2) TaAat7mpos. dvopw-ffos-wretched man (Rom. 
7: 24); 3) TlAe-Los- &Opomos- I dy4p-mature man (Col. 1: 28; Eph. 4: 13); 4) 6 dvopoi7ros, TýS' dvoptas- 
the man of lawlessness (2 Thess. 2: 3); and 5) alpeTLK6.9 dpopw7mg-divisive man (Tit. 3: 10). 
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authenticity of Romans is not disputed. Second, the terms appear relatively 

infrequently in the Pauline corpus raising a question about their place and importance 

in the wider scope of Pauline anthropology and related facets of Pauline theology. The 

word &Opmms- relates the discussion to anthropology, but the modifiers 7TaAat6, - and 

Katvcý- / P&s- put it in a wider theological frame of reference. In order to position these 

terms within this framework, we will sketch the main contours of Pauline 

anthropology and related features in recent study (1.2). Third, the designations 

appear rather abruptly with little explanatory comment. One wonders whether or 

not they were in use prior to these Pauline writings so we will briefly discuss matters 

related to their origin and background (1.3). Fourth, the contextual modifiers cited 

above along with several striking verbal ascriptions (o-vvcoTavpo)'ft Rom. 6: 6; KT[o-0, 

Eph. 2: 15; d1Tf'K&VUd1-16'V01, Col. 3: 9 / diroOlo&L, Eph. 4: 22; and ev8VUd11Cvo1, Col. 3: 10 

ev8vuau0aL, Eph. 4: 24) indicate that the author intended the "old man / new man" 

designations to be understood as metaphors. What is not as clear are their referents 

and thematic function. We will survey current views of these metaphors in terms of 

these items (1.4). This will lead to listing several programmatic questions that need to 

be resolved in the interpretation of this dual metaphor and to stating the 

methodological approach we will take in the remainder of this study (1.5). 

1.1 Authenticity of New Testament Sources 

Two of the three uses of the designation "old man" and all three uses of the 

"new man" in the Pauline corpus appear in Colossians and Ephesians. As is well 

known, the authorship of these documents is disputed. With regard to our topic, if 

Paul is not the author, then references to the "new man" and the "old man / new man" 

combination as ideas coming directly from Paul could be called into question even 

though one could argue that they accurately reflect his theological thinking. If, on the 

other hand, sufficient evidence can be presented supporting Pauline authorship, then 
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one can more confidently claim that the "new man" is a Pauline term and the "old 

man / new man" motif has a place in Paul's theology. We turn our attention to a 

consideration of this issue. 

1.1.1 Authenticity of Colossians 

The author of the New Testament letter bearing the title "To the 

Colossians" claims to be the Apostle Paul (1: 1,23, "1, Paul"; 4: 18). He describes 

himself as an apostle of Christ Jesus by the will of God (1: 1) and makes it known that 

he is in prison for declaring "the mystery of Christ" (4: 3; cf. 1: 24; 4: 10,18). 11 He 

closes the letter with the words: "I, Paul, write this greeting with my own hand" (4: 18, 

NIV; cf Gal. 6: 11; 1 Cor. 16: 21; PhIm. 19, also 2 Thess. 3: 17). This suggests that up 

to this point he may have been dictating to an amanuensis and so adds a concluding 

note in his own handwriting as a guarantee of genuineness. 12 

A significant number of scholars think Colossians is authentic; 13 but a 

growing number, probably the majority (ca. 60 percent of critical scholarship), 

11The verb in the clause &'6 Kal 618e-ym (Col. 4: 3), if taken literally as most do, would 
refer to the author being bound with chains and put in prison. This has linked Colossians with 
Philemon (vv. 9-10,13), Ephesians (3: 1; 6: 19-20), and Philippians (1: 12-30). Traditionally, these 
four letters have been ascribed to Paul and grouped together as the "captivity epistles. " All four 
may well have been written from the same prison at about the same time. However, this is 
disputed and the place of imprisonment has been strongly contested. Several views have been 
proposed-Ephesus, Caesarea, Rome. Each one has its own peculiar problems, but the balance of 
probability lies with Rome, a view that still holds scholarly support. See P. T. O'Brien, Colossians, 
Philemon, WBC 44 (Waco, TK- Word Books, 1982) xlix-liv, who surveys the various views and states 
his own preference for a Roman imprisonment. If Pauline authorship and the Rome hypothesis are 
accepted, most likely Paul wrote these letters while he was under house arrest in Rome ca. AD 61- 
62. Those who reject Pauline authorship of Colossians and Ephesians usually date them between 
AD 70-90. 

12R. Longenecker, "Ancient Amanuenses and the Pauline Epistles, " in New Dimensions in 
New Testament Study, ed. R. N. Longenecker and M. C. Tenney (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1974) 
281-97, esp. 288-92. We know that Luke was with Paul in Rome (Acts 28: 14; cf. Col. 4: 14) as was 
Aristarchus (Acts 27: 2; cf. Col. 4: 10) and presumably Timothy also (cf Col. 1: 1). 

13W. G. Mimmel, Introduction to the New Testament, rev. ed., trans. H. C. Kee 
(Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1975) 340-46, esp. 340 n12, lists a number of scholars, including 
himself, who favor the Pauline authorship of Colossians. To this can be added the following: 
O'Brien, Colossians, xli-xlix; F. F. Bruce, The Epistles to the Colossians, to Philemon, and to the 
Ephesians, NICNT (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1984) 28-33; and N. T. Wright, The Epistles of Paul 
to the Colossians and to Philemon, TNTC (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1986) 31-34. 
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consider it inauthentic on literary and theological grounds. 14 Some who doubt its 

authenticity, but acknowledge that the theology of the letter is essentially Pauline, 

think that the language and style is the strongest indicator that someone other than 

Paul wrote it. 15 Others build their case on theology, claiming that the language and 

style of the letter do not provide adequate grounds on which to question Pauline 

authorship. 16 

1.1.1.1 Literary Arguments. Most interpreters acknowledge that 

Colossians has some distinctive features in vocabulary and style. 17 Eduard Lohse 

calls attention to numerous similarities to the undisputed Pauline epistles, but he also 

lists differences in vocabulary and peculiarities of style. 18 After a detailed discussion, 

he concludes that a final decision on the question of authenticity cannot be based on 

these matters. 19 He acknowledges that differences of vocabulary with other Pauline 

letters are balanced by many similarities and that divergences have parallels in other 

letters. Hapax legomena and unusual expressions also appear in significant numbers 

in the undisputed Paulines. 20 Thus, statistics alone cannot determine if the language 

14Ktimmel, Introduction, 340 n13, lists a number of those who dispute Pauline 

authorship. To this can be added the following: E. Lohse, Colossians and Philemon, trans. W. R. 
Poehlmann and R. J. Karris, Hermeneia (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1971) 84-91,178-81; 
E. Schweizer, The Letter to the Colossians: A Commentary, trans. A. Chester (Minneapolis: Augsburg 
Press, 1982) 15-24; and R. E. Brown, An Introduction to the New Testament, ABRL (New York: 
Doubleday, 1997) 610-19. 

15E. g., Schweizer, Colossians, 18-19, suggests that the author was Timothy. Dunn, 
Theology of Paul, 13 n39, also believes that Colossians was "probably written by Timothy before 
Paul's death. 

.. ." 
For most, the identity of the author is unknown. 

16E. g., Lohse, Colossians, 89-91. 

17E. Percy, Die Probleme der Kolosser-und Epheserbriefe, ARSHLL 39 (Lund: Gleerup, 
1946) 16-66; Kiimmel, Introduction, 341-42; Lohse, Colossians, 84-91. 

18Lohse, Colossians, 84-89. 

191bid., 91. Kiimmel, Introduction, 342, concludes: "On the basis of language and style, 
therefore, there is no reason to doubt the Pauline authorship of the letter. " 

20Percy, Probleme, 16-66, provides a thorough discussion of the linguistic and stylistic 
relationships between Colossians and the undisputed Pauline epistles. He strongly defends Pauline 
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of Colossians is authentic or not. 21 In fact, consideration must be given to the subject 

matter of the letter and the needs of the audience. In matters of style, similar 
features, though less frequent, can also be found in the undisputed Pauline letters. 22 

The liturgical-poetic cadence of Colossians incorporating traditional material (cf. 1: 12- 

20; 2: 9-15), and its confrontation with a christological heresy have influenced its 

language and style (see ch. 4,194-96). In light of 4: 18, it could also be argued that an 

amanuensis had a hand in formulating this letter under Paul's direction. 23 

1.1.1.2 Theological Arguments. A more formidable line of argument has 

been put forward on theological grounds. After examining the theological content of 

the letter, Lohse concludes that Paul's theology has undergone a profound change in 

Colossians producing "new formulations in christology, ecclesiology, the concept of the 

apostle, eschatology, and the understanding of baptism. Therefore, Paul cannot be 

considered to be the direct or indirect author of Col. Rather a theologian schooled in 

Pauline thought composed the letter with the intention of bringing the Apostle's word 

to bear on the situation that had arisen in the Asia Nhnor communities because of the 

'philosophers. "124 In this connection, Lohse makes reference to several distinctive 

authorship, arguing that the language and style of Colossians are entirely conditioned by its 
particular content and the specific situation necessitating the letter (43). On the other hand, 
W. Bujard, Stilanalytische Untersuchungen zum Kolosserbrief als Beitrag zur Methodik von 
Sprachvergleichen (G6ttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1973), uses stylistic arguments to establish 
differences between Colossians and the undisputed Paulines and concludes that this letter could not 
have been written by Paul. 

21P. N. Harrison, The Problem of the Pastoral Epistles (London: Oxford University Press, 
1921) 20-22, demonstrates that, with respect to hapax legomena, Colossians falls within the normal 
range of Pauline usage. 

22For example, the undisputed Pauline letters link synonyms together (cf. e. g., Rom. 
1: 18,21,25,29), pile up dependent genitives (cf. e. g., Rom. 2: 5; 4: 11; 1 Cor. 2: 6), and contain long, 
complex sentences (cf. e. g., Gal. 2: 3-5,6-9; Rom. 1: 1-7; 2: 5-10,14-16; 3: 23-26). 

23See Percy, Probleme, 10-14, for a critique of the "secretary" hypothesis. Also, Lohse, 
Colossians, 91. 

24Lohse, Colossians, 180-81. According to Lohse, the deutero-Pauline writings 
presuppose a Pauline school tradition based in Ephesus, the center of the Pauline mission in Asia 
Minor. Colossians was written before Ephesians with a composition date ca. AD 80 (182 n17). 
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theological features in Colossians: 1) it lacks many characteristic terms of Paul's 

theology; 2) its cosmic christology is based on the Christ-hymn of 1: 15-20; 3) its 

ecclesiology designates the Church as the universal "body" of Christ, which is 

subordinate to Christ, the "head of the body" (1: 18); 4) its eschatology has receded 

into the background so that the expectation that the Lord Jesus would come again 

soon has disappeared; and 5) the understanding of baptism is not only that believers 

have died with Christ and been buried with Him, but also that they have been raised 

with Christ already (2: 11-13,20; 3: 13). 25 

In response, however, we may note the following. First, the absence of 

characteristic Pauline terms is not a strong argument because a similar observation 

can be made about some of the undisputed Paulines. 26 Second, what is said in 

Coldssians about cosmic christology and Christ's headship over the church is indeed 

an advance on what we fmd in the undisputed Pauline letters. However, these 

advances are not separated from nor contradictory to their antecedents in those 

writings (cf. 1 Cor. 2: 8; 8: 6; 2 Cor. 4: 4; Gal. 4: 3; Phil. 2: 9-11 for christology; and Rom. 

12: 4-5; 1 Cor. 1: 13; Gal. 3: 28; 1 Cor. 12: 12-14,27 for ecclesiology). 27 

Third, the eschatological emphasis of Colossians is clearly more "realized" 

than "futuristic" (see ch. 4,197 n6). But both elements are present reflecting the 

genuine "already / not yet" eschatological tension present in the undisputed Paulines. 

Although there is no direct mention of the expectation that the Lord would soon come, 

there are traces of "futuristic" eschatology (1: 22,28; 3: 4,6,24; 4: 11). The now 

revealed mystery (1: 26) and the exaltation of Christ, which has already occurred 

251bid., 178-180. 

26D. A. Carson, D. J. Moo, L. Morris, An Introduction to the New Testament (Grand 
Rapids: Zondervan, 1992) 333. For example, the noun &KaLoo-v', vi7 and the verb 8LKat6w are missing 
in 1 Thessalonians, and the verb is absent from 2 Corinthians and Philippians also. 

27Even Lohse, Colossians, 178-79, acknowledges this although he sees Colossians going 
far beyond the undisputed Paulines. If 1: 15-20 is the adaptation of a preformed hymn, it could just 
as easily have been done by Paul as by a later disciple. 
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(2: 12; 3: 1; cf. 1 Cor. 2: 7,10; Phil. 3: 20), are balanced by the expectation of Christ at 

the parousia (3: 4; cf. 1 Thess. 4: 16; Phil. 3: 20). Similarly, the fact that in some sense 

believers have already been raised with Christ (2: 12; 3: 1) is congruent with Paul 

elsewhere (e. g., Rom. 6: 4,11). 

Fourth, in light of the statements in Colossians 1: 21-2: 5, which lend 

validity to ministry in the Pauline era, there seems to be no compelling reason to 

assign the letter to the post-apostolic age. No attempt is made to give Epaphras (cf. 

1: 7-8; 4: 12) apostolic authorization through teaching that represents Paul's mind in 

order to combat heresy. Also, to put the letter in the post-Pauline period makes the 

personal allusions, especially those of chapter four, difficult to explain. 28 To make it 

contemporary with Paul and yet assign it to a different person, such as Timothy, 

creates a new problem since we know nothing of Timothy's literary capabilities. Two 

additional points that lend support to authenticity are the close connection of 

Colossians with Philemon, whose genuineness is not challenged, 29 and the strong 

external evidence in favor of Pauline authorship. 30 

It seems, then, that the arguments against Pauline authorship, while worth 

careful consideration, are not decisive. They do not give sufficient weight to the 

concrete polemical situation of the letter and to the ability of Paul himself to address 

a new situation and adopt new language and concepts to meet new needs. On the 

280n the matter of pseudonymity, see the literature cited in footnote 51 and the 
comments in footnote 56 below. For a critique of pseudonymity, especially in epistolary literature, 
see D. Guthrie, New Testament Introduction, 4th rev. ed. (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press, 
1990) 1011-28. 

29See footnote 11 above. Colossians and Philemon have several specific features in 
common (cf. Col. 1: 1 with Phlm. 1; Col. 4: 3,10,18 with Phlm. 9-10,13; Col. 4: 17 with Phlm. 2; Col. 
4: 9 with PhIm. 12; and Col. 4: 10-14 with Phlm. 23-24). If Paul authored Philemon, then it seems 
most likely he also wrote Colossians (pace Lohse, Colossians, 175-76, who claims that a later 
disciple of Paul used Philemon and expanded it to write the personal remarks in Colossians). 

30Guthrie, Introduction, 576, states that Colossians was a part of the Pauline corpus as 
far back as can be traced and there is no evidence that Pauline authorship was ever disputed until 
the nineteenth century. Colossians is first attested with certainty in Irenaeus, Adv. Haer. 3.14.1 
(ca. AD 175-195) and is listed among the Pauline epistles in the Muratorian Canon (ca. AD 200). 
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other hand, arguments for Pauline authorship are credible in light of these factors. 

1.1.2 Authenticity of Ephesians 

The author of the New Testament letter bearing the title "To the 

Ephesians" also claims to be the Apostle Paul (1: 1; 3: 1 "1, Paul"). He describes 

himself as an apostle of Christ Jesus by the will of God (1: 1) and a prisoner for Christ 

Jesus on behalf of the Gentiles, specifically his Gentile Christian readers (3: 1,13; 4: 1; 

6: 20). He closes the letter with a request for their prayers (6: 19-20) and the promise 

to send Tychicus (cf. Col. 4: 7-8) so that they might know "how I am and what I am 
doing" (6: 21-22). 

There is widespread agreement that Ephesians was written to Christian 

communities in western Asia Nhnor, including Ephesus. Various elements of internal 

evidence and the textual uncertainty for the reading jP Ego-q) in 1: 131 make it likely 

that the letter was intended for more than the Christian readers in Ephesus. If it was 

intended as a general "circular letter, " as is likely, it may well have been sent first to 

Ephesus and then copied and circulated from there to a wider group of churches (1: 15- 

16; 6: 21-22). 

Some scholars still argue for the authenticity of Ephesians. 32 Nevertheless, 

31For a discussion of various hypotheses regarding the original reading of 1: 1, see 
E. Best, "Ephesians i. 1, " in Text and Interpretation, ed. E. Best and R. McL. Wilson (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1979) 29-41; and id., "Ephesians 1.1 Again, " in Paul and Paulinism, 
ed. M. D. Hooker and S. G. Wilson (London: SPCK, 1982) 273-79. See footnote 58 below for further 
comment. 

32Kiimmel, Introduction, 357 n25, lists several scholars who defend authenticity, 
including Percy, Probleme, 179-488, esp. 448, and the later H. Schlier, Der Brief an die Epheser. Ein 
Kommentar, 7th ed. (Diisseldorf. Patmos, 1971) 22-28. More recently, see Barth, Ephesians, 1: 36- 
50,2: 207-09; G. B. Caird, Paul's Letters From Prison (Ephesians, Philippians, Colossians, Philemon) 
in the Revised Standard Version, NCB (New York: Oxford University Press, 1976) 11-29; Bruce, 
Epistles, 229-40; and Guthrie, Introduction, 496-528. The last major work devoted to this subject is 
by A. van Roon, The Authenticity of Ephesians, NovTSup 39 (Leiden: Brill, 1975), who concludes that 
Paul, along with the influence of another person from his circle, was the author (cf. 438-39). Some 
scholars believe that Paul appointed one of his associates (e. g., Timothy or Luke) to do the writing 
and gave him a free hand. See Kammel, Introduction, 357 n28 for a listing of those who advocate 
the use of an amanuensis; see also E. R. Richards, The Secretary in the Letters of Paul, WUNT 2.42 
Udbingen: J. C. B. Mohr [Paul Siebeck], 1991) 190-92. For arguments against the "secretary" 
hypothesis, see Percy, Probleme, 10-14,421-22; C. L. Mitton, The Epistle to the Ephesians: Its 
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Pauline authorship has been strongly and widely contested in scholarly discussion on 

literary, historical, and theological grounds. 33 The majority view at present (ca. 75-80 

percent of critical scholarship) is that the letter is pseudonymous, written in Paul's 

name by an unknown author at a later time. 34 

1.1.2.1 Literary Arguments. Most interpreters acknowledge that 

Ephesians has significant differences in language and style from the undisputed 

Pauline letters. 35 Andrew Lincoln notes several statistics, but admits that they are 

not that significant in comparison with similar figures for other New Testament 

writings. More important for him are the words that are unique to Ephesians that 

also appear in post-apostolic literature as well as the unique word combinations that 

reflect its distinctive language. 36 He also calls attention to the heavy, pleonastic 

style of Ephesians instead of the more direct, incisive argumentation of the earlier 

undisputed letters. 37 These features prompt Lincoln and others to conclude that the 

Authorship, Origin and Purpose (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1951) 249-50; Barth, Ephesians, 1: 40-41; 
and Best, Ephesians, 30-31. 

33For a brief history of the discussion and a chart arranged in chronological order listing 
scholars who have endorsed or rejected Pauline authorship of Ephesians in print during the last two 
centuries, see W. H. Harris III, The Descent of Christ. Ephesians 4: 7-11 and Traditional Hebrew 
Imagery, AGJU 32 (Leiden: Brill, 1996) 198-204. 

34Kiimmel, Introduction, 357-63, especially 357 n26, lists a number of scholars, including 
himself, who reject authenticity; more recently, F. Mussner, Der Brief an die Epheser, OTKNT 10 
(Wurzburg-. Echter Verlag, 1982); R. Schnackenburg, Ephesians. A Commentary, trans. H. Heron, 
EKKNT 10 (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1991) 24-29; A. T. Lincoln, Ephesians, WBC 42 (Dallas: 
Word Books, 1990) lix-lxxiii; Brown, Introduction, 626-33; and Best, Ephesians, 6-36, who states, 
"Many of the objections to Pauline authorship are not individually capable of disproving it but it is 
their cumulative effect which suggests another author" (36). See Mimmel, Introduction, 357 n27, for 
a listing of those who leave the question undecided. 

35Percy, Probleme, 179-229; KU=el, Introduction, 358; Lincoln, Ephesians, lxv-lxvi; 
Best, Ephesians, 27-32. 

36Lincoln, Ephesians, 1xv. He cites 9 words unique to Ephesians that are found in post- 
apostolic literature and 16 unique word combinations, including the phrase & ToFs- eirovpavlots- (1: 3, 
20; 2: 6; 3: 10; 6: 12); also see Schnackenburg, Ephesians, 25-26. 

371bid., lxv-lxvi; also Schnackenburg, Ephesians, 26; and Best, Ephesians, 29-30. Lincoln 
states: "The frequent piling up of synonyms, the genitival combinations, the long sentences, the 
repetition of certain phrases, and the lack of conjunctions and particles are striking, even in 
comparison to Colossians. . ." (1xvi). 
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author was more heavily influenced than Paul by a writing style more characteristic 

of the Qumran hymns. 38 

Though these literary distinctives make it very difficult for many to hold 

that Paul wrote Ephesians in its extant form, they do not render Pauline authorship 

impossible. Similarities in letter structure and language with other Pauline letters 

must also be considered as well as the fact that the differences have parallels in the 

undisputed letters. 39 As with Colossians, word statistics cannot determine if the 

language of Ephesians is authentic or not. 40 Other significant factors such as the 

general nature of the letter, its subject matter, and its liturgical-sermonic style in 

places also play an influential role. 
1.1.2.2 Historical Arguments. Lincoln argues that the point of view of 

Ephesians is much later than that of the undisputed Paulines. In particular, the use 

of Paul's name and various personal allusions to the apostle appear to be a later 

writer's reflections on Paul and his apostleship rather than Paul talking about 

himself. He views Paul as a revered figure of the past. This suggests the writer is 

seeking to pass on genuine apostolic tradition and, according to Lincoln, these 

personal allusions are "best explained as the device of someone who wishes to boost 

claims for the authority of the apostle's teachings for a later time. "41 It is in this 

381bid., lxvi; also, see KWnmel, Introduction, 358; Schnackenburg, Ephesians, 26; and 
Best, Ephesians, 8-9. M G. Kuhn, "The Epistle to the Ephesians in the Light of the Qumran Texts, " 
in Paul and Qumran: Studies in New Testament Exegesis, ed. J. Murphy-O'Connor (Chicago: Priory 
Press, 1968) 115-31, claims that "Semitic syntactical occurrences appear four times more frequently 
in the Epistle to the Ephesians than in all the remaining letters of the corpus Paulinum" (116). 

39The structure of Ephesians is like that of the undisputed Paulines and the letter 
contains much Pauline language, including words unique to Ephesians and the undisputed letters 
of Paul, but nowhere else in the NT (e. g., vlo&-ata, 1: 5; Rom. 8: 15,23; 9: 4; Gal. 4: 5; dppapo3y, 1: 14; 
2 Cor. 1: 22; 5: 5; 7rpoaayo)y4,2: 18; 3: 12; Rom. 5: 2). See also footnote 22 above. 

4011arrison, Pastoral Epistles, 20-22, demonstrates that, with respect to hapax legomena, 
Ephesians falls well within the normal range of Pauline usage. In addition, some of the Church 
Fathers (e. g., Clement of Rome, Polycarp, Ignatius) knew and used Ephesians so its vocabulary 
probably influenced them. 

4lLincoln, Ephesians, Ixiii. 
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post-apostolic setting that Lincoln reads the apostolic self-portrait of 3: 1-13, the 

humility statement of 3: 8, the settled Jew-Gentile situation portrayed in 2: 11-22, the 

Church's apostolic foundation in 2: 20, and the emphasis on the universal Church, 

including the key role assigned to its ministers in 4: 11-16. 

On the other hand, one should note that none of the above items is out of 

place during the later part of Paul's lifetime (i. e., early to mid 60s). Paul could and did 

speak for himself, recommending his own insights without provocation from 

opponents (3: 4). In fact, the "mystery" concept (3: 3-4) is a traditional idea that was 

not unique to Paul. He attributes to other apostles the reception of special revelation 

concerning it (3: 5-6). It is difficult to see how the humility statement of 3: 8 is more 

exaggerated and less spontaneous than Paul's reference to himself as "the least of the 

apostles" (1 Cor. 15: 9). Paul's reputation as the apostle to the Gentiles proclaiming a 

law-free gospel emerged early in his confrontation with Peter in Antioch (cf. Gal. 2). 

The largely Gentile Christian audience in Asia Minor (cf. Acts 19: 17-41) likely alters 

the emphases portrayed in Ephesians and gives Paul the opportunity not only to set 

forth aspects of the Christian gospel he has already defended but also to present 

needed instruction on some matters in a form he had not articulated previously. In 

light of this and a natural, complementary development of thought, the portrait of 

Jew-Gentile unity and the Church with its gifted leaders is not incompatible with 

Paul's earlier letters. No suggested post-apostolic pseudepigraphical setting seems to 

fit these matters any better. Furthermore, there is strong external evidence in favor 

of Pauline authorship. 42 

1.1.2.3 Theological Arguments. As with Colossians, a more formidable 

line of argument has been put forward on theological grounds. Lincoln contends that 

the theological differences between Ephesians and the undisputed Paulines cannot be 

42Kiimmel, Introduction, 357, concedes that Tph is extraordinarily well attested in the 
early church. " See the external data given in Guthrie, Introduction, 497. 
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explained by the circumstances surrounding the letter because "the number of 

differences that have to be accounted for are too many for this to be a convincing 

explanation for the whole phenomenon. "43 

In this regard, Lincoln makes reference to several distinctive features in 

Ephesians. The christology of the letter focuses attention on Christ's resurrection, 

exaltation, and cosmic lordship with little stress on the cross (only 2: 16) and the death 

of Christ (only 1: 7; 5: 2,25) compared to the undisputed letters. Its soteriology makes 

no mention ofjustification as in Galatians and Romans, and there is a different 

perspective on works (2: 8-10) and the law (2: 15). Realized eschatology pervades the, 

whole letter with no explicit reference to the Parousia as in the undisputed Paulines. 44 

Finally, its ecclesiology is more advanced and comprehensive than in the earlier 

Pauline letters. 45 

These theological differences make it virtually impossible for many to 

accept Pauline authorship. However, though significant, they need not be pressed 

into contradictions or conflicts with earlier Paulines. Neither is it necessary to view 

them as evidence of an entirely changed perspective at a later stage of composition 

beyond Paul's lifetime. It seems more likely that these distinctives constitute the 

logical extension of Paul's thought in new directions by Paul himself closer to the end 

of his life. 

Four references to the cross and the death of Christ (1: 7; 2: 16; 5: 2,25) in a 

431bid., Ixiii-lxv. Also, see Schnackenburg, Ephesians, 26-28; and Best, Ephesians, 32-35. 

44Salvation language appears in the past tense, depicting it as already completed for 
believers (2: 5-8, esp. IuTc uraqjqyevot in vv. 5,8). The emphasis is more on believers' present 
relationship to the exalted Christ in the heavenly realm (e. g., 1: 3,20-23; 2: 6) and on growing up in 
maturity as a "body" toward its "head" (4: 15). 

45Ephesians uses &KAquta exclusively of the universal Church (cf. 1: 22; 3: 10,21; 5: 23- 
25,27,29,32) rather than local assemblies of believers, which is how it appears most frequently in 
the undisputed Paulines (although see 1 Cor. 12: 28; 15: 9 and Gal. 1: 13). Thus, Lincoln, Ephesians, 
Ixiv, concludes that this view of the universal Church "as one (4: 4), holy (5: 26-27), catholic (1: 22-23), 
and apostolic (2: 20) in all probability reflects a stage beyond that of the ministry of Paul. " 
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relatively brief, general letter are not insignificant, especially the central role of the 

cross in 2: 11-22 as the ground for Jew-Gentile unity (cf. 2: 15-16). The emphasis on 

Christ's exaltation fits with the traditional views of the Church as shown in Acts (cf. 

Acts 2,3,13) and in Paul's defense speeches regarding the hope of the resurrection 
(cf. Acts 23: 6; 24: 14-16; 26: 17-23; see also 1 Cor. 15: 20-28). 

The fact that justification is not mentioned, the law is said to be abolished 
(2: 14-15), and "good works" are included as the product of saving grace (2: 10) 

probably reflects the large Gentile makeup of the author's audience (cf. 2: 1-3,11-13; 

4: 17-24) and his more general reference to salvation by grace through faith unto good 

works (2: 8-10). One could argue that Paul has a functional view of the law that is 

nuanced contextually thereby accommodating both negative (e. g., Gal. 3: 13,19-25) 

and positive (e. g., Rom. 3: 31; 7: 7-12; 13: 8-10) statements about it, a phenomenon 

also reflected in Ephesians (cf. 2: 15 with 5: 31 and 6: 2-3). 46 

The emphasis on realized eschatology is clearly evident, but it is not in 

conflict with the undisputed Paulines (cf. e. g., Rom. 5: 1-2a, 9a, 10a; 6: 4; 8: 1,24a) nor 

maintained at the expense of futuristic eschatology in Ephesians itself (cf. 1: 10,14; 

4: 30; 5: 5; 6: 13). In line with the author's exaltation christology, the emphasis on the 

believer's relationship to Christ shifts from dying with Him (Rom. 6: 8a) and rising 

with Him in the future (Rom. 6: 8b) to that of already being raised and seated with 

Him in the heavenly places far above all authority and power (1: 20-21; 2: 5-6). With 

different issues at stake, Paul can hold both emphases without conflict. 

The advanced ecclesiology of Ephesians is also clearly evident, but this need 

not be viewed as inconsistent with the undisputed Paulines nor reflect a later setting. 

If the letter was intended to circulate among several churches, as is likely, then it 

would be appropriate to use &KA77uta in a universal sense. The reference to Christ as 

46C. G. Kruse, Paul, the Law and Justification (Leicester: Apollos, 1996) 261-65, 
discusses the texts in Ephesians and argues convincingly that they are compatible with each other 
and with Pauline usage in his earlier letters. 
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Head of the Church appears to be the logical development of the "body of Christ" 

metaphor. Regarding the role of the apostles and prophets, the new feature in 

Ephesians is how the Church is pictured as a building, where Jesus Christ is the 

cornerstone and the apostles and prophets through their witness to Him form its 

foundation. 47 All this is a natural extension of an earlier idea (cf. 1 Cor. 3: 10-11). As 

noted above, the mainly Gentile audience also accounts for no mention of the 

continuity between Israel and the Church (as in Rom. 3: 1-8; 9-11) without denying it. 

The point for Gentile Christians to grasp is that they are part of God's people on equal 

footing with Jewish Christians through Jesus Christ who has made peace (2: 11-22). 

All this suggests that Paul himself could bring further development to his own ideas 

as warranted by his and his readers' circumstances. 
1.1.2.4 Relationship to Colossians. All interpreters recognize that 

Colossians and Ephesians share close similarities in language and argument. Those 

who defend the authenticity of Ephesians invariably argue for the authenticity of 

Colossians also. Accordingly, the relationship between the two letters is accounted 

for by the view that Paul wrote both of them. 48 

However, Lincoln and many others argue that such a hypothesis is highly 

unlikely because the nature of the differences indicates a changed perspective that 

requires a lapse of time. Consequently, the letters "could not have been written at 

the same time, which is what must be supposed if Pauline authorship of Ephesians is 

claimed. "49 Instead, the author was "a later follower of Paul who used Colossians as 

47The apostles and prophets are viewed as foundational in a logical sense, not in a past, 
temporal sense because they have passed off the scene. The description of them as "holy" (3: 5) 
reflects Paul's typical designation of anyone "set apart for a sacred purpose" rather than an 
indication of later veneration by others. 

48SO Percy, Probleme, 360-433, who argues that the similarities and differences between 
the letters are best explained in this way. See also footnote 11 above. 

49Lincoln, Ephesians, 1xvii. Also, see Mitton, Ephesians, 254-55; and Schnackenburg, 
Ephesians, 29. 
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the basis for his own reinterpretation of the Pauline gospel. "50 To make this claim is 

to maintain the view that this author used the literary device of pseudonymity-51 

Many who view Ephesians as pseudonymous contend that it depends on 

Colossians as its primary source. 52 However, the evidence for direct literary 

dependence is minimal, 53 so most scholars put more emphasis on overall structure 

and content involving the same thematic material, on certain key terms and on 

theological concepts. It is argued that the author of Ephesians rearranged and gave 

fresh expression to his source material to suit his own distinctive interests and 

5OIbid., 1xviii. Also, see Kiimmel, Introduction, 358-61; Mitton, Ephesians, 254-61; and 
Schnackenburg, Ephesians, 29. On the other hand, Best, Ephesians, 20-25, argues that, while there 
is a relationship with Colossians, "it cannot be proved that AE [the author of Ephesians] used that 
letter" (35). 

r)lPseudonymity within the NT canon is a complex issue and continues to be debated, 
especially as it relates to Colossians and Ephesians. Lincoln, Ephesians, 1xviii-lxxiii, gives a concise 
but spirited defense of canonical pseudonymity drawing on the work of R. J. Bauckham, "Pseudo- 
Apostolic Letters, " JBL 107 (1988) 469-94; L. R. Donelson, Pseudepigraphy and Ethical Argument 
in the Pastoral Epistles, ed. H. D. Betz, G. Ebeling, and M. Mezger, HUTh 22 (Tiibingen: J. C. B. 
Mohr [Paul Siebeck], 1986) esp. 7-66; and D. G. Meade, Pseudonymity and Canon (Grand Rapids: 
Eerdmans, 1987) esp. 103-57. Meade shows how pseudonymity may have functioned had it been 
accepted in early Christianity, but he does not adequately demonstrate the plausibility of that 
premise. See also Best, Ephesians, 10-13, and the literature cited there. Vigorous counter- 
arguments have been put forward by Percy, Probleme, 443; Guthrie, Introduction, 1011-28; id., "The 
Development of the Idea of Canonical Pseudepigrapha in New Testament Criticism, " in The 
Authorship and Integrity of the New Testament, ThCol 4 (London: SPCK, 1965) 14-39; T. D. Lea, 
"The Early Christian View of Pseudepigraphic Writings, " JETS 27 (1984) 65-75; and Carson, Moo, 
and Morris, Introduction, 367-71. For a discussion of motives for the writers of pseudepigraphy, see 
B. M. Metzger, "Literary Forgeries and Canonical Pseudepigrapha, " JBL 91 (1972) 5-12. 

52E. Best, "Who Used Whom? The Relationship of Ephesians and Colossians, " NTS 43 
(1997) 72-96, states: ". .. it has become an accepted tenet of scholarship that Colossians was 
written prior to Ephesians and the latter composed in its light" (73). Schnackenburg, Ephesians, 32, 
holds that Ephesians is based on the author's memory of Colossians. There have been a few 
attempts to argue for the priority of Ephesians; see J. Coutts, "The Relationship of Ephesians and 
Colossians, " NTS 4 (1957-58) 201-07. 

53The most extensive point of contact is the commendation of Tychicus in Col. 4: 7-8 and 
Eph. 6: 21-22. After a detailed study of possible literary parallels, Best, "Who Used Whom? ", 
concludes that "in almost every case it is impossible to say with any certainty that A/Eph [the 
author of Ephesians] used Colossians or that A/Col [the author of Colossians] used Ephesians" (92). 
In light of his study, he states that three possible solutions to the question of authorship remain 
open: "Paul wrote both letters, they had a common author who was not Paul, they did not have a 
common author and Paul wrote neither of them" (96). Best favors the last option: "The similarities 
and dissimilarities of the two letters can be explained most easily on the assumption of distinct 
authors who were members of the same Pauline school and had discussed together the Pauline 
theology they had inherited" (96). See further id., Ephesians, 20-25,35-40. 
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theological purposes. 54 Even if Colossians is authentic, many find it highly doubtful 

that Paul could have written Ephesians because of differences in theology at certain 

points. The author must have been a later disciple of Paul. 

While considerable weight is given to this argument, much of the 

troublesome evidence can be viewed differently without resorting to pseudonymity. 

Several observations are worthy of consideration. First, Paul's ability and versatility 

as a writer and theologian should not be underestimated. He is quite capable of 

rephrasing, developing, and qualifying his own thoughts for a different audience facing 

different circumstances within a relatively short time (cf. e. g., 1 Thess. 4-5; 1 Cor. 15 

and 2 Cor. 5). It is likely that themes he had thought about for a long time received 
fresh expression. An expansion of the horizons of Paul's literary capability in this 

way would accommodate both the similarities and the differences between Ephesians 

and Colossians and show how both letters fit comfortably with the theology of the 

undisputed Paulines. 55 

Second, a change of audience, subject matter, or authorial purpose should 

not be downplayed. The change of emphasis from Christ in Colossians to the Church 

in Ephesians and the occasion of each letter does much to account for the different 

nuances of the terms shared by the two letters. For example, describing Christ as 

head of His body, the Church, is an extension of Paul's metaphor in both letters, but in 

Colossians (1: 18-20; 2: 18-19) it is used christologically to combat heresy while in 

Ephesians (1: 22-23; 4: 15-16) it is used ecclesiologically to foster the unity of believers. 

54For example, Uncoln, Ephesians, 170, claims that Eph. 3: 1-13 is a distinctive 
reworking of Col. 1: 23-29. Schnackenburg, Ephesians, 30-32, summarizes the uniqueness of the 
relationship between Colossians and Ephesians but concludes that differences in style, theology, 
and literary objectives between them "are so great that we can only with difficulty conceive of the 
same author"(32). He believes the author of Ephesians was very familiar with Colossians, though 
probably not as a written document. 

55Wright, Colossians, 38, makes this point. See also C. E. Arnold, "Ephesians, " in 
Dictionary of Paul and His Letters, eds. G. F. Hawthorne et al. (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity 
Press, 1993) 243 [hereafter DPLI. 
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Third, personal allusions, expressions of intent, and requests for things ring 

true as coming from Paul himself in both Colossians (more extensive) and Ephesians 

(cf. - 1: 1; 3: 1-13; 4: 1; 6: 19-20). 56 In addition, a plausible life-setting for the letters in 

A" 
. ia Nlinor during Paul's lifetime in the early 60s should not be ignored. 57 

Again, it seems that the arguments against Pauline authorship, while 

formidable, are not decisive. They do not give sufficient weight to the general pastoral 

character of Ephesians and to Paul's creative ability to reflect on God's purposes in 

Christ to meet the needs of a broader Christian readership. With these 

considerations in view, the arguments supporting Pauline authorship are plausible. 

1.1.3 Conclusion 

In light of the above discussion, it can be argued persuasively that the 

differences between Colossians and Ephesians and the undisputed Pauline letters do 

not constitute sufficient grounds for rejecting Pauline authorship. With due 

consideration of the difficulties, we hold the view that in all probability Paul wrote 

Colossians to a local congregation in Colossae to combat, in part, a christological 

heresy. With the Colossian letter still fresh on his mind, he used similar language and 

concepts, with modifications and expansions, to write Ephesians as a general, circular 

or "open" letter to several churches of western Asia Minor, with Ephesus as either 

56Those who favor pseudonymity explain the autobiographical material in various ways. 
For example, Meade, Pseudonymity, 139-61, argues that such material in a pseudonymous writing 
is primarily "an assertion of authoritative tradition, not of literary origins" (161), but this dichotomy 
lacks convincing support. Lincoln, Ephesians, lxxxvii, claims that the later author of Ephesians 
makes the letter "more personal, direct, and forceful by adopting the device of Paul himself 
appealing to the churches. " But surely this would be unnecessary and even suspect within 30 years 
of Paul's death (most who reject Pauline authorship date Ephesians ca. AD 80-90), and it is not 
easy to reconcile the content of Ephesians (cf. 4: 15,25) with the idea that the first-person details 
are simply well-meaning attempts to show respectful affmity with PauL 

57Best, Ephesians, 63-75, discusses a variety of proposals for the occasion and purpose of 
Ephesians. In light of the letter as a whole and its general nature, he suggests it was written for 
Gentile Christians who formerly were members of one or more groups in the community (i. e., a trade 
guild, a cult group). Now as Christians who have come into the Church from paganism, "they have 
entered a new group and it is important that they should realise its nature and the conduct 
required of them in it" (75). Though Best links this life-setting and purpose with a later author, 
they are equally applicable in Paul's lifetime. 
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the first or most important destination. 58 Since Paul was a prisoner at the time of 

writing both letters, it is reasonable to suppose that they originated from the same 

imprisonment, which was most likely the one he experienced at Rome in the early AD 

60s. 59 While in prison he may have had secretarial assistance from Timothy (cf Col. 

1: 1; 4: 18) or someone else (see footnote 12 above). The repetition of Colossians 4: 7-8 

in Ephesians 6: 21-22 reads naturally if both letters were dispatched at the same time 

and were taken to their intended destinations in the province of Asia by I)rchicus. 

It should be noted that even if Paul did not write Colossians and Ephesians, 

most scholars acknowledge that they stand in the Pauline tradition and reflect terms 

and patterns of thought used by Paul. Consequently, with due regard for possible 

adaptation and development, these letters can be consulted without fear of 

misrepresenting Paul's own ideas. In fact, in some cases they enhance our 

understanding of certain ideas that are mentioned but not explained in the undisputed 
Paulines, such as Paul's one reference to "our old man" in Romans 6: 6. 

In subsequent discussion we will refer to Paul as the author of Colossians 

and Ephesians as well as Romans. We will consider both the "old man" and the "new 

man" to be Pauline terms and the "old man / new man" motif to be an integral part of 

58G. Zuntz, The Text of the Epistles; A Disquisition upon the Corpus Paulinum, SL 
(London: Oxford University Press, 1953) 228n, cites some evidence for circular letters in the ancient 
world. Objections to the circular letter theory can be found in D. E. Nineham, "The Case Against 
Pauline Authorship, " in Studies in Ephesians, ed. F. L. Cross (London: A. R. Mowbray, 1956) 25. 
However, the objections raised by Ninehain and others do not dispose of the circular letter theory in 
general, although they do go against the "blank address" form of it. In our view the inclusion of & 
Folaq) in 1: 1 as attested in AD 33 81 et al. is preferred. The phrase is omitted in p46 N and B. 
Apparently & FoloV was deliberately omitted in these early manuscripts to show that the letter 
was of general rather than simply local reference. In later manuscripts the phrase was reinstated in 
order to identify the letter and verify the title given to it in the second century. The second half of v. 1 
could be translated: "to the saints who are in Ephesus, that is (Kat), believers in Christ Jesus. " In 
this view, the participial clause (ToFs- obo-w ... ) functions substantivally in apposition to dytots- and 
provides a brief definition of this term. See A. T. Robertson, A Grammar of New Testament Greek in 
the Light of Historical Research, 4th ed. (Nashville, TN: Broadman Press, 1934) 1106-08 for the 
articular substantival participle. The word Kat is understood in an explanatory or ascensive sense 
rather than an adjunctive or connective sense (cf. Robertson, Grammar, 1181, and ch. 3,167 n55). 

59See the discussion in footnote 11 above 
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Paul's theological thought. In order to position the study of this theme within recent 

discussion of his thought, we turn to a survey of key interpretations offered for 

aspects of Paul's theology relevant to our topic. 

1.2 Relevant Aspects of Pauline Theology 

The presence of dv*mws- in the "old man / new man" formulation links this 

motif with facets of Paul's anthropology. At the same time, the modifiers TraAat(: ý- and 

Katv(: ý- / Plos- relate it to facets of his eschatology. Thus it is necessary to give some 

attention to both areas. 

1.2.1 Perspectives on Pauline Anthropology 

Many interpreters from the days of the Church Fathers (2nd-3rd century) 

through the time of the Reformation (16th century) into the Enlightenment period 

(18th century) viewed Paul as a systematic theologian whose teaching could be 

understood as a compendium of theological statements. During this extended period 

of time the dichotomy / trichotomy question was the main focus of attention in 

discussions of Paul's anthropology. Does the human person consist of two parts 

(body and soul) or three (body, soul, and spirit)? Through the influence of Augustine 

and the Protestant Reformers, dichotomy (material and immaterial) became the 

dominant view in Western theology. 60 But the complexity of Paul's anthropology 

spawned additional issues and debates. 

1.2.1.1 Background Influence Debate. With the Enlightenment of the 

18th century came the rise of historical-critical exegesis and the investigation of 

Paul's thought in its socio-historical setting. On one hand, there emerged a growing 

awareness that Paul was not, after all, a systematic theologian and that his theology, 

including his anthropology, needed to be interpreted in light of his own historical and 

60G. C. Berkouwer, Man: The Image of God (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1962) 194-233. 
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cultural milieu. On the other hand, the critical study of his thought became 

susceptible to the religious and philosophical thinking of the day. With respect to 

Paul's anthropology, F. C. Baur (1792-1860) and the TUbingen school, heavily 

influenced by the idealism of G. W. F. Hegel, taught, for example, that the conflict 

between the udg (flesh) and the 7mcPpa (spirit) represented the conflict between 

"anything merely outward, sensuous and material" and the "principle of 

consciousness" that forms the link between man and CTod. 61 In scholarly circles, this 

idealist tradition was largely dismantled by the "history of religions" school near the 

end of the 19th century. 

In 1872, Hermann Didemann set the agenda for succeeding decades of 
discussion by his sharply defined antithesis between Paul's "Jewish" notion of O-dpe as 

man in his weakness, and his later, more dominant "Hellenistic" conception in which 

udg as material substance was greatly devalued. 62 In light of this, many subsequent 

studies assumed a fundamental distinction between Hellenistic (partitive and 

dualistic) and Hebraic (aspective and holistic) views of the human person and sought 

to determine whether Paul was influenced more by one or the other. 63 Some scholars 

contended that Paul's anthropology was strongly influenced by Hellenistic philosophy 

and popular religion. 64 By the mid-20th century an additional phase of the discussion 

61F. C. Baur, Paul. The Apostle of Jesus Christ, trans. A. Menzies, 2 vols. (London: 
Williams and Norgate, 1876) 2: 126-28. 

62H. Lüdemann, Die Anthropologie des Apostels Paulus und ihre Stellung innerhalb seiner 
Heilslehre (Kiel: Universitdts-Buchhandlung [P. Toechel, 1872). He divided Pauline anthropology 
under the two headings of "outer man" and "inner man, " with soul, flesh, and body belonging to the 
former, and spirit, mind, and heart to the latter. 

63For a review of the debate see W. D. Stacey, The Pauline View of Man in Relation to its 
Judaic and Hellenistic Background (London: Macmillan & Co., 1956) 40-55; for individual terms see 
Jewett, Paul's Anthropological Terms, passim. 

64E. g., 0. Pfleiderer, Paulinism. A Contribution to the History of Primitive Christian 
Theology, trans. E. Peters, 2 vols. (London: Williams and Norgate, 1877); W. Wrede, Paul, trans. 
E. Lummis (Lexington: American Library Association, 1962 [19041); W. Bousset, Kyrios Christos: 
A History of the Belief in Christ from the Beginnings of Christianity to Irenaeus, trans. J. E. Steely 
(Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1970 [19131); and R. Reitzenstein, The Hellenistic Mystery-Religions: 
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involved the possibility of Gnostic influence on Paul. 65 Others contended that the 

decisive influences on Paul, apart from Jesus and early Christianity, were the 

Hebrew Scriptures and Palestinian JudaisM. 66 They argued that Paul antedated or 

opposed much of the non-Jewish teaching on which he was supposedly dependent. 

In recent decades scholars have generally agreed that one should not erect 

rigid distinctions between "Hellenistic" and "Jewish" influences or between 

"Hellenistic" and "Palestinian" Judaism. Differences must be acknowledged but not 

exaggerated because of the extent to which Hellenistic ideas had penetrated Palestine 

and Judaism in the first century. 67 Paul lived in both worlds so his anthropological 

language owed something to both Hellenistic and Jewish thought and scholars have 

continued to look for parallels from other writers of his day. 68 In the end, however, we 

are left with Paul himself and the need to find some explanation for the distinctive 

uses of various terms in his anthropology. The key factor in determining his meaning 

is the way he used these terms in context augmented by relevant parallels, if any, in 

Their Basic Ideas and Significance, trans. J. E. Steely from the 3rd German ed., PTMS 15 
(Pittsburgh: Pickwick Press, 1978 [1910]). See the discussion and critique by Schweitzer, Paul and 
His Interpreters, 66-77. 

65E. g., R. Bultmann, Theology of the New Testament, trans. M Grobel (London: SCM, 
1956) 1: 199,204. Bultmann acknowledged that Paul opposed some Gnostic notions, but he 
claimed that Paul's portrayal of a deep division in man and his use of some terms in a derogatory 
sense betrayed Gnostic influence. 

66E. g., H. W. Robinson, The Christian Doctrine of Man, 3rd ed. (Edinburgh: T. and T. 
Clark, 1926) 8, passim; J. A. T. Robinson, The Body. A Study in Pauline Theology, SBT 5 (London: 
SCM, 1952) passim; and Stacey, Pauline View of Man, passim. Stacey's more general thesis is that 
Paul's anthropology was fundamentally Christian and that he normally used Jewish language, 
though occasionally Hellenism offered a more adequate term (39). 

67M. Hengel, Judaism and Hellenism: Studies in Their Encounter in Palestine during the 
Early Hellenistic Period, trans. J. Bowden, 2 vols. (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1974); also I. H. 
Marshall, "Palestinian and Hellenistic Christianity: Some Critical Comments, " NTS 19 (1972-73) 
271-87. 

68For example: E. Brandenburger, Fleisch und Geist. Paulus und die dualistische Weisheit, 
W14ANT 29 (Neukirchen-Vluyn: Neukirchener Verlag, 1968) 114-221, makes an extensive 
comparison of Paul and Philo as a representative of Hellenistic Judaism. Substantive comparisons 
between the Dead Sea Scrolls and elements of Pauline anthropology, especially iwe-Opa and adpe in 
connection with sin, can be found in several places such as A. Sand, Der Begriff 'Fleisch'in den 
paulinischen Hauptbriefen (Regensburg: Pustet, 1967) 253-73. 
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Greek. or Hebrew thought. 69 Many terms exhibit a range of meaning with some 

overlap for certain pairs. 70 Based on this approach, many acknowledge that Jewish 

thought provides the greater background influence for most Pauline terms and ideas. 

Related to the preceding discussion is the question about whether Paul's 

anthropology is monistic or dualistic. Most scholars today view it as some form of 

monism, or basically so, such that any evidence of dualism is minimal and 

extraneous, a vestige of Greek influence. 71 But this understanding has been 

challenged. 72 According to Robert Gundry, "anthropological duality, " not "monatic 

unity, " best describes Paul's anthropology. The whole person (di*mros-) consists of a 

corporeal side for which Paul uses the term a6pa (sometimes adp6, and an incorporeal 

side whose various functions he describes by using nve0pa, OvX4, Kap6ta, voEý-, 1'76, o) 

dilOpo)Tros- et al.; thus there is "an ontological duality, a functional pluralism, and an 

overarching unity. "73 Paul's emphasis lies on unity, viewing a human being as a fully 

integrated whole person. 

Along with the monism / dualism issue, scholars have sought to understand 

69See J. M. G. Barclay, Obeying the Truth. A Study of Paul's Ethics in Galatians, ed. 
J. Riches (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1988) 185-92, for a perceptive discussion and evaluation of 
parallels from Philo and Qumran in relation to 7we-Dpa and adpe leading to this conclusion. Also, 
see Dunn, Theology of Paul, 54-55. 

70Dunn, Theology of Paul, 55-78, summarizes the spectrum of meaning for a6ya / adpe, 
voCy / Kap6ta, and 0vXj / iweVya, and points out where each pair overlaps in meaning. 

71See the discussion in Bultmann, Theology, 1: 209, who concludes: "Man does not consist 
of two parts much less of three; nor are psyche and pneuma special faculties or principles (within the 
soma) of a mental life higher than his animal life. Rather, man is a living unity. " See also Stacey, 
Pauline View of Man, 126; Jewett, Paul's Anthropological Terms, passim; and H. Ridderbos, Paul: 
An Outline of His Theology, trans. J. R. DeWitt (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1975) 29-32. 

72See R. H. Gundry, Soma in Biblical Theology with Emphasis on Pauline Anthropology, 
SNTSMS 29 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1976), and J. W. Cooper, Body, Soul, and 
Life Everlasting. Biblical Anthropology and the Monism-Dualism Debate (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 
1989), passim. See ch. 6,302-03. 

73Gundry, Soma, 79,83-84,156, and 117-83 for supporting arguments. Similarly, 
Cooper, Body, Soul, and Life Everlasting, 50,179, demonstrates that "functional holism" rather 
than "ontological holism" and "holistic dualism" rather than "holistic monism" best describe Pauline 
anthropology; see 36-103 and 147-95 for supporting arguments. Contra Bultmann, Theology, 1: 192- 
96 et al. 
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Paul's anthropology in relationship to other facets of his theology. Since the mid-20th 

century the theological analysis of his anthropology has been dominated by Rudolf 

Bultmann and Ernst Kasemann. We turn to a brief sketch of their contributions to 

the subject. 

1.2.1.2 Contribution of Rudolf Bultmann. For Bultmann, Pauline 

theology is not a theoretical, speculative system. It deals with God only as He is 

significant for man, and, correspondingly, it deals with the world and man not as they 

are in themselves but in their relationship to God. On this premise Bultmann states: 

"Every assertion about God is simultaneously an assertion about man and vice 

versa. For this reason and in this sense Paul's theology is at the same time 

anthropology. "74 Therefore, he links anthropology with soteriology-God's deed for 

man and his demand of him-and treats Paul's theology as his doctrine of man: first, 

man prior to faith, and second, man under faith. 

The way in which Bultmann interprets the movement from unbelief to faith 

is reflected in his discussion of Paul's anthropological terms. He states that acopa is 

the most comprehensive and most complex term that Paul uses. In Pauline usage it 

may mean the physical body, but more characteristically it denotes the human 

person as a whole, such that we can say "man does not have a oZpa; he is a6lta ... . "75 

Consequently, man is able to experience himself as the subject to whom something 

happens or as the object of his own action. In this way Paul denotes man in 

relationship to himself; and because of this, a double possibility exists: he can be at 

one with himself or he can be estranged from himself. Man as u6pa, therefore, is 

responsible for his own existence. He can Aave himself under control or lose this 

control and come under the domination of outside powers. 

74Bultmann, Theology, 1: 191. Unfortunately, he overstates the importance of 
anthropology in Paul leading to his own existentialist individualism and to further anthropological 
reductionism in some of his followers. 

75Ibid., 1: 193-94; 195-96,203. 
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According to Bultmann, Paul uses the terms 7ve-01-ta and o-dg to denote man 

at one with himself or estranged from himself respectively. Edpe, in addition to 

denoting the concrete, fleshly body, refers to man estranged from himself as "fleshly, " 

lost in the world, and existing in inauthenticity. Thus, the meaning of adg is extended 

to include not only human nature at work in man himself, but also the environment 

within which man lives, "the whole sphere of that which is earthly or 'natural. "' To take 

o-dg as one's norm for living is what Bultmann defines as sin for it means to turn from 

the creator to the creation, to trust in one's self as being able to obtain life through 

one's own strength and accomplishment. But man has fallen victim to his own 

attempt to secure life and thus has lost to the flesh and sin as personified powers his 

capacity to determine his own actions. Bultmann goes on to show how this can apply 
to both Gentile lawlessness and Jewish religious piety. 76 

On the other hand, iTve-ýua is descriptive of the kind of existence in which a 

person is oriented to God and thus able to live authentically. Paul then uses the 

terms PoEý-, cvPc[877o-ig, Kap8la, and OvA to oscillate between nveDya and o-dg and 

describe different aspects of human existence with respect to its authenticity or 

inauthenticity. They describe what belongs to human nature, which in itself is 

neither good nor evil, but which offers the possibility of deciding for good or evil. In 

describing the Spirit, Bultmann stresses the freedom the Spirit brings, namely, 
"release from the compulsion of sin" and a newly opened possibility of obtaining "life. " 

At the same time he limits the sense in which the Spirit is viewed as "power" because 

to be "led by the Spirit" presupposes a decision between two alternatives: "flesh" or 
lispirit. "77 This reflects Bultmann's characteristic emphasis on human "decision" and 

on faith as obedience. As John Barclay points out, it indicates that he sees the Spirit 

761bid., 1: 234,239-45. Bultmann discusses adpe along with sin and death as 
personified powers to which man has fallen victim. 

771bid., 1: 330-40. 
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in Paul primarily "as the possibility of authentic obedience, a possibility previously 

unavailable to man trapped in his own self-seeking (the flesh). "78 

Bultmann's existential interpretation of Pauline anthropology has been 

very influential. According to Robert Jewett, "the existential interpretation of the 

udpe-m,, e-DMa categories has now become common property for almost all exegetes in 

contact with present-day discussion of the matter. "79 Prior to Bultmann, Pauline 

anthropology was often discussed in "partitive terms" where each anthropological 
term referred to a different part of the human constitution, and it was only a question 

of whether such an analysis had a Greek or Jewish antecedent. One of Bultmann's 

primary insights was to take Paul's anthropological terms as representing different 

ways of looking at the whole human person in relationship to himself and the control 

of opposing powers. As we shall see, this perspective has a bearing on how one views 
the "old man" and the "new man. " 

Despite the compelling nature of much in Bultmann's interpretation, some 

problems remain. Two issues are important for our consideration. First, as Barclay 

notes, Bultmann's schematic presentation of Paul's use of terms can be misleading. 
To avoid this, one must observe carefully the particular context in which an 

anthropological term or expression occurs. 80 Second, and more formidable, 

Bultmann's analysis is grounded in existentialist philosophy. A major effect of this is 

the almost exclusive attention he gives to the individual; but the range of Paul's 

anthropological terminology cannot be restricted so narrowly. Another result of this 

approach is Bultmann's "tendency to demythologize Paul's remarks about historical 

78Barclay, Obeying the Truth, 195. 

79Jewett, Paul's Anthropological Terms, 67,103. It must be noted, however, that a 
unitary view of Pauline anthropology is held by many who reject Bultmann's existential interpretation. See Barclay's assessment, Obeying the Truth, 195, along with additional references. 

80Barclay, Obeying the Truth, 196, states that in this respect "Jewett's analysis of Paul's 
terms letter by letter is an important complement to the schematic presentations of the evidence by 
Bultmann, Sand and others" (196 n45). See also our approach on pp. 60-63 below. 
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events and their influence on 'the world. "181 He interprets the cross as a revelatory 

event that discloses God's grace and "frees man from himself. " Similarly, the 

eschatological gift of the Spirit becomes "the power of futurity ... the new possibility 

of genuine, human life which opens up to him who has surrendered his old 

understanding of himself. "82However, one cannot eliminate the historical and 

eschatological dimensions of Paul's thought so completely. This becomes one of the 

main reactions of Ernst KAsemann who challenged Bultmann's views on the role of 
anthropology in Paul's thought as well as his interpretation of key anthropological 
terms. 

1.2.1.3 Contribution of Ernst Kfisemann. In his earliest work on 
anthropological themes, Kdsemann emphasized the cosmic scope of Paul's thought 

and compared it with Gnostic thought. 83 In his later essays and his commentary on 
Romans, 84 he dropped the comparison with Gnosticism in favor of an emphasis on 

apocalyptic themes as determining factors in Pauline theology. 85 He repeatedly 

criticizes Bultmann for making anthropology the focal point of Paul's theology leading 

to an exaggerated individualism. 86 

81Ibid., 198. 

82Bultmann, Theology 1: 335-36; also id., "Christ the End of the Law, " in Essays 
Philosophical and Theological, trans. J. C. G. Greig (London: SCM, 1955) 36-66, esp. 59-60. 

83E. Y%Asemann, Leib und Leib Christi: Eine Untersuchung zur paulinischen Begrifflichkeit, 
BHT 9 (Tiibingen: J. C. B. Mohr [Paul Siebeck], 1933). 

84Many of Kasemann's essays have been translated and published in New Testament 
Questions of Today, trans. W. J. Montague (London: SCM, 1969) and in Perspectives on Paul, trans. 
M. Kohl (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1971); id., Commentary on Romans, trans. and ed. G. W. 
Bromiley from the 4th German edition, HNT 8a (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1980). 

85See, e. g., "The Beginnings of Christian Theology" and "On the Subject of Primitive 
Christian Apocalyptic" in New. Testament Questions of Today, 82-107 and 108-37 respectively. For a discussion of the change in Kdsemann's view of the background against which he interpreted Paul's 
theology as reflected in his pre-1950 and post-1960 publications and his understanding of 
apocalyptic, see D. V. Way, The Lordship of Christ. Ernst Kdsemann 's Interpretation of Paul's 
Theology, OTM (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1991) 122-32. 

86Y%. dsemann, "On Paul's Anthropology, " in Perspectives on Paul, 1-31, esp. 1-14. 
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Instead of focusing on the anthropological terms themselves, as Bultmann 

did, IMsemann puts the subject in a wider Pauline context of christology, cosmology, 

and eschatology. He argues that Paul does not see a human being simply as an 
individual in relationship with him or herself, but in relationship with others and with 
his or her Lord. A human being is "a challengable and a continually challenged being, " 

something that is a constitutive element of one's existence. The challenge of the 

gospel does not end with conversion because salvation is an "endless path" that 

embodies "the challenge of being called to be a new creation and a new man. 1187 

Y%Asemann agrees with Bultmann's insight that Paul's anthropological 
terms do not refer exclusively to the component parts of a human being but rather to 

existence as a whole. However, he argues that Paul did not share the idealist notion 

of an inherent continuity of existence. Such a notion, he claims, is alien to Paul's 

thinking. One way he makes this point is by arguing that Christian baptism marks 

"the death of the old man and the miraculous beginning of a new life under the banner 

of the resurrection. " Further, Paul regards salvation history as divided into epochs, 

and his understanding of the resurrection shows that for him "discontinuity is the 

mark of both existence and history. " Discontinuity exists between the worlds of 

[original] creation and the fall, and between the lordships of sin, Christ, and the 

resurrection. 88 

One important distinction from Bultmann emerges in K. Asemann's 

interpretation of o, 6ya. Bultmann minimized the importance of corporeality. 

KAsemann argues that this concept is fundamental to Paul's theology because all of 

God's ways with His creation begin and end in corporeality. As such, man in his 

corporeality is never neutral in himself but is always "in the mode of belongingness 

871bid., 5-6. 

881bid., 8-9. 
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and participation. " This means that a man or woman as a whole person is always 

part of a particular world and always belongs to a structure of solidarity. 89 According 

to Misemann, Paul sees human beings as standing in solidarity with and thus in the 

power-sphere of either Adam or Christ. As such, a human being is the object or at 

most the exponent of the power that rules him or her. Since the Genesis fall, 

humanity is not free but enslaved to the power of evil forces from which it can only be 

rescued by an eschatological intervention. Thus Paul's hope was directed toward the 

time when Christ would rule and place all His enemies under His feet, and God would 
be all in all (cf. 1 Cor. 15: 25-28). In this context the resurrection of believers means 

participation in a world set free by the rule of God. 

Within this framework of thought, Kiisemann discusses selected 

anthropological terms. He insists that these terms "do not signify ... the 

individuation of the individual human being, but primarily that reality which, as the 

power either of the heavenly or the earthly, determines him from outside, takes 

possession of him and thereby decides into which of the two dualistically opposed 

spheres he is to be integrated. "90 This means the whole person is involved in the 

cosmic conflict between God and the forces of evil. Anthropology, then, is bound up 

with cosmology even in the sphere of faith. 

As a result, Kasemann expresses his interpretation of Paul's anthropology 

in terms of lordship and connects it to his idea that a human being is a participant in 

a particular "world" (power-sphere). This understanding of human existence not only 

stresses the idea of "belonging to a lord" but also the notion that human beings are 

able to respond to realities (worlds or lordships) that are already present. Because of 

this, the change of existence spoken of by an existentialist interpretation is in reality 

891bid., 18-22. 

90Kdsemann, "Primitive Christian Apocalyptic, " in New Testament Questions of Today, 
131-37, specifically 136; also "On Paul's Anthropology, " 26, where he states that human existence 
is " always fundamentally conceived from the angle of the world to which one belongs. " 
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a "change (or exchange) of lordship. "91 Human beings are always under a lord. They 

cannot escape from the power of sin to an autonomous state. But as a Christian, a 

human being exchanges this lordship for the lordship of Christ. 

115semann's interpretation of Paul's anthropology has also been influential. 

As Barclay points out, Ihis] emphasis on apocalyptic, on the physicality of oi0pa, and 

on the Spirit and flesh as powers which determine human e)dstence 'from outside' 

have all won increasing recognition in recent years. Many scholars now concur with 

his point of view on the importance of apocalyptic in Paul-not just in isolated motifs 

but in the whole framework of his theology. "92 KAsemann's achievement in scholarly 

discussion was to put Pauline anthropology into a broader cosmological and 

apocalyptic context that others have developed in various ways. 93 Two of his insights 

are useful for our consideration of the "old man / new man": 1) a person is part of a 

particular world (power-sphere), set in a structure of solidarity; and 2) discontinuity 

between the lordships of sin and grace, Adam and Christ, and the "old" and the "new" 

is characteristic of human existence and requires divine intervention to bridge the gap 

between them. This renewed emphasis on apocalyptic features leads us to consider 

the eschatological structure of Paul's theology. 

1.2.2 Eschatological Structure of Paul's Theology 

In light of renewed emphasis on Jewish backgrounds there is growing 

agreement that what lies at the "core" of Paul's theological thinking is the 

eschatologically-understood saving activity of God through Jesus Christ. Yet there 

are divergent views regarding this perspective. 

91Kdsemann, "On Paul's Anthropology, " 27-28, and Romans, 179,282,363. 

92Barclay, Obeying the Truth, 201. 

93Jewett, Paul's Anthropological Terms, 93-95; Beker, Paul the Apostle, passim; J. L. 
Martyn, "Apocalyptic Antinomies in Paul's Letter to the Galatians, " NTS 31 (1985) 410-24; M. C. 
de Boer, The Defeat of Death. Apocalyptic Eschatology in 1 Corinthians 15 and Romans 5, JSNTSup 
22 (Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1988). 
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1.2.2.1 Divergent Views. Albert Schweitzer (1875-1965) was a key 

figure among others who examined the comparative religions approach to Paul at the 

beginning of the 20th century. In an analysis of Pauline research in Germany at the 

time, he criticized the religionsgeschichtliche Schule for interpreting Paul in Hellenistic 

rather than Jewish categories, especially those of apocalyptic Judaism. 94 Later, he 

set forth his own view in which he argued that Paul shared Jesus' eschatology and 
drew on apocalyptic Judaism to explain that there is an "already" realized kingdom 

begun at Christ's resurrection and a "not yet" full revelation of God's kingdom at the 

end of history. 95 The presently realized aspect of the eschaton comes to expression in 

Paul's prominent tv XpLomP motif. According to Schweitzer, this Christ-mysticism, 

the Christian's mystical union with Christ as a "pneumatic corporeality" realized 
through the sacraments, became the central core of Paul's theology, relegating 
justification by faith to a subsidiary role. 96 Though Schweitzer's reconstruction can 
be criticized at several points, 97 his interpretation of Paul helped recapture both the 

redemptive-historical and eschatological character of Paul's overall theology. 

94Schweitzer, Paul and His Interpreters (1911), 59-60. He praised R. Kabisch, Die 
Eschatologie des Paulus in ihren Zusammenhdngen mit dem Gesamtbegriff des Paulinismus 
(G6ttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1893), as the first to understand fully "the great paradoxes of 
Paulinism" and to describe clearly "their real eschatological essence. " For others opposed to the 
religionsgeschichtliche interpretation of Paul, see H. A. A. Kennedy, St. Paul and the Mystery 
Religions (London: Hodder & Stoughton, 1913); more recently, G. Wagner, Pauline Baptism and the 
Pagan Mysteries, ATANT 39 (Edinburgh: Oliver & Boyd, 1967 [19621; and C. Colpe, Die 
religionsgeschichtliche Schule. Darstellung und Kritik ihres Bildes vom gnostischen Erl6sennythus, 
FRLANT 78 (G6ttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1961). 

95A. Schweitzer, The Mysticism of Paul the Apostle, trans. W. Montgomery (New York: 
Seabury Press, 1968 [19301) 52-55,110-15. Schweitzer did not use the term "apocalyptic, " even 
though he argued that Paul was to be understood in light of Jewish eschatology. He maintained a 
consistent futuristic eschatological (apocalyptic) approach to Paul, even though, in his view, it proved 
to be an illusion in the end since the kingdom of God failed to arrive at Christ's death and 
resurrection (115). 

961bid., 3,117,225. 

970f the many evaluations of Schweitzer's "consistent eschatology, " the following are helpful: T. F. Glasson, "Schweitzer's Influence-Blessing or Bane? " JTS 28 (1977) 289-302; A. C. 
Thiselton, "Schweitzer's Interpretation of Paul, " ExpTim 90 (1978-79) 132-37; and W. Willis, "The 
Discovery of the Eschatological Mngdom: Johannes Weiss and Albert Schweitzer, " in The Kingdom 
of God in 20th Century Interpretation, ed. W. Willis (Peabody, MA: Hendrickson, 1987) 1-14. 
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C. H. Dodd also recognized the eschatological framework for Paul's 

theological thinking, but he interpreted it as an expression of Paul's belief that history 

had reached its fulfillment in Christ's death and resurrection. 98 In his view, Paul 

shifted from "futuristic" to "realized" eschatology. Then, Paul brought this to full 

development in his emphasis on "Christ-mysticism" (one's consciousness of spiritual 

union with Christ) and on the Church as the sphere of divine grace and spiritual life. 

Rudolf Bultmann also saw the significance of eschatology for Paul, but he 

considered Jewish apocalyptic ideas to be a stumbling block because they had not 
been empirically confirmed. According to him, Paul moved the interpretation of the 

earliest kerygma beyond mythology to an anthropologically construed doctrine of 
justification by faith. The present reality of the believer's status before God replaced 

any thought of future redemption. For Paul, the eschatological moment of salvation 
is neither a space-time event in the past nor an event yet to occur in the future but 

an e3dstential happening that takes place in each individual's confrontation with the 

claims of the gospel and consequent decision for faith. 99 Thus, the core of Paul's 

theology is not eschatology but the anthropological concepts found in it. 

During the mid-20th century, however, the discovery and publication of the 

Qumran documents and the apocalyptic iorce of their sectarian theology began to 

return interpreters to Schweitzer's appreciation of the apocalyptic character of early 

Christianity. While Greeks typically viewed time as cyclical, 100 Hebraic thought 

typically viewed time as a succession of ages and looked for the age to come (the 

98C. H. Dodd, The Apostolic Preaching and Its Developments, 2nd ed. (New York- Harper & 
Row, 1951 [19361) 44,63-65. 

99R. Bultmann, The Presence ofEternity: History and Eschatology (New York Harper & 
Brothers, 1957) 33-50; id., "History and Eschatology in the New Testament, " NTS 1 (1954) 5-16; 
id., Theology, 191. See also pp. 26-29 above. 

10OSee A. A. Long and D. N. Sedley, The Hellenistic Philosophers, 2 vols. (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1987) 1: 308-13. 
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"messianic age" in some circles) to deliver them from the evils of the present age. 101 

Paul shared the latter view modified by the coming of Jesus Christ and the split 

between the "already"past and present, and the "not yet" future. 102 

Apocalyptic as an interpretive approach to Pauline theology came into full 

discussion with the later work of Ernst KAsemann who asserted that "apocalyptic 

was the mother of all Christian theology. "103 He argued against Bultmann's anthro- 

pocentricism and defended Schweitzer's claim that Paul's apocalyptic world view was 

determinative for his thought. 104 He and others contributed to the development of a 

fresh look at the nature of apocalyptic and its place in early Christianity. 105 

J. Christiaan Beker has made a spirited plea for this perspective by arguing 

that apocalyptic in the sense of the imnlinent, cosmic triumph of God over the 

created order is the heart of Paul's thought. He contends that Paul locates the center 

of the gospel in the apocalyptic interpretation of the Christ-event-106 Beker focuses 

101See, e. g., Dan. 2 and 7; CD 6.10,14; 12.23; 15.7; 1QpHab 5.7; and the later Jewish 
apocalypses 4 Ezra (e. g., 6: 7; 11: 44) and 2 Baruch. 

102Cf. Rom. 1: 2-4; 8: 15-18,23-25; 1 Cor. 2: 6-8; 10: 11; 2 Cor. 4: 4; Gal. 1: 3-5; 4: 4-6; Phil. 
3: 20-21; Col. 1: 26-27; Eph. 1: 19b-21. 

103E. Kdsemann, "The Beginnings of Christian Theology" in New Testament Questions of 
Today, 102. For a summary and analysis of Kdsemann's work, see W. G. Rollins, "The New 
Testament and Apocalyptic, " NTS 17 (1970-71) 454-76. See also Beker, Paul the Apostle, 13-19, 
360-62. 

104See footnotes 84 and 85 above and "An Apologia for Primitive Christian Eschatology" 
in Essays on New Testament Themes, trans. W. J. Montague (London: SCM, 1964) 169-95. 
Kasemann took issue with Schweitzer's claim that Paul's apocalyptic hopes relegated the doctrine of 
justification by faith to a subsidiary role as simply a polemical device against Judaizers. In his 
essay, "Justification and Salvation History in the Epistle to the Romans" in Perspectives on Paul, 60- 
78, he insisted that it is God's justification of the ungodly by faith in Christ that is the distinctive 
raark of the new age. 

105E. g., 0. Cullmann, Christ and Time: The Primitive Christian Conception of Time and 
History, rev. ed. (London: SCM / Philadelphia: Westminster, 1962) 88,145-55; id., Salvation in 
Ilistory (London: SCM / New York: Harper and Row, 1967) 170-75,202; P. Stublmacher, 
Gerechtigkeit Gottes bei Paulus (G6ttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1965) 175,203; and W. G. 
Kftmmel, The Theology of the New Testament According to Its Major Witnesses: Jesus, Paul, John, 
trans. J. E. Steely (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1973 [1969]) 144. 

106Beker, Paul the Apostle, 18-19, also 205, "The cross ... is the apocalyptic turning 
Point of history; " and 207, "The death and resurrection of Christ in their apocalyptic setting 
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on Paul's distinctive use of Jewish apocalyptic but acknowledges that it undergoes "a 

profound modification" in light of God's decisive act in Christ. Because of the Christ- 

event, believers can already claim "the new creation" and live in the power of the 

Spirit. At the same time, the Christ-event is a proleptic anticipation of God's final 

glory and the consummation of history. Since it inaugurates the end times and points 

to God's cosmic triumph, the Christ-event itself is eschatologically oriented. 107 

Despite an ongoing debate over the meaning and the appropriate use of the term 

"apocalyptic, "108 Beker's work has prompted further studies109 that have added 

support to his conviction that affirms Schweitzer's basic insight: Paul's interpretation 

of the Christ-event reflects the use of Jewish apocalyptic language and ideas. 

Nevertheless, as Beker acknowledges, Paul's use of traditional apocalyptic is 

"modified, " a modification that fits with his understanding of God's activity in 

redemptive history. 

In line with Schweitzer's insight but with less emphasis on apocalyptic is 

the highly influential work of E. P. Sanders that spawned a "new perspective on Paul" 

constitute the coherent core of Paul's thought. " See also pp. 13-17,40-41,277-78,355-58,362-67. 

1071bid., 145-52. This modification calls in question Beker's very broad view of 
traditional apocalyptic, which is primarily concerned with future events. The word "eschatological" 
seems to be a more appropriate descriptive term for Pauline thought since "eschatology" 
encompasses the entire present-future polarity. 

108See R. E. Sturm, "Defining the WordApocalyptic': A Problem in Biblical Criticism, " in 
J. Marcus and M. L. Soards, eds., Apocalyptic and the New Testament, JSNTS 24 (Sheffield: 
Sheffield Academic Press, 1989) 17-48; and R. B. Matlock, Unveiling the Apocalyptic Paul: Paul's 
Interpreters and the Rhetoric of Criticism, JSNTS 127 (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1996). 

109For example: Martyn, "Apocalyptic Antinomies, " 410-24, focuses on the cross rather 
than the parousia (pace Beker); M. A. Getty, "An Apocalyptic Perspective on Rom. 10: 4, " HBT 4-5 
(1982-83) 79-131; L. E. Keck, "Paul and Apocalyptic Theology, " Interp 38 (1984) 229-41; and 
11. Moore, "Paul and Apocalyptic, " IBSt 9 (1987) 35-46. Dunn, Theology of Paul, 461-72, following 
Cullmann, calls the distinctive "already fulfilled" but "not yet completed" framework the 
to eschatological tension" in Paul's theology. Although many Pauline studies define the role of Jewish 
apocalyptic in Paul's theology differently, they all-along with a growing number of contemporary 
scholars-believe that one cannot do justice to Paul's theology without accounting for his widespread 
use of apocalyptic language and ideas. The diversity of views is due in large measure to a lack of 
consensus regarding the nature and extent of Jewish and Christian apocalyptic thought. 
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in the final two decades of the twentieth century. 110 Using a holistic approach, 

Sanders presents a descriptive account of two patterns of religion, namely, Second 

Temple Judaism and Paul, and compares them. 111 After a detailed discussion of 

Jewish texts, he concludes that first-century Judaism was not a legalistic religion of 

"works-righteousness, " the prevailing view in Pauline scholarship and popular 

preaching. 112 Instead, Judaism was a religion of grace-the covenant had been given 

by divine initiative-with human obedience to the law understood as the proper 

response to God's grace. Observing the law along with atonement for transgressions 

was the means of "staying in" not of "getting into" the covenant. Sanders calls this 

pattern of religion underlying various forms of Judaism "covenantal nomiSM. 11113 

In his treatment of Paul, Sanders concludes, among other things, that 

justification by faith cannot be the center of Paul's theology, the traditional view held 

by many scholars. 114 Instead, following Schweitzer, he argues that the language and 

imagery of participation in Christ is the dominant (soteriological) theme in Paul. 

Union with Christ effects a transfer from one sphere of lordship (sin, law, death) to 

110E. P. Sanders, Paul and Palestinian Judaism: A Comparison ofPatterns of Religion 
(Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1977); id., Paul, the Law, and the Jewish People (Philadelphia: 
Fortress Press, 1983); id., Paul (New York: Oxford University Press, 1991); and id., Judaism: 
Practice and Belief, 63 BCE-66 CE (Philadelphia: Trinity Press International, 1992). The "new 
perspective" designation comes from J. D. G. Dunn, "The New Perspective on Paul, " BJRL 65 
(1983) 95-122. Dunn has been a leading voice in adopting Sanders'view (with modifications) and 
working out its implications in understanding both first-century Judaism and Paul. See Dunn's 
Romans 1-8,9-16.2 vols. WBC 38A, 38B (Dallas: Word Books, 1988); his collection of essays, Jesus, 
Paul, and the Law: Studies in Mark and Galatians (Louisville, KY: Westminster/John Knox Press, 
1990); and his Theology of Paul, 335-40. 

111By"pattem of religion, " Sanders means the description of how a religion functions in 
terms of how its adherents / members understand "getting in" and "staying in" the group of the 
saved (Paul and Palestinian Judaism, 17). 

112Sanders, Paul and Palestinian Judaism, 1-12,33-59,552. See also Bultmann, 
Theology, 1: 243 and Dunn, Romans, 1: 185. 

338-39.1131bid., 
75 (definition), 420,422 (summary), and 544. See also Dunn, Theology of Paul, 

1141bid., 438-41. At the same time, Sanders notes that "there is no neat division in 
Paul's thought between 'mystical' [participationist] and 'juridical' [language / categories]" (44 1) and he discusses the relationship between the two (502-08,520). 
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another (righteousness, gospel, life) and the ensuing transformation will not be 

completed until the Lord returns. This pattern of religion, which is fimdamentally 

different from Judaism, Sanders calls "participationist eschatology. "115 

Sanders'work has generated considerable discussion on the relationship of 

Paul's theology to his Jewish heritage (esp. his view of the law), and his "new 

perspective" views have been criticized at several points. 116 Nevertheless, his 

reexamination of first-century Judaism has countered caricatures and 

misrepresentations of it, and his treatment of Paul has refocused attention on Paul's 

participationist language and reaffirmed the redemptive-historical, eschatological 

character of his theology. 

1.2.2.2 Redemptive History and Eschatology. We noted above that a 

governing principle of Paul's theological thinking is the eschatologically-understood 

saving activity of God through Jesus Christ. On one hand, this saving activity is the 

fulfillment of God's work in the history of Israel and thus also the fulfillment of Old 

Testament Scripture. On the other hand, it reaches out to the parousia of Christ and 

the ultimate consummation of all things in the future kingdom of God. In light of this 

broad conception of Paul's theological thinking, the most adequate interpretive 

approach appears to be one that does justice both to the present and the future 

significance of this "eschatology" without dissolving the historical backbone of Paul's 

preaching concerning what has already taken place, nor dismissing the future 

11-5Ibid., 441-42,523,547-49 (descriptive summary), 552. "In Christ" not "in Judaism" 
Paul found life, thus, according to Sanders, his theological thinking moved from the solution (Jesus 
Christ) to the problem (human enslavement to sin) and what he found wrong in Judaism was that 
it was not Christianity (552). Since Sanders makes no sustained attempt to explain what Paul 
meant by "participation in Christ, " see Dunn, Theology of Paul, 390-412, for further development of 
this imagery. 

1160f the many summaries and evaluations of Sanders'"new perspective, " the following 
are helpful: J. Neusner, "Comparing Judaisms, " I-Mel 18 (1978-79) 177-9 1; R. H. Gundry, "Grace, 
Works, and Staying Saved in Paul, " Bib 66 (1985) 1-38; S. Westerholm, Israel's Law and the Church's 
Faith: Paul and His Recent Interpreters (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1988); F. Thielman, Paul and the 
Law: A Contextual Approach (Downers Grove: InterVarsity Press, 1994) esp. ch. 1; and Riches, 
A Century of New Testament Study, 136-42. For further bibliography, see ch. 3,173 n8l. 
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dimension concerning what must yet take place. This could be summarized as the 

heilsgeschichtliche-eschatologicaI character of Paul's theology. 117 This approach 

emphasizes the element of fulfillment in Paul's preaching (realized eschatology), and 

the importance of a continual future expectation (futuristic, apocalyptic eschatology). 
Within this framework, the various strands of Paul's theology can be integrated in 

terms of their unity and diversity as well as their continuity and discontinuity. 

The christological character of Paul's eschatology emerges plainly in the 

tension between fulfillment and expectation. On one hand, he speaks of "the fullness 

of time" (Gal. 4: 4), "the acceptable time" and "the day of salvation" (2 Cor. 6: 2) that 

have already taken effect. This is also apparent when he speaks of the great change 

that occurred with the death and resurrection of Christ as the arrival of a "new 

creation" (2 Cor. 5: 17). This is meant not only in an individual, spiritual sense, but 

also in a redemptive-historical, eschatological sense with a corporate dimension. The 

person who is "in Christ, " therefore, is in the "new creation. " He or she with others 

belong to this new order that has dawned with Christ's resurrection. 

On the other hand, Paul was clearly aware that the person "in Christ" still 

lives in the present world ("this age") and the time corresponding with it ("the now 

time; " cf. Rom. 8: 18; 11: 5; 12: 2 et al. ). He speaks of the present world time as "the 

ends of the ages" (cf. 1 Cor. 10: 11), the overlap of "this age" that is passing away and 

the "new age" begun with Christ. He can speak of "the present evil age" as a 

situation from which Christ has delivered His people (Gal. 1: 4), while elsewhere he 

speaks of the present age as the place where believers must live godly lives and 

it shine like stars in the universe" (Phil. 2: 15). 

117Ridderbos, Paul, 42. Another compatible approach arguing that Paul's dynamic, 
raultifaceted theology emerges from its narrative substructure (i. e., the story of God and creation, Israel, Christ, the Church and consummation) has been set forth by R. B. Hays, Echoes of Scripture 
in the Letters of Paul (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1989); N. T. Wright, The Climax of the 
Covenant. Christ and the Law in Pauline Theology (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1992); and 1B. Witherington, Paul's Narrative Thought World (Louisville: Westminster / John Knox, 1994). 
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Thus in certain contexts Paul describes existence prior to the redemptive 

time of Christ as iroTl ("once, " Rom. 6: 20-23; 11: 30; Gal. 4: 29; cf. Col. 1: 21-22; 3: 7-8; 

Eph. 2: 2,12). This stands in contrast with the present PDP ("now") of the new 

creation, the time of redemption and fulfillment (Rom. 3: 21,26; 5: 9-11; 8: 1,18; 2 Cor. 

5: 16; Col. 1: 26; Eph. 2: 13; 3: 5,10). In other contexts, however, the present Pot, ("now" 

/ "already") refers to the continuation of earthly existence defined by the world over 

against the 76-re ("then") of the consummation still to come (1 Thess. 5: 2-3; 4: 5; 1 Cor. 

13: 10,12; 15: 28,54; Col. 3: 4). These two motifs, "once / now" and "already / not yet, " 

relate the past of redemptive time to the present and the present to the future. 

This dynamic is also found in passages in which Christ is set over against 

Adam. Paul speaks of Adam as "the first man" and of Christ as "the last Adam, " the 

"second man" (1 Cor. 15: 45-47). Adam is a type of Christ (Rom. 5: 14). In this regard, 

he represents the whole of humanity and the present age (5: 12) while Christ 

represents the age to come and redeemed humanity (5: 15b, 17b). By His 

resurrection the new life of the new creation has already come to light and become a 

reality in this age. In Paul's statement, ". .. for as in Adam all die, so also in Christ 

shall all be made alive" (1 Cor. 15: 22), the words "in Christ" are parallel with "in 

Adam. " Adam and Christ stand in contrast to each other as two archetypal figures 

at the outset of two "creations, " the old and the new, and two "realms, " death and life. 

In their actions and destiny lie the course of life and destiny for all who belong to them 

because they are included in them and thus are reckoned either to death or to life. 

This relationship between Adam and Christ and those who belong to them reflects an 

ancient Hebraic (Josh. 7: 16-26) and Greek (Sophocles, Oedipus, 314) idea of "all in (or, 

connected to) one, " a concept at one time denoted by the unfortunate expression 
11 corporate personality. " 118 A more appropriate designation is "corporate solidarity, " 

118The concept of "corporate personality" had its origin in the work of H. W. Robinson, 
The Christian Doctrine of Man, 8; id., Corporate Personality in Ancient Israel, rev. ed. (Philadelphia: 
'Fortress Press, 1980 [19351). See also J. Pedersen, Israel: Its Life and Culture (London: Oxford 
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which points to an archetypal figure who represents a whole group of people and is 

the one with whom the individual members of the group are identified because of a 

particular relationship they have with the archetypal figure. This is reflected in "the 

many / all"-in-"the one" language Paul uses with respect to Adam and Christ (Rom. 

5: 12-21; 1 Cor. 15: 22). Though he does not elaborate on this corporate connection, 

various interpreters use the concept of "corporate solidarity" to explain it. 119 

1.2.3 Conclusion 

As surveyed above, recent scholarly discussion has called attention to the 

holistic and relational nature of Paul's anthropology with both an individual and 

corporate dimension. It also has given attention to the redemptive-historical, 

eschatological framework of Paul's theology within which the various facets of his 

thought operate. The "once / now" turning point from the old to the new creation and 

the "already / not yet" tension of redemptive time relate the past to the present and 

both of these to the future. This wider theological perspective provides the context for 

a narrower focus on the terms "old man / new man" and their contribution to Paul's 

University Press, 1959 [1926,19401) 1-11: 263-96,474-79; III-IV: 76-86; A. R. Johnson, The One 
and the Many in the Israelite Conception of God (Cardiffi University of Wales, 1942); R. P. Shedd, 
Man in Community. A Study of St. Paul's Application of Old Testament and Early Jewish 
Conceptions of Human Solidarity (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1964) 132-38; and A. J. M. 
Wedderburn, Baptism and Resurrection: Studies in Pauline Theology Against Its Greco-Roman 
Background, WUNT 44 (Tubingen: J. C. B. Mohr [Paul Siebeck], 1987) 351-56. For a critique of the 
legal aspects of the concept, see J. R. Porter, "Legal Aspects of Corporate Personality, " VT 15 (1965) 
361-80. J. W. Rogerson, "The Hebrew Conception of Corporate Personality: A Reconsideration, " JTS 
21 (1970) 1-16, presented a rigorous critique of Robinson's views in which he questioned the 
theoretical basis of his position. Rather than a concept of psychical or even physical unity, Rogerson 
argues that there is a concept of corporate representation in the OT. He concluded correctly that the 
expression "corporate personality" should be dropped. See also S. E. Porter, "Two Myths: Corporate 
Personality and Language / Mentality Determinism, " SJT 43 (1990) 289-307; and Dunn, Theology 
of Paul, 408-10. 

119Some, among others, who use the Adam-Christ typology in this way are E. Percy, 
Der Leib Christi in den paulinischen Homologoumena und Antilegomena (Lund: Gleerup, 1942); 
S. Hanson, The Unity of the Church in the New Testament. Colossians and Ephesians, ASNU 14 
(Uppsala: Almquist & Wiksells, 1946) 67-70; E. Best, One Body in Christ: A Study in the 
Relationship of the Church to Christ in the Epistles of the Apostle Paul (London: SPCIK, 1955); C. M 
Barrett, From First Adam to Last. A Study in Pauline Theology (New York: Charles Scribner's and Sons, 1962); D. E. H. Whiteley, The Theology of Saint Paul, 2nd ed. (Oxford: Blackwell, 1974) 45-46; 
132-34; Ridderbos, Paul, 61-62; and, in a more nuanced sense, Dunn, Theology of Paul, 90-97,199- 
204,208-12; 241-42. 
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thought in this study. To prepare the way further, we must ask an additional 

question. In taking up these terms, did Paul make use of eidsting formulations, or did 

he himself contribute these terms to Christian thought? This leads us to consider the 

background of this dual metaphor. 

1.3 Background of the "Old Man / New Man! ' 

The word &6ýwvos- has a versatile range of usage. It includes "man" (male 

person), "human being" (generic), and "humanity" (collective). 120 The main 

corresponding Hebrew word, has a similar range of usage, including a reference to TT 

the first man, Adam. 121 'ApOpoiTros- also allows for a variety of special combinations 

as noted above (see p. 4). Specifically, for our study, this involves the modifying 

adjectives "old" and "new" and particularly the verbs "put off' and "put on" with the 

"old man" and "new man" as their object respectively. 

In light of such adjuncts, background investigations could be wide-ranging if 

one were to pursue possible antecedent parallels related to the metaphorical uses of 

"old" and "new" and the clothing metaphor "put off / put on" by themselves. However, 

our concern is focused more narrowly on the combinations "old man" and "new man" 

used as metaphors either independently, or as objects of the verbs "put off' and "put 

on, 11 or, for that matter, any other verb. 

120H. G. Liddell and R. Scott, A Greek-English Lexicon [LSJ], 9th ed. rev. and augmented 
by H. S. Jones and R. McKenzie, 2 vols. in 1 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1925-40) s. v. dpopmTos', 
provide several examples of the meaning "man, both as a generic term and of individuals, the ideal 
man, humanity, and in the plural, mankind. " See also W. Bauer, A Greek-English Lexicon of the 
New Testament and Other Early Christian Literature [BAGD], trans. and adapted from Bauer's 4th 
rev. ed. by W. F. Arndt and F. W. Gingrich, 2nd ed. rev. and augmented by F. W. Gingrich and F. 
W. Danker from Bauer's 5th ed., 1958 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1979) s. v. dvoponrw, 1. 

121F. Brown, S. R. Driver, and C. A. Briggs, A Hebrew and English Lexicon of the Old 
Testament (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1953) s. v. Tin. There is a wordplay on "man, " "mankind, " 

TI 

and the first man, "Adam, " in Gen. 1-3; see Dunn, Theology of Paul, 82-84. 
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1.3.1 "Put Off / Put On! 'ParaHels 

The verbs d7TcK86w kyat, "take off') and ep8m' kpai, "put on"), with the "old 

man" and "new man" respectively as objects appear in Colossians 3: 9-10 while the 

same construction occurs in Ephesians 4: 22-24 using diTo-riftu kpai, "take off') and 

ev&w. These verbs, often depicting the act of taking clothes off and putting them on 

in the active voice, were frequently used in the middle voice as metaphors in the 

ancient world. They had the sense of "taking off (of oneself), removing" something and 

"taking on (for oneself), acquiring" something, and often denoted a change in identity, 

status, or character. 122 The objects involved were usually impersonal items. The 

picture of putting off vices and putting on virtues was relatively common in pre- 

Pauline Hellenistic literature. 123 The imagery of clothing oneself with a person was 

much less common, usually occurring in a stage-play setting as "playing the part of 

[someone], " that is, taking on the status and character of that person and becoming 

like him / her. 124 The idea of the soul that puts on a body as a "garment" and the 

physical body as the "garment" of the soul that is "put off' in death was widespread in 

antiquity. 125 

122BAGD, sx. IK&vo), 2 fig. (also sx. yvpv6s-, 4 fig. ); diTcKUoyat, 1; dvoT[0771u, Lb fig., and 
evUo), 2. b fig. See also LSJ, sx. d7TOTtO77AL, 11.1-2; &86o), III. 1; ev, 56w, I. 1; and A. Oepke, "Uw, KTA, 11 
in The Theological Dictionary of the New Testament [TDN7], eds. G. Kittel and G. Friedrich, trans. 
and ed. G. W. Bromiley, 10 vols. (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1964-76) 2: 318-21. Cf. ch. 4,212. 

123For removal of vices or hindrances, see, e. g., Demosthenes 4.8,8.6; for post-Pauline 
uses, see, e. g., Plutarch, Cor. 19.4; and Lucian, Dial. Mort. 10.8.9. For taking on virtues or benefits, 
see, e. g., Plato, Rep. 457A, 620C; Euripides, Iph. T. 602; Aristophanes, Eccl. 288; for post-Pauline 
uses, see, e. g., Tacitus, Ann. 1.75; 6.25; Artemidorus 3.14; Hermas, Sim. 9.24.2; and CH 10.18; 
13.8-9. 

124E. g., Dionysius Halicarnassus, Ant. Rom. 11.5, "to put on Tarquin, " i. e., to play the 
role of Tarquin; also Callimachus, Epigr. 21.6; Cicero, Tusc. 1.38.92; Off. 3.10.43; for post-Pauline 
uses, e. g., Libanius, Epist. 968,1048.2-4; and Maximus Tyrius 1.4e. 

125E. g., Pindar, Nem. 11.15-16; Euripides, Heracl. 1269; Bacch. 746; Aristotle, Anima 
1.3; also Philo, Leg. All. 2.56,59; Mut. 233; Fug. 108-12; and Op. 134. For the origin of this idea 
and further discussion, see Kdsemann, Leib, 87-94; and E. R. Dodds, The Greeks and the Irrational 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1966) 135-50. This metaphor also occurs in later authors, for example: Artemidorus 5.40; CH 1.24-25; 7.2; Origen, Contra Celsum 8.44 and Hippolytus, Haer. 
5.8.44; 8.10.7. 
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In the Hebrew Scriptures the verb dný often denotes a change in character 

or position by the "clothing" of someone with moral and spiritual qualities or benefits. 

Using ev&w, translators adopted this metaphor in the LXX with a variety of objects: 

1) uoj7plav(2 Chron. 6: 41; Ps. 132: 16; Isa. 61: 10); 2) &KaLooiýnv (Job 29: 14; LXX Ps. 

131: 9; Isa. 59: 17); 3) eýoyoMrqo-tvKal e6vp0Tctav (LXX Ps. 103: 1; 92: 1; Job 40: 10 has 

WavKal Tty4v); 4) to-XW' (Prov. 31: 25; Isa. 51: 9; 52: 1); and 5)Kardpav and EvTpor4v 

(LXX Ps. 108: 18,29). 126 Similar usage involving the removal of bad or the acquisition 

of good moral qualities or benefits is also found in early Jewish literature, 127in the 

New Testament (e. g., Rom. 13: 12; 1 Thess. 5: 8; Col. 3: 8,12; Eph. 4: 25; 6: 11,14; Heb. 

12: 1; Jas. 1: 18-21; 1 Pet. 2: 1-2), in rabbinic literature (e. g., humility and reverence, 

e. g., m. Aboth 6.1; Gen. Rab. 50.2), and in early Christian authors (e. g., Hermas, Sim. 

9.23.5; Chrysostom, Hom. in Eph. 13). In the mystery religions and Gnostic 

literature, the metaphor is associated with an event of "transformation, " such as in 

the Isis community where an initiate was clothed with a heavenly garment and 

transformed into a new being, and the priestess of Isis "clothed herself 'with the 

power of the goddess (cf. Apuleius, Metamorphoses, 11.21-24). 

All these passages and others show that the dual "clothing" metaphor was 

well-known in the ancient world, and this in itself may have encouraged Paul's bold 

use of it, especially with a "person" as the object (cf. Gal. 3: 27; Rom. 13: 14). 128 Most 

126More examples are cited in E. Hatch and H. A. Redpath, A Concordance to the 
Septuagint and the Other Greek Versions of the Old Testament, 2 vols. (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 
1897; reprint, Grand Rapids: Baker, 1983) s. v. IP66o); also Oepke, TDNT, 2: 320; and L. Coenen, 
E. Beyrenther and H. Bietenhard, eds., The New International Dictionary offew Testament Theology 
[NIDNTT], trans. with additions and revisions by C. Brown, gen. ed., 3 vols. (Grand Rapids: 
Zondervan, 1975) 1: 314-16. 

127E. g., Wis. 5: 17-20; Bar. 5: 1-2; 4 Ezra 4: 14; Ep. Arist. 122; 1 Enoch 62.14-16; 1QS 
4.7-8; Philo, Conf. 31; and Som. 1.224-25. 

128Pauline usage of the clothing metaphor occurs in connection with three events: 1) 
conversion-initiation (Gal. 3: 27); 2) ongoing acts of ethical renewal (1 Thess. 5: 8; Rom. 13: 12,14; 
Eph. 6: 11,14; Col. 3: 8,12); and 3) receiving the resurrection body (1 Cor. 15: 53-55; 2 Cor. 5: 2-5). 
At issue for our study is the category in which Col. 3: 9-10 and Eph. 4: 22-24,25 fit. 
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often it denotes a change in character, status, or mode of existence. When a personal 

object is involved, which is much less common, the allusion is likely to a stage actor 

taking on the persona of his character in a play. However, neither the "old man" nor 

the "new man" appear as the object of these verbs prior to Paul. 

1.3.2 "Old Man / New Man! ' Parallel? 

To our knowledge, an exact antecedent parallel to the metaphorical use of 

the terms "old man / new man" has not been found in extant pre-Pauline literature. 129 

P. W. van der Horst claims to have found an exception to this in a fragment of 

Aristocles of Messene, a Peripatetic philosopher of the second century AD. 130 This 

fragment from his historical work, Ikpl OtAouoolag, was preserved by Eusebius in his 

Praeparatio Evangelica (14.18.26). Aristocles, in turn, preserved a fragment of 

Antigonus of Carystus, a popular biographer of philosophers, who lived in the third 

century BC. This fragment deals with Pyrrho of Elis, the founder of the Sceptic 

philosophical school. Pyrrho claimed that reality is unknowable and, thus, people 

should ignore sense impressions. However, when he was attacked by a dog, he sought 

refuge in a tree demonstrating that his behavior did not reflect his philosophical 

convictions. When bystanders mocked and criticized him for this inconsistency, 

Pyrrho admitted they were right and by way of excuse said: XaAew6t, clý T6v dvOpoj7Tov 

129Jeremias, TDNT, 1: 366 n12, states that "the extra-Christian provenance ... of the 
image of the old and new man has never been proved. " He notes that the image occurs in 
Manichean literature (Aug. contra Faustum, 24.1.717-21), but Mani (3rd century A. D. ), no doubt, 
borrowed it from Paul. J. Jervell, Imago Dei: Gen. 1,26f im Spdtjudentum, in der Gnosis und in den 
Paulinischen Briefen, FRLANT 76 (GUtingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1960) 240-41, also 
concludes that no exact parallel has been found in non-Christian sources. The formulations 
"knowing the perfect man" and "putting on the perfect man" appear in two later Gnostic works 
dealing with the creation of man, viz., the Apocryphon of John (NHL IIA. 15-25), and The Gospel 
According to Mary (NHL BGC 8502.1.18), see E. Hennecke and W. Schneemelcher, eds., New 
Testament Apocrypha, ed. W. Schneemelcher, trans. R. McL. Wilson, 2 vols. (Philadelphia: 
Westminster Press, 1963) 1: 322,343. Later Christian writings refer to the new man: Ignatius, 
Eph. 20.1, "the new man Jesus Christ; " Ep. Barn. 16.8, believers "have become new [people]"; 
Ep. Diog. 2.1, Diognetus has become "a new man. " 

130p. W. van der Horst, "Observations On A Pauline Expression, " NTS 19 (1973) 181-87. 
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eI KEvat, "It is difficult to put off the man. " 

This wording cannot be attributed to either Eusebius or Aristocles because 

it occurs in Diogenes Laertius (9.66) who also reports this story from Antigonus of 

Carystus. Thus the words 7-6v dvOpcoirov &80vai go back to Antigonus (3rd century 

BC) and may even go back to Pyrrho himself who was a contemporary of Antigonus. 

Van der Horst concludes that in the third century BC the expression was used "in 

philosophical language to denote the transition from ... the unenlightened state to the 

enlightened state. "131 He believes that Paul's acquaintance with the popular 

philosophy of his time makes this a plausible explanation of the origin of the 

expressions "put off the old man" and "put on the new man. " However, three 

observations make this conclusion unlikely: 1) such a relatively rare use in extant 

literature suggests that the expression was not well known and makes Paul's 

acquaintance with it improbable; 2) Pyrrho's statement likely means no more than "it 

is difficult to put off what is human" (i. e., a natural human response); and 3) in 

Pauline usage dkqow7To. 9 is qualified by the significant words "old" and "new" that have 

no parallel in Pyrrho's statement or its context. 

1.3.3 General Background Proposals 

In light of the absence of an exact antecedent parallel, scholars have offered 

several general solutions to the background question. Three proposals have received 

the most attention. First, some scholars appeal to the mystery religions or 

Gnosticism as the sources behind this motif. Accordingly, the clothing metaphor "put 

on" refers to 1) the act of initiation into the mystery religions in which the initiate is 

clothed with cosmic, divine-life power symbolizing deification or final redemption; 132 

131Ibid., 186. 

132Reitzenstein, Hellenistic Mystery Religions, 338-42; M M. Fischer, Tendenz und Absicht 
des Epheserbriefes, FRLANT 111 (G6ttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1973) 158-60; see Rdsemann, Leib, 147-50; and Jervell, Imago, 130-40, for parallels; also W. Matthias, "Die alte und 
der neue Mensch in der Anthropologie des Paulus, " EvTh 17 (1957) 385-97, esp. 386-87. The text 
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or, 2) the Gnostic idea of salvation in which the recipient is clothed with the knowledge 

of his true identity by the heavenly redeemer and taken up into the divine world and 

infused with its enlightenment and power. 133 

However, when Paul uses clothing imagery, he does not refer to a 

constitutional transformation of a person or the infusion of a divine element into a 

person. For him, the image pictures change of a different kind. Other objections can 

also be raised: 1) most parallels belong to a different sphere of ideas that often involve 

the release of the 77ve0ga from the o-61-ta prison; 2) none of the parallels cited predates 

the New Testament; 3) a true parallel with "man" or "person" as the object of the 

&Uw / ýv6w verbs has not been found; and 4) the proponents of this view find it 

difficult to explain how Paul came into direct contact with these ideas. 134 In Gnostic 

texts there is no concept of an "old" and a "new" man because the inner man, the 

spirit-image (pneuma-eikon) in man, is the &6ýwTros- himself. 135AII this militates 

against a background in the mystery religions or Gnosticism. 

Second, several scholars have suggested a connection between the clothing 

metaphor and the event of Christian baptism (cf. Gal. 3: 27-28). 136 If so, the imagery 

almost universally and exclusively cited in support of this interpretation is Apuleius, Metamorphoses 
2.24; 11.21-24. 

133R. Bultmann, The Old and the New Man, trans. K. Crim (Richmond: John Knox Press, 
1964 [three essays published in 1924,1932,19591) passim; H. Schlier, Wom Menschenbild des 
Neuen Testaments, " in Der alte und der neue Mensch, ed. G. von Rad et al., BEvT 8 (München: 
Kaiser Verlag, 1942) 24-36; id., Christus und die Kirche im Epheserbrief (Tübingen: J. C. B. Mohr, 
1930) 27-37; Käsemann, Leib, 87-94; F. W. Eltester, Eikon im Neuen Testament, BWANT 23 
(Berlin: Töpelmann, 1958) 156-64; and E. Brandenburger, Ulter und neuer Mensch, erster und 
letzter Adam-Anthropos, " in Vom alten zum neuen Adam, ed. W. Strolz, WR 13 (Freiburg / Basel 
Wien: Herder, 1986) 182-223. 

134E. g., Bultmann, Theology, 1: 174,251. 

135See Jervell, Imago, 240-41; O'Brien, Colossians, 189; and van der Horst, 
"Observations, " 181-87. 

136R. C. Tannehill, Dying and Rising with Christ. A Study in Pauline Theology, BZNW 32 
(Berlin: T6pelmann, 1967) 52-54; G. R. Beasley-Murray, Baptism in the New Testament, 2nd ed. 
(Exeter: Paternoster Press, 1972) 148-49; F. Zeilinger, Der Erstgeborene der Sch6pfung. 
Untersuchungen zur Formalstruktur und Theologie des Kolosserbriefes (Wien: Herder Verlag, 1974) 
152; R. Scroggs and M I. Groff, "Baptism in Mark: Dying and Rising with Christ, " JBL 92 (1973) 
539-40; and van der Horst, "Observations, " 182. 
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of the ! K86W / ML'W verbs may be an allusion to the custom of putting off old garments 

and putting on new ones after emerging from the waters of baptism. However, this 

custom, which occurs later, was probably not practiced in the baptismal ceremonies 

of the early church. 137 Also, even in Pauline usage, there is nothing inherently 

"baptismal" about the clothing metaphor itself (cf, 1 Thess. 5: 8; Rom. 13: 12,14). 

Third, as noted above, the pervasive influence of Judaism on Paul causes 

one to look in that direction. Many interpreters counter the alleged influence of pagan 

ideas by an appeal to Jewish antecedents. Barth points out several possibilities: 1) 

Philo's doctrine on the creation of two men (one earthly, one spiritual); 138 2) a wide 

variety of apocalyptic and early Jewish references to the first Adam; 139 and 3) the 

"corporate solidarity" concept that underlies the Old Testament and subsequent 

Jewish references to Israel's patriarchs, the king, or the servant of the Lord-140 To 

this must be added references to Adam in Genesis 1-3 and Jewish proselyte language 

in rabbinic writings. 

In response, Philo's treatment of the ideal man and the earthly man as the 

source for Paul's antithesis between the "old" and the "new man" is unlikely since 

137Evidence for this conclusion can be found in J. D. G. Dunn, Baptism in the Holy Spirit, 
SBT 15,2nd series (Naperville, IL: Allenson, 1970) 109-10, esp. n16. If Gospel of Thomas 37 
contains an allusion to Christian baptismal practice as argued by J. Z. Smith, "The Garments of 
Shame, " HR 5 (1965) 217-38, then this would be the earliest evidence, probably from the first half 
of the 2nd century AD. With respect to other later material that contains a reference to the practice, 
see A. F. J. IUijn, "An Ancient Syriac Baptismal Liturgy in the Syriac Acts of John, " in XAFIS AW 
S001A, FS for M H. Rengstorf, ed. U. Luck (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1964) 216-28. 

138E. g., Leg. All. 1.31-32,53-55; 2.4; 3.104; Op., 134. 

139For example, 4 Ezra 3: 7-10,21-26; 4: 30-32; 7: 11-14,116-31; 8: 44-45; 2 Enoch 30-31; 
and 2 Bar. 54.14-19,115-19, although late 1st century, probably reflect ideas already current in 
Paul's time. See R. Scroggs, The Last Adam: A Study in Pauline Anthropology (Philadelphia: 
Fortress Press, 1966) 59-75,97-111; and J. R. Levison, Portraits of Adam in Early Judaism: From 
Sirach to 2 Baruch, JSPSup (Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1988), who presents a critique of previous 
studies of Adam as background for Pauline theology (14-23) and points out the diversity that 
characterized early Jewish interpretations of Adam. 

140See pp. 40-41 above; and Barth, Ephesians, 2: 538 n200. 
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Philo does not use these terms and lacks a clear eschatological perspective. 141 

Although Philonic and later Jewish texts show the influence of Gnostic thought 

patterns, the early Genesis narratives and extensive reflection on Adam and the fall 

in late Second Temple Judaism provide ample Jewish tradition prior to Paul's time. 142 

The treatment of Adam takes place within the broader framework of 

Jewish views on creation, the fall, and new creation. In Jewish thought, he is the 

archetypal individual who represents the whole human race, and, in creating him, God 

created the eschatological person as well. 143 In some sources, Adam is often exalted 

and his attributes frequently cited as those that God intended human beings to 

possess now and those they-will possess in the age to come. 144 Considerable 

attention is also given to Ada&s transgression and its effects on the human race. 

According to some strands of Jewish thinking, the salvation of the end time (Endzeit) 

would be the restoration of all that Adam and humanity through him had lost in his 

fall at the beginning (Urzeit). 145 The eschaton was pictured as the new creation-the 

reversal of the effects of the fall and the restoration of paradise-in the Old 

Testament prophets (e. g., Isa. 65: 17; 66: 22; 51: 3; 4: 2; Amos 9: 12; Isa. 11: 6-9; 65: 25; 

141Pace E. Kamlah, Die Form der katalogischen Pardnese in Neuen Testament, WUNT 7 
(Tiibingen: J. C. B. Mohr [Paul Siebeck], 1964) 204; see Lohse, Colossians, 142 n60; and 0. Merk, 
Handeln aus Glauben: Die Motivierungen der paulinischen Ethik, MThSt 5 (Marburg: Elwert, 1968) 
206. 

142E. g., Sir. 17: 1-12; Wis. 2: 23-24; 15: 1-11; 4 Ezra 3: 7-10,21-26; 7: 11; Jub. 3.17-31; 2 
Bar. 17.3; 18.2; 48.42-43; 54.14-19; see further Levison, Portraits of Adam, 35-48,123-24,130-36. 

143E. g., 4 Ezra 7: 97,125; 2 Bar. 72.1-74.4; 1 Enoch 62.15-16; 85-90; T. Levi 18.4. 

144E. g., Sir. 49: 16 with 4 Ezra 7: 95-97; 2 Enoch 30.11 with 1 Enoch 38.4; 39-7-9; 
103.2-3; and 2 Bar. 15.8; 49.3,51; 54.15,19,21. See Scroggs, The Last Adam, 23-30,54-60. 

145Genesis Rabbah 12.6 lists six things lost to Adam that are to be restored in the world 
to come. Three of these refer to Adam himself. his glory, life, and stature. The other three are 
deprivations affecting the cosmos that will also be restored: the spontaneous reproduction of plants 
and trees, the brilliance of the luminaries, and peace between animals and people. 
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27: 1; 24: 21; 25: 8; 26: 19) and in early Judaism (e. g., 1 Enoch 4-5; 72: 1; 91: 16; 2 Bar. 

32: 6; 44: 12; 1QS 4: 23; 1QH 3: 22; 11: 12) as well as in early Christian eschatology 

(e. g., 2 Pet. 3: 13). 146 

Some have also associated the clothing imagery with the restoration in the 

Jewish Urzeit-equals-Endzeit scheme mentioned above. 147 Nils Dahl points out that 

the positive correlation of protology (Urzeit) and eschatology (Endzeit) was as much a 

feature of Jewish eschatology as the contrast between this age and the age to come, 

and it was also a firm position within the common tradition of the early church, the 

New Testament, and especially the Pauline epistles. 148 This correlation is expressed 

in several themes such as the creation / new creation motif and the Adam / Christ 

typology, but the common thought running throughout all these discussions is the 

idea that "the end will bring the final realization of what, from the beginning, was the 

will of God, the Creator, who is himself the first and the last (Isa. xliv. 6, xlviii. 12; Rev. 

L8, xxi. 6, etc. ). "149 However, none of this was expressed by an "old man / new man" 

motif. Though many of the UrzeitlEndzeit themes appear in both Jewish and 

Christian eschatology, there is a shift of focus and a sharp difference of emphasis in 

the latter. The superiority of the new creation is emphasized more in the New 

Testament (especially by Paul) than is usual in Judaism because of Jesus, the 

crucified, risen Messiah. Paul does not speak of the glory of Adam before the Fall, but 

of Christ, the "last Adam, " and the glory of the new creation (cf. 2 Cor. 5: 17; Gal. 3: 27; 

146See W. D. Davies, Paul and Rabbinic Judaism: Some Rabbinic Elements in Pauline 
Theology, 4th ed. (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1980) 36-57; Scroggs, The Last Adam, 32-58,70; 
D. S. Russell, Method and Message, 280-84; and N. Dahl, "Christ, Creation and the Church, " in The 
Background of the New Testament and its Eschatology, ed. W. D. Davies and D. Daube (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1956) 422-43. 

147W. A. Meeks, The First Urban Christians: The Social World of the Apostle Paul (New 
Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1983) 155,188; id., "Image of Androgyne, " HR 13 (1974) 165- 
208, esp. 207-08. 

148Dahl, "Christ, Creation and the Church, " 423, with supporting references. 

1491bid., 429. 
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6: 15). Nevertheless, this correlation provides for several applications of the creation 

pattern to God's dealings with humankind in redemptive history that are useful to our 

study. 
Another area of potential influence can be found in Jewish proselyte 

language. Erik Sj6berg has gathered material from Jewish rabbinic texts that speak 

of a Gentile proselyte as "created anew" and of Israel herself as "created into a new 

being. "150 The idea of creating a Gentile anew and making him / her a proselyte may 

have been known in pre-Christian, Hellenistic Judaism as shown by the conversion 

experience of Aseneth. On becoming a proselyte, she was told by a heavenly 

messenger: "Behold, from today, you will be renewed and formed anew and made alive 

again .... 11151 A common rabbinic teaching declared that when a Gentile became a 

proselyte, he experienced a radical change from a condition of unholiness to one of 

holiness. 152 Such a proselyte was not only compared to one newly created but also to 

a newborn child, and as such he was considered to have no previous existence. 153 

This indicates that a proselyte's former relationships have ceased and that his sins 

have been forgiven. 

Thus, a whole new life begins for a Gentile converted to Judaism. He / she 

enters a completely new legal, social, and religious situation. For him / her, there is a 

new beginning. The former things are no longer taken into account. Indeed, there are 

150E. Sj6berg, "Wiedergeburt und Neusch6pfung im. palastinensischen Judentum, " StTh 
4 (1950) 44-85, esp. 45-61. For example: Gen. Rab. 39.14; Ex. Rab. 15.6; Lev. Rab. 30.3; Num. 
Rab. 11.2 (about Abraham); Cant. Rab. 1.3.3,8.1-5 (about Israel); and Midr. Ps. 18.1. 

151Joseph and Aseneth 15.5 (4), cf. also 8.9-11,27.10. The date and origin of this 
Hellenistic Jewish romance is disputed, but most scholars believe it originated in Egypt between 
100 BC and AD 115; see C. Burchard, "Joseph and Aseneth" in The Old Testament Pseudepigrapha, 
ed. J. H. Charlesworth, vol. 2 (Garden City, NY: Doubleday & Company, Inc., 1985) 1878-88. Cf. 
also Cant. Rab. 8.1-2. 

152See b. Yeb. 11a, 42a, 98a; b. Ket. 4.3; and b. Sanh. 57b, 58a. 

153See b. Yeb. 22a, 23a, 48b, 62a; b. Bek. 47a; and H. Strack and P. Billerbeck, 
Kommentar zum Neuen Testament aus Talmud und Midrasch [Str-B], ed. J. Jeremias, 6 vols. 
(Munich: C. H. Beck, 1922-61) 2: 423. 
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some striking analogies to Christian conversion that may have influenced Paul's 

thinking. Nevertheless, analogy is not necessarily origin. The "old man / new man" 

motif does not appear, and Paul's understanding, if not totally different, is at least 

distinctive in this religio-cultural milieu. 

1.3.4 Conclusion 

There is no mention of the "old man / new man" metaphor in Hellenistic or 

Jewish texts prior to Paul. However, if we accept the above assessment, the Hebrew 

Scriptures and a Jewish milieu provide the best conceptual background for the "old 

man / new man" motif in Paul's thought. At this point it appears that he draws on 

the Adam / Christ typology and its corporate associations within his distinctive 

eschatological framework to formulate the "old man / new man" terminology. Then he 

takes up a common clothing metaphor representing a change of condition and 

character and attaches these two objects from his own thinking in order to capture in 

summary fashion some central ideas in his theology. If so, this motif may well be an 

original formulation that Paul contributed to Christian thought. Now we are prepared 

to survey various views on the referential meaning of this Pauline language and motif. 

1.4 Views on the Meaning of the "Old Man / New Man! ' 

Various attempts have been made to explain the meaning and function of 

this double Pauline metaphor. Translators who retain the noun "man" in their 

translation reflect the Greek text more literally than those who render dvOpmws- by an 

abstract term such as "nature, " "self, " "being, " "humanity, " or "way of living / life. "154 

Literal translations alone, however, give little help in understanding the meaning of 

154Many translations give the phrase 6 7TaAat6s- dvOpO)7TOS' and its counterpart 6 Katv6S' / 
vlos- dtOpwirog an interpretive rendering such as: "old nature / new nature" (RSV, NEB in Col. 3: 9-10 
and Eph. 4: 22,24); "the man we once were / new humanity" (NEB in Rom. 6: 6 and Eph. 2: 15 
respectively); "old self / new self' (NJB, NAS, NRSV, NIV); "sinful / renewed being" (Jeremias, 
TDNT, 1: 365); and "old way of living / new life" (Phillips). The KJV and ASV have the literal 
rendering "old man / new man. " 
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the "old" and the "new man. " The difficulty of this task is illustrated by the array of 

defining terms and the diversity of views among scholars. Barth summarizes the 

various views under three headings: the individual view, the corporate view, and the 

representative view. 155 The representative view, which Barth prefers, turns out to 

be a defining element of the corporate view, so it will not be considered separately. 156 

We shall use the first two categories as a convenient taxonomy for our discussion, 

bearing in mind that they are not mutually exclusive. 

1.4.1 The Individual View 

Interpreters who hold this view, treat the terms "old man" and "new man" 

as a reference to the life experience of each individual person. They maintain that 

every person has to put off his own "old man" and to put on his own "new man. " 

Within this group of interpreters, however, there are two main explanations of these 

terms. 

1.4.1.1 The Old Nature Versus the New Nature. Some interpreters in 

this group understand the contrast between the "old" and the "new man" as a conflict 

within the believer between the "old nature" derived from Adam and the "new nature" 

derived from Christ. 157 In this view, the terms refer to distinguishable moral 

155Barth, Ephesians, 2: 537-40. 

156Barth, Ephesians, 2: 539, states his preference for the representative person view 
because it "includes the former two and gives them proper edge and depth. " For him, the "old man" 
and "new man" denote Adam and Christ respectively and each one rules over the people connected 
to them determining their attitudes and actions. He claims that the christological understanding of 
the term "new man" in Eph. 4: 24 is supported by the use of the term "man" elsewhere in Ephesians 
with specific relation to Christ (cf. 2: 15; 3: 16-17; 4: 13) as well as the "put on / put off' metaphor 
with Christ as the object in Gal. 3: 27 and Rom. 13: 14. However, these texts involve issues that 
militate against viewing the "new man" as Christ Himself as we shall see. 

157Some form of this view has been held in various Christian circles since the time of the 
Reformation. Some, among others, who hold this view are: M. Luther, Lectures on Romans, trans. 
and ed. W. Pauck, LCC (Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1961) 15: 182; id., Luther's Works, eds. 
J. Pelikan and H. T. Lehman (Philadelphia: Muhlenburg Press, 1958) 26: 352, where he says, "by 
propagation from Adam we have acquired this garment, that is, this corrupt and sinful nature, 
which Paul calls 'the old man;... J. Calvin, The Epistles of Paul the Apostle to the Romans and to the 
Thessalonians, trans. R. Mackenzie, eds. D. W. Torrance and T. F. Torrance (Grand Rapids: 
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components in the Christian, hence a coexistence of "two natures, " the "old" and the 

"new" nature. Accordingly, in Romans 6: 6, the "old man" is judged and his power is 

"rendered inoperative" at one's conversion, but he remains active. He does not cease 

to exist. Thus the "old man" is a metaphor for the corrupt, sinful nature variously 

described as: the rebel within, the sinful disposition, indwelling sin, the inborn 

tendency to evil, the propensity to sin, the sin principle, the sin nature, the old Adamic 

nature, or even the "flesh. " The "old man" is in conflict with the "new man, " a 

metaphor for the (sinless) nature implanted in (added to) the Christian at conversion, 

which is described as: the new nature, the spiritual nature, or, the "inner man of the 

heart. " When a believer sins, he is acting out of the old nature / man, which he still 

retains; when he does what is good, he is acting out of the new nature / man, which he 

has received. The moral struggle of the Christian life, in this view, is the struggle 

between these two natures within the believer's being. 

The "put off / put on" constructions in Colossians 3: 9-10 and especially 

Ephesians 4: 22-24 are usually taken as imperative in force. They call for an ethical 

response and thus are a reference to progressive renewal in the Christian that 

involves a continual "putting off of the old man" and a "putting on of the new man. " 

Thus, the "old man" and the "new man" coe)dst, that is, the believer is understood to 

be partly an "old" and partly a "new man" at the same time, and this antithesis is 

functionally equivalent to what Paul refers to elsewhere as the conflict between the 

flesh and the Spirit (cf. Gal. 5: 16-17). 

Many of these interpreters believe that the conflict between the old and the 

new nature / man is the ongoing Christian conflict with sin that is not fully and finally 

Eerdmans, 1976) at Rom. 6: 6; id., Institutes of the Christian Religion, ed. J. T. McNeill, trans. F. L. 
Battles, LCC (Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1960) 1: 603; J. Owen, in The Works of John Owen, 
ed. W. H. Goold, 16 vols. (reprint, London: Banner of Truth, 1965) 3: 222, "This'old manis the 
corruption of our nature; " C. Hodge, Commentary on the Epistle to the Romans (reprint, Grand 
Rapids: Eerdmans, 1950 [18861) 197; J. B. Lightfoot, St. Paul's Epistles to the Colossians and to 
Philemon (reprint of 9th ed., Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1959) 209, who says that each believer has 
in himself a two-fold moral potentiality-the "old man" and the "new man; " and L. S. Chafer, He 
That Is Spiritual (reprint, Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1967 [19241) 113-14,144-45. 
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resolved until the end of a Christian's earthly e2dstence. Thus, the "putting off of the 

old man" and the "putting on of the new man" is the lifelong, gradual process of 

progressive sanctification. 158 Some within this "two natures" view affirm the ongoing 

total corruption of the "old man / nature" but, at the same time, the present 

perfection of the "new man / nature. "159 Others, however, believe that this conflict is 

only the initial Christian conflict with sin until the sin principle within is eradicated 

and the "old man" is finally crucified at the time the Christian achieves a state of 

complete sanctification. 160 

1.4.1.2 The Old Self and the New Self. The interpreters in this group 

understand the contrast between the "old" and the "new man" as a reference to an 

individual before and after conversion respectively, that is, the person "in Adam" in 

contrast to the person "in Christ. " In this view, the terms refer to the whole person 

under the lordship of sin through Adam or under the lordship of grace through Christ. 

The "old man" is a metaphor for one's pre-conversion identity and status, and the 

"new man" is a metaphor for the Christian's post-conversion identity and status. 

These interpreters hold that in Romans 6: 6 Paul declares that the "old 

man" (i. e., the person enslaved to sin) was put to death with Christ with the result 

that he or she is no longer a slave to sin. Presumably, by contrast, the "new man" is 

158H. Bavinck, Magnalia Dei, 2nd ed. (Kampen: Kok, 1931) 474-75; id., Our Reasonable 
Faith, trans. H. Zylstra (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1956) 492-93; A. A. Hoekema, "The Struggle 
Between Old and New Natures in the Converted Man, " BETS 5 (1962) 42-50, who later changed his 
view; and W. Hendriksen, Exposition of Ephesians (Grand Rapids: Baker, 1967) 213-14. 

159J. T. Mueller, Christian Dogmatics (St. Louis: Concordia, 1934) 388, states: "The 
believer is perfectly holy in so far as he is a new man. " Also: "When a true believer sins, it is not his 
regenerated self or the new man in him that sins, but his Old Adam, his corrupt flesh" (399). See 
also Chafer, He That Is Spiritual, 148. 

160B. Carradine, The Old Man (Chicago: The Christian Witness Company, 1965 [18961) 
118-22; H. 0. Wiley, Christian Theology (Kansas City: The Nazarene Publishing House, 1940) 
2: 481-83, "The 'old man' must be kept on the cross until he dies; and when sin expires, in that 
moment the soul is entirely sanctified and lives the full life of perfect love" (483); this view is 
mentioned but not held by W. Taylor, "The Epistle to the Ephesians, " in Beacon Bible Commentary, 
ed. A. F. Harper (Kansas City: Beacon Hill Press, 1965) 9: 218-21, "the'old man'is the camal mind, 
which is removed in the experience of entire sanctification" (220). 
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the whole person under the lordship of Christ. This is the basis for and the ruling 

principle of the believer's life-conduct. The transfer from "old" to "new" is usually said 

to have occurred at the time of faith / baptism (conversion). 161 

In the ethical texts of Colossians 3 and Ephesians 4, however, the contrast 

between the "old" and "new man" is understood in two distinct ways. First, many 

interpreters in this group take at least one (Eph. 4: 22-24) or both of these passages 

(Col. 3: 9-10 and Eph. 4: 22-24) as imperative in force. They see Paul urging his 

readers to bring their daily conduct into correspondence with their conversion- 

initiation position by exhorting them to "put off the old man" and "put on the new 

man. " In this way the terms are applied to the Christian's ethical situation such that 

he is to turn from the old, pre-conversion life of sin and error to the new, post- 

conversion life of righteousness and truth (e. g., Eph. 4: 22-24). Consequently, there is 

a shift from a conversion-initiation (baptismal) use of the term "old man" in Romans 

6: 6 to an ethical use in Colossians 3 and especially Ephesians 4. In these "ethical" 

passages Paul is said to be urging his believing readers to dis lace the conduct (vices) P 

of the "old man" with the conduct (virtues) of the "new man. " The dual metaphor, 

then, encompasses both the "once / now" transfer of conversion and the "already / not 

yet" tension of Christian existence. 162 

161j. Jeremias, TDNT, 1: 365-66, states that the "old man" denotes "the sinful being of 
the unconverted man" and the "new man" denotes "the renewed being of the convert to Christ" 

11 (365). Some interpreters use regeneration language, viz., "the unregenerate and regenerate man, to 
express this antithesis (cf. Bruce, Epistles, 146-47 n83). 

162Some, among others, who take this position are: H. A. W. Meyer, Critical and 
Exegetical Handbook to the Epistle to the Romans, trans. J. C. Moore, 5th ed. (Edinburgh: T. & T. 
Clark, 1881) 1: 288; W. Sanday and A. C. Headlam, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the 
Epistle to the Romans, 5th ed., ICC (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1902) 158; J. A. Robinson, St. Paul's 
Epistle to the Ephesians, 2nd ed. (London: Macmillan, 1909) 108-11; B. Rey, 'Uhomme nouveau 
d'apr6s S. Paul. Exdg6se de Rom. 6,4-11; Col. 3,5-15; Ep. 2,11-22; Ep. 4,22-24, " RSPR 48: 4 (1964) 
603-29; 49: 2 (1965) 161-95; C. E. B. Cranfield, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Epistle 
to the Romans, 2 vols. ICC (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1975) 1: 309; Lohse, Colossians, 141; Lincoln, 
Ephesians, 285; D. Moo, The Epistle to the Romans, NICNT (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1996) 372- 
75. Both Lincoln (Ephesians, 285,291) and Moo (Romans, 374) et al. take Col. 3: 9-10 as indicative 
in force but Eph. 4: 22-24 as imperative in force. 
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Second, some interpreters in this group take both "ethical" passages as 

indicative in force. They maintain that Paul is not exhorting believers to "put off the 

old man" and "put on the new man, " but rather, he urges them to stop committing 

various sins because they have already "put off the old man" and have already "put 

on the new man. " "Putting off the old man" is neither a gradual, continuous process 

nor a present duty, it is an accomplished reality of salvation. At the individual level, 

faith / baptism is the dividing line between the "old man" (unregenerate person) and 

the "new man" (regenerate person). Though there is continuity of person since the 

one who "put off the old man" and "put on the new man" is the same individual, the 

emphasis is on discontinuity-a radical change of theological status and identity in 

which the "new man" replaces the "old man. " The dual metaphor, then, applies only to 

the "once / now" transfer of conversion. 163 Consequently, it is unwarranted to speak 

of the believer as having within him / her both the "old" and the "new man" at the 

same time, or, of his / her being both the "old" and the "new man" at the same time. 

To describe it another way, the "old man" was the believer in his / her pre- 

conversion mode of existence-a person who was constantly deceived by the desires 

of the flesh and was in the process of being corrupted. He / she was in the state of 

being "dead in sin" and "without God. " The "new man" is the same person in his / her 

new post-conversion mode of existence-the believer who lives on the basis of the 

gospel and is being renewed in the image of Christ. He / she is in the state of being 

"dead to sin" and "alive to God. " In this way, the terms apply both to a state of 

existence and to the way of life within that state. 164 

163Some, among others, who take this position are: Abbott, Ephesians, 136,284; 
J. Murray, Principles of Conduct. Aspects of Biblical Ethics (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1957) 202-28; 
id., The Epistle to the Romans, 2 vols., NICNT (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1968) 1: 219-20; Best, 
One Body In Christ, 67-68; van Roon, Authenticity of Ephesians, 325-49; D. M. Lloyd-Jones, Romans: 
An Exposition of Chapter 6, The New Man (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1973) 62, "The'old man'is 
the man I used to be in Adam.... It is the man I once was, but which I am no longer. " 

164See further, van Roon, Authenticity of Ephesians, 336-40; Kdsemann, "On Paul's 
Anthropology, " 1-31, "Thus baptism marks the death of the old man and the miraculous beginning 
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1.4.2 The Corporate View 

The interpreters who hold this view maintain that the "old man" is a 

designation for sinful humanity as a whole (old humanity) and the "new man" is a 

designation for redeemed humanity as a whole, that is, the Church, the Body of Christ 

as the expression of the new creation (new humanity). 165 In effect, there is only one 

"old man" and one "new man, " each a collective entity. The death and resurrection of 

Christ in redemptive history mark the dividing line between the "old" and the "new. " 

In this event the new creation dawns, representing the beginning of a new order of life 

for humankind. The term "man" is considered appropriate because it can be used 

generically and collectively, meaning "humanity" (see p. 42 above). 

This view arises out of the Adam-Christ typology (Rom. 5: 12-19; 1 Con 

15: 21-22) 45-49) in that the "old man" refers to sinful humanity in solidarity with 

Adam and the "new man" refers to redeemed humanity in solidarity with Christ (see 

pp. 40-41 above). It is reinforced by the expression "one new man" in Ephesians 2: 15, 

which is viewed as a designation for the Church, the corporate Body of Christ. 

Elsewhere in Ephesians the descriptions of the Church as "one body" (2: 16), a 

"mature man" (4: 13), and "the bride of Christ" (5: 22-33) appear to uphold a corporate 

view. 

In support of this view, Hermann Ridderbos argues that the contrast 

between the "old man" and "new man" is not to be understood primarily and only as a 

of a new life under the banner of the resurrection" (8); ". .. the old man truly and radically dies; the 
new man is therefore not to be understood as something like a metamorphosis of the old" (10). 

165Some, among others, who hold some form of this view are: C. F. D. Moule, The Epistles 
to the Colossians and to Philemon, 3rd ed., CGTSC (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1968) 
119; Barrett, From First Adam to Last, 92-99, who says the "old man / new man" terms are applied 
primarily to the individual Christian, but they also point to the new community-"man" is a 
historical and individual term for Paul, but it is also an eschatological and collective term; id., 
Romans, 125, "'The old man'is Adam or rather ourselves in union with Adam and'the new man'is 
Christ, or rather, ourselves in union with Christ; " Barth, Ephesians, 2: 539, who relates the "old 
man" and "new man" more directly to Adam and Christ respectively (see footnote 156 above); 
Ridderbos, Paul, 62-64,205-14,224, who also acknowledges the personal application of this to the 
individual at conversion; Tannehill, Dying and Rising, 24-30,48-54; and O'Brien, Colossians, 189- 
93. 
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change that comes about through faith / baptism in the life of the individual 

Christian, but it is a change that took place once in history with the death and 

resurrection of Christ. It has affected Christians in their existence because their "old 

man" was crucified with Christ on Golgotha (Rom. 6: 6). In His death and resurrection 

believers have been "transferred to the new order of life-the life order of the new 

creation, the new man. "166 At the same time, according to Ridderbos, the "put off 

put on" imagery in Colossians 3: 9-10 and Ephesians 4: 22-24 refers to the transition 

that came about in the life history of the individual believer by faith / baptism. Yet 

even here, these terms retain a supra-individual significance because in faith / 

baptism believers apply to themselves that which has already taken place in Christ. 

In faith / baptism they bid farewell to the old mode of existence ("old man") and 

become incorporated into the new mode of existence, the Church, which Christ has 

created in Himself as "one new man" (Eph. 2: 15). 167 

1.4.3 Summary 

The classification of views concerning the "old man" and the "new man" given 

above presents the various ways in which scholars have understood these metaphors 

in the Pauline corpus. Some explain them in individual salvation-historical terms; 

consequently they are applicable to every human being subject to certain conditions. 

Some see them as metaphors related to the "once / now" conversion transfer only, 

while others view them as encompassing both the "once / now" and the "already / not 

yet" of Christian existence. Still others emphasize a corporate redemptive-historical 

dimension; consequently there is only one "old man" and one "new man, " each a 

collective entity linked to Adam and Christ respectively. Some even equate the "old 

166Ridderbos, Paul, 63,208; also note Tannehill, Dying and Rising, 25-30,46-54. 

1671bid., Paul, 223-24. 
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man" with Adam and the "new man" with Christ directly. At any rate, there is a 

corporate structure involved for both the "old" and the "new man. " 

In light of these options and the integrative nature of Paul's theology, it is 

not surprising that some scholars understand this double Pauline metaphor in a 

multi-dimensional sense that is contextually defined. Thus they subscribe to a 

combination of the views presented above without being confined to any one line of 

interpretation. 168 Nevertheless, this classification of views provides a useful point of 

departure for a detailed investigation of the Pauline passages where these terms 

appear. This leads us, in a final section, to identify the key issues that will guide our 

investigation and to state our method of approach. 

1.5 Key Questions and Method of Approach 

This study proposes to deal with the meaning and function of the "old man / 

new man" metaphor as a motif in Paul's theology. The contributions of the various 

perspectives and viewpoints presented above may now be gathered together in the 

form of three major questions that set forth the rationale for this study and form its 

agenda. 

1.5.1 Key Questions 

First, what is the meaning of the Pauline double metaphor "old man / new 

man"? To elaborate, is the referent for each a distinctive component of human 

nature, a representative figure, a corporate community of people, an individual 

person, or a combination of these referents? Is the metaphor applied in only one way 

168For example, for some, the "new man" is the Church in Eph. 2: 15 and the individual 
person in Christ in Eph. 4: 24 and Col. 3: 10: Schnackenburg, Ephesians, 115; Barrett, From First 
Adam to Last, 92-99; O'Brien, Colossians, 189; and Lincoln, Ephesians, 283-289. For others, the 
"new man" refers to Christ, the Church, and the believing individual-all three: Caird, Paul's 
Letters, 206; Bruce, Epistles, 147 n83,299-300,359; and Dahl, "Christ, Creation, and the Church, " 
436, where he states: "the new man is not simply the converted individual, but an eschatological 
entity, personal, corporate and pneumatic, nearly identical with Christ himself " 
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throughout the Pauline corpus, or, is it applied in various ways depending on the 

context? Does it operate within an individual or a corporate structure? 

Second, do the "old man" and the "new man" coexist at both the individual 

and the corporate level? To elaborate, does the "old man" continue to exist, or does he 

come to an end at a point in time? If the former, what is the relationship between the 

"old man" and the "new man"? If the latter, when does the transfer from "old man" to 

"new man" take place? Is it a singular, one-time event, or, is it a gradual process? 

Third, what was Paul's purpose in using this double metaphor? To elaborate, 

does it function as doctrinal affirmation (the indicative) or practical exhortation (the 

imperative) or both? Does it apply only to Paul's "once / now" construct or does it 

encompass both the "once / now" and the "already / not yet" structure of his theology? 

Does it serve more than one purpose for Paul at the same time? 

1.5.2 Method of Approach 

The above questions can only be answered satisfactorily after a thorough 

investigation of both the context and the content of the four passages in which Paul 

uses this double metaphor (see pp. 3-4 above). Thus the method of approach for this 

study is a detailed exegetical treatment of these passages. Then, in light of the 

results, we will set forth answers to these questions in the final chapter. 

The order in which we will consider the Pauline texts is complicated by two 

factors: 1) the chronology of Paul's letters, and 2) the scope of the metaphor, 

namely, the "old man" in Romans 6: 6; the "new man" in Ephesians 2: 15; and both the 

"old man" and "new man" in Colossians 3: 9-10 and Ephesians 4: 22-24. The 

conclusions of this present study do not depend on any particular chronological theory 

or any hypothesis about the development of Paul's thought. 169 The problem of the 

169Though we do not see signs of major theological development in Paul's thought, there 
certainly are differences in the way in which he expressed himself in different circumstances. Yet 
behind varying formulations there is a basic consistency of theological thinking. The variations are 
viewed as developments in presentation and argument. 
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sequence of Paul's letters is a complex one, but we maintain that Romans precedes 

the other two and consider it likely that Colossians precedes Ephesians but both 

come at roughly the same time from his Roman imprisonment near the end of his 

life. 170 The order in which we will discuss the texts, however, is topical based on the 

single reference to the "old man" in Romans 6: 6, the "new man" in Ephesians 2: 15, 

and both together with the clothing metaphor "put off / put on" in Colossians 3: 9-10 

and Ephesians 4: 22-24. 

In addition to the exegetical analysis of the "old man / new man" passages, 

this study also seeks to relate these terms to Paul's anthropology and to his 

redemptive-historical, eschatological perspective. Most scholars recognize the fact 

that there is a tension between the present and the future in Paul's eschatology, but 

there is less agreement about the precise nature of it. These elements have often 

been investigated in studies of various motifs, but, to our knowledge, no single, full- 

scale study has been undertaken from the perspective of the "old man / new man" 

motif with a view to answering the questions stated above. This is the intended 

contribution of the following study. 

Some of the questions we have raised have an important bearing on wider 

issues in the interpretation of Paul's theology. The targeted passages and the "old 

man / new man" metaphor have played an important role in various attempts to 

describe the basis and nature of Paul's teaching on sanctification and spirituality. 

Thus in the course of our discussion, we will attempt to shed some light on the 

following points: 1) the relationship between the redemptive-historical, corporate 

emphasis and the personal, individual emphasis in Paul's pastorally-applied theology; 

2) the relationship between the "old man / new man" and other anthropological 

antitheses mentioned at the outset of this chapter (p. 4); 3) the relationship between 

170For discussion and support of this view, see p. 6 nll and pp. 20-21 above. 
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the "old man" and the "flesh" in the life of the Christian; and 4) the relationship 

between the "indicative" and the "imperative" and their function in Pauline ethics. 

These issues will be addressed at the conclusion of our study in the final chapter. 
In light of these defining features, our thesis will proceed along the following 

lines. Chapter two will investigate the crucifixion of "our old man" with Christ in 

Romans 6: 6. Chapter three will discuss the creation of the "one new man" by Christ 

in Ephesians 2: 15. Chapter four will deal with the formulations, "put off the old man" 

and "put on the new man" in Colossians 3: 9-11 and chapter five will examine the 

same formulations in Ephesians 4: 22-24. On the basis of these investigations, 

chapter six will summarize and draw some conclusions about the meaning, function 

and significance of the "old man" and the "new man" in Pauline theology. 



CHAPTER2 

ROMANS6: 6 

OUR OLD ALAN CRUCIFIED 

The words "our old man was crucified with [Christ]" occur in Romans 6: 6. 

This is the first occurrence chronologically and a primary reference theologically to 

the "old man" in the corpus Paulinum. It is also the only text in this literature to 

mention the "old man" without its counterpart, the "new man. " For these reasons, an 

exegetical examination of this text in its context is important to our study. This 

chapter will proceed with an overview of the historical setting of Romans (2.1) and the 

literary context of Romans 6 (2.2), a discussion of the structural form of Romans 6: 1- 

14 (2.3), an exegesis of relevant elements in Romans 6: 1-14, especially 6: 1-7 (2-4), 

and some concluding observations on the "old man" (2.5). 

2.1 Historical Setting of Romans 

Paul wrote a letter to the Christians in Rome at an important transition 

point in his missionary career. For nearly 25 years he had planted and nurtured 

churches in the eastern Mediterranean region (15: 15-21,23). Now he was planning a 

journey westward into Spain by way of Rome for further missionary labor (15: 22-24, 

28). In his letter, he explained and defended the gospel he preached to a Gentile 

(majority) and Jewish (minority) Christian community. 1 He had neither founded nor 

visited this church (1: 11-13; 15: 22-23), but he hoped it would support him in his 

lRomans contains evidence that Paul addressed both Jewish (e. g., 2: 17-3: 8; 3: 19-20, 
27-31; 4: 1,11-15; 5: 13-14,20; 6: 14; 7: 1-25; 8: 2-4; chs. 9-11; 14: 1-6; 16: 3,7,11) and Gentile (e. g., 
1: 5-6,13-15; 11: 13-32; 15: 1-2,7-12) Christians. Consequently, a majority of scholars believe his 
audience in Rome was a mixed community of Jewish and Gentile Christians with the latter in the 
majority. See J. D. G. Dunn, Romans 1-8, Romans 9-16,2 vols., WBC 38A, 38B (Dallas: Word 
Books, 1988) 1: xlv-liv; J. A. Fitzmyer, Romans, AB 33 (Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1993) 25-36, 
esp. 32-33; and D. Moo, The Epistle to the Romans, NICNT (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1996) 9-13. 
C. E. B. Cranfield, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Epistle to the Romans, 2 vols., ICC 
(Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1975-79) 1: 17-21, acknowledges both groups but does not wish to 
estimate their relative proportion in number or influence. 

64 
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missionary work in the western Mediterranean region (15: 24,28-29). To accomplish 

this purpose, among others, he wrote a letter containing substantial theological 

content and logical structure. 2 Bracketed by a personal epistolary opening (1: 1-15) 

and closing (15: 14-16: 27)3 that relate the letter to the Christian community in Rome, 

the main body (1: 16-15: 13) is a "treatise" on Paul's gospel. It contains a sustained 

series of arguments expounding the gospel and addressing important theological 

issues facing Christianity in the middle of the first century AD. In light of this, 

Romans could be called a tractate letter; however, it is not a historically isolated 

treatise nor a comprehensive summary of Paul's theology. 

2.2 Literary Context of Romans 6 

2.2.1 The Wider Context: Romans 1-8 

After introducing himself and announcing his plans to bring the gospel to 

Rome (1: 1-15), Paul stated his theme in 1: 16-17. He expressed his full confidence in 

the gospel because it mediates "the power of God that brings salvation to everyone 

who believes, " both Jew and Gentile alike (1: 16). The gospel has such power because 

it reveals "the righteousness of God, " namely, His saving activity in Jesus Christ, and 

all who respond to it in faith are put "right" Qustified) before God and live under His 

favor (1: 17). 4 

2Paul's purpose in writing is one of the most debated questions in the critical study of 
Romans. Because he says little on the subject directly (d 15: 15), many different answers have been 
given. On this issue, see the survey of views in L. Morris, The Epistle to the Romans (Grand Rapids: 
Eerdmans, 1988) 7-18; the essays collected in K P. Donfried, ed., The Romans Debate. Revised and 
Expanded Edition (Peabody, MA: Hendrickson, 1991); A. J. M. Wedderburn, The Reasons for Romans 
(Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1988); and, with some critique of Wedderburn, A. J. Guerra, Romans 
and the Apologetic Tradition. The Purpose, Genre, and Audience of Paul's Letter, SNTSMS 81 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995) 40-41,170-79. At the very least, one can say that 
Paul had missionary, pastoral, and theological reasons for writing Romans. 

3Most recent commentators believe there are good grounds for concluding that ch. 16 
(minus vv. 25-27 for some) was part of Paul's letter to Rome. For a review of the arguments and 
additional references, see Cranfield, Romans, 1: 9-11; Fitzmyer, Romans, 55-67; and Moo, Romans, 
5-9. 

4The theme of "righteousness" in Paul, expressed by 8tKaLoa*q and its cognates, has 
generated considerable discussion in recent years; see, e. g., M. T. Brauch, "Perspectives onGod's 
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The righteousness of G6d by faith is the theme of the first major section of 

the letter, 1: 18-4: 25. To explain why it was necessary for God to manifest His 

righteousness and why all people, Jew and Gentile alike, can experience it only by 

faith, Paul declared that all people, Jew and Gentile alike, have rebelled against God, 

turned away from Him, and are bound by the enslaving power of sin (3: 9). They are 

unable of themselves to do anything to escape God's impartial judgment and gain a 

right relationship with Him (1: 18-3: 20). As Paul saw it, only God can change this 

situation, and this He has graciously done by making available through the sacrificial 

death of His Son the means of becoming righteous before God. This enables Him to 

redeem people from their dilemma, to put them in a right relationship with Him, and 

to do this without violating His own justice (3: 21-26). Again, Paul stressed that this 

justification can only be obtained by faith for Jew and Gentile alike (3: 27-31), as 

illustrated clearly in the life of Abraham (4: 1-25). Justification brings about for the 

believer a new status before God and, at the same time, a new kind of existence. But 

what is the nature of this new status? What implications does it have for the present 

lives of believers and their future? Paul addressed these questions next. 

Traditionally, scholars have viewed chapter 5 as the conclusion to Paul's 

discussion of righteousness by faith in chapters 1-4.5 However, in recent years, with 

persuasive exegetical arguments, many have been inclined to place chapter 5 with 

Righteousness' in Recent German Discussion, " in E. P. Sanders, Paul and Palestinian Judaism: 
Comparison of Patterns of Religion (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1977) 523-42; M. C. de Boer, The 
Defeat of Death: Apocalyptic Eschatology in 1 Corinthians 15 and Romans 5, JSNTSup 22 (Sheffield: 
JSOT Press, 1988) 149-56, where he summarizes and evaluates the Bultmann-asemann debate 
about the meaning of righteousness in Paul; Moo, Romans, 79-90; and Wedderburn, Reasons, 122- 
23, who correctly emphasizes that the term "righteousness (of God)" has a "field of meaning" that 
embraces distinct aspects for Paul. 

, 5The best recent treatments defending this structure can be found in U. Wilckens, Der 
Brief an die Rdmer, 3 vols., EKKNT (Neukirchen/Vluyn: Neukirchener Verlag and Ziirich: Benziger, 
1978-82) 1: 181-82,286-87; 2: 3-5; M. Wolter, Rechtfertigung und zukanftiges Heil. Untersuchungen 
zu Rdm 5,1-11, BZNW 43 (Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, 1978) 207-16; and Dunn, Romans, 1: 242-44. 
See also J. Murray, The Epistle to the Romans, 2 vols., NICNT (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1959, 
1965) 1: 211-12; and Morris, Romans, 243 n1. Some argue for a major transition at 5: 12; see F. J. 
Leenhardt, The Epistle to the Romans: A Commentary, trans. H. Knight, CNT 6 (London: 
Lutterworth, 1960,131; and A. Feuillet, "Le r6gne de la mort et le r6gne de la vie (Rom V, 12-21), " 
RB 77 (1970) 481-521. 
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chapters 6-8 as part of Paul's presentation of present Christian existence and future 

hope. 6 In chapters 5-8, then, he deals with the new situation that has come about 
for all those justified by grace through faith. Being justified means "peace with God" 

now and a secure hope for final salvation in the future (5: 1-11). This hope is grounded 

in the believer's solidarity with Christ who has undone the effects of Adam's sin and 

won eternal life for all who belong to Him (5: 12-21). Christ has set believers free from 

the power of sin and, although they still must battle against its attacks, sin is no 

longer their master (6: 1-14). God is their new master to whom they must present 

themselves for conduct pleasing to Him (6: 15-23). Similarly, the Mosaic Law, which 

cannot conquer sin, no longer has controlling power over them (7: 1-25). Through the 

agency of God's Spirit who makes them God's children, Christians are assured of final 

victory over the power of death (8: 1-17). The same Spirit assures them that God's 

purposes, already worked out in justification, will be brought to a triumphant 

conclusion in future glory (8: 18-39). 

2.2.2 The Immediate Context: Romans 5 

Chapter 5 plays a crucial role in the argument leading up to chapter 6. In 

5: 1-11 Paul celebrated the soteriological benefits given to those who have been 

justified. He emphasized two of them: "peace with God" or reconciliation to God now 

(5: 1-2a, 11), and the sure hope of final salvation in spite of present sufferings based 

on God's love revealed in Christ's death for sinners (5: 2b-10). Three things are of 

particular interest here: 1) for the Christian, the present reality of "peace with God" 

6The best recent treatments defending this structure can be found in Cranfield, Romans, 
1: 252-54; Fitzmyer, Romans, 96-102; and Moo, Romans, 290-95. See also 0. Michel, Der Brief an die R6mer, KEKNT (G6ttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1978) 129; and E. Kdsemann, 
Commentary on Romans, trans. and ed. G. Bromiley, HNT8a (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1980) 131, 
159. Some argue that ch. 5 should be viewed as a transitional "bridging" chapter: B. N. Kaye, The 
Thought Structure of Romans with Special Reference to Chapter 6 (Austin, TX: Schola Press, 1979) 
1-13; Sanders, Paul, 486-87; J. C. Beker, Paul the Apostle: The Triumph of God in Life and Thought 
(Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1980) 64-69,83-86, esp. 85; and de Boer, Defeat of Death, 148-49. 
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in the realm of grace, 7 and the hope of sharing the future glory of God is based on the 

past reality ofjustification by faith (5: 1-2); 8 2) Jesus Christ, sent by God, died for 

Christians while they were still sinners and alienated from God, thus demonstrating 

the magnitude and reliability of God's love undergirding their hope (5: 5-8); and 3) the 

parallel TroAAO ydAAom arguments (5: 9,10)9 show the unbreakable connection 

between the Christian's present status (already "justified" / "reconciled") and his / her 

future destiny yet to come ("shall be saved"). The soteriological "now" (VDV, vV. 9,11) 

situation as part of Paul's "already-not yet" eschatological tension forms the basis of 

what it means to have new life and prepares the reader for the exposition of death and 

life to follow. 

In 5: 12-21 Paul explains why those who have been justified / reconciled 

already can be certain that they will be saved from final wrath (eternal death) and 

share in God's glory forever (eternal life). To accomplish this he used the Adam / 

Christ typology to show that there is "a life-giving union between Christ and His own 

that is similar to, but more powerful than, the death-producing union between Adam 

and all his own. "10 It is Christ's death and resurrection that guarantee eternal life for 

71n 5: 2 XdPLS' is used to denote the state or realm into Ws-) which God through Christ 

transfers believers who were once in the realm of wrath as enemies of God (5: 10). It is the realm 
(domain) "in which Vv v) we have taken our stand" (pf., &7-4Kapep, 5: 2), in which "grace reigns" 
(5: 21), and one that stands in contrast to the realm of Law such that believers are not "under the 
law" but "under grace" (6: 14-15). This realm, where grace (i. e., God's work in Christ) rules, 
encompasses all that God conveys to believers through Christ, including, but not limited to, 
justification (pace Cranfield, Romans, 1: 259, and Murray, Romans, 1: 160-61). 

8The aorist participle &KaWO1VTf5'(5: 1) is understood to have causal force: "since we 
have been justified by faith; " see D. B. Wallace, Greek Grammar Beyond the Basics: An Exegetical 
Syntax of the New Testament (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1996), 662,631-32. 

9The words iroA4 pdAkv (5: 9,10,15,17) reflect the common rabbinic -IM)nl ýP style of 
argument by which the point to be established is based on another already accepted or 
accomplished point that makes the conclusion all the more certain. Here the argument moves a 
minori ad maius in which the already accomplished and accepted action (justification / reconciliation) 
is mentioned first, from which the conclusion (final salvation) is evident a fortiori (cf. Wolter, 
Rechtfertigung, 179-80). 

1OMoo, Romans, 318. Most interpreters agree that ToVTo (5: 12) is retrospective and the 
phrase 8tti ToOm introduces 5: 12-21 as a conclusion to something in the preceding context such as: 
1) the whole argument from 1: 18-5: 11 (Dunn, Romans, 1: 272); 2) the benefits won for the believer 
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all those who receive the gift of righteousness (5: 17). 

The argument of the paragraph begins with a comparison (6=cp, v. 12) 

introducing the key similarity between Adam and Christ that is not completed until 

later in the passage because Paul expands on the protasis of the comparison (5: 12) in 

preparation for the apodosis (5: 18). In verses 13-14 he reinforces the fact of universal 

sin and death, even in the absence of a written law-code to define sin as transgression 

between the time of Adam and Moses, the Law-giver. At the end of verse 14 Paul 

declares that Adam is a type of "the One who was to come, " namely, Christ (cf. Matt. 

11: 3), but before completing the comparison of verse 12, he presents the dissimilarity 

between Adam and Christ in a series of clauses Wg ... olýrwKat ... ) that contrast their 

representative acts and the respective consequences in 5: 15-17. The comparison 

begun in verse 12 is reintroduced in 5: 18a ('Apa ovv d)g ... ), completed in 5: 18b (olýms- 

Kai ... 
), and supported by further clarification in 5: 19 (&wq ydp ... OýrW Kai ... 

Vi 

These verses highlight the key similarity between Adam and Christ: just as through 

the disobedience of one man, Adam, "the many" (all those belonging to him) were 

constitutedl2sinners who are destined for condemnation and death; so also through the 

through Christ in 5: 1-11 (Cranfield, Romans, 1: 271; Kasemann, Romans, 146; de Boer, Defeat of 
Death, 145-46); 3) the reference to reconciliation in 5: 10-11 (Morris, Romans, 228); or, 4) the 
assurance of final salvation in 5: 9-11 (Moo, Romans, 316-18). The last view forges the clearest, 
most fitting link between the content of both 5: 1-11 and 5: 12-21 largely because 5: 9-11 have 
brought Paul's whole argument from 1: 16 onward to an effective climax. 

11Most commentators and translators observe a break in the grammatical construction 
at the end of v. 12 and treat it as an anacolouthon with the original protasis reintroduced in v. 18a, 
completed with the proper apodosis in 18b, and both explained in v. 19 (cf. Cranfield, Romans, 
1: 272-73 for supporting arguments). On anacolouthon here, see F. Blass and A. Debrunner, A 
Greek Grammar of the New Testament and Other Early Christian Literature, trans. and rev. of the 
9th and 10th German edition by R. W. Funk (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1961) §459 
[hereafter BDFI; and A. T. Robertson, A Grammar of the Greek New Testament in the Light of 
Historical Research (Nashville: Broadman Press, 1934) 438. Pace C. M Barrett, A Commentary on 
the Epistle to the Romans, HNTC (New York: Harper & Row, 1957) 109-10, who sees no anacoluthon 
here and translates Kai oftws- ("and so") in v. 12c as "so also. " 

12The verb KaOtaMyt in this text has a real, though forensic, connotation of "make" or 
"appoint" (active), "be constituted" (passive), or, with a double accusative, "to make someone (to be) 
something" (cf. Jas. 3: 6; 4: 4; 2 Pet. 1: 8). See A. Oepke, "KaOlo-Myt, " in Theological Dictionary of the 
New Testament, 10 vols., ed. G. Kittel and G. Friedrich, trans. and ed. G. W. Bromiley (Grand 
Rapids: Eerdmans, 1964-76) 3: 444-46 [hereafter TDN71; and W. Bauer, A Greek-English Lexicon of 
the New Testament and Other Early Christian Literature, 2nd ed., trans. W. F. Arndt and F. W. 
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obedience of one man, Christ, "the many" (all those belonging to Him) shall be 

constituted justified ones who are destined for righteousness and life. For Paul, people 

are actually "made" sinners in solidarity with Adam, and deservedly so because all 

commit sins; and people are actually "made" righteous in solidarity with Christ, but 

undeservedly so because His righteousness is freely and graciously given to those who 

receive it by faith (5: 17). To round off the discussion, verse 20 introduces the role of the 

Mosaic Law in multiplying sin in redemptive history, and verse 21 brings the section to 

a conclusion with a comparison V )o-ffcp ... ol; Tws-) emphasizing the surpassing power of 

God's grace over sin and death. 13 

Several items are of special interest here in setting the literary context for 

Romans 6. First, the emphasis on "the one man" (Jg dv0po)VOS-) and his effect on "all 

men" (people, Trdv7e-g diOpcovot) or "the many" (ol 7WAot) is striking in reference to 

both Adam and Christ. 14 In each case the act of one determines the existence and 

destiny of "the many. " On one side stands Adam, his disobedient act, and its 

consequences for all those in solidarity with him (5: 12,15a, 16a, 17a, 18a, 19a). On 

the other side stands Christ, His obedient act, and its consequences on all those in 

solidarity with Him (5: 15b, 16b, 17b, 18b, 19b). In light of verse 14 in which Adam is 

said to be a type of the One who was to come (Jesus Christ, 5: 15,17), these texts 

clearly show the division of humanity into two groups. Each is determined by its 

Gingrich, rev. F. W. Gingrich and F. W. Danker (Chicago / London: University of Chicago Press, 
1979) sx. KaOtumu, 3 [hereafter BAGD1. 

13For a good summary of the structure of this passage, see G. Bornkamm, "Paulinische 
Anakoluthe in Mmerbrief, " in Das Ende des Gesetzes: Paulusstudien, BEvT 16 (Kaiser, 1952) 76-92, 
esp. 81-82.1. H. Thomson, Chiasmus in the Pauline Letters, JSNTSup 111 (Sheffield: Sheffield 
Academic Press, 1995) 186-212, views this passage as a masterful chiasmus similar to the pattern 
proposed by de Boer, Defeat of Death, 158-62. With de Boer, he concludes that the broken 
construction of 5: 12 is completed conceptually by 5: 21b, emphasizing that "the reign of sin is 
superseded by the reign of grace through &Katoo-6M resulting in eternal life" (212). 

14The connection of dPOpco7rw with "the one" and "the many" relationship used here is 
even clearer in 1 Cor. 15: 45-49 where Paul begins with a scriptural text (Gen. 2: 7 LXX) that uses 
the term &Oponwg and then designates Adam as the first dvOponrog and Christ as the last 
(eschatological) A8dy (representative man), ignoring all the men who came between them. Clearly, 
Adam and Christ are dkOpomot in a sense that other men are not because "the many" wear the 
"image" of the one or the other (vv. 48-49). 
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solidarity with the two divinely-appointed, representative-corporate figures of Adam 

and Christ. Paul sees human beings as either belonging to Adam, "in Adam, " or 

belonging to Christ, "in Christ. "15 His perspective here is redemptive-historical, 

corporate, and disjunctive. 

Second, in spite of a consistent third person perspective and a corporate 

emphasis on "the many, " Paul does not lose sight of the individuals who make up the 

sum total of each solidarity. On one hand, he makes it clear that every person 

without exception is "in Adam" (5: 12-14,18a, 19a), although he also declares that 

every person sins knowingly and culpably (5: 14,16,20; cf. 3: 23). On the other hand, 

he also makes it clear that only those who receive the gift of righteousness are "in 

Christ" (5: 17b, i. e., those who believe, 1: 16-17; 3: 21-4: 25; 5: 1-2), although he 

maintains the parallelism with Adam by using universalist language to emphasize 

how certainly Christ has secured the benefits of righteousness and life for all who 

belong to Him. 16 In fact, with the 7ToAA0 ydAAop constructions (5: 15b, 17b; "it is all 

the more certain that"), he highlights the superiority of Christ over Adam and the 

eschatological triumph of the Christ-solidarity (5: 17). 

Third, Paul portrays sin (ý 61-tapTia in the singular) and grace (ý Xdptg) as 

two antithetical personified powers that determine human existence and destiny in 

their respective realms. On one hand, sin plays an active ruling role: it "entered" into 

the world of humanity (5: 12a), and through Adam "has established its rule" in the 

realm of death (5: 21a). Similarly, death "entered" into the world through sin (5: 12c), 

15M. D. Hooker, "Interchange and Atonement, " in From Adam to Christ. - Essays On Paul 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1990) 26-41, states: ". .. it is arguable that for Paul the 
idea of human solidarity is a vitally important factor in the substructure of his thought, more 
fundamental than all the images he uses; and that for him, man's redemption is seen primarily in 
terms of moving from the sphere of Adam to the sphere of Christ" (41). 

16At this point an exact parallel between Adam and Christ breaks down. Although Paul 
seems to hold the view that all people sinned when Adam sinned (cf. 5: 12,18-19), he does not take 
the position that all people "obeyed" when Christ obeyed (cf. 5: 17; 3: 22,26; 4: 23-25; 5: 1-2,6-8) 
otherwise it would nullify the gracious, vicarious nature of Christ's death and the need for personal 
faith in response (cf. Kdsemann, Romans, 165-66). 
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and "came to rule" by the trespass of the one man, Adam (5: 17a). In verse 12, Paul 

makes clear the causal connection between sin and death for every human being- 

"no one ... escapes the reign of death because no one escapes the power of sin. "17 On 

the other hand, God's grace in Christ is also active: it "abounded" unto "the many" 

connected with Him (5: 15b), and "overwhelmed" sin wherever it flourished (5: 20b) in 

order that it "might establish its rule" by way of righteousness leading to eternal life 

through Jesus Christ our Lord (5: 21b). 

For Paul, then, Adam and Christ have epoch-making significance. Using 

the imagery of reigning with its associations of power and sovereignty, Paul sees two 

"realms" or "dominions" founded by two divinely-appointed representative men 

(Adam and Christ), in which two contrasting sets of powers (sin / condemnation / law 

vs. grace / righteousness / Spirit) rule or exercise dominion over people, and whose 

outcome is two contrasting destinies (death / life). On the redemptive-historical level, 

Adam and his realm stand at the beginning of history, and Christ and His realm stand 

at its center, the point from which both past and future must be understood. In His 

coming (Gal. 4: 4-5; 1: 4), Christ inaugurated what is "new" and, thereby, rendered "old" 

all that is connected with Adam. From this perspective, we can speak in temporal 

categories and call Adam's realm the "old age" W(M and Christ's realm the "new age" 

W(M. Because of Adam's disobedience, sin / law / flesh / death determine and 

dominate human existence in the "old realm" leading to eternal death. By reason of 

their participation in Adam's sin, all people start out and continue in the "old realm" 

(5: 12,18-19). Because of Christ's obedience, grace / righteousness / Spirit / life 

determine and dominate human existence in the "new realm" leading to eternal life. 

By reason of their participation with Christ, as we shall see in chapter 6, only 

17MOo, Romans, 323, summarizes various interpretations of 10'ý in the last clause of 
v. 12 and, along with many modern interpreters, adopts a causal meaning, which coheres best with 
Paul's emphasis here. Fitzmyer, Romans, 413-17, says that a causal translation is not certain and 
argues for a consecutive sense meaning "'with the result that' all have sinned. " 
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believers (5: 1-2,17b, 18b) are transferred from the "old realm" of condemnation into 

the "new realm! ' of redemption. All this relates to the "old" and "new" in the "old man 

new man" metaphor. 
The contrast of the two realms connected with Adam and Christ is basic to 

Paul's discussion in Romans 6 because it enables him to develop the christological and 

soteriological foundation of the new realm. To do this, he refers explicitly to the death 

and resurrection of Christ and makes clear that they are events that include other 

people. Thus, he takes up the theme of the believer's dying and rising with Christ and 

applies it first to the important issue of the Christian's relationship to sin, the ruling 

power of the "old realm. " Romans 6: 6 is of particular importance because it makes 

this relationship clear. We now turn to this text in the context of Romans 6: 1-14. 

2.3 Structural Form of Romans 6: 1-14 

Before observing the structure of this text, we must first establish its limits. 

Does this pericope close at 6: 11 or 6: 14? Some interpreters argue that verses 12-14 

open a new section by the use of imperatives that develop the premise given in 6: 1-11.18 

Also, the similarity between verses 13 and 19 ties verses 12-14 to verses 15-23. 

However, the imperative verb forms of 6: 12-13 do not serve as the signal for the opening 

of a new section since an imperative form actually appears first in verse 11. 

Furthermore, Paul's use of oVV (v. 12) followed by a command often does not introduce a 

new section but simply serves to introduce a command that is based on what precedes. 19 

Thus, verses 12-14 do not give a clear signal that they begin a new pericope. 

A much clearer criterion for determining the limits of this pericope is found in 

1811dsemann, Romans, 163,172,175; Murray, Romans, 1: 211,226; 0. Kuss, Der 
R6merbrief, 3 vols., RNT (Regensburg: Pustet, 1963-1978) 1: 295-96; Dunn, Romans, 1: 305-06; and Fitzmyer, Romans, 431-32. 

19BAGD, s. v. o0v, Lb. See Rom. 11: 22; 13: 12; 14: 16; 1 Cor. 4: 16; 10: 31; 16: 11; 2 Cor. 
7: 1; Gal. 5: 1b; Phil. 2: 29; 1 Thess. 5: 6; and PhIm. 17 where ovv introduces a command based on 
what has preceded but does not introduce a new unit. Two possible exceptions to this occur in Rom. 
14: 13 and Col. 2: 16. For further discussion, see ch. 4,201 n14. 
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the structural parallels between 6: 1-14 and 6: 15-23. Both sets of verses contain: 1) 

a question formed with the interrogative7i plus ovp (vv. la, 15a); 2) a second 

question formed with the deliberative subjunctive (vv. 1b, 15b); 3) a strong denial to 

the second question (vv. 2a, 15c); and 4) a third question that calls attention to the 

reader's knowledge or lack of it (vv. 3,16) and introduces Paul's exposition (vv. 4-11 

and 17-23). The fact that 6: 2b contains an additional rhetorical question that has no 

parallel in 6: 15 does not diminish the overall parallelism. Since 6: 1-2 clearly opens a 

new pericope, it is quite natural to expect the parallel form in 6: 15 to do the same. 

Thus, Paul's style in chapter 6 indicates that the proper limits of this passage are 

verses 1-14.20 This results in binding together the indicatives (vv. 3-10) with the 

imperatives (vv. 11-13), a connection that is characteristic of Paul (cf. 1 Cor. 5: 7; Gal. 

5: 25) and is basic to his argument here. 21 

Structurally, Romans 6: 1-14 contains an introduction (vv. 1-2) and two 

main sections (vv. 3-11 and vv. 12-14). In the introduction, Paul presents a false 

inference and strong denial (vv. 1-2a) plus a further question (v. 2b) that grows out of 

what he claimed in 5: 20-21. This question states the thesis of the passage in question 

form: "How shall we [Christians] who "died to sin" still live in it? Section one (6: 3-11), 

marked by continual references to "knowing" (dyvoCiTe, v. 3; yiv(ýuKoV76S., v. 6; C186TES., 

v. 9), is Paul's answer to this question. The indicative mood and first person plural 

expressions dominate this section. It contains the following subsections: 1) a general 

statement about baptism "into Christ" and "into his death" (vv. 3-4) that serves as 

the answer to the basic question of verse 2b, 2) two parallel arguments that elucidate 

20This view is held by W. Sanday and A. C. Headlam, A Critical and Exegetical 
Commentary on the Epistle to the Romans, 5th ed., ICC (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1902) 153,167; 
Cranfield, 1: 296-97,321; Barrett, Romans, 120,127; Michel, Rdmer, 199-201; H. Schlier, Der 
R6merbrief, HTKNT 6 (Freiburg- Herder, 1977) 190; Wilckens, Rdmer, 2: 7-8; and Moo, Romans, 350- 
51. Pace Kdsemann, Romans, 163. A similar stylistic parallelism occurs at Rom. 7: 7 (7: 7-12) and 
7: 13 (7: 13-25). 

21R. C. Tannehill, Dying and Rising with Christ. A Study in Pauline Theology, BZNW 32 
(Berlin: T6pelmann, 1967) 8-9. 
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and support the statement regarding baptism (vv. 5-7,8-10), and 3) a transitional 

exhortation (v. 11). GUnther Bornkamm has laid out and explained the syntactical 

parallelism between verses 5-7 and verses 8-10.22 Both sets of verses contain: 1) a 

conditional protasis (vv. 5a, 8a); 2) a concluding apodosis with future tense verbs (vv. 

5bp 8b); 3) an explanation stating a consequence (vv. 6,9); and 4) a ydp clause giving 

the basis for the explanation and the result (vv. 7,10). Verses 5-7 focus on the 

believer's release from slavery to sin, while verses 8-10 focus on Christ's death to sin 

and life to God. Verse 11 serves as a "bridge" in which Paul's theological argument in 

verses 3-10 is drawn together so that the transition to exhortation can be made. 23 

Section two of this passage (6: 12-14) consists of exhortations following the 

inferential conjunction oVP in verse 12. In marked contrast to the constant use of the 

indicative mood and the first person plural in verses 3-10, the imperative mood and 

the second person plural dominate verses 12-13. In these verses Paul gives his 

Christian readers general directions for daily conduct based on what was highlighted 

in verse 11. Finally, verse 14 closes this unit with two ydp clauses that elucidate the 

imperatival instructions of verses 12-13 and pick up the concepts of grace and sin 

from verse 1. At the same time the antithesis, "not under law" but "under grace, " 

serves as a springboard for the opening of the next section, 6: 15-23, which extends 

and enriches the basic idea of 6: 1-14. Both paragraphs look at the Christian's 

transfer from the realm of sin to the realm of righteousness and life. Verses 1-14 

focus on the negative side-release from sin, while verses 15-23 focus on the positive 

side-dedication to righteousness. It is the former paragraph that contains the first 

Pauline reference to the "old man" that we will examine more closely. 

22G. Bornkamm, "Baptism and New Life in Paul: Romans 6, " in Early Christian 
Experience, trans. P. L. Hammer (New York: Harper & Row, 1969) 71-86, esp. 74-75; see also Michel, Rdmer, 200-01; Dunn, Romans, 1: 305-06. Moo's argument that it is better to connect v. 5 
closely with v. 4 is valid (Romans, 354), but it does not destroy the parallelism between vv. 5-7 and 
vv. 8-10. 

23Cranfield, Romans, 1: 315. 
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2.4 Exegesis of Romans 6: 1-14 

2.4.1 Romans 6: 1-2a: False Inference and Strong Denial 

Paul begins with the question: 71 o&,, ýpoVpcv, The inferential oVP provides 

the logical link with the preceding context. 24 Here it occurs in an interrogative 

formula that in Romans usually raises questions and objections about what he has 

taught and leads to further discussion (cf. 3: 1,3,5,9; 4: 1; 6: 15; 7: 7; 8: 31; 9: 14,30; 

11: 7). It could be paraphrased: "What conclusion, therefore, shall we draw from what 

I have said? " This leads to a second question: "Shall we [Christians] remain in sin in 

order that (Fva)25 grace might increase? " 

These questions present an inference evolving out of Paul's argument in 

5: 12-21, and especially his assertion in 5: 20b: oV' & 17TAc6paue-P ý 61-tapTia, 

b77cpc7rcp[aacvucv ý Xdptg. These words proclaim the triumph of God's grace over sin in 

redemptive history. If God acted this way in history, is He not bound in principle to 

give more grace to Christians while they remain "in sin"9 In this regard, does not sin 

take on a positive role in the new order of things? 

It is difficult to determine precisely why Paul raised this issue here. Did he 

anticipate an antinomian distortion of grace, 26 a legalistic objection to it ) 
27 or, are 

both problems facing hiM? 28 In light of Paul's negative reference to the Law in 5: 20b 

and his arguments involving Jewish issues elsewhere in Romans (cf 3: 1-9; 4: 1; 7: 7; 

9: 14,30; 11: 7), one might be inclined to think that this is a Jewish or Jewish Christian 

24BAGD, sx. o' 1; BDF, §451; Robertson, Grammar, 1191-92. VVP 

25The conjunction rva introduces a purpose (final) clause; see C. F. D. Moule, An Idiom- 
Book of New Testament Greek, 2nd ed. (Cambridge: The University Press, 1959) 142-43. 

26Kdsemann, Romans, 165; Cranfield, Romans, 1: 297 n1. Cranfield's claim is probably 
due to his attempt to make dytaop6s- "the key-word of the section [6: 1-231, though it does not occur 
till v. 19 (cf. v. 22)" (Romans, 1: 295). 

27Sanday and Headlam, Romans, 153-55. 

28Murray, Romans, 1: 212; Barrett, Romans, 120-21. 
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objection, or both. 29 In their view, Paul's understanding of sin, law, and grace would 

encourage moral irresponsibility. On the other hand, libertarians might have agreed 

with Paul's statements and used them to justify complacency about sin and even 

sinful practices. Either way, the objection is real and not hypothetical. It was 

probably one that Paul has heard along the way in his missionary labors from 

opponents of the gospel he preached. He may be quoting or paraphrasing a critic, but 

it is more likely that he himself raised this question in order to make his gospel clear 

on this issue. 30 In his answer, he wanted to show Christians that the gospel of grace, 

properly understood, leads to ethical righteousness and not to lawlessness and sin 

(6: 19). 

The words ! rrty&ojye-01 7fl dyapT[02 introduce the subject of the paragraph, 

namely, the Christian's relationship to sin. As in chapter 5, Paul understands 6papria 

(singular) here not as an act of transgression but as a personified power that rules 

over humanity in the "old realm" of existence inaugurated by Adam's transgression 

29See Michel, Rdmer, 152-53, and Beker, Paul, 86, for a Jewish objection; Wilckens, 
R6mer, 2: 10, for a Jewish Christian objection; and for both, Dunn, Romans, 1: 306-07, who states: 
"The interlocutor is thus not depicted particularly as a Jew.... but objection from the Jewish or 
Jewish Christian side is certainly included. " 

30Bornkamm, "Baptism, " 73; Moo, Romans, 356. 

31BAGD, sx. 17nplvoi, 2: used figuratively meaning "continue, persist (in), persevere" 
followed by the dative case (cf. T. Levi 4.1; Josephus, Vita, 143). On this use of this verb in the 
Pauline corpus elsewhere, see Rom. 11: 22-23; Col. 1: 23; and 1 Tim. 4: 16. It is instructive to 
compare the present tense of the deliberative subjunctive verb Imp1miyev in v. 1 with the aorist 
tense of the deliberative subjunctive verb dpap7-4ao)prv in v. 15. The former indicates an ongoing 
course of action, that is, continuing to live in a given state, viz., sin; while the latter indicates a 
given action in and of itself, i. e., to commit sin; see J. H. Moulton, W. F. Howard, and N. Turner, 
A Grammar of New Testament Greek, 4 vols. (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1908-1976) 3: 71-72 
[hereafter MHT1. Paul seems to reserve the deliberative subjunctive for rhetorical questions that 
call for a negative response (cf. Rom. 6: 15; 10: 14-15; 1 Cor. 11: 22). See also MHT, 3: 98-99; BDF, 
§366; Wallace, Grammar, 467-68. 

32This is the first of ten occurrences of dpapT[a in 6: 1-14 showing the prominent role it 
plays in this passage. The article 7-d is anaphoric (cf. Wallace, Grammar, 217-20) pointing back to 
"sin" in 5: 21 where it is said to reign as a ruling power, and ultimately back to 5: 12 (cf. StAblin, 
TDNT, 1: 295-96; Kdsemann, Romans, 165; Dunn, Romans, 1: 306; and Moo, Romans, 374). Paul 
uses the dative case instead of a complementary participle (i. e., "sinning") following linylvw (cf 
John 8: 7; Acts 12: 16; also 2 Clem. 10.5 and Hermas, Sim. 9.27.3). The dative Tý d1IqPTt(r indicates 
sphere or realm following this verb (BAGD, sx. 17rtylvo), 2). 
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K 5: 12; 6: 14). To remain "in sin" is to continue to live in its realm. To live in its 

realm means to live under its rule; to live under obligation to sin as one's master; to 

live as a slave to sin (cf. 6: 6,17a, 20a, 22a). Such a relationship, of course, includes 

continuing to commit acts of sin and to display sinful attitudes. But Paul's concern 

here is with the believer's objective status in relationship to sin. 33 Thus the question 

in verse lb asks: Shall we Christians remain in the "old realm"ruled by sin in order 

that (tva, purpose) grace might become more abundant34 since grace as a ruling 

power far exceeds the deadly grip and disastrous results of sin (cf. 5: 15,17,20-21)? 

Paul finds such an inference drawn from his teaching to be false and 

emphatically rejects it with his familiar pý ylpoim (v. 2a). 35 In itself, the inference 

has formal logic for support, but Paul's strong denial makes it clear that such an 

inference is a fundamental misunderstanding and misinterpretation of his gospel of 

grace. Now he moves on to support his repudiation of such false thinking and to 

explain why Christians do not to live under the rule of sin. 

33Pace K S. Wuest, "Victory Over Indwelling Sin in Romans Six, " Bib Sac 116 (1959) 43- 
50, who states: ". .. sin [is] seen here ... in the concrete, as indwelling sin ... the sinful nature. 
This is the key to understanding Romans six. Where the word sin is found as a noun [in Rom. 61, 
reference is made to the totally depraved nature" (43). This anthropocentric view of "sin" is too 
restrictive and is difficult to sustain in the exegesis of this passage creating questionable 
statements such as: "The apostle says that the believer when he was saved died off to the sinful 
nature. That means he was separated from it. At the moment of entrance into salvation, God 
performs a ma or surgical operation in the inner spiritual being of the sinner, cutting him loose from 
the sinful nature, yet allowing that nature to remain in him until his death" (44). 

34BAGD, s. v. vArovd&, 1: "be or become more ..., be present in abundance, grow, 
increase. " W. Bauder and D. Miller, "m1rovdCaNn The New International Dictionary of New 
Testament Theology, 4 vols. trans. with revisions, gen. ed. C. Brown (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 
1976) 2: 131 [hereafter NIDNTIJ, note that Paul uses 7rArovdCo) with reference to grace in 6: 1 in 
contrast to [bireplire-ptuar6o) in 5: 20 and explain that here "Paul is concerned with the process of 
grace becoming greater. It cannot be stimulated by a conscious persistence in sin. " 

35M4 ylvotro is a formula of strong denial and in Paul it always follows a question. Fourteen of fifteen NT instances are in his writings, and in twelve of these it expresses his 
repudiation of a false inference drawn from a correct premise in his argument. In Romans, this 
formula occurs at 3: 4,6,31; 6: 2,15; 7: 7,13; 9: 14; and 11: 1,11. See E. D. Burton, Syntax of the 
Moods and Tenses in New Testament Greek, 3rd ed. (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1898) 79; and A. J. 
Malherbe, "MH FENOI TO in the Diatribe and Paul, " HTR 73 (1980) 231-40. For the significance of 
the voluntative optative (also used in Rom. 15: 5,13), see Robertson, Grammar, 936-40, and 
Wallace, Grammar, 481-83. 
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2.4.2 Romans 6: 2b: Christians Have'Died to Sin! ' 

Paul reinforces his strong denial in verse 2a with an explicit question in verse 

2b that emphasizes an important fact regarding Christian existence. Again, he 

SS6 '7TcOdvopc-v 7f7 cipap7-Ig 770Y iý-n makes the point in rhetorical question form: o7nvc a 

C4oropev & av7-; This brief rhetorical response to the false inference of verse 1 sets 

forth the main point of 6: 1-14: Christians have died to sin as a master and this 

precludes continuing to live under its rule. This is the subject Paul explains and 

applies in verses 3-14.37 

Several observations will serve to identify the main issues in this text. First, 

Paul introduces a new theological idea into his argument by declaring 67TEOdV01.167P 7j7 

dpapT[q. Prior to this he has said that Christ died a salvific death that has particular 

benefits for those who believe (cf. 3: 24-25; 4: 25; 5: 6-8,9-11; 18-19), and the only 

mention of the death of others came in 5: 15 where he stated that "the many died" 

because of the trespass of the one man, Adam. "Death" came as the accomplice of 

sin (5: 12,14,16,21). Thus his claim that "we [Christians] died to sin" signals a 

movement into a new area of thought. 

The image of "dying" is useful to Paul because in the following verses he 

connects the Christians' "dying to sin" with Christ's death on the cross, one who To 

dyap-riq dirlOapev jo&Tae (6: 10). It is also useful because the basic idea behind dying, 

when used figuratively as here, is not annihilation but separation or the severance of 

36The distinction between orTwes- (long form) and the simple relative pronoun 6s- (or, 
plural), while not generally observed in the NT, is appropriate here for emphasis. 02"Tive-S. is a 
relative of quality (vs. quantity) and carries the sense of "being characterized by; " thus: "We who 
are characterized by having died to sin" (BDF, §293; Moule, Idiom-Book, 123-25 and BAGD, s. v. 
66-ns-, 2. b). Burton, Syntax, §294 states: "A definite relative clause may imply a relation of cause, 
result or concession without affecting the mood or tense of the verb. " OMves- likely has a causal 
force here. Thus: "Since we died, or rather, since we are those who have died ... ;" Robertson, 
Grammar, 727-28,960. Christians are, by definition, people who have "died to sin. " 

37Murray, Romans, 1: 213-14; Cranfield, Romans, 1: 298-300; Tannehill, Dying and 
Rising, 7-10; and J. D. G. Minn, Baptism in the Holy Spirit, SBT 15,2nd series (Philadelphia: 
Westminster, 1970) 140, who states: ". .. verse 2 is the key without which the meaning of the 
passage cannot be unlocked and opened up. " 
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a relationship. 38 When a person dies physically the bond of life that unites him to 

activity in this world is severed. The person is no longer active in the realm or the 

relationships to which he or she has died. Death pictures a separation or release from 

one realm of existence and a transfer into a different realm. This imagery serves Paul 

well in explaining the believer's objective relationship to sin. In fact, the logic of the 

passage runs as follows: Christ died to sin (6: 10), believers died with Him (6: 8), 

therefore believers died to sin (6: 2) and no longer remain / live in sin (6: 1). 

Second, Paul continues to view sin (6pap-ria) as a personified power that 

rules over a realm in which (cf. ev av7-0, - v. 2b) people live. The dative Tý 61-1apTiq 

following dircOdpopep is not simply a dative of reference or relationship39 but more 

specifically a dative of advantage in the sense of that which claims or possesses 

someone or something to use for its own advantage. 40 For Paul, then, the fact that 

Christians "died to sin" means that they have been released (separated) from 

subjugation to sin as a master; they have been transferred out of the realm in which 

they were slaves of sin; they are no longer "under sin" (Rom. 3: 9) because their 

relationship to sin has changed decisively. The aorist indicative, d7TcOdpol-lev, points to 

a decisive past event. Where death has already occurred, sin's rule has ended. The 

time and nature of this death is yet to be determined in Paul's explanation to follow. 

It is important to note in passing, however, that he does not say that sin died or that 

38BAGD, sx. d7roodoKw, Lb; de Boer, Defeat of Death, 83-84. 

39SO Wallace, Grammar, 144-46,154. C. F. D. Moule, "Death 'to sin, ''to law' and 'to the 
world': A Note on Certain Datives, " in M61anges Bibliques, ed. A. Descamps and A. de Halleux 
(Gembloux: Duculot, 1970) 367-75, suggests that the origin of such a dative of relationship is to be 
found in the older use of Cdoi with the dative of advantage. Cf footnote 32 above. 

40BDF, §188,2; Robertson, Grammar, 539; BAGD, s. v. diToovdaKO), Lb. )r "dat. of the 
person or thing from which one is separated by death. " The dative after d7w0v4aKo) occurs only five 
times in Paul: Rom. 6: 2,10; 14: 7-8 and Gal. 2: 19. It also occurs in similar constructions in Rom. 
6: 11; 7: 4; 2 Cor. 5: 15; and Gal. 6: 14b. In each case the dative expresses the possessor, i. e., 
controlling power, from which one is separated by death. This is a dying to the controlling powers of 
the "old realm"-sin, law, flesh, the world-i. e., release from servitude to these masters. Tannehill, 
Dying and Rising, 18-19, is right to stress the notion of ownership and lordship as essential to this 
dative. Cf. Col. 2: 20 where d7r6 with the genitive follows this verb. 
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it died to Christians but that Christians died to it. 

Third, based on the fact that Christians "died to sin, " Paul asks: 7nZy &L 

C4aopek4l evawlj (i. e., dyapTfa); Does this rhetorical question have the force of a 

theological assertion (the indicative)42 or an ethical appeal (the imperative)? 43 The 

following factors combine to indicate that the first alternative (the indicative force) is 

more likely. The interrogative ff(ý644 calls into question and implicitly rejects the 

assumption that Christians "will still (&i) live in sin, " a clause that corresponds to 

"shall we remain in sin" in verse 1b. 45 As noted above, to "remain in sin" means to 

continue to exist in the realm of sin, namely, to live under its rule as one's master. To 

"live in sin" VP ab7f% then, also means to exist in the realm of sin under its authority. 46 

41The construction Cdo) Iv occurs ten times in the Pauline corpus (BAGD, s. v. ), but it is 
used in a metaphorically local sense, as here, only in Col. 2: 20 and 3: 7. In these passages d C 0) 
refers to the objective theological status of one's life, not the subjective manner of it. In Rom. 6: 2, 
Paul is not concerned with how believers live but in what sphere or relationship they locate their 
life, and here the sense is negative, i. e., it is not "in sin. " 

42F. L. Godet, Commentary on St. Paul's Epistle to the Romans, trans. A. Cusin, 2 vols. 
(Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1880-81; reprint, Grand Rapids: Kregel, 1979) 1: 236; Murray, Romans, 
1: 213; and Dunn, Romans, 1: 307, who says: "What Paul had in mind is a death which puts the 
individual beyond the power of sin (as in 6: 7,10), and so unable (because dead! ) to 'live' in it, that 
is, in its realm under its authority. " 

43Cranfield, Romans, 1: 299; and Morris, Romans, 246. Moo, Romans, 358-59, discusses 
both options but prefers the imperatival force describing a lifestyle of sin. However, for the reasons 
given above, this does not seem to fit the immediate context the best, although it is a logical 
implication. The ethical sense is reflected in the NIV: "Shall we go on sinning? " In this view, to 
remain / live in sin is merely "morally incongruous" for the Christian. 

44BAGD, s. v. 7TQy, Ld, this word is used ". .. in questions that call an assumption into 
question or reject it altogether; " thus, "it is impossible that. " 

45Burton, Syntax, §60, points out that the progressive future affirms that an action will 
be in progress in future time. The future indicative C4oopev stands parallel to the aorist subjunctive 
emylvo)prv in v. 1 and functions exactly like it (note Mark 6: 36 and 1 Cor. 11: 22 where both verb 
forms are used in a deliberative question); see BDF, §366,2; and Wallace, Grammar, 570. Some 
manuscripts (p46 CFGL V1 33 81 et al. ) have made this parallel explicit by reading CdaO)j1fV 
instead of Maroyev. 

46Tannehill, Dying and Rising, 19, states: "The importance of this phrase [1v aýý] becomes clear when we see that the idea of livingin' sin is part of a broader Pauline pattern of 
expression ... (such) as 'in law, ''in flesh, ' or'in spirit. "' The preposition & could be interpreted as 
meaning: "under the influence of ' or "under the dominion of ' (see Rom. 2: 12; 3: 19; 7: 5-6; 8: 1,8,9; 
Gal. 3: 11; 5: 4; Phil. 3: 6); cf. Michel, Rdmer, 153. 
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The adverb 
ITLin this question anticipates a negative answer and indicates that 

something "no longer" is in effect as it once was. 47 Thus, the logical force of this 

question is the theological truth (the indicative) that Paul emphasizes in this passage 
(vv. 1-10,14,17-22): "we Christians are those who no longer live under the authority 

and controlling power of sin. " Christians "lived in sin" once for they were slaves of sin 

(6: 17,20a) but now they do so no longer for they died to sin (6: 2). In this sense, it is 

impossible for a Christian to remain / live in sin (6: 1-2). 

But these verses (6: 1-2) should not be interpreted to mean that it is 

impossible for a Christian to commit acts of sin in life experience. 48 The necessity of 

sinning is gone, but not the possibility of it. 49 It is clear from the imperatives in 

verses 11-14 that Paul viewed sin as an ever-present threat to the Christian. 

Nevertheless, in the indicatives of verses 2-10, he makes it clear that Christians 

have been delivered from sin's power and thus no longer live as slaves under its 

authority. This is the necessary theological basis and incentive for subsequent moral 

appeal. 

2.4.3 Romans 6: 3-4: Christians Died to Sin Through Baptism 

In 6: 3-4 Paul begins an explanation of his thesis in verse 2 that Christians 

are those who died to sin (v. 2a) and thus no longer live in its realm (v. 2b). In these 

verses he answers the "how" and "when" questions by linking Christian baptism with 

Christ's death, a death that itself was a "death to sin" as he will state in verses 9-10. 

47BAGD, s. v. In, Lb: used in negative statements "to denote that something is 
stopping, has stopped, or should stop" depending on the context. Here "life in sin" has stopped for 
the Christian. 

48Pace Sanday and Headlam, Romans, 153, who paraphrase v. 2 as: "The baptized 
Christian cannot sin. Sin is a direct contradiction of the state of things which baptism assumes ... [This at least is the ideal, whatever may be the reality. ]" Also see J. Knox, "Romans, " in The 
Interpreter's Bible, ed. G. A. Buttrick et al. (New York: Abingdon-Cokesbury Press, 1954) 9: 471-73, 
479. 

49Beker, Paul, 215-18. The fact that a Christian does not live (exist) "in sin" does not 
negate the fact that he / she will commit sins in life experience. 
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The use of baptismal language raises two preliminary issues. First, to what 

act or event is Paul referring by such language? Is it a reference to "baptism in / by 

the Spirit, "50 "immersion" as a metaphor for incorporation into ChriSt, 51 or Christian 

water baptiSM? 52 Without denying the significance of all these ideas, the primary 

reference here seems to be water baptism as shorthand for the conversion-initiation 

event as a whole. Moo argues that all but one (1 Cor. 10: 2) of Paul's eleven other uses 

of j8a7r-r1& 
(1 Cor. 1: 13,14,15,16 [twice], 17; 12: 13 [debated]; 15: 29 [twice]; Gal. 3: 27) 

denote Christian water baptism. Furthermore, by the time Paul wrote Romans, 

Parr-ricya "appears to have become almost a technical expression for the rite of 

Christian initiation by water, and this is surely the meaning the Roman Christians 

would have given the word. "53 A good case can be made for the view that, for Paul 

and the early church, water baptism stood for "conversion-initiation" as one unified 

experience presupposing faith and the gift of the Spirit who, in fact, effects the 

spiritual reality associated with baptiSM. 54 

Second, why does Paul refer to water baptism here? It is important to note 

that baptism is not the subject of this passage even though this text has played a 

major role in discussions of baptism. There is no so-called "baptismal section" (6: 3-4) 

that can be isolated from the rest of the chapter because it is an exposition of water 

baptism. 155 As noted above, the theme of the passage is death to sin and newness of 

50D. M. LloydJones, Romans. An Exposition of Chapter 6. - The New Man (Grand Rapids: 
Zondervan, 1973) 35-36. 

-51Dunn, Baptism, 139-46; id., Romans, 1: 311-13; Michel, Rdmer, 149. 

52MOo, Romans, 359, and most interpreters. 

531bid., 359. Moo states that the one exception, 1 Cor. 10: 2, is probably used in analogy 
to Christian water baptism. Similarly also the debated text, 1 Cor. 12: 13; see pp. 86-87. 

54Dunn, Baptism, 145-46; G. R. Beasley-Murray, Baptism in the New Testament, 2nd ed. 
(Exeter: Paternoster Press, 1972) 272-73. 

55Tannehill, Dying and Rising, 7-10; Dunn, Baptism, 139-40; pace Beasley-Murray, 
Baptism, 126-46. Fitzmyer, Romans, 430-31, calls baptism a secondary topic in vv. 1-11 that 
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life under grace in answer to the false inference of verse 1. Paul's reference to 

baptism in verses 3-4 contributes to his explanation of this theme as does further 

elaboration in verses 5-10 without mention of baptism again. Elsewhere he can 

make the same point about dying with Christ to sin and other "old realm" powers 

without mentioning baptism (cf. Rom. 7: 4,6; 2 Cor. 5: 14-15; Gal. 2: 19; 5: 24; 6: 14). 

Thus, it is more likely that in Romans 6 the language used of Christian existence in 

general is applied to baptism, the rite that, for Paul, marks the beginning of that 

existence for all Christians. No Christian, then, is exempt from the decisive break 

with sin that Paul affirms with the words "we died to sin" (v. 2) because such a break 

is a constitutive part of one's existence if he or she is a Christian. 

2.4.3.1 Romans 6: 3. Paul introduces his explanation with the clause 

P1 17 dyvodF-re 6-ri 
... 

(cf. 7: 1). It could simply be a polite way of introducing new 

knowledge. 56 However, the fact that Paul makes his point without much elaboration 

seems to indicate that he is appealing to something already familiar to his readers to 

which he gives further development, making them aware of consequences they ought 

to recognize. 57 The only New Testament parallel, which occurs in 7: 1 where he adds 

ywc6aKovo, ip ydp P61. tov AaM, supports this. 

contain "the main discussion of baptism by Paul in his letters. " Some interpreters find allusions to 
baptism in other verses in Rom. 6, but none of them is likely. See Kaye, Romans 6,58-65, and 
P. Siber, Mit Christus leben. Eine Studie zur paulinischen Auferstehungshoffnung, ATANT 61 (Zunch: 
TVZ, 1971) 217-27. 

56H. Lietzmann, An die R6mer, IINT 8 (TUbingen: J. C. B. Mohr, 1933 [19061) 67,72; 
Kuss, R6merbrief, 1: 297; G. Wagner, Pauline Baptism and the Pagan Mysteries: the Problem of the 
Pauline Doctrine of Baptism in Romans VI. 1-11 in the Light of Its Religio-Historical'Parallels, 'trans. 
J. P. Smith, AThANT 39 (Edinburgh: Oliver & Boyd, 1967) 278; H. Frankem6lle, Das 
Taufverstdndnis des Paulus: Taufe, Tod und Auferstehung nach R6m 6, SBS 47 (Stuttgart: KBW, 
1970) 40; also Dunn, Romans, 1: 308. 

57Beasley-Murray, Baptism, 128; Barrett, Romans, 121-22; Cranfield, Romans, 1: 300; 
A. J. M. Wedderburn, Baptism and Resurrection: Studies in Pauline Theology Against Its Greco- 
Roman Background, WUNT 44 (Tiibingen: J. C. B. Mohr [Paul Siebeck], 1987) 46-48. The idea is: 
assuming you believe 'Y' based on your baptismal instruction, then you must also believe "y, " which 
Paul goes on to provide. 
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Most interpreters think Paul is appealing to familiar tradition at least from 

early Hellenistic Christianity if not from the primitive church itself. 58 This has fueled 

a debate about the sources of these ideas. Were they familiar because they were 

specifically Christian ideas known to Paul's readers in Rome through preaching and 

teaching, or, were they well-known in the wider religious world of that time? 

Specifically, the debate has focused on the possible influence of Hellenistic mystery 

cults either directly or indirectly. Some have argued that Paul interpreted baptism on 

the analogy of the initiation rites of the mystery CUItS. 59 After a thorough collection 

and evaluation of religio-historical material, GUnter Wagner concluded that the 

mystery cults had no direct influence on the Pauline doctrine of baptism and are of no 

help to us in interpreting Romans 6.60 

Others, however, claim that there was indirect influence from these cults 

mediated to Paul via Hellenistic Christian baptismal traditions, which he modified or 

corrected in the light of his own theology. 61 After a thorough investigation and 

evaluation of this claim, A. J. M. Wedderburn concludes that Paul's view of baptism 

and the idea and language of dying and rising with Christ were not derived from nor 

58E. g., Cranfield, Romans, 1: 300; Fitzmyer, Romans, 431; Y%Asemann, Romans, 160-64; 
Michel, Rdmer, 130; Murray, Romans, 1: 214; Ridderbos, Paul, 397 n4; Tannehill, Dying and Rising, 
9-14; Wilckens, Rdmer, 2: 11,50; and R. Schnackenburg, Baptism in the Thought of St. Paul. A 
Study in Pauline Theology, rev. ed. trans. G. R. Beasley-Murray (New York- Herder and Herder, 
1964) 32. 

59W. Bousset, Eyrios Christos. A History of the Belief in Christ from the Beginnings of 
Christianity to Irenaeus, trans. J. E. Steely from the 5th German ed. (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 
1970) 140,158-72,223-27; R. Reitzenstein, Hellenistic Mystery-Religions: Their Basic Ideas and 
Significance, trans. J. E. Steely, PTMS 15 (Pittsburgh: Pickwick Press, 1978) 40-42,78-80,85-86; 
R. Bultmann, Theology of the New Testament, 2 vols., trans. K Grobel (London: SCM Press, 1956) 
1: 140-44,311-13; Lietzmann, Rdmer, 30-31; Bornkamm, "Baptism, " 85 n5; Michel, R6mer, 139. 

60Wagner, Pauline Baptism, 268,277-80,286-87. Also, Dunn, Romans, 1: 308-11, who 
focuses on the initiation into the Isis cult as described by Apuleius in Metamorphoses 11.21-24 and 
concludes that "a direct influence from any mystery cult or from the Isis cult in particular, on Paul or 
on the theology of Romans 6: 3-4, is most unlikely" (Romans, 1: 310); and A. J. M. Wedderburn, "The 
Soteriology of the Mysteries and Pauline Baptismal Theology, " NovT 29 (1987) 53-72. 

61Y%Asemann, Romans, 160-63; Tannehill, Dying and Rising, 2,9-14; J. Jervell, Imago 
Dei: Gen. 1,26f im Spdtjudentum, in der Gnosis und in den paulinischen Briefen, FRLANT 76 
(Gdttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1960) 257. 
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indirectly influenced by the initiation rites of the mystery cults of his day. 62 Though it 

is difficult to determine how much of what Paul says in Romans 6 the Roman 

Christians already knew, Wedderburn makes a good case for the view that, even 

though Paul's language is probably his own, the background to his thought is most 

likely the ideas of solidarity with and representation by prototypical figures in ancient 

Israel and Jewish tradition. 63 

Verse 3 exhibits a chiastic arrangement in which Paul joins together the 

baptismal formula "into Christ" and the further idea of baptism "into Christ's death": 

[a] O'O'OL64 e, &7TT1dft16V [b] eig XptoT6v Y77aoCv, [V] clgT& OdvaTova&roV [al eParrT-[uOi7ycV; 

It appears that he constructed the verse in this way in light of his use of baptismal 

formulae in other places in which the eig prepositional phrase precedes the aorist passive 

form of the verb, 8arTi& (cf. 1 Cor. 1: 13,15; 10: 2; 12: 13; Gal. 3: 27). If so, he altered his 

use of the baptismal formula here so that the initial els- phrase follows the verb N. 3a) in 

order to highlight the close association that exists between the baptism of the Christian 

and Christ's death. The past event of the Christian's baptism is now closely linked with 

the past event of Christ's death itself (cf. 5: 6-8) and all that it accomplished. 

At this point we must consider the meaning of ePaTrr[o-tpcP ris- Xpio-r& 

777o, oOv. Some scholars treat the phrase as an abbreviation of "we were baptized into 

the name of Christ Jesus, " and interpret els- to mean "with reference to, " or, in a 

purpose sense of "with a view to belonging to. " Thus the phrase is simply a formula 

showing transfer of ownership or religious identity. For example, Cranfield states: "All 

62 Wedderburn, Baptism, 342-43,356-59,391-93. In fact, Wedderburn believes that 
"the interpretation of Paul's doctrine of union with Christ as derivative from the mystery-cults of his 
day [is] a'dead-end'in Pauline studies" (396). For a counter opinion, see H. D. Betz, "Transferring 
a Ritual: Paul's Interpretation of Baptism in Romans 6, " in Paulinische Studien: Gesammelte 
Au/sdtze III (TUbingen: J. C. B. Mohr [Paul Siebeck], 1994) 240-71. 

631bid., 343-56. This concurs with our general assessment in ch. 1,46-52. 

64BAGD, s. v. 6dog, 2. The relative adjective 6aot is used substantivally as a relative of 
quantity (vs. quality as with orrives- in v. 2); thus: "As many individuals as, " or, in this context, "All 
we who" with the antecedent embodied in the first person plural of the verb. 
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that Paul wishes to convey in this clause is the simple fact that the persons 

concerned have received Christian baptism. "65 This interpretation, however, is 

inadequate. Paul never refers to baptism, "in the name of Christ Jesus" elsewhere, 

although he was probably acquainted with this formula that refers primarily to the 

baptismal rite (1 Cor. 1: 13). Transfer of ownership takes place, but Paul means more 

than this here. 

Most scholars, therefore, hold the view that to be baptized eig XpLoT& 

(6: 3a) refers to union with Christ. 66 Three lines of argument support this 

interpretation. First, in light of 5: 12-19, Christ is viewed here as the second / last 

Adam, the representative corporate figure for all those who belong to Him. Second, 

the "with (o-6v) Christ" concept dominates verses 4-8, and E-Ig (v. 3) has an 

"incorporative" meaning indicating Paul has believers'union with Christ in mind. 

Third, the "incorporative" idea is reinforced by other Pauline passages where 

fla7ml(e7a0at eig is used (cf. Gal. 3: 27-28; 1 Cor. 12: 12-13). These parallel passages 

indicate that "baptism into Christ" is connected with entry into Christ as an inclusive 

65Cranfield, Romans, 1: 301. See also Wagner, Pauline Baptism, 8-57, for various views 
of baptism in Romans 6, esp. 287 n121; Beasley-Murray, Baptism, 128-29; Wilckens, Rdmer, 2: 11, 
48-51; Siber, Mit Christus leben, 206-07. For a treatment of these formulae, see Oepke, TDNT, 
1: 538-43; Bietenhard, TDNT, 5: 274-76; and Beasley-Murray, NIDNTT, 1: 146-47. 

66Tannehill, Dying and Rising, 22-24; Kasemann, Romans, 165; Dunn, Baptism, 112, 
who states: "On each of the three occasions which are decisive for its meaning the context requires 
pavT[Ceo-0ai cls- to bear the sense of 'baptized into'-baptized so as to become a member of the 
Second Adam (Rom. 6: 3), of the Body of Christ (1 Cor. 12: 13), of Christ the sole seed of Abraham 
(Gal. 3: 27); " Oepke, TDNT, 1: 539; E. Best, One Body in Christ. A Study in the Relationship of the 
Church to Christ in the Epistles of the Apostle Paul (London: SPCK, 1955) 56-57; Murray, Romans, 
1: 214; Ridderbos, Paul, 401-03; Wedderburn, Baptism, 54-60; and Moo, Romans, 376-77. Beasley- 
Murray, Baptism, 128-30, objects to giving cls- a local "incorporative" meaning on the basis Of ValTfsr 
els- Moii)cýp IPa7TT1a077aav in 1 Cor. 10: 1-2. But, that whole passage is an illustration (7-6iros-, v. 6) of 
Christian experience where the lesser Moses typifies the greater Moses, and Paul uses the exodus 
event as an illustration of the Christian's incorporation into Christ and exhorts believers to 
perseverence in light of 1 Cor. 9: 24-27. Thus, when a person is the object, it is inadequate to take 
els- as denoting the goal desired, or to translate Rom. 6: 3b as "baptized with reference to His 
death. " Cranfield, Romans, 1: 301 n3, objects to deriving the sense of the first clause in 6: 3 from the 
second one but offers no definitive reasons. 
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"corporate" person. 67 This also means entry into the realm of grace since Christ, as 

an inclusive person, represents and embodies this new realm in Himself. In this way, 

Paul supported his declaration in verse 2 that believers "died to sin" and thus no 

longer Eve under its dominion. 

This raises the question about whether being "baptized into Christ" 

contains within itself a definite reference to water baptism or whether it is a 

metaphorical way of describing the Christian's incorporation into Christ. James 

Dunn argues that pau-r[CcaOat eig Xpt oT6v is "a metaphor drawn from the rite of 

baptism to describe ... the entry of the believer into the spiritual relationship of the 

Christian with Christ, which takes place in conversion-initiation. "68 If so, this may 

account for the fact that other New Testament writers do not speak of the rite of 

baptism as dying and rising with Christ apart from Pauline influence. 69 

This view is supported by Galatians 3: 27: "For as many of you as were 

baptized into Christ have put on Christ. " It seems clear that jV86aaceat XpIOT& is a 

metaphor, 70 and if so, the same could be claimed (though it is not logically necessary) 

for the parallel phrase PavT[Cca0aL els- Xpic-r6v. The two phrases are interchangeable 

expressions for the same reality, that is, "to be baptized into Christ" is "to put on 

Christ. " Both metaphors have an incorporative significance. The same could be said 

of e, &77-riu6ýye-v els- in 1 Corinthians 12: 13, where Paul is not speaking of water 

baptism but about baptism in the Spirit. That he is using the metaphor of baptism is 

confirmed by his reference to Old Testament imagery in describing the Corinthians' 

670n this view see Michel, R6mer, 148-49; Grundmann, TDNT, 7: 789-92; and Best, One 
Body, 66-67. 

68Dunn, Baptism, 109; id., "The Birth of a Metaphor: Baptized in Spirit, " ExpTim 89 
(1977-78) 134-38,173-75; Tannehill, Dying and Rising, 41-43,52-54; and Wagner, Baptism, 287. 

69Beasley-Murray, Baptism, 127, cites this as a difficulty in adopting the view that Paul 
quotes a baptismal liturgy in Rom. 6: 1-11; pace Michel, R6mer, 128-29. 

701bid., 147-48. See ch. 1,43-45. 
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experience of the Spirit in conversion as "we all were baptized into one body by one 

Spirit" (12: 13c; cf Isa. 32: 15; 44: 3; Ezek. 39: 39; Joel 3: lff). 71 

We conclude, then, that the phrase epairrto-a7ye-v e-ls- XptaT6v Yj7o-orv is best 

understood as a metaphor describing the act of putting a believer "into Christ, " an 

inclusive / corporate figure. The e-is- is local (incorporative) rather than referential, 

and the implied agent of the action in jgarTiuOi7ycP is God (see 2 Cor. 1: 21-22). It is He 

who effects incorporation into Christ (cf. also the passive verbs of Gal. 3: 27 and 1 

Cor. 12: 13). This union was effected invisibly and inwardly by divine grace through 

faith, and this, in turn, is visibly and outwardly expressed and ratified in water 

baptism. Being baptized into solidarity with Christ describes entrance into the state 

(relationship) of being "in Christ. " Those who are "baptized into Christ" are those who 

afterwards have life "in Christ" (cf. 6: 11). In this sense, baptism identifies and 

designates those who are Christians. 

2.4.3.2 Romans 6: 4. In this verse, Paul draws a conclusion (inferential 

obv) from verse 3. If baptism into Christ includes participation in His death on the 

cross, then it is also true that Christians have been buried with Him (a&7Qthrough 

(&a) this (ToV) baptism into (c1g) His (76P) death. This rendering of verse 4a is based 

on two syntactical considerations: 1) the articles -roD (with, 6av7[o-ya7og) and76P (with 

Odva-rop) are anaphoric, referring to the baptism and death described in verse 3; and 

2) the prepositional phrase c1g T6P Odvamv is adjectival and is to be connected with 6td 

711n itself, RavTI& does not specify water baptism. Primarily it means "dip in or under, 
immerse in" (BAGD, s. v. PaTm[Coi; Oepke, TDNT, 1: 529-30,538-43) and in non-Christian literature 
it is used in the sense of "plunge into, overwhelm" (e. g., Josephus, J. W. 1.22.2,2.18.4; Ant. 4.4.6). 
Dunn makes the point that there would be a contradiction in sense in Mark 10: 38; Luke 12: 50; 
Acts 1: 5; 1 Cor. 10: 2; 12: 13 and a tautology in John 1: 26, if flavTICEW always demanded immersion 
in water, even in a metaphorical use (Dunn, Baptism, 129). Indeed, for Paul, it has both a literal 
(the water-rite, e. g., 1 Cor. 1: 13-17) and a metaphorical (incorporation into Christ, e. g., Gal. 3: 27; 
l Cor. 12: 13) usage. Though the metaphor is drawn from the rite, it does not include the ritual act 
within itself. What makes Rom. 6 distinct is that only here (v. 4) and in Col. 2: 12 does Paul 
explicitly relate the rite to the spiritual reality involved. All this does not mean that water baptism 
was a "bare symbol" or an "optional extra. " For Paul and the early Christians, there were no 
"unbaptized believers" since water baptism followed almost immediately upon one's confession of 
faith in Christ (cf. Acts 8: 30-39; 16: 13-15,22-34). 
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fiaimloryamg (cf. v. 3b) rather than the verbO. L. V6-T-dO77/16-V. 72 This verb recalls the 

kerygmatic statementKal, 67L cTdO77 in 1 Corinthians 15: 4 (cf. also Col 2: 12). Just as 

burial confirmed the real, corporeal death of Christ, so also to be "buried with Him" 

confirms that the believer "died with Him. "73 Thus Paul applied the terminology of 

the past Christ-event to baptism, a natural usage since he had just claimed that 

Christians were baptized into Christ's death (v. 3). 

This compound a6t- verb introduces us to Paul's o-bv Xpto-rO language and 

imagery in this passage (cf, also vv. 5,6,8). It is probable that he is the originator of 

this concept, 74 although some scholars claim that he has taken it from Jewish 

apocalyptic. 75 His use of u6v to describe the relationship between Christ and the 

Christian can refer to the Christian's past, present, and / or future experience. 76 Not 

every occurrence has the same meaning, thus the phrase is not a set formula but a 

motif Paul uses. Consequently, temporal "withness" is not always in view, and his 

intended meaning goes beyond ideas of correspondence ("as Christ, so also we") and 

causality ("because Christ, so we also") to the idea of "association or participation 

72Cranfield, Romans, 1: 304; Murray, Romans, 1: 216; Kdsemann, Romans, 166. Pace 
Dimn, Romans, 1: 314; Kuss, R6merbrief, 1: 298; Beasley-Murray, Baptism, 133; and B. Frid, "R6mer 
6: 4-5: cls- T6, v 0dvaTov und T6 6yotiOyaTL ToD OavdTov avToD als SchlUssel zu Duktus und 
Gedankengang in R6m 6,1-11, " BZ 30 (1986) 188-203, who claim the phrase is adverbial and 
connect it with o-vvrTd0nye-v (i. e., "buried unto death") because there is no article preceding r1s. tying 
the phrase to gawTiopaTog. However, Koin6 Greek often omits an article before adjectival 
prepositional phrases (BDF, §272; Robertson, Grammar, 784, and MHT, 3: 221). Moulton notes 
that "in written style the ambiguous position of els- T& 0dvaTov ... would have been cleared up by 
prefixing ToD, if the meaning was (as seems probable)'by this baptism into his death... (MHT, 1: 83- 
84). On the anaphoric article, see Wallace, Grammar, 217-20. 

73Bornkamm, "Baptism, " 74; Leenhardt, Romans, 156; Cranfield, Romans, 1: 304. 

74Wedderburn, Baptism, 50-52,342-56; Siber, Mit Christus leben, 191-213. 

75E. Schweizer, "Dying and Rising with Christ, " NTS 14 (1967-68) 1-14; Kdsemann, 
Romans, 160-63; Beker, Paul, 274-75. 

76Past: e. g., Rom. 6: 4,6,8a; Gal. 2: 19-20a; Col. 2: 12-13,20; 3: 1; Eph. 2: 5-6; cf. 2 Tim. 
2: 11a; present: e. g., Rom. 6: 5a; 8: 17,29; 2 Cor. 13: 4b; Phil. 3: 10; Col. 3: 3; future: e. g., Rom. 6: 5b, 
8b; 8: 17b, 32b; 2 Cor. 4: 14; Phil. 1: 23; 3: 21; 1 Thess. 4: 14b, 17; 5: 10b; Col. 3: 4; cf. 2 Tim. 2: 11b. 
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with" ("we ... with Christ"). 77 

It is probable that the basis for Paul's oiv Xpta-ro language is his 

understanding of Christ as a representative, inclusive figure. 78 As noted above, 

Romans 5: 12-21 has made clear that His obedient act (i. e., His death, 5: 19) affects all 

those people who belong to Him. From this, one can deduce that Christ's death is a 

representative, inclusive act, that is, it is at one and the same time the death of those 

who are united "with Him. " As Douglas Moo points out, Paul appears to make this 

deduction in 2 Corinthians 5: 14: Jg Wp 7Tdv-rc, )v d7re70avcv, dpa ol rrdvTcs- d7T! 0avov [o-bv 

abrol. If both aorist verbs point to Christ's death on the cross, as is likely, then from 

the fact that One died for "all, " Paul concludes that "all" died with Him. The death 

Christ died as a representative of others can also be considered the death of all those 

He represents. 79 

What, then, is the meaning of being "buried with Christ, " and how is it 

related to baptism? In light of Paul's a6v language and the &a phrase (v. 4a), which 

makes baptism the occasion (not the sacramental means) of God's activity by which 

Christians were buried with Christ, this concept describes the believer's participation 

in Christ's own burial at one's baptiSM. 80 This does not mean that the redemptive- 

77Grundmann, TDNT, 7: 781-86. 

78See discussion in ch. 1,40-41. Also, see W. D. Davies, Paul and Rabbinic Judaism: 
Some Rabbinic Elements in Pauline Theology, 4th ed. (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1980) 101-08; 
Best, One Body, 55-57; Beasley-Murray, Baptism, 132-38; Tannehill, Dying and Rising, passim; 
Ridderbos, Paul, 57-62; 206-14; Wedderburn, Baptism, 343-48; and Moo, Romans, 391-95. 

79Moo, Romans, 394. 

8OBeasley-Murray, Baptism, 130, states: "Paul's first thought in this passage ... is not 
that the believer in his baptism is laid in his own grave, but that through that action he is set 
alongside Christ Jesus in His [gravel. " Paul apparently does not see baptism as symbolical bf 
resurrection, although Col. 2: 12 suggests that he does. However, the ev ý Kat that begins v. 12 
repeats the &4 Kat of v. 11 and refers to Christ ("in whom also") as the antecedent and not 
baptism ("in which also"). The theme and emphasis of vv. 9-12 that redemption and fullness of life 
are accomplished in Christ seem to demand this interpretation. These things took place "in Him. " 
See Dunn, Baptism, 153-57, for the arguments supporting this view. On the other hand, Beasley- 
Murray, Baptism, 133-34,152-69, takes baptism to be the antecedent of ev ý, and thus he argues 
that Paul draws an analogy between baptism and the death (immersion), burial (submersion) and 
resurrection (emersion) of Christ. See also Sanday and Headlam, Romans, 153,162-63. 
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historical event is "timeless, " allowing it to be understood as repeated in, or present in, 

the rite of baptism as an efficacious sacrament. 81 Baptism is not the means by 

which Christians are buried with Christ but the occasion (6td) when this participation 

/ identification takes place. 82 Nor does this mean that the time of their burial with 

Christ was the time of His own burial (AD 30/33) such that they were already "in 

Him" and thus have already participated individually in the redemptive events "With 

Him. "83 

Paul, then, draws the conclusion (ovv) that believers were "buried with 

Christ" (6: 4a) because, as in the kerygma summary (1 Cor. 15: 3-4), burial confirmed 

the reality and finality of His death. The Christian's death with Christ to sin is 

definitive and final. But why does Paul make baptism the occasion when the 

Christian becomes identified with these redemptive events, especially in light of the 

centrality of faith (Rom. 1: 17; 3: 28; 4: 4-5,24-25) as the means by which the 

believer's relationship to Christ is established? As noted above, the early church 

viewed faith, baptism, and the gift of the Spirit as components of one unified 

experience that Dunn calls "conversion-initiation. "84 In these verses (6: 3-4), then, we 

assume that baptism for Paul stands for the whole conversion-initiation experience 

81Pace Schneider, TDNT, 5: 195; Kuss, R6mer, 298-300. In 6: 10, Paul emphasizes the 
"once-for-all" nature of Christ's death with the word lodvae. 

82BAGD, sx. &d, IIIJ. e. This tends to rule out the popular view going back to Tertullian 
(4th century) in ch. 3 of his Homily on Baptism, trans. and ed. E. Evans (London: SPCK, 1964) that 
gives symbolic significance to the actual physical movements of immersion and emersion involved in 
baptism (cf. Moo, Romans, 361-62). Baptism, then, is not the means by which believers die and rise 
with Christ, nor is it primarily a symbol or picture of dying and rising with Christ as Paul presents it 
in Rom. 6. He emphasizes the historical event and the believer's participation in it, not the ritual of 
baptism (cf. Frankem. 611e, Taufverstdndnis, 52,55-56). However, Beasley-Murray, Baptism, 133-34, 
139 argues for a secondary allusion to such symbolism in the rite of baptism (cf. footnote 80 above). 
It is likely that early Christian baptism was usually by immersion (cf. Did. 7.1-4). 

83Pace Ridderbos, Paul, 63,207. 

84Dunn, Baptism, 145. This gives the term "baptism" a metonymic sense here marking 
the decisive turning point in a person's life. On metonymy, see G. B. Caird, The Language and 
Imagery of the Bible (Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 1980) 136-37. 
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presupposing faith and the gift of the Spirit. Baptism is mentioned not to give a 

symbolic picture explaining how Christians were buried with Christ, but to call 

attention to the fact that they were buried with Him at conversion-initiation. 
This perspective contributes to our understanding of the "old man" and the 

I uvtA-verb found later in verse 6 as we shall see. Baptism and many of Paul's o-bv 

XpLc-ro statements point to events in the life of Christ and in the life experience of the 

individual believer. This leads us to conclude that we are dealing with a relationship 

that takes place in time, but it is also one that transcends present time. There is a 

temporal tension between the historical accomplishment of redemption at the cross 

of Christ and the subsequent application of it to individual people. The Christian's 

participation in the redemptive events "with Christ" transfers him / her from the "old" 

to the "new" age / realm established by Christ. This transition, accomplished in 

redemptive history by Christ's salvific work on the cross, is realized individually at 

the conversion of each believer. Paul's cvv language, therefore, "refers to a 

'redemptive-historical"withness' whose locus is both the cross and resurrection of 

Christ-where the 'shift' in ages took place historically-and the conversion of every 

believer-when this 'shift' in ages becomes applicable to the individual. "85 

The purpose (Fva, v. 4b) of identification with Christ through baptism into 

His death is that ýIidg ev KatP67T-L Ccjýs- iTcpL7TaT4o-ojpe-P. This is the main point of verse 

4. Paul expressed this purpose in the form of a comparison denoted by 6=cp ... 

o Urws- Kal with ckircp having causal force in this context (i. e., "because Christ has been 

raise4. . . 
"). With the o5owep clause he relates our identification with Christ to the 

85MOO, Romans, 365. The nature of this participation with Christ is objective (positional) 
and transformational rather than mystical (cf. Sanday and Headlam, Romans, 153) in any 
ontological sense because He is the inclusive representative for all those who belong to Him 
(Wedderburn, Baptism, 343-48). In light of this, Paul's "participationist" language is compatible 
with his "judicial" language. They are not in conflict (cf. Ytasemann, Romans, 165; Ridderbos, Paul, 
169; pace Sanders, Paul, 463-68). 
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resurrection of Christ from the dead 8td7-ýg Wqg ToD 7TaTp6-, -. 86 On the basis of his 

other uses of this construction in RomanS87and his linking of baptism with both 

Christ's death and burial in verses 3-4a, one might expect Paul to declare that 

Christians have also been raised with Christ in verse 4b. But he does not. It is 

striking that he breaks the parallelism between the protasis and apodosis in 6: 4b, and 

instead of stating that believers were raised with Christ, he declares that they "walk 

in newness of life, " thereby focusing on the new kind of life that results from Christ's 

resurrection. 88Though Paul does not directly speak of the Christian's participation in 

Christ's resurrection as already realized (cf. Col. 2: 12; 3: 1 and Eph. 2: 5-6), he 

nevertheless makes clear that the Christian already benefits from the life and power 

of His resurrection in this life (cf. 6: 11,13). 89 The reason for this "shift" is because 

Paul's main concern arising out of verse 1 is to give a pointed, yet positive, contrast to 

"remaining in sin. " A defmitive break in the Christian's relationship to sin as an 

86The "glory of the Father" seems to echo a doxological formula (1: 23; 3: 23; 5: 2), which 
may be further indication that Paul is drawing upon traditional teaching in his argument. The 
concept of "glory" has eschatological associations for Paul (e. g., 2: 7,10; 5: 2; 8: 17,21), suggesting 
that he sees Christ's resurrection as an eschatological event inaugurating the "age to come" in God's 
plan and purpose. The "glory of God" is a summary expression for all of His character perfections 
that were displayed gloriously in Christ's resurrection; see Murray, Romans, 1: 217; Dunn, Romans, 
1: 315; and Cranfield, Romans, 1: 304, who relates glory to God's use of His power since glory and 
power are often associated in the Bible (d, e. g., the exodus miracles in Exod. 15: 7,11; 16: 7,10). 
This phrase may also allude to the power of the Spirit who is the agent at work behind the glory 
that raised up Jesus Christ (Rom. 8: 11), and it may also imply that this same power is the power of 
the new age that has dawned with Christ's resurrection. 

871n the other uses of (ffairep ... oUTo)s- in Romans (5: 12,19,20; 6: 19; 11: 30-3 1), the 
protasis and apodosis are parallel in terms of terminology and imagery. Thus, the reader would 
expect to fmd the same pattern here. Since these conjunctions were prominent in the preceding 
section on Adam and Christ (5: 12-21), they call one's attention to that train of thought here "with 
the purpose of emphasizing that the new head of the line is not Adam but Christ, " Leenhardt, 
Romans, 159; also Cranfield, Romans, 1: 272 n5. The connection between the two here is not merely 
to show similarity but rather to show logical relationship: the apodosis is based on the protasis. 

88This unexpected shift in the apodosis of v. 4b by Paul has been emphasized correctly 
by Dunn, Baptism, 143-44, and K. Asemann, Romans, 166-67, who lists scholars who have not fully 
recognized Paul's "eschatological reservation" here. 

89Beasley-Murray, Baptism, 138-39; and Moo, Romans, 367. Pace Wuest, Victory, 45, 
who views v. 4b as the impartation of a new (divine) nature such that the believer has "two natures 
in him, the sinful and the divine. " 
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authoritative power over him / her has occurred. Instead of saying that we were 

raised with Christ in baptism, Paul points to His resurrection by the power of God to 

a new life and status as the basis for the believer's new life status and consequent 

conduct in "newness of life. " 

The implicit assertion is that Christians now walk in newness of life. 90 The 

verb 7rcpt7TaT&j is used exclusively in a figurative sense in Paul's letters to denote a 

person's present way of life or lifestyle (e. g., Rom. 8: 4; 13: 13; 14: 15). 91 The phrase 

KaLv6777-rt &ýs- depicts the new realm (the "new creation, " 2 Cor. 5: 17) in which 

Christians now stand and in which they now conduct their lives empowered by the 

realities of the new age, especially God's Spirit (cf. Rom. 7: 6; 8: 4). It stands in direct 

contrast to f'7TL1.1eVWYfV Tý dyapT[q in 6: 1 and TuZý- &L C4o-olie-v ev abTj in 6: 2. Paul 

consistently uses Katv67s, (Rom. 7: 6) and Kaiv6g (1 Cor. 11: 25; 2 Cor. 3: 6; 5: 17; Gal. 

6: 15; Eph. 2: 15; 4: 24) in reference to the "new age" of salvation inaugurated by Jesus 

ChriSt. 92 The genitive noun Ccoijg has been understood in several ways: 1) an 

attributed genitive where &ýs- becomes the principal word and Katv677L provides a 

descriptive attribute normally supplied by an adjective, thus: "new life; "93 2) an 

90See BDF, §337,1, on the use of the aorist subjunctive verb 7Tcpura7-4awyrv instead of a 
present imperative verb. Here, the aorist may well be ingressive, stressing the beginning of a new 
way of life in the new age of salvation that contrasts with the old. See B. M. Fanning, Verbal Aspect 
in New Testament Greek, OTM (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1990) 357-64, esp. 361, for a discussion of 
Paul's use of the (ingressive) aorist rather than the present in certain contexts as a reflection of the 
"old life-new life" motif in Pauline literature. 

91Seesemann, TDNT, 5: 944-45. Paul's use of this verb, unknown in classical Greek, is 
taken from the OT and Jewish writings where JýM is used this way (e. g., Exod. 18: 19-20; 2 Kgs. 
20: 2-3; Ps. 86: 11; Prov. 8: 20). It serves as an appropriate metaphor for him because there is a 
dynamic element implicit in his concept of life: the believer, who has already become new, moves 
step by step toward the goal God has set before him (cf. Bultmann, TDNT, 2: 870-71; Dunn, 
Romans 1: 315-16). See ch. 4,210-11 and ch. 5,251. 

92BAGD, s. v. Kaiv6Ms-, Behm, TDNT, 3: 447-51. KaLv6g denotes what is new in nature and 
superior in value when compared with what is old. See ch. 3,175 n84; ch. 4,227-29; and ch. 5,279. 

93Wallace, Grammar, 89-90, who notes, however, that semantically ... newness of life'has 
stronger force than'new life. "' See also MHT, 3: 213; Robertson, Grammar, 496,651; and BDF, 
§165, who call this use a genitive of quality or an attributive genitive that should be rendered "living 
/ lively newness, " although MHT, 3: 213, translate it as "new life. " On the difference between an 
attributive and attributed genitive, see Wallace, Grammar, 86-90. 
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epexegetical genitive where Katv677i remains the principal word and &ýs- gives its 

defming essence, thus: "newness [the new realm], that is, life; "94 or, 3) an objective 

genitive where KaLV677L is given a verbal nuance and &ýg is its object, thus: 

"newness [the new realm] that leads to, or, confers life. "95 Either of the last two 

options serves Paul's meaning well here because both maintain the emphasis on 

KaW677L. As Christ entered a new order of existence following His death, burial and 

resurrection, so Christians also, by virtue of their participation in these redemptive 

events, have entered a new realm of existence in the present. They have been 

transferred out of the "old realm" to the "new realiný'in which they are empowered 

and summoned to live a new kind of life according to the values and standards of the 

new realm. A concept that relates to this newness following upon resurrection is "the 

new man, " even though Paul does not use the term here. 96 

Having discussed Paul's argument in 6: 3-4, we are now better able to 

address the question of when believers "died to sin" (v. 2). Typically, either the time of 

their baptism, 97 or, the historical event of Christ's death on Cxolgotha98 are given as 

the moments of this death. However, to make this into an either / or point in time is 

94E. g., Tannehill, Dying and Rising, 20; and Murray, Romans 1: 217. 

95E. g., Moo, Romans, 366 n7l. 

96See the discussion of this topic in ch. 3,174-81; ch. 4,227-42; and ch. 5,278-84. 

97Barrett, Romans, 121; Beasley-Murray, Baptism, 140; Kuss, Rdmerbrief, 1: 296; 
Schnackenburg, Baptism, 33; Kasemann, Romans, 168; Wilckens, Rdmer, 2: 16; and Fitzmyer, 
Romans, 434. 

98Cranfield, Romans, 1: 300, although he acknowledges the possibility that Paul already 
had baptism in mind in 6: 2,8; Ridderbos, Paul, 63; Tannehill, Dying and Rising, 24. Cranfield 
discusses four different senses in which Christians may speak of dying and rising with Christ: 
juridical, baptismal, moral and eschatological. Each sense has to do with both dying and rising 
with Christ resulting in an eightfold scheme. He argues that Paul presupposes this scheme and 6: 1- 
14 cannot be fully understood unless it is kept in mind (Romans, 1: 299-300; id., "Romans 6: 1-14 
Revisited, " ExpTim 106 [1994140-43). While this scheme may be theologically correct, there is 
considerable exegetical debate about whether all of these different senses actually appear in this 
passage. Cranfield himself acknowledges that at least five of the items in the eightfold scheme are 
only implicit or else absent. Fitzmyer, Romans, 432-33, follows Cranfield, Romans, 1: 299-300 here. 
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to pull apart what Paul has placed together. Certainly it can be said that in their 

baptism (conversion-initiation) Christians died to sin since that is one of the reasons 

why Paul brings baptism into this discussion. Baptism, however, can only be a death 

to sin because it is an incorporation into Christ's death itself in which sin was judged. 

It is the past historical event of Christ's once-for-all death that gives baptism its 

meaning and significance. Hence, it is not enough to say that Christians died to sin in 

baptism. They only died to sin in baptism because through it they were incorporated 

into Christ and thereby included in His liberating death. For Paul, the two are 

interrelated, especially as he has affirmed in the chiasm of 6: 3 (see p. 86 above). 

2.4.4 Romans 6: 5-7: Union With Christ in His Death 

As noted above, verses 5-7 and 8-10 contain two structurally parallel 

supporting arguments in which Paul gives the explanation (yap, v. 5a) and basis for 

the fact that believers have died to sin (v. 2b) in order that they might walk in 

newness of life N. 4b). At the same time, these verses present the results of being 

"baptized into Christ" (vv. 3-4). Verses 5-7 amplify the significance of the believer's 

death with Christ by means of a brief reference to being united with His resurrection 

(v. 5b). Verses 8-10 begin with a brief reference to death with Christ (v. 8a) and focus 

on the christological basis for life with Him. 

2.4.4.1 Romans 6: 5. This verse supports and explains the main point of 

verse 4, namely, believers now walk in newness of life because Christ was raised from 

the dead. The explanatory yap (v. 5a) introduces a conditional sentence in which the 

protasis states the basis for the conclusion drawn in the apodosis, namely, the 

believer's participation with Christ in His death assures participation with Him in His 

resurrection. Paul goes on to state: "For if (el ydp) we have become united (u6povml) 

with the likeness (To 61. tou6paTO of his (avToD) death, certainly also (dAAdKai)99 we 

99The protasis clause containing el plus the indicative mood asserts a factual condition 
that Paul considers to be fulfilled or assumes to be true (BDF, §372; Wallace, Grammar, 690-94). 
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shall be [united with the likeness] of [his] resurrection. "100 Four issues must be 

resolved in order to arrive at the meaning of this verse. 

First, the le)dcal meaning of a6youros- must be determined. This verbal 

adjective is a New Testament hapax legomenon and is derived from uquo6w 

(uqyO6qya0, meaning "to grow together with, join, be united with, become assimilated, " 

rather than from uqpOv-rc6w, meaning "to plant together. "101 It has passive force 

("been joined / united") here and continues the series of theologically significant words 

and phrases using O'V'V in this passage (cf. 6: 4,6,8). The imagery is biological rather 

than horticultural, depicting the fusing together of the broken edges of a bone or 

wound. 102 Paul uses the metaphor to describe the union of believers with the 

"likeness" of Christ's death. 

Second, the syntactical relationship of To 6yotO*1an must be determined. 

That with which believers have been united is a matter of debate. Some scholars 

claim that the dative pronoun av7V should be supplied by the reader following 

a6yov-rot yey6paycv, and that To 61-tou6paTL should be taken as an independent 

instrumental dative or a dative of reference. 103 Thus Paul is claiming that we have 

The dAAd Kal introducing the apodosis after el (or, lav rbrep) is not adversative here; instead it 
signifies certainty and means "yet, certainly also" (BDF, §448,5). 

10OThe protasis-apodosis structure of this conditional sentence necessitates supplying the 

words a6yovTot ... To 6110L&5paTL and a6mO in the apodosis from the protasis; see BDF, §482; 
Cranfield, Romans, 1: 306; Schnackenburg, Baptism, 36. The elements of the first clause that 
remain the same in the second clause are precisely those that are not expressed (pace Grundmann, 
TDNT, 7: 792). Curiously, BDF, §194,2, suggest that Or6yovTol is to be supplied but not To 
6poWpaTL. 

101Grundmann, TDNT, 7: 786,789-92; Cranfield, Romans, 1: 307; and Dunn, Romans, 
1: 316. Pace Sanday and Headlam, Romans, 157, who claim that the grafting imagery of Rom. 11 
is present here since this word has a horticultural background. On the background of u6povms., see 
J. H. Moulton and G. Milligan, The Vocabulary of the Greek Testament Illustrated from the Papyri 
and Other Non-literary Sources (London: Hodder and Stoughton, 1952) 593 [hereafter MMI. 

102H. G. Liddell and R. Scott, A Greek-English Lexicon, rev. H. S. Jones (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1958) s. v. avpo6w, [hereafter LSJI; Best, One Body, 51; and Dunn, Romans, 1: 316; 
pace Murray, Romans, 1: 218; and Fitzmyer, Romans, 435. 

103BAGD, s. v. 6pottL)pa, 1; a&rP is presumed in the translations of the JB, NEB, NRSV, 
NAS and NIV; Michel, R6mer, 154; and P. -E. Langevin, "Le bapt8me dans la mort-r6surrection. 
Ex6gbse de Rm 6,1-5, " SciEccl 17 (1965) 29-65, esp. 57-58. 
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been united with Christ in the same death that He died. In support of this, it is 

pointed out that this makes -6: 5a parallel to 6: 4a where an explicit avTlý) is found so 

that this inclusion of avTv would be the logical complement of u6pOUT01.104While it is 

true that a6yov-rot has an affinity for a dative word, one need not be supplied here 

because a dative is explicitly given in the text itself that adequately completes the 

construction, namely, T6 61iotc6paTL. 105Nevertheless, some interpreters still want to 

supply abrop following u6yovrot and treatTt3 6potolliaTt as a dative of reference/respect, 

thus: "for if we have been united with him Wnp) in a death like his ...... 
106However, 

the nearness ofTtO 6you6yaTt as an associative dative seems decisive for taking it 

directly with azýtovmt, thus: "for if we have become united with the likeness of His 

death .... 11107 

Third, what is the meaning of 61-tolo)pa (cf. Rom. 1: 23; 5: 14; 6: 5; 8: 3; Phil. 2: 7)? 

And, what does it mean to be united with the 61. totoil. 1a of Christ's death? The three 

possible meanings usually given for 6yolo)pa are: 1) copy or imitation, 2) likeness, and 

3) form. 108 Some interpreters understand verse 5 in terms of "copy or imitation" and 

104Fitzmyer, Romans, 435. 

105Tannehill, Dying and Rising, 30-31; and Cranfield, Romans, 1: 307. 

106This is the translation given by the NRSV; also, Fitzmyer, Romans, 435. For a 
discussion of this view and a refutation, see Tannehill, Dying and Rising, 30-31, and Schneider, 
TDNT, 5: 192. 

107Cranfield, Romans, 307; Tannehill, Dying and Rising, 32; Bornkamm, "Baptism, " 77; 
Beasley-Murray, Baptism, 134; Dunn, Romans, 1: 316; Schneider, TDNT, 5: 192; Murray, Romans, 
1: 218; Kdsemann, Romans, 168; Wilckens, R6mer, 2: 13; and F. A. Morgan, "Romans 6: 5a: United 
to a Death Like Christ's, " EThL 59 (1983) 267-302, esp. 272-76. CE BDF, §194,2; and MHT, 
3: 220. 

108For a survey of views on 6yolo)ya, see Schneider, TDNT, 5: 192-95; Beyreuther and 
Finkenrath, NIDNTT, 2: 501-05; and Morgan, "Romans 6: 5a, " 267-302. The word occurs 
infrequently in classical Greek, meaning, "a copy of an original, likeness, image" (LSJ and MM, s. v. 
6poto)ya). It appears in the LXX 42 times, but in addition to the sense of "copy" or "image" with 
reference to idols (e. g., Exod. 20: 4; Deut. 4: 16,25; Isa. 40: 18-19), it is also used in the sense of 
"form, " i. e., a concrete form that is not only similar to that of another but fully conforms to the other 
(e. g., Deut. 4: 12,15). Paul used the word five of its six occurrences in the NT (Rom. 1: 23; 5: 14; 6: 5; 
8: 3 and Phil. 2: 7). The sixth occurrence is Rev. 9: 7 where it means "likeness, appearance": "The 
locusts resembled horses in appearance; " cf. BAGD, s. v. 6yoto)pa, 3. 
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refer 6poloiga to the baptismal rite viewed as the in-dtation or representation of 

Christ's death by which believers become joined with His death. 109 This 

interpretation is unacceptable, however, because the verb YEy6val-1cp in verse 5a is in 

the perfect tense while Paul has only used verbs in the aorist tense to discuss the 

event of baptism Q, 8aTrT[uO77ye-v, v. 3; avve7dO77yev, v. 4; and by implication diTcOdvopcv, 

v. 2). Also, such an understanding of 6potoilta7L would not fit with its implied use in 

verse 5b. 110 Finally, the identification of 61iou6ya7t with baptism is dependent upon 

the inclusion of av7V-, which has already been rejected. Thus, 61-lot6ya7t is not to be 

understood as "copy or imitation" and equated with baptism. 111 

It is more difficult, however, to make a clear distinction between the other 

two meanings, "likeness" and "form. "112 If "likeness" is reserved for the sense of 

"similar to reality" W Rom. 1: 23; 5: 14) and "form" is reserved for "identical with 

reality" (cf. Rom. 8: 3; Phil. 2: 7), the meaning in verse 5 seems to be somewhere in 

between. It is more than "similar" but less than "identical. " Of the five Pauline 

references containing 6you6pa, perhaps Romans 8: 3 and Philippians 2: 7 best illustrate 

Paul's use of it here. In these verses 6you6ya refers to a concrete "form, " not merely 

an abstract "similarity. " For Paul, Christ's presence in the world was not a mere 

outward "likeness" to the "flesh of sin" (Rom. 8: 3), but a real participation as a man in 

109So Barrett, Romans, 123-24; Kuss, "R6m 6,5a, " 160; Betz, "Transferring a Ritual, " 
266-70; Fitzmyer, Romans, 435; Bultmann, TDNT, 3: 19 n80; and Schneider, TDNT, 5: 192-93,195. 

11OThis has been noted correctly by Tannehill, Dying and Rising, 22-24,34-35; Dunn, 
Baptism, 143; Cranfield, Romans, 1: 306; Murray, Romans, 1: 218-19. 

111A modification of the baptismal reenactment view is to see the death of Christ as 
sacramentally present in baptism, that is, in the baptismal event the Christ-event is present. For a 
discussion of these views, see Schneider, TDNT, 5: 192-95. There are three convincing objections to 
both of these views: 1) the perfect tense verb yey6valiev (BDF, §318,4; §340) in v. 5a and the future 
tense verb Ia6prOa in v. 5b rule out equating 6potwya with baptism at all, even if the future were 
only a logical future, as some believe; 2) it is unnatural to take 6poi6yaTt as an instrumental dative 
and interpret it as a synonym for baptism; and 3) in vv. 5-7, Paul moves away from the imagery of 
baptism, choosing instead other images to explain his argument (cf. Cranfield, Romans, 1: 307). 

112See Kdsemann, Romans, 167-69, and Schnackenburg, Baptism, 49-59, for an 
extensive discussion on the difficulties involved in this issue. 
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human eidstence (Phil. 2: 7) that is determined by this "flesh of sin, " yet, unlike all 

other humans, He lived without sin (2 Cor. 5: 21). 113 Taking this sense in Romans 

6: 5a, 6yotwpa refers to the death of Christ and believers' participation in it directly, 

but their death is not identical with His in every respect. This view is held by many 

recent interpreters. 114 

To be united with the "form" (commonly rendered "likeness") of Christ's 

death, then, means that Christians have truly become united with Christ's death by 

crucifixion as the historical event in which sin's rule was broken. Likewise, to be 

united with the "form" of Christ's resurrection means that they will be united with 

Christ's resurrection as the event in which death's hold is broken and life in glory 

begins. 115 At conversion-initiation (baptism) Christians were united with the death of 

Christ and thus are now in the state of being "conformed" to that death (Phil. 3: 10). 

In light of verse 2, this additional element Oyotqia as "form") indicates that "death to 

sin" characterizes the continuing existence of Christians. Thus, Paul goes on to say 

in verse 5b that if this is the present existence of believers, then certainly WMKal, 

see footnote 99 above) their future existence will be one in which they are united with 

the "form" of Christ's resurrection. This will include their being glorified with Christ 

and living with Him (Rom. 8: 17-18,23,30). 

Fourth, the preceding discussion leads us to consider the verb tenses in 

verse 5. In verses 3 and 4 Paul used aorist tense verbs, but in the protasis of verse 5 

113Hooker, From Adam to Christ, 18, says that Rom. 8: 3 is "surely a reference to the 
incarnation, and an attempt to affirm that Christ shared fully in human experience, " that is, "in the 
condition of Adam" (27). 

114Tannehill, Dying and Rising, 35,38-39; Ridderbos, Paul, 207,406-08; Frankem6lle, 
Taufverstdndnis, 65-70; Cranfield, Romans, 1: 308; Dunn, Romans, 1: 317; Wedderburn, Baptism, 47 
n7; Moo, Romans, 369 n84,370; and Morgan, "Romans 6: 5a, " 295-302. Tannehill appeals to Phil. 
2: 7 and argues that Paul used 6poto)pa as a synonym for yopO4 and both of these terms were 
connected with the idea of transformation from one mode (form) of existence to another (cf. Rom. 
8: 29; 2 Cor. 3: 18; Phil. 3: 21). Thus 6poto)pa in Rom. 6: 5 means conformation to Christ in the two 
modes (forms) of His existence: the crucified Jesus and the resurrected Lord (38-39). 

115Wilckens, Rdmer, 2: 14-15. 
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he changed to a perfect tense (y6y6paye-P). This perfect takes in the past punctiliar 

event to which the aorists referred and affirms the continuing e)dstence of the 

resultant state. 116 Being united with Christ's death does not restrict it to a past 

event but is a resultant state (condition) that continues to characterize the ongoing 

life of the Christian (cf. Phil. 3: 7,10; Gal. 2: 19; 6: 14). So Paul used the perfect tense, 

even though he was referring to dying with Christ as a past event, because he had its 

present significance and benefits in mind. 

In the apodosis clause (6: 5b), Paul stressed the certainty (dAAd Kai) that our 

union with the form of Christ's death will include union with the form of His 

resurrection. In this clause he used the future tense verb &61-tc0a. Interpreters have 

understood this tense in three ways: 1) as a purely logical future, that is, the idea of 

logical certainty (if A is true, then B will follow), referring to the already realized 

"spiritual" resurrection of believers "with Christ" as stated in Colossians 2: 12; 3: 1 and 

Ephesians 2: 6; 117 2) an e2dstential future, that is, a reference to conformity to the 

resurrection in the ongoing moral life of the believer who has begun to walk in 

newness of life; 118 or, 3) an eschatological future, that is, a reference to the physical 

resurrection of believers at the parousia of Christ (Phil. 3: 20). 119 Views 1 and 2 refer 

116BDF, §318,4; §340; Wallace, Grammar, 574-76. 

117For example: Murray, Romans, 219, who cites 5: 17,19 as parallels; Fitzmyer, 
Romans, 435; Oepke, TDNT, 1: 371 n14; Frid, "R6mer 6: 4-5, " 198-99; and S. E. Porter, Verbal 
Aspect in the Greek of the New Testament with Reference to Tense and Mood, SBG 1 (New York- Peter 
Lang, 1989) 422-23. 

118For example: Cranfield, Romans, 1: 308, who claims this rendering fits best with vv. 
4b and 6c: "For if (in baptism) we have become conformed to his death, we shall certainly also be 
conformed (in our moral life) to his resurrection; " in a later article he suggests a "future of obligation" 
for 6: 5b, "we are to be, " and 6: 8b, "we are to live with" ("Romans 6: 1-14 Revisited, " 43 n7). Also, 
Fitzmyer, Romans, 435; Schnackenburg, Baptism, 37-38; and Schneider, TDNT, 5: 194, who points 
to v. 11: "alive to God in Christ" as support. 

119For example: Tannehill, Dying and Rising, 10-12; Siber, Mit Christus leben, 242-43; 
Bornkamm, "Baptism, " 78; Beasley-Murray, Baptism, 135; Barrett, Romans, 124; Kdsemann, 
Romans, 169; Wilckens, Rdmer, 2: 15; Michel, R6mer, 154; Kuss, Rfterbrief, 1: 303; Dunn, Romans, 
1: 318; Moo, Romans, 371. Many who take this view treat the references to a past (spiritual) 
resurrection of believers with Christ in Col. 2: 12; 3: 1 and Eph. 2: 5-6 as a post-Pauline departure 
from Paul's eschatological position (see Frankem6lle, Taufverstdndnis, 63-64,72-73). However, 
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to the Christian's past resurrection with Christ and present new life while view 3 

refers to his or her future existence with Christ. 

That ea6ycOa points to an eschatological future can be seen in the following 

observations: 1) Paul changed the comparison (parallelism) in the o67WS-Kat clause of 

verse 4b; 2) he previously used aorist tense verbs to refer to the past event of 

baptism in verses 2-4, and a perfect tense verb to refer to the believer's present 

existence in verse 5a, but now a future tense verb in verse 5b; and 3) the parallel 

structure between verses 5 and 8 indicates, in light of the addition of the verb 

Triare6opep in verse 8, that verse 5b is a reference to the future. 120Moreover, it is 

relatively easy for Paul to go from present participation in newness of life to future 

resurrection, as he does in verses 4 and 5. For him, these are simply two aspects of 

the Christian's participation in eschatological life, and he can easily move from one to 

the other as he does elsewhere (cf. 2 Cor. 4: 10-14 and Phil. 3: 10-11). Thus, the 

Christian's identification with Christ's death is perfective in force, that is, it was 

inaugurated in the past event of baptism (conversion-initiation) and now marks his 

her present existence, while, on the other hand, his / her identification with Christ's 

resurrection is "less realized" and oriented to the future. 

An eschatological future makes good sense in this context for at least three 

reasons. 1) The powers of the old age, namely, sin and death, are closely related, and 

5: 21 and 6: 9 show that death's rule, to which the Christian is still subject, is not far 

from Paul's mind. The last enemy, death, has not yet been destroyed, and "though 

Christians have died with Christ, it cannot be said of them, as it is of Christ, that 

although these texts emphasize "realized eschatology" more than Rom. 6, they need not be viewed 
as a departure from an earlier perspective but, rather, can be viewed as Paul's own application of 
one aspect of his eschatology to a new situation (so Moo, Romans, 371 n97). Wedderburn, Baptism, 
70-84, has persuasively argued that Paul did not write Rom. 6 to "correct" these so-called pre- 
Pauline ideas that are reflected in these later writings. See also, M. J. Harris, Raised Immortal: 
Resurrection and Immortality in the New Testament (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1983) 101-05. See 
ch. 4,197 n6. 

120Bornkamm, "Baptism, " 74-75. As noted above (p. 73), Bornkamm. has observed a 
structural parallel between vv. 5-7 and vv. 8-10. 
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they'will never die again. "'121 2) New life is now in progress, is still open to the 

attacks of the powers of the "old realm, " and is still future. The believer participates 

in new life in the present, but he or she does not yet possess it in its fullest and final 

form. It still remains God's gift for the future (Rom. 6: 23b). 3) The reference to the 

future here may also reflect Paul's awareness of the danger of Christian 

triumphalism K1 Cor. 4: 8). Since Paul did not want to give a footing to those who 

would deny future resurrection, he apparently presupposed past resurrection with 

Christ even though he chose to speak of it as still future (cf. vv. 4b, 11,13). 122 The 

reason for this is to remind believers that complete and final victory over sin and 

death is yet future. Until then, they live in the power of Christ's resurrected life under 

the imperative of making it manifest in their daily conduct (cf 2 Cor. 4: 10). This is a 

prime example of the "already / not yet" tension in Paul's eschatology. 

2.4.4.2 Romans 6: 6. In verse 6 and following, Paul sets forth the 

significance of the Christian's death with Christ (cf. vv. 3b-4a, 5a) and highlights its 

result. In so doing, he explains further his thesis in verse 2: we Christians died to sin. 

The initial words -ro&To -yiV&UKOVT-67S- 6-rL123introduce additional information 

l2lHooker, From Adam to Christ, 44. 

122Beasley-Murray, Baptism, 133,139. G. M. Styler, "Obligation in Paul's Christology 
and Ethics" in Christ and Spirit in the New Testament: Studies in Honour of C. F. D. Moule, eds. 
B. Lindars and S. S. Smalley (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1973) 175-87, esp. 181-83, 
argues that Paul understands the Christian's union with Christ's resurrection as past and present 
as well as future. That Christians "walk in newness of life" (v. 4b) and are "alive to God" (v. 11) 
"out of the dead" N. 13) is the present redemptive-historical "form" (v. 5b) in which they are 
identified with Christ's resurrection (cf. footnote 119 above). 

123The present participle ymulaKopTes- is difficult to classify. It could be understood as an 
adverbial participle of cause introducing the premise of known, accepted fact on which Paul built his 
argument in v. 5, thus: "Since we know this, namely, that. . ." (Robertson, Grammar, 1128; 
Tannehill, Dying and rising, 13-14). Or, it could be understood as a participle of attendant 
circumstance (cf. Burton, Moods and Tenses, 173-74) introducing a thought logically paratactic to a 
previous idea or another fact relevant to the argument, thus: "And we know this, namely, that. .. (Cranfield, Romans, 308; Moo, Romans, 372; cf. NRSV, NIV). The latter view loosely linking 
avve-Tdoi7yev azýTo N. 4a) with 6 7TaAai6g 41.110P dvOpomos* o-vve-oTaqp6A7 (v. 6a) is preferred in this 
context. The neuter demonstrative pronoun Torrro refers to what follows in the JTL clause that 
introduces a statement in apposition to ToOro giving the content of what is known (BAGD, s. v. ou"'Tog, 
J. b; Robertson, Grammar, 699; Wallace, Grammar, 458-59). 
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relevant to Paul's explanation. What his readers knew and how they obtained this 

knowledge is difficult to determine. On one hand, some claim that it was not derived 

from traditional Christian teaching or experience but is something Paul deduced from 

the preceding argument and now makes known to his readers. 124 On the other hand, as 

in verse 3 and in light of his reference to baptism, others argue that Paul is appealing to 

information already generally familiar to his readers. As such he develops it further 

using his own terminology and making them aware of implications they should 

recognize. 125 The latter view is probably more likely. This implies that Paul's readers 

were already familiar with the "old man" designation perhaps through first-hand 

exposure to Paul's missionary preaching elsewhere earlier, or, for most readers, at 

second hand, since Paul himself had not yet been to Rome (see pp. 64-65 above). 

An understanding of verse 6 revolves around its three verb clauses. First, 

Paul says: 6 vaAaL6ý- ý, (OV126 dpop&)7TOS. C-VV6-0TaVpdj0q [Xplo-ro]. 127 The compound verb 77P 

o-wcc-ravpoA7 continues the sequence of cv'p- compounds (vv. 4a, 5a) and resumes the 

aorist passive following the perfect (ye-y6paycp) and future (eu6yc0a) tense verbs in 

124Dunn, Romans, 1: 318. The abrupt mention of the "old man, " a non pre-Pauline 
designation, and the continued use of the ubt, Xpto-ro motif, a distinctive Pauline formulation, are 
two arguments used to support this view. 

125Cranfield, Romans, 1: 300,309-10; Wedderburn, Baptism, 46-48. Paul apparently 
assumes his readers have received a standard core of instruction at the time of their baptism or 
soon after (d Gal. 6: 6) and thus are familiar with his language without further explanation. See ch. 
4,229-31. Kdsemann's claim (Romans, 169) that the "old man" is a pre-Pauline term, however, is 

questionable because he must rely on later Pauline material (Eph. 2: 15; 4: 22-24; Col. 3: 9-10) for 
this postulated pre-Pauline tradition. 

126The plural possessive pronoun 4p6v with the singular noun dvOponros- may have 
distributive force: "the old man of each one of us" (MHT, 3: 23-24; cf. 1 Cor. 6: 19-20; 2 Cor. 4: 10; 
Rom. 8: 23), or, collective force: "the old man of (including) all of us" (BDF, §139-40; cf. Matt. 12: 35). 
The former option is preferred in light of a more individualized vs. corporate emphasis in this 
passage as compared with 5: 12-21. With this Semitism Paul follows the Hebraic preference for a 
distributive singular in which something is applicable to each person in the group. See pp. 107-11 
for further discussion. 

127Supplying Xpto-rO ("with Christ") here is supported contextually by o-me7doi7pev. .. 
abnp referring to Christ in v. 4 and dve0dvoye-P a-bv Xpta-rP in v. 8. A parallel passage in Gal. 2: 19 
has Xpta-np preceding avvea-ra6po)pat. There, as here, the act of crucifixion is not to be separated 
from the death that follows it. So, one could say, "our old man was put to death with Christ. " 
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verse 5. Since Christ's death took the form of crucifixion, this imagery serves Paul 

well in bringing to a climax the "death side" of his "participation with Christ" 

discussion in verses 3-5. The figure emphasizes the decisive finality of the death so 

described rather than the initiation of a process of dying. 128 This finality is expressed 

negatively by the words, "dead to sin, " and positively by the words "alive to God" in 

verse 11. 

In light of this, then, to be "crucified with Christ" refers to the Christian's 

participation in Christ's crucifnion. 129 It is God's act in light of the believer's faith as 

attested in baptism whereby He considers the believer to have died the same death 

Christ died. 130 And the decisive, epoch-changing death He died, as Paul stresses in 

verse 10, He died to sin, breaking its power once for all. Consequently, just as Christ's 

crucifudon meant His release from the realm of sin (6: 10), so also the Christian's 

crucifudon with Christ means his / her release from the realm of sin. Once again, 

Paul's language of "death" in relation to believers is objective (positional) and 

relational, not physical, mystical or ethical (cf. 6: 2,4). By God's act, "death with 

Christ" has brought them into a new status and realm (aorist passive indicative 

verbs) that hold definite consequences for daily living (present active imperatives). 

Paul did not say precisely when or how this crucifudon with Christ took place, but, as 

argued above, it took place in redemptive-history at the cross on the corporate / 

representative level and at conversion-initiation (baptism) on the individual / personal 

level. The latter in light of the former is primarily in view here. 

128Pace Godet, Romans, 244; Dunn, Romans, 1: 332; and Cranfield, Romans, 1: 310. 

129The only other use of avc-ravp& by Paul is in his own testimony in Gal. 2: 19 where it 
occurs in the perfect tense. This indicates that participation with Christ crucified has enduring 
effects; it governs one's present way of life. He applies o-ravp& to Christ five times: 1 Cor. 1: 23; 2: 2, 
8; 2 Cor. 13: 4; and Gal. 3: 1. 

130Divine agency is reflected in the aorist passive. The parallel in Gal. 5: 24 is striking in 
that Christians are the agents of crucifixion whose object is the flesh: ol & -roD XPLOTOD [777aOD1 7ýV 
adpKa IaTa6pwav (aorist tense). " Paul probably alludes to baptism (conversion-initiation) as the 
time when this took place. 
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It is, however, 6 7TaAaL&-, - ýM& di, ýwms- that was crucified with Christ. The 

adjective iraAat6-, - makes this designation distinctive to Paul and gives it theological 

force. 131 The same expression occurs in Colossians 3: 9-10, where it is the antithesis 

of T& veov VvOpoxwl, and in Ephesians 4: 22,24, where it is the antithesis of -r6v 

Katv& dv*w7Tov. Behind this antithesis is the contrast between Adam and Christ, the 

"first" and "last" diAmvos- (1 Cor. 15: 45; Rom. 5: 15-19) and the prototypical "old 

man" and "new man" respectively. 132 In light of this, the "old man / new man" 

metaphor appears to function at two levels: corporate and individual. 

In Romans 6, Paul mentions only the "old man. " On the corporate level, in 

light of 5: 12-19, the "old man" refers to the solidarity of all those who are "in Adam, " 

the prototypical "old man" and representative "head" of the old age in redemptive 

history. The corporate "old man" is humanity "in Adam" outside of Christ under the 

tyranny of sin and death. On the individual level, the "old man" refers to the person 

who is "in Adam, " that is, in solidarity with Adam, a member of humanity outside of 

Christ, one who belongs to the old age and lives under the rule of sin and death. In this 

condition the "old man" engages in a multiplicity of sinful practices, though these are 

not in view here. Thus, the "old man" is the designation of a person in terms of his or 

her identity and relationship to Adam and the powers of the old age in redemptive 

history. 

Is, then, "our old man" in verse 6 corporate or individual? Some interpreters 

understand the "old man" here in a corporate sense as a collective entity that was 

131See BAGD, s. v. vaAaL6S", Seesemann, TDNT, 5: 717-20; Delling, TDNT, 1: 486-87; 
Haarbeck, NIDNTT, 2: 713-16; also ch. 4,227-28 and ch. 5,269-73. EaAm6s- is commonly used in 
secular Greek, meaning "old" in two senses: 1) that which has existed for a long time and thus is 
venerable or held in high esteem (cf. Antipho 6.4); and 2) that which is antiquated, obsolete or worn 
out and thus is worthless or unusable (cf. Sophocles, Oed. Tyr. 290). The latter negative sense is 
the predominant meaning found in both the LXX and the NT. The synonym dpXaFos* has the 
predominant sense of "original" or "venerable, " but in the NT the distinction is not maintained (cf 
2 Cor. 5: 17). The main antonymns are KaLv6s- and Plos. - The significance of the term lies in the 
redemptive-historical-eschatologicaI antithesis of old and new. 

132See the discussion in ch. 1,38-41, and footnote 134 below for supporting arguments. 
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put to death with Christ. Tannehill advocates this view and supports it in three 

ways. 133 First, he equates "our old man" and "the body (o-61-ta) of sin" and then claims 

that Romans 7: 4 ("through the body of Christ") and Colossians 2: 11 ("the body of the 

flesh") illuminate Romans 6: 6 because they use the motif of dying and rising with 

Christ in connection with the term o, 61-ia and speak of it as a collective entity. Both of 

these verses, he argues, refer, at the same time, to the body that died on the cross 

and to a corporate body in which believers were included. Second, the corporate sense 

of the concept in Romans 6: 6 is shown by its similar use in Colossians 3: 9-10, where 

it is clear that many individuals have "put off 'the old man and "put on" the new man 

just as they have "put on" Christ (Gal. 3: 27). But there is only one Christ, not one for 

each individual person, so there must also be only one "old man" and one "new man. " 

These, like Christ and Adam, are corporate figures. Accordingly, the "new man" 

includes Jew and Greek, circumcision and uncircumcision, etc. (cf. Eph. 2: 15; Col. 

3: 11). Third, additional support is derived from the Adam and Christ parallel in the 

preceding section, Romans 5: 12-2 1, where, the word dpopoilTos. has special significance 

The phrase "the one man" (vv. 12,15,17,18,19) is connected with the phrases "all 

men" (vv. 12,18) and "the many" (vv. 15,17,19) to show that "the one man" 

determines and sums up the existence of all people who are related to him. 134 

133Tannehill, Dying and Rising, 24-30,45-50,59; also Ridderbos, Paul, 62-64,205-14; 
and R. A. Harrisville, Romans, ACNT (Minneapolis: Augsburg Press, 1980) 92-93. Ridderbos, Paul, 
208, states: "Then [in Christ's death] was 'our old man' crucified with him; and 'old man' intended 
here not as the individual past of particular believers in their unconverted state but as the supra- 
individual sinful mode of existence ... ." Thus the "old man" is a corporate figure for the old mode of 
existence in sin that was judged once for all in the death of Christ on the cross. For counter 
arguments, see Schweizer, TDNT, 7: 1065 and K. -A. Bauer, Leiblichkeit - das Ende aller Werke Gottes. 
Die Bedeutung der Leiblichkeit des Menschen bei Paulus, SNT 4 (GUtersloh: Mohn, 1971) 149-52. 

134The use of dv0pojims- in this same sense also occurs in 1 Cor. 15: 45-49 where Paul 
describes Adam and Christ as the first and the second dpOpojirOL, and the many share in their 
nature, whether earthly or heavenly (v. 48), and wear the "image" of the one or the other (v. 49). 
This ignores all other men between them. These two are determinative for the many. This passage 
also makes clear the connection of dpOpoivos- with a corporate figure since in Rom. 6: 6 "our old man" 
is not specifically identified with Adam. Further, &Oponwg can be treated as a distributive singular 
with the plural 4MQ, indicating "the old man of each one of us, " or, as a collective singular indicating 
"the old man of (including) all of us" (BDF, §139-40; see footnote 126 above). The former option is 
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This interpretation, however, is problematic in this context. Paul clearly 

says that "our old man was crucified. " Adam, who is the corporate "old man, " was not 

crucified and Christ, who was crucified, is not the corporate "old man. " The aorist 

passive verb (awco-ravp&A7) points to what has happened to believers rather than to 

an action they took. It points to God's action in a decisive past event rather than a 

present experience. The "old man" was put to death with Christ in His death, and for 

those who would come to be united with Christ by faith as attested in baptism, this 

ended their subjugation to sin as members united with Adam and the old order. 

Even though it has corporate associations here, the "old man" in verse 6 

refers to the individual person. The presence of ýMtOv and other "we / our" statements 

in this passage, the reference to a6ya in the next clause, the enslavement to sin no 

longer in the last clause, and the connection of conversion-initiation (baptism) with 

Paul's o*, - language in this passage supports an individual interpretation. Ernest 

Best has observed that the "with Christ" motif is more individualistic than corporate 

in application. Each believer and not the whole corporate community is said to die 

and rise to newness of life. Even though Christians are regarded as "with Christ" and 

are included "in Him, " Paul always draws a clear distinction between them. Believers 

share in Christ's experience and its benefits, but they do not help to create it. That is 

totally the work Christ does for them. 135 While the corporate dimension is prominent 

in Romans 5 and related to what follows, the individual dimension is prominent in 

Romans 6, which deals with the intersection of redemptive history, eschatology, and 

individual existence. 

"Our old man" in verse 6, then, is a reference to individual believers as they 

once were when they belonged to the old age and lived as slaves under the power of sin 

preferred even though a collective singular does not preclude individuation. The distributive 
singular can be seen in Pauline uses elsewhere: Rom. 6: 12; 8: 26; 1 Cor. 6: 19-20; and Phil. 3: 21. 
See R. H. Gundry, S5ma in Biblical Theology with Emphasis on Pauline Anthropology, SNTSMS 29 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1976) 220. 

135Best, One Body, 57-58; also Grundmann, TDNT, 7: 781-86. 
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(6: 17). 136 That "our old man was crucified with Christ" is a vivid portrayal of the fact 

that, for Christians, the power of sin has been broken through their incorporation into 

Christ's death. It means their release from the realm of sin, and thus it is equivalent 

to "we Christians died to sin" (6: 2). It also means that they no longer live 1V 0apK[(7: 5; 

8: 8-9) and their former identity and status "in Adam" has been done away. 137 This 

change in relational status (position) took place for the individual at conversion- 

initiation. 

There is little in this text to support the view that Paul used the words "our old 

man" to personify indwelling sin (cf. Rom. 7: 17,20), 138 or, to designate fallen human 

nature either in regard to the whole person or an aspect of a person, that is, the "old 

nature" counterbalanced or replaced by the "new nature" (new man). 139 This leads to 

misunderstanding because it confuses relational status with ontological (one's essential 

being) or ethical categories and tends to ignore the eschatological framework (old / new 

136Murray, Romans, 219-20; id., Principles of Conduct (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1957) 
211-19; Jeremias, TDNT, 1: 365-66; Frankemblle, Taufverstdndnis, 74-76; C. JL Barrett, From First 
Adam to Last. A Study in Pauline Theology (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1962) 98-99; id., 
Romans, 125; KAsemann, Romans, 169; Leenhardt, Romans, 161; Dunn, Romans, 1: 318-19; 
Fitzmyer, Romans, 436; Moo, Romans, 373-75; Wilckens, Rdmer, 2: 16-17. Seesemann, TDNT, 
5: 719, says that Paul uses the antithesis of old and new "to express the incompatibility between 
the previous life in sin and the newly begun Christian life. " He also states: "In R. 6 Paul says that 
he who is baptized is baptized into Christ's death (v. 3,5); the old man he previously was has been 
crucified and put to death.... The old and the new are mutually exclusive. " 

137Caird, Language, 44, states: "To be 'in the flesh' is the same thing as to be 'in Adam, ' in 
the old humanity, enslaved to sin and death. Christians are not, in this sense, 'in the flesh' (Rom. 
8: 9).. . ." On the other hand, J. D. G. Dunn, The Theology of Paul the Apostle (Grand Rapids / 
Cambridge: Eerdmans, 1998), 464, appears to mix categories when he states: "Believers are 'in 
Adam' and continue to be'in Adam; they have not yet died. But they are also 'in Christ, ' and have 
begun to experience life, though they have yet to share in the full experience of Christ's resurrection- 
in the resurrection of the body. " 

138Pace J. Owen, The Works of John Owen, 16 vols. ed. W. H. Goold, reprint ed. (London: 
Banner of Truth, 1966) esp. vol. 6; also id., Sin and Temptation, abridged and ed. by J. M. Houston 
(Portland: Multnomah Press, 1983). Owen states: "This 'old man' is the corruption of our nature 
(Works, 3: 222), and, "Indwelling sin is compared to a person, a living person, called 'the old man, ' 
with his faculties, and properties .. ." (Works, 6: 8). 

139Pace Godet, Romans, 1: 415; C. Hodge, A Commentary on the Epistle to the Romans, 2nd 
ed. reprint (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1980) 177-98; L. S. Chafer, He That Is Spiritual, reprint 
(Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1967 [1918, rev. ed. 19241) 113-14. 
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age) of Paul's discussion. Cranfield, for example, makes a confusing statement when he 

says that the "old man" denotes "the whole of our fallen human nature, the whole self in 

its fallenness. "140 He adds that this does not imply that the "old man" no longer exists 

because the old fallen nature lingers on in the believer. For support, he appeals to 

Colossians 3: 9 where he thinks believers are exhorted to put off the "old man. "141 

However, Paul makes it clear in Galatians 2: 20 that the pre-Christian "I" (OVKC-rl Eyaý) 

is not an aspect (part / nature) of the person but constitutes the whole person in a 

particular relationship, namely, "under sin" (Rom. 3: 9). 

The second clause of Romans 6: 6 gives the immediate purpose Uva)142 for 

the cruciffidon of "our old man" with Christ: Yva KaTapMW7 T6 uiZpa Týs- dyapTlag. This 

is the first mention of 6papTla since verse 2, suggesting that this clause and the 

following infinitive clause that also mentions 61-tapTia round off the line of argument 

begun in verse 2 and meet the problem posed in verse 1. 

The words T6 o, *a 7-i7s- dyapTlas- have been understood in four main ways. 

First, some Church Fathers and early commentators understood the phrase 

figuratively, without any anthropological reference, to mean "the mass [consisting] of 

sin" or sin viewed under the figure of a body as an organized whole having members 

that were destroyed. 143 This view claims support in the fact that there is no 

140Cranfield, Romans, 1: 308-9. Barrett, Romans, 125, refutes the view that regards the 
"old man" as the nature of the unconverted man; so also Tannehill, Dying and Rising, 52. 

141The imperatival view of the aorist participles in Col. 3: 9 is unlikely; see ch. 4,215-22. 
Furthermore, believers ("we") are not said to have died to the "old man, " thereby implying "he" still 
exists. Rather, "our old man" has come to an end with Christ in His death. In Pauline usage, the 
"old man" is never personified in an active sense the way "sin" is. The designation is either the 
subject of a passive verb (Rom. 6: 6) or the object of a transitive active verb (Col. 3: 9; Eph. 4: 22). 

142This rva purpose clause introduces a transaction that occurs at the same time as (not 
subsequent to) v. 6a and is an essential corollary to it. 

143H. A. W. Meyer, The Epistle to the Romans, 2 vols., KEKNT (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 
1881,1884) 1: 289, cites some early Church Fathers and early commentators among others who 
held more or less to this view. See also Hodge, Romans, 197-98; cf. D. E. H. Whiteley, The Theology 
of St. Paul, 2nd ed. (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1974) 42. 
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possessive personal pronoun with the phrase (i. e., "our body of sin") and that c6pa is 

singular and serves as the subject of the passive verbKaTqpY77ffl. However, there is 

little lexical support for such a use of ozOya in this context (especially 6: 12-13) or in the 

whole New Testament. 

Second, more recently some interpreters, especially those who understand 

the "old man" in a corporate sense, also understand a6pa in a corporate sense as the 

collective entity of all those who are under sin's power that was destroyed in the death 

of Christ, and not as a reference to the "body"of each individual Christian. Again, 

using Romans 7: 4 and Colossians 2: 11 as parallels to Romans 6: 6, Tannehill argues 

that the body of sin "is put to death in Christ's death, and the believers are put to 

death by means of the death of this body, and so it is understood as a corporate 

entity. "144 However, the purpose (Fva) clause indicates that "our old man" and "the 

body of sin" are at least two aspects of the same entity since the former was crucified 

in order that the latter might be "destroyed. " This suggests that both concepts must 

be understood in the same way, either both individually or both corporately. We 

argued above that it is best to take "our old man" here in an individual sense, so "the 

body of sin" should also be understood in the same way. 

Third, even though the phrase is understood in an individual sense, some 

interpreters seek to limit it to the physical body as controlled by sin. 145 The body is 

not regarded as evil in itself but is viewed as easily dominated by sin. However, while 

a6lia includes the physical body, it is not necessarily limited to it in Pauline usage. 

The frequent parallels between u6lia and words denoting the whole person (cf. 6: 12-13) 

144Tannehill, Dying and Rising, 24,45-50,72; also Ridderbos, Paul, 113,229; and 
M. Barth, Ephesians, 2 vols. AB 34,34a (Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1974) 2: 538 n203- 

145Gundry, Sdma, 29-31,57-58, appeals to the distinction drawn in 6: 13 between Td 
ylAq and &uToVs-, Godet, Romans, 416; Murray, Romans, 1: 220-21, "the body as conditioned and 
controlled by sin; " and R. Jewett, Paul's Anthropological Terms. A Study of Their Use in Conflict 
Settings, AGJU 10 (Leiden: Brill, 1971) 291-92. 
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provide good reason to interpret a6pa in a broader sense in some places. This leads, 

then, to the following option as the best one. 

Fourth, many recent interpreters understand "the body of sin" to denote the 

whole person as controlled by the ruling power of sin. 146 This would include the 

physical body in spite of the tendency of some to downplay or even eliminate any 

such reference in Paul's use of c6pa (e. g., Bultmann et al. ). The o-iOya constitutes a 

person as a social being in his / her particular environment, one who acts and can be 

acted upon by something else. Hence, o0ya is often defined more precisely by an 

adjective or other modifying genitive phrase (cf. Romans 6: 12; 7: 24; 8: 11; Phil. 3: 21 

(twice), Col. 1: 22; 2: 11). In this case the phrase 7-ýg dltapTias- is best understood as a 

genitive of possession ("the body belonging to / controlled by / enslaved to sin")147 

rather than the commonly held genitive of quality ("sinful body"). 148 The "body of 

sin, " then, is the person of the old age who, in his or her bodily existence with all his 

her human capacities (faculties), is under the controlling power and domination of sin. 

Such a person-the "old man'! --is a slave of sin. 

1460n this view of c0pa see Bultmann, Theology, 1: 192-203; Schweizer, TDNT, 7: 1060- 
66; Motyer, NIDNTT, 1: 235-45; Ridderbos, Paul, 115-17; specifically, Cranfield, Romans, 1: 309, 
"the whole man as controlled by sin; " Michel, Rdmer, 155; KAsemann, Romans, 169; Dunn, Romans, 
1: 319-20; Moo, Romans, 375-76; and Fitzmyer, Romans, 436, "the whole person considered as 
earth-oriented, not open to God or His Spirit, and prone to sin. " There is some papyrological 
evidence that aOpa was rendered "slave": e. g., Hibeh Papyri 54.20 (ca. 245 BC), "and if you have 
taken the slave (T6 ud)pa), deliver him to Semphtheus ... ;" also an inscription at Delphi (ca. 200 
BC), "Apollo ... bought ... for freedom, a female slave (u6y[aj). . ." (Dittenberger, Sylloge2, no. 
845). A. Deissmann, Light from the Ancient East, rev. ed., trans. L. R. M. Strachan (Grand Rapids: 
Baker, 1978) 323 n7, states: "The passage in Rom. vi. 6, 'that the body of sin might be destroyed, ' is 
ambiguous, since 'body' (orOya) may also mean 'slave ....... Though it is unlikely that Paul used 
aiopa to mean "slave, " such a connection does illumine the meaning of the phrase T6 m5pa 7-ýg 
dyapTtas-. The plural m5p= was rendered "slaves" in a wider range of ancient literature (cf. 
BAGD, sx. u6pa, 2; Rev. 18: 13). 

147Moule, Idiom-Book, 38, "the sin-possessed body. " Cf. Wis. 1.4, Iv Gr6pan KaTdXpe-q) 
dpapTtas-, "in a body indebted (enslaved) to sin. " A subjective genitive ("the body sin controls 
rules") is not appropriate since a0ya is not a verbal noun. 

148BDF, §165; MHT, 2: 440 and 3: 213, treat this phrase as a "Hebraic genitive" because 
of the frequent use of the Hebrew construct state in place of an adjective; thus in NT Greek an 
attributive genitive is frequently used in place of an adjective of quality. The expression "sinful 
body, " however, is misleading to the extent that it suggests the physical body is inherently sinful, a 
notion rejected by Paul (cf. 1 Cor. 6: 12-20). 
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Understood in this way, "the body of sin" and "our old man" are closely 

related, the former emphasizing more directly and vividly the binding relationship of 

the "old man" to sin. 149 If this is so, then "the body of sin" should be understood in the 

same individual sense as the "old man" as argued above. Though Paul does not use a 

personal pronoun with -rýg dpapTlag, the article -ifjg could be understood as the 

equivalent of a possessive pronoun: "our body of sin, " especially in light of ýyCjv in the 

preceding clause and ýpds- in the following clause. 150 

What happens to "the body of sin" is expressed by the aorist passive verb 

Ka-rapyqffl. This verb, found twenty-seven times in the New Testament, occurs 

twenty-five times in the Pauline corpus. It has a broad spectrum of meaning ranging 

from "make ineffective, powerless; nullify, render inoperative or impotent" (cf Rom. 

3: 3,3 1; 4: 14; 1 Cor. 1: 28; Gal. 3: 17) to "abolish, bring to an end, destroy" (cf. 1 Cor. 

6: 13; 15: 24,26; 2 Thess. 2: 8; Eph. 2: 15; 2 Tim. 1: 10). In between are a range of uses 

whose precise meaning is difficult to pin down (cf. "release, " Rom. 7: 2,6; "remove, 

bring to an end, " Gal. 5: 4,11; 2 Cor. 3: 14; "pass away, put away, fade, " 1 Cor. 2: 6; 

13: 8 (twice), 10,11; 2 Cor. 3: 7,11,13,14). 151 Where does Romans 6: 6 fit within this 

range? Some translate the verb with the strong sense of "destroy, "152 while others 

149Cranfield, Romans, 1: 309, states that apart from a difference in stress, the two 
phrases are "identical; " Kasemann, Romans, 169, says: "Here the'old man'is Adam individualized 
and represented in us ... o0ya Tiýg dyapTlag means the same thing from the standpoint of 
fallenness. The expressions are not collective ...... 

15ORobertson, Grammar, 769-70; Wallace, Grammar, 215-16; cf. similarly Rom. 7: 25; 
16: 23; 1 Cor. 5: 1; 2 Cor. 8: 18; 12: 18; Phil. 1: 7. Again, the phrase should be treated as a 
distributive singular: "the body of each one of us controlled by sin" (cf. footnotes 126 and 134 above). 
Note the distributive force of the following plural possessive pronouns: 76 01611a TýS' Ta7ret V66ocw 41-OV 
in Phil. 3: 21 and & To Ovqo-ro by6p a6paTt in Rom. 6: 12; also 1 Cor. 6: 19-20. 

151BAGD, s. v. KaTapyeo); LSJ, s. v.; MM, 331; Delling, TDNT, 1: 452-54, "to make 
completely inoperative, or, to put out of use; " Packer, NIDNTT, 1: 73; and Ridderbos, Paul, 208-210. 
This verb rarely occurs in classical Greek, where it means "to leave unemployed or idle" (e. g., 
Euripides, Phoenissae, 753) and appears only four times in the LXX where it means "to cease, 
destroy" (2 Esdr 4: 21,23; 5: 5; 6: 8). Regarding Rom. 6: 6, BAGD have the strong sense of "destroy. " 
The two non-Pauline NT texts are Luke 13: 7 and Heb. 2: 14. 

152E. g., Murray, Romans, 1: 221; Schnackenburg, Baptism, 39-40; and Frankem6lle, 
Taufverstdndnis, 76. 
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employ the weaker sense of "render powerless / impotent / inoperative, "153 but neither 

of these fits the language of verse 6 very well. The subject is "the (our) body of sin" 

understood as "the person of the old age / realm under the controlling power of sin. " 

This person is not destroyed nor rendered powerless by God's action in conversion- 

initiation. Instead, the person is "released" from sin as a controlling power. What is 

destroyed is not the person nor sin but the binding relationship between the two. The 

meaning "release, remove, discharge" is clearly evident in Romans 7: 2,6154 and fits 

the argument here even though the construction there (with d74 is slightly different. 

Romans 6: 7 confirms the same thought using the phrase d7T6 Týg 61-tapTlag although it 

follows a different verb. Thus, the crucifixion of "our old man" on the cross with Christ 

has the purpose of releasing sin-controlled individuals from sin as a ruling power. The 

believer's solidarity with Adam, which bound him or her to sin as a controlling power, 

has ended. The believer's a6pa ceases to be a "body of sin. " What this means for 

Christian existence is spelled out in the concluding clause. 

The third clause presents the climax of verse 6: ToDy77KeTt 8ovAc6ELP *169 TO 

dyapT[q. 155 This is the goal and result to which the first two clauses point. The 

genitive articular infinitive 7oD... 8ovAc6cip could be epexegetical (explanatory), final 

(purpose) or consecutive (result) in relation to these clauses. 156 It is preferable to 

153E. g., Dunn, Romans, 1: 319; Fitzmyer, Romans, 436; and Moo, Romans, 375, who 
states that "Paul's use of this verb in similar salvation-historical contexts ... suggests rather the 
connotation of a power whose influence is taken away" (375 n116). 

1541n Rom. 7: 2 Paul speaks of a married woman who, when her husband dies, is 
released from the marriage law that bound her to him. In 7: 6 he speaks of Christians who, having 
died with Christ, have been released from the Mosaic Law. In both cases dir6 ("from") follows a 
passive form of KaT-apylo), and in both cases someone is released from a binding relationship to a 
controlling power. 

155The negative adverb pi7KITt is Paul's answer to ITt in v. 2. The dative I 61.1apTIq is a 
dative direct object following the verb bovArCw identifying the master that one obeys and serves 
(BAGD, s. v. 8ovAr6oi, 2. c; BDF, §187,2). Grundmann, TDNT, 1: 309-13, summarizes how Paul sees 
the reality of sin in Rom. 5-8. 

156According to Robertson, Grammar, 1067, this ToV infinitive clause could be either 
purpose or result. BDF, §400, argue that this construction is epexegetical in usage because its 
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take this infinitive clause as result in light of 1) the preceding aorist passive verbs (v. 

6ab), 2) the emphatic /. t77K! 7t in this clause, 3) the anaphoric article Tj With 61-tap7tq in 

this clause, 4) the treatment of dpapT[a as a ruling power in this context along with 

statements that believers have been set free from it (6: 18,20,22), and 5) the 

following ydp clause of confirmation in verse 7. Also relevant is the explicit result 

clause (introduced by cgoTe-) involving the same verb in 7: 6b. The result that comes 

from what Paul said in the preceding 67L and Yva clauses of verse 6 is that Christians 

are no longer (U77KC'71) slaves to sin as a ruling power in the old age / realm. 

The verb 8ovAd'W may denote relationship ("be a slave to, be subjected to"), 

or action / conduct ("serve, obey"). 157 The former sense is best in this context. 

Cranfield, however, adopts the latter sense and believes that this clause refers to the 

daily moral life of Christians, that is, they should serve sin no longer in their daily 

living. 158 Paul certainly stresses this elsewhere, but to understand this clause on the 

moral level here is to undermine the very basis on which he builds his ethical 

exhortations later in this chapter. Here his concern is relational-being a slave to sin 

as a power. That binding relationship has been broken. The Christian's enslavement 

to sin has ended. He or she has been liberated. On the basis of this soteriological 

reality, Paul exhorts believers later in this passage (vv. 12-13) and elsewhere not to 

serve sin in their daily living. Paul's language throughout this text (as also in vv. 2, 

relationship to other elements in the sentence is very loose. MHT, 1: 217-18, take it as final 
(purpose) or explanatory (epexegetical) of the previous Fva clause as in Phil. 3: 10. At MHT, 3: 141, 
however, this infinitive is taken in a weakened consecutive (result) sense. Fitzmyer, Romans, 436, 
takes this infinitive clause as result; Moo, Romans, 376 n123, prefers purpose, but acknowledges it 
could be either purpose or result (112 n100). 

157BAGD, sx. 8ovAe-66); Rengstorf, TDNT, 2: 261,274-76; Tuente, NIDNTT, 3: 595-98. 
Some claim that Paul's view of sin as bondage or enslavement is "Hellenistic, " not Jewish or 
apocalyptic. See E. R. Goodenough and A. T. Kraabel, "Paul and the Hellenization of Christianity" 
in Religions in Antiquity. Essays in Memory of E. R. Goodenough, ed. J. Neusner, SHR 14 (Leiden: 
Brill, 1968) 23-68; and S. Sandmel, The Genius of Paul: A Study in History (Philadelphia: Fortress 
Press, 1979) 8-14. However, Paul's view seems to reflect the Jewish apocalyptic notion of two ages 
(d Sanders, Paul, 553-54; de Boer, Defeat of Death, 235 n33). 

158Cranfield, Romans, 1: 310. He appears to miss Paul's intention in Rom. 6: 6 when he 
claims that Paul is dealing mainly on the moral level. Also, Dunn, Romans, 1: 320. 
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4a) is objective (positional), not ethical, although it carries ethical consequences. It is 

about Christian existence, relationship, and status. His point is that the believer's 

participation in the crucifixion of Christ brought release from the controlling power of 

sin resulting in his or her no longer being a slave to sin. 

2.4.4.3 Romans 6: 7. To support the theological argument of verse 6, Paul 

explains: 6 ycip diro0av(bv &8tKatcaTat d7r6 Týg apap-riag (6: 7). This underscores and 

illustrates his claim that Christians are no longer slaves to sin. Precisely what this 

verse means, however, is debated. Some interpreters understand 6 d7ro0avoj'v as "the 

one who has died [with Christ], " that is, the Christian (cf. v. 8a), and they give 

&8tKa1a)7aL the meaning Paul usually ascribes to &KaL&), namely, "justify, acquit. "159 

This person who died with Christ has been justified from sin, that is, acquitted. The 

"old man" has been put to death so the verdict of "guilty" that he deserves cannot be 

passed. The person is acquitted and set free from sin's power through God's judicial 

judgment on it in the death of Christ. Thus, in verses 6 and 7, Paul brings together 

two elements: 1) the one who died with Christ not only has been forgiven and restored 

to a right relationship to God (v. 7), but 2) he / she also has died to sin and been freed 

from its rule (vv. 2,6). Justification is at the same time liberation from the tyrant of 

sin (cf. 6: 18,22). 

Though this view is attractive, there are several ob ections: 1) Paul's i 

concern in this passage is with the power, not the guilt, of sin; 2) the combination 

&KaL6w plus dir6 does not occur elsewhere in Paul even though it appears in other New 

Testament writings with a different meaning (cf. Matt. 11: 19; Luke 7: 35; Acts 13: 38- 

39); and 3) he does not connect the believer's dying with Christ directly with the 

159Schrenk, TDNT, 2: 218; Bornkamm, "Baptism, " 85 n1l; Cranfield, Romans, 1: 310-11; 
Best, One Body, 44; Murray, Romans, 1: 222; Dunn, Romans 1: 320-21; Fitzmyer, Romans, 437; 
Ridderbos, Paul, 208 n7. M G. Kuhn, "Romans 6.7, " ZNW 30 (1931) 305-10, refers to Sifre Num. 
§112 on Num. 15: 31, which speaks of physical death as making atonement. Though Kuhn gives 
the verb a forensic rendering, he treats dyapTta as meaning "obligation to the law" which is out of 
place in this context. Furthermore, it is unlikely that Paul would have regarded the physical death 
(martyrdom) of a person as making atonement for sin. 
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believer's justification elsewhere. 
As an alternative to the last objection, some interpreters have suggested 

that 6 diToOdPo5p is primarily a reference to Christ who obtained justification through 

His death and only secondarily a reference to the baptized person. 160 But, in addition 

to the first two objections mentioned above, this option creates a further problem by 

introducing an abrupt, unexpected change in subject from verse 6. 

It is more likely, then, that 6 diToOavojP should be taken in a general way like 

-rts- in Romans 5: 7 and ToV Mp6krov in 7: 1, and that &Kat6w should be translated with 

the less common meaning of "to be free, to be set free. "161 The whole statement is 

probably a general, proverb-like maxim from a larger stock of community wisdom. 

Nevertheless, Paul applies it to the believer who has died with Christ; thus: "the one 

who died [with Christ] has been set free from sin. " This translation is appropriate in 

this passage where Paul views sin as a power from which the believer has been set 

free (cf. 6: 18,22; similarly diT6 in 7: 2,3,6). Furthermore, the perfect passive verb 

&8tKatoi-rat indicates that the liberation effected, namely, a change in status and 

relationship to sin, has enduring results in the believer's present state of existence. 

Paul's point is that "death with Christ" severs sin's claims on a person and frees him 

her from its bondage. 

The remaining verses of this passage, 6: 8-14, will require less detailed 

treatment. Nevertheless, they provide the necessary christological basis and ethical 

consequence of Paul's affirmations in verses 1-7 and thus are worthy of careful 

consideration. 

160C. Kearns, "The Interpretation of Romans 6,7, " in SPCIC, 1: 301-07; R. Scroggs, 
"Romans VI. 7, " NTS 10 (1963-1964) 104-08; and Frankem6lle, Taufterstandnis, 78-80. For further 
evaluation of various views, see Scroggs' article. 

161BAGD, sx. &KaL6o), 3. c; Schnackenburg, Baptism, 41; Kasemann, Romans, 170; 
Leenhardt, Romans, 162-63; Michel, Rdmer, 155; Kuss, R6merbrief, 1: 304; and Moo, Romans, 376- 
77. The combination 8tKat6o) drr6 has the meaning "set free from" in Sir. 26: 29; T. Sim 6.1; and 
CH 13.9. The use of this verb here with reference to the power of sin suggests that, for Paul, 
righteousness is not only forensic but also transformative (cf. 6: 18,22; 2 Cor. 3: 8-9,18). 
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2.4.5 Romans 6: 8-10: Union with Christ in His Life 

We have already noted that verses 8-10 are structurally parallel to verses 

5-7. There is, however, an important shift in Paul's focus. In verse 8 he reiterates 

the link between death with Christ and life with Him, which he established in verses 

4b and 5b. The significance of this connection is made clear in light of the nature of 

Christ's own death and resurrection, which is the unique focus of verses 9 and 10. In 

these verses, then, Paul sets forth the christological basis of the indicative 

affirmations he made in verses 2-7 and, at the same time, lays the foundation for his 

imperatival appeal in verses 11-13. 

2.4.5.1 Romans 6: 8. In verse 8 Paul says specifically that believers died 

"with Christ, " but he shifts the emphasis from the believer's participation in Christ's 

death to participation in His resurrection with the words: 671 &162 d7T, 6OdVO1-tFV Orbp 

XptcTO, 7noTc6ope-v &iKal cvC&rq1-tcP ab P The aorist verb d7TcOdpopet, in the protasis VTW- 

clause repeats the same verb found in verse 2 and underscores the fact that "we died 

to sin" by virtue of the fact that "we died with Christ. " The former is bound up with 

the latter. In fact, a sequence of aorist verbs in verses 3-6 emphasizes the same 

thing using various images: "baptized into His death" (v. 3), "buried with Him" (v. 4), 

and "crucified [with Him]" (v. 6). The civ Xpto-ro phrase itself occurs only here in 

Romans, but its meaning of "participation" agrees with the o& language already 

discussed in verses 4-6 (cf. pp. 90-93 above). 

The future tense of cvC4o-q1-tcP in the apodosis clause gives rise to the same 

discussion as the future tense of eo-6ye-Oa in verse 5b and should also be interpreted as 

162The mildly adversative conjunction 61 signals the shift in emphasis from participation 
in "death" to participation in "life. " A variant reading has ydp instead of M in P46 and G. The ydp 
reading seems unsuitable in this context and can be explained as parablepsis on account of the ydp 
that begins v. 7 and the e-1 ydp construction in v. 5 (Cranfield, Romans, 1: 311 n3). As in V. 5, the 
protasis (cl and the indicative) asserts a condition that Paul considers to be fulfilled in this context, 
thus: "But if (since) we died with Christ. .. " BDF, §372, dvoOvdaKoj, 2. b; Wallace, Grammar, 690- 
94; BAGD, s. v. cl, III. 
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a genuine future. 163 Once again Paul points to the eschatological fulfillment of the 

new life already begun. In light of this, the full revelation of "life with Christ" remains 

for the present an object of faith rather than sight. The striking addition of 7TLcTe-601. t6-v 

in verse 8 (the only occurrence of this verb in Rom. 5-8) makes this clear. 

Furthermore, Paul goes on in verse 9 to mention Christ's release from physical death 

through His resurrection, but this is something believers have not, nor are not yet 

experiencing (cf. Rom. 8: 10-11,18-25). At the same time, to regard "life with Christ" 

as an eschatological blessing is not to negate or minimize the new kind of life believers 

receive and participate in even now. This new life is spoken of in both a genuine 

present and genuine future sense. For Paul, ethical life with Christ now and 

eschatological life hereafter with Him are inseparable. His reference to the future, 

however, resolves the problem of the believer's continued subjugation to physical 

death, which was linked with his / her subjugation to sin in 5: 21. Release from the 

power of sin is accomplished by the believer's participation in Christ's death, a past 

event with present implications for living. Release from the power of death is based 

on participation in the resurrection of Christ, but this is not fully accomplished until 

His parousia. Yet, this expectation also has present implications for living because 

Paul is setting the stage for the imperatives of 6: 12, where he urges believers: "Do not 

let sin reign (you died to it) in your mortal (still subject to death) bodies. . ." 
(v. 12). 

2.4-5.2 Romans 6: 9. The confidence Christians have that they will share 

fully in Christ's resurrection is based on what they know about Him. The initial 

participle cIMTesý164indicates that something about the nature of Christ's 

163See discussion on pp. 102-04 above. Some, among others, who hold this view are: 
Bornkamm, "Baptism, " 78; Tannehill, Dying and Rising, 10-12; Barrett, Romans, 126; Kdsemann, 
Romans, 170; Kuss, Rdmerbrief, 1: 305; Dunn, Romans, 1: 322; Moo, Romans, 377; Fitzmyer, 
Romans, 437; and Schnackenburg, Baptism, 41. Both Fitzmyer and Schnackenburg agree that the 
future is temporal in 6: 8b, though they claim it has logical function in 6: 5b. Pace Cranfield, Romans 
1: 312-13; and Murray, Romans, 1: 223. A few manuscripts (D* F G) replace a6rip with TiP Xpla-rP 
but the pronoun has much stronger external support. 

164 The use of the participle C1456TE'ris parallel to yLvoiaKopTes- in v. 6 and is equally 
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resurrection in relation to sin and death was included in early Christian preaching. 

Paul and his readers know that it was an irreversible past event that meant a 

decisive conquest of death. The life Christ now lives, one inaccessible to death, will be 

the same kind of life they will share with Him. This knowledge is the ground and 

motivation for their faith mentioned in verse 8. 

Since God raised Him from the dead, 165 Christ is never going to die again. 166 

This, Paul explains, means that "death no longer rules over Him. "167 The figurative 

use of the verb Kqpie6w indicates that Paul thinks of death, as well as sin (vv. 2,10, 

11), as a ruling power in this context. 168 Because He is alive from the dead, Christ 

has ended the power of death over Himself and has anticipated its defeat for all those 

who belong to Him. The negative adverb obKftt, which occurs twice in verse 9, implies 

that death did at one time rule over Christ. For a time, the period of His pre- 

resurrection life on earth during which He identified Himself with the human race, 

Christ placed Himself under the power of death. But His resurrection from the dead 

is the proof that He broke death's power with irrevocable finality, and Paul can say 

difficult to classify. It could be understood as a participle of attendant circumstance (introducing a 
thought logically paratactic to a preceding one) and thus simply Paul's way of introducing another 
fact relevant to his argument. This usage would be translated: "And we know that. . ." (Cranfield, 
Romans, 1: 313; Michel, Rdmer, 148). Other interpreters take e-1867-cs- as an adverbial participle of 
cause modifying 7no-re-6opcv (v. 8) and thus introducing the basis for the belief that we shall live 
with Christ. It would be translated: "Since we know that ... " (Wallace, Grammar, 631). In view 
of the fact that Paul sheds light on the meaning of o-vC4oqye-v abT43 (v. 8b) in vv. 9 and 10, the 
causal usage is preferred (cf. NIV). 

165The aorist passive participle lyrpOets- is understood as an adverbial participle of 
cause modifying d7roOvdaKet giving the reason why Christ will die no more. The aorist tense points 
to the historical event of the resurrection, and the passive voice suggests that His resurrection was 
effected by another, namely, the Father (cf. Rom. 4: 24-25; Eph. 1: 20). 

166The verb d7ro6vdaKcL is a futuristic present depicting an emphatic force; thus: "Christ 
... is not going to die again. .. " (Wallace, Grammar, 536). 

167Thegenitivepronounab7oD functions as the direct object ofKvptr6eL, a verb of ruling 
(Robertson, Grammar, 510; BDF, §177). The independent statement as a whole can be understood 
as causal (introduced by an implied ydp) or as appositional to the whole preceding (571 clause. 

168This verb is also used in a figurative sense with the term dyapTta in 6: 14 and the 
term v6pos- in 7: 1. It should be linked with the figurative sense of paaLAe-6o) in ch. 5 where it is used 
with death (5: 14,17a), sin (5: 21a, 6: 12), and grace (5: 21b). Paul views all of these as ruling 
powers in their respective realms of authority. 
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that death no longer WKý70 rules over Him. He has moved from a condition of 

mortality to one of immortality. The implication is that Christ's destiny is also the 

believer's destiny. This confirms the view that Paul's primary thought in the words 

ovC4oropcv a6ro in verse 8b is eschatological. The believer's resurrection to life that is 

beyond death's power is yet future. Thus, by linking the thought of verse 9 closely 

with the apodosis of verse 8, Paul supports his claim that Christians will live with 

Christ. 

2.4.5.3 Romans 6: 10. This verse furnishes further proof (Ydp) that "death 

rules over Him no longer" (v. 9b). 169 It has to do with the death Christ died and its 

connection with sin, namely, 7f7 allapTiq d7TOave7v e0d7w6 To this point Paul has 

argued that the Christian's death "with Christ" is a death "to sin" (vv. 2-8a). Now he 

makes clear that Christ's death itself was a death "to sin. " The adverb M&Tae 

emphasizes the uniqueness and decisive finality of His death. 170 This once-for-all 

character of Christ's death in regard to sin highlights again the definitive dealing with 

sin as a power that marks Paul's discussion in this passage. What is true of Christ 

must also be true of those who died with Him. And, this, in turn, provides the answer 

to the questions raised in verses 1-2. 

The meaning of the expression, 7f7 dpapTlq d7T! Oav6v, is debated. The 

grammatical construction is the same as that used in verse 2, where it was applied to 

believers. Previously it was noted (under v. 2) that this dative depicts advantage in 

169The ydp links v. 10 with v. 9, explaining why death's dominion has ended and giving 
further confirmation that death has no power over Christ. The constructions 5 ydp and 8 81, 
beginning each clause of v. 10, are abbreviated forms of T6v yLip OdPaTov dy ... and 77)V 8e CtýýV #1/ 

... respectively, where the relative pronoun substantizes the verbal idea in d7T1Oav6v and CO (BDF, 
§ 153-54; Robertson, Grammar, 178-79,47 1; BAGD, s. v. 6g, 7. c; pace Moule, Idiom-Book, 13 1, who 
takes it as an adverbial relative). For a similar construction, see Gal. 2: 20 and 2 Cor. 12: 13. 

170This adverb may mean "once in time" (1 Cor. 15: 6) or "once for all time, decisively 
unique" (Rom. 6: 10); cf. BAGD, sx. lodrrae. Stahlin, TDNT, 1: 383, states: "In the New Testament 
this is a technical term for the definitiveness and therefore the uniqueness or singularity of the 
death of Christ and the redemption thereby accomplished. .. ." This same emphasis with d7rae is 
also found in Heb. 7: 27; 9: 12,26,28; 10: 10; 1 Pet. 3: 18, and with CIS- in Heb. 10: 12,14. The 
"once" of Christ's death distinguishes it from all preceding and subsequent sacrifices offered. 
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the sense of that which has claim on something as a possessor to use for its own 

advantage. 171 Throughout this passage sin is viewed as a master that rules over 

humankind and to whose advantage people live. But in verse 2, Paul declared that 

believers died to sin, that is, they were released from its lordship. Sin's power over 

them was broken and they were transferred out of its realm. Is this also the meaning 

when the same expression is applied to Christ in verse 10? 

While acknowledging that the grammatical construction is the same in both 

verses, some interpreters claim that the expression, when applied to Christ in verse 

10, is used in a different sense than in verse 2, where it is applied to believers. 

Cranfield, for example, takes the phrase "He died to sin" as referring to Jesus' dying 

for sin in that He bore its penalty (e. g., Rom. 3: 24-26; 5: 6-8; 8: 3; 2 Cor. 5: 2 1; Gal. 

3: 13). 172 But such a view seems out of place in a context where the leading thought 

concerns release from the power of sin (6: 2-11). It misses a crucial aspect of Jesus' 

identification with sinners and the benefit that His victory over sin as a power has for 

them. If, for a brief time, death exercised its power over Christ (v. 9), could not Christ 

also in some sense have lived for a time under sin as a power (v. 10) since both are 

closely connected in this context? 

In light of this observation, other interpreters have aptly explained the 

meaning of "He died to sin" along the same lines as that applied to believers in verse 

2. For example, Murray says: "Christ was identified in such a way with the sin which 

he vicariously bore that he dealt not only with its guilt but also with its power. So sin 

may be said to have ruled over him in that his humiliation state was conditioned by 

the sin with which he was vicariously identified, ... . "173 To be sure, sin did not rule 

171BDF, §188,2; pace MHT, 3: 238, and Wallace, Grammar, 144-46, who take it as 
simply a dative of reference; see the discussion above, p. 80. 

172Cranfield, Romans, 1: 314; also Kaye, Thought Structure of Romans, 49-52. 

173Murray, Romans, 1: 225; also Michel, Rdmer, 132; Kuss, R6merbrief, 1: 306; 
Frankem6lle, Taufverstdndnis, 78-79; Dunn, Romans, 1: 323; Fitzmyer, Romans, 438; and Moo, 
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over Christ in the same sense in which it rules over people. Though fully human, He 

was innocent of sin (2 Cor. 5: 21) and'was not a slave to it, yet He participated fully in 

human e. Nistence (Phil. 2: 6-8) in order to serve God's redemptive purpose through His 

death (Gal. 4: 4-5; 2 Cor. 8: 9; Rom. 8: 3). 174 He died, however, not because of His own 

sin, but because of the sin of fallen humanity. Through His death, not only are guilty 

people justified and their sins forgiven (Rom. 3: 25; 5: 9), but they are also set free from 

sin's power over them. It is because Christ broke the power of sin in His death that 

those united with Him in His death have died to sin's power and thus have become 

"dead to sin" (6: 2,11). 

Though Christ suffered the payment of sin's wages (6: 23, i. e., its penalty) in 

His death on the cross, sin did not destroy Him, for God raised Him from the dead and 

He entered into life at a level not conditioned by sin or death. For Christ, this transfer 

to a new realm was a definitive and final separation from sin and shows why death, 

the product of sin, no longer rules over Him (6: 9b). The life that He now lives He lives 

"to God" (6: 10b). The dative construction, which we have already noted in verses 2 

and 10a, also occurs in 10b, namely, (j To Oe-0. Again, the dative word denotes the lord 

or master (power) who conditions the life of his subjects and to whose advantage one 

lives or dies. 175 Christ died to sin once for all (v. 10a), that is, He effected release from 

the sphere of life conditioned by the ruling power of sin and subjugation to death. He 

broke sin's power. But (8ej in the risen life He lives, he lives to God (v. 10b), that is, 

He lives in the sphere of resurrected life conditioned by the ruling power of God and 

Romans, 378-79. Pace Wuest, Victory, 47, who states: "He [Christ] died with respect to our sinful 
nature.... in that His death effected the separation of the believer from that sinful nature. " Since 
Christ's death to sin did not involve an ontological change in His nature, neither does the believer's 
death to sin, if it is viewed as a participation in Christ's death. 

174Tannehill, Dying and Rising, 27-28,36-37, demonstrates this by highlighting the 
purpose (telic) constructions in Gal. 4: 4-5; 2 Cor. 8: 9; and Rom. 8: 3. 

1757he same construction using the verb No) with the dative occurs also in other 
passages where Paul refers to living for God: 2 Cor. 5: 15; Gal. 2: 19; 5: 25. A connection with the 
idea of lordship occurs in Rom. 14: 7-9 (cf. Tannehill, Dying and Rising, 18). 
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inaccessible to death. He broke death's power as well. Verse 10b, then, stands as the 

counterpart of 10a: Christ's death to sin entails life to God. It is this antithesis that 

Paul applies to the Roman Christians in verse 11. 

The fmality of Christ's death to sin and His risen life to God is the basis for 

Paul's argument in response to the false inference of verse 1. Those who belong to 

Christ have participated in these events by faith, as attested in baptism. For Paul, 

dying and rising with Christ means release from the old master, sin, and entry into a 

new wdstence under a new master, God, in order to live in newness of life now. In this 

Pauline sense, a believer no longer lives "in sin" (6: 2), and for this reason it is totally 

inconsistent for him to continue committing sins on the presumption that where sin is 

present in abundance, grace is present in much greater abundance (6: 1). 

2.4.6 Romans 6: 11: Dead To Sin /Alive to God 

Verse 11 is a crucial hinge between Paul's argument in the preceding verses 

and his exhortations in the verses that follow. It links indicative statements about 

Christ and believers-Jesus died to sin (v. 10), believers died with Him N. 8), they, too, 

died to sin (v. 2), and, thus, they are no longer slaves to sin (v. 6)-and imperative 

appeals addressed to believers-do not let sin reign (v. 12), do not present your 

members to sin N. 13a), but present yourselves to God (v. 13b). Such a connection is 

characteristic of Paul (e. g., Rom. 8: 9,12-13; 1 Cor. 5: 7; Gal. 5: 25; Phil. 2: 12-13; Col. 

2: 20-3: 11) and is necessary to his argument here. The introductory phrase oV'TOjS1Ka1 is 

problematic but is best understood in an inferential sense: "So then, or, therefore. .. ." 
As such, this verse draws a concluding inference from the teaching of the passage as a 

whole. 176 

176BAGD, s. v. o6rws-, 1. b; Cranfield, Romans, 1: 314-15. Dunn, Romans, 1: 323, and Moo, 
Romans, 380, argue for a comparative sense: "Likewise also, or, so also. " As such, oft0j. 5. Kat sets 
up a comparison between the significance of Christ's death and life (v. 10) and the believer's 
understanding of his / her Christian existence (v. 11). Though this comparison is conceptually 
fundamental to this passage, this view is less likely grammatically since there is no corresponding 
6s- I o5airrp clause (as in 5: 15,18,19,21 and 6: 4) and Paul moves to the imperative in this verse 
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With the present imperative verb AO-y[C6-UOC, 177 Paul summons believers 

(emphatic bydig, "you"), based on the indicative facts just presented, to view 

themselves as "dead to sin" and "alive to God. " The force of the present tense is that 

this "reckoning" should be the abiding judgment of faith in the Christian's life always 

influencing his or her attitudes and actions. As a result, the informed reckoning urged 

in verse 11 counters the false reckoning mentioned in verse 1. It points in two 

directions: 1) back to what believers are to conclude is true about themselves in light 

of the preceding indicatives; and 2) forward to the active demonstration of being dead 

to sin and alive to God as demanded in the following imperatives. As always for Paul, 

the indicative serves as the basis and motivation for the imperative. 178 

Specifically, believers are to recognize as true and real the fact that they are 

"dead to sin" on one hand (pip), but, on the other hand (8c), that they are "those who 

are alive to God. " On the negative side of the exhortation, Paul uses the predicate 

adjective ve-Kpo W' in a figurative sense to denote the believer's state of separation from 

the realm of sin consequent upon his / her death to sin with Christ once for all (vv. 8a, 

10). 179 The dativeTj dyap7lq once again denotes the slave master involved (as in vv. 

2 and 10) whose power and right to rule over the Christian was broken in Christ's 

death. 

based on the indicatives of 6: 1-10. 

177This is a strong word meaning "consider as a result of (prior) calculation, reckon, 
acknowledge the reality of; " BAGD, s. v. loytCopat, 1b; Heidland, TDNT, 4: 286-88; see also Rom. 
3: 28; 4: 3-8; 8: 18; 14: 14; Phil. 3: 12. "Reckoning" is not exerting intense moral will to achieve 
something but recognizing and acting properly on what has already been achieved. The reflexive 
pronoun tavrotýq serves as the accusative subject of the infinitive elvat, emphasizing that the 
governing verb Aoy1CcaO, - and the infinitive elvai have the same subject (MHT, 3: 147-48). If the 
textual reading without the infinitive r1pat is adopted, the construction is a double accusative (MHT, 
3: 246 and 3: 137; see also Wallace, Grammar, 182-87,419). This is the first second person 
imperative verb in Romans (ytvdal) in 3: 4 is a third person imperative). 

178K&semann, Romans, 172-76. See the discussion on the indicative / imperative 
construct in Paul, ch. 6,314-22. 

179BAGD, s. v. PrKp6g, Lb. Though the figurative use of ve-Kp6s- is not common in Paul, it 
is used in Rom. 7: 8 and 8: 10 in antithesis to &4. 
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On the positive side of the exhortation, Paul uses the participle Ct3vmg as a 

predicate adjective to emphasize that those who "died to sin" are, in fact, those who 

are "alive to God in Christ Jesus, " consequent upon their being raised to walk in 

newness of life (v. 4b). As noted above, this exhortation assumes the present benefit 

of new life already as a result of Christ's resurrection, yet it does not cancel the 

expectation of future resurrection. Again, the dative To 06-0 points to God as the new 

master under whom the believer now lives. The great difference between the "once" 

and the "now" in the believer's life lies in the change of masters-from sin to God. 

Paul concludes verse 11 with the phrase evXptoTtO 1770-09.180 This is a 

variation of the important "in Christ" motif that is used extensively by Paul in 

several ways and has been the subject of much discussion. 181 Three interconnected 

uses are prominent in Romans: 1) God's redemptive purpose and power accomplished 

"in / through Christ" (e. g., Rom. 3: 24; 6: 23; 8: 2,39); 2) believers being "in Christ" (e. g., 

Rom. 6: 11; 8: 1; 12: 5; 16: 3,7,9,10); and 3) believers doing something "in / through 

Christ" (e. g., Rom. 9: 1; 15: 17). 

In this passage, Paul's reference to "in Christ" must be seen in light of his 

repeated use of "with Christ" language in verses 4-10 where this motif was useful in 

describing the believer's exit from the old realm and its powers and entrance into new 

life. In making the transition from the indicative to the imperative, Paul makes the 

point that those who died "with Christ" are those who are now dead to sin and alive to 

God "in Christ. " This motif emphasizes the new sphere of e2dstence and relationship 

18OThis is the second occurrence of this important Pauline phrase in Romans (cf. 3: 24). 
A variant reading adds the words To Kvptq) ýyt3p at the end of v. 11, but it is to be rejected on the 
grounds of assimilation to v. 23 where the longer phrase occurs. Its absence in v. 11, if original, is 
harder to explain than its presence. See B. M. Metzger, A Textual Commentary on the Greek New 
Testament, 2nd ed. (London and New York: United Bible Societies, 1994) 453-54. 

181Extensive bibliographies are given in Oepke, TDNT, 2: 534,541-43; Harris, NIDNTT, 
3: 1190-93; and BAGD, s. v. Av, I. 5. d; see also F. Neugebauer, In Christus (EN XPI=1). Eine 
Untersuchung zum paulinischen Glaubensverstdndnis (G6ttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1961) 
18-33; Ridderbos, Paul, 57-62; and A. J. M. Wedderburn, "Some Observations on Paul's Use of the 
Phrases 'in Christ' and 'with Christ, "' JSNT 25 (1985) 83-97. 
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in which Christians now live as opposed to their previous existence "in sin" (v. 2) or "in 

Adam. " In this realm their life is determined by the risen Christ and the benefits of 

His saving acts. In this sense they are a "new creation" (2 Cor. 5: 17), and even now 

new life is a reality. 

Verse 11 also relates to Paul's question in 6: 2. The new existence of the 

Christian means one is dead to sin so that continuing to live in its realm in order that 

grace might increase is clearly impossible. Instead, Christians are alive to God in 

Christ Jesus. 182 For believers to be "in Christ" means to belong to Him as the 

inclusive, representative head of the new age / realm with the result that the actions 

and decisions predicated of Him here are applicable to them also. It is to be in a new 

solidarity of life and righteousness "in Christ" as opposed to the old solidarity of sin 

and death "in Adam" (Rom. 5: 12-21; 1 Cor. 15: 22). Thus, it is "in Christ" that 

believers are dead to sin (the old master) and alive to God (the new master). 

2.4.7 Romans 6: 12-14: Do Not Let Sin Reign 

Because believers are no longer under sin's lordship according to the 

indicatives of grace (6: 2-10), they are to manifest this freedom in daily experience 

according to the imperatives of grace (6: 11-14; cf. 12: 1-2). In verses 12-13, Paul calls 

on Christians to resist sin, to refuse to obey it, to reject its attempts to reestablish its 

control over their lives for, in fact, it has no right to rule. His exhortation is supported 

by the promise in verse 14 that "sin will not be lord over you. " 

2.4.7.1 Romans 6: 12. In verse 12, Paul gives a general exhortation 

regarding sin's rule and the believer's present conduct. The logical inference (o6v) to 

be drawn from the preceding discussion as summed up in verse 11 is that believers, 

given what God has made them in Christ, are able to treat sin differently than they 

182jf & XPLOTO lquoo in v. 11 is meant to be the antithetical parallel to IV a&7j in v. 2, 
then it designates our new existence in the dominion of Christ. See Tannehill, Dying and Rising, 19- 
20; Kasemann, Romans, 220-23; Kuss, R6merbrief, 1: 306-307; and Wilckens, Rdmer, 2: 19. 
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did before (cf 6: 1). The present imperative pauikvý-roj with the accompanying 

negative p4 urges believers to make it their practice not to allow sin to reign over 

them in their life experience. 183 

Four observations are worth noting in understanding the meaning of this 

exhortation as it relates to those who are "dead to sin and alive to God" (v. 11). First, 

Paul does not say, "Do not sin. " He does not deny the possibility or the reality of 

sinning in the believer's life, but he does command the believer not to let sin gain 

control over his / her conduct and lifestyle. Second, the present tense suggests that 

this command is to be an abiding precept in the Christian's life-it is to characterize 

his / her new way of life. Third, the present tense does not imply that Paul's Christian 

readers were allowing sin to reign and, therefore, they needed to "stop letting sin 

reign. " Nor does Paul call on them to terminate the reign of sin. Rather, the point of 

departure for his exhortation is conversion-initiation, and its premise is that sin does 

not reign over them (6: 2-10). For this reason the present imperative has validity and 

appeal. 184 Sin must not be allowed to have control in the believer's life now as it once 

did prior to conversion. Fourth, Paul often bases his imperative (exhortation) on an 

indicative (affirmation) having the same object (cf. Gal. 3: 27 with Rom. 13: 14). In 

183For the significance of the present imperative in prohibitions, see BDF, §§336-37, 
MHT, 3: 74-77; Wallace, Grammar, 487,714-17,724-25; IL L. McKay, "Aspect in Imperatival 
Constructions in New Testament Greek, " NovT 27 (1985) 201-26; J. Louw, "On Greek 
Prohibitions, " AC 2 (1959) 43-57; Porter, Verbal Aspect, 350-54; and Fanning, Verbal Aspect, 330- 
37. The difference between the present imperative (vv. 12a, 13a) and the aorist imperative (v. 13b) 
is one of aspect, not time. The former is durative in force, and the latter is undefined or possibly 
ingressive relating to action that is to be commenced. The context must determine if the aspect has 
special significance. The third person imperative (v. 12a; cf. Col. 3: 15-16) expresses a strong 
command that something be done (refuse to obey) by someone (the believer) to a third party (sin). 
The presence of flamAr6o) in v. 12a is another indication that Paul personifies sin in Rom. 6. 

184Murray, Romans, 226-27; pace Cranfield, Romans, 316-17 n2, and Fitzmyer, Romans, 
446. Cranfield introduces the word "unopposed, " i. e., "do not let sin go on reigning unopposed, " 
because, in his view, sin continues to reign and Paul did not think of the Christian's obedience to 
this command as actually bringing to an end sin's reign over his "fallen nature. " All it brings to an 
end is sin's "unchallenged, unresisted reign. " However, this seems to overlook the eschatological 
tension in Paul's ethics, to undermine the force of his argument in 6: 2-11,14 (the indicative), and to 
invalidate the imperative by urging believers to stop allowing sin to reign over them if in reality they 
remain under its mastery. 
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verse 6 he declares that believers have been released from slavery to sin, that is, sin 

no longer has dominion over them (cf. v. 14). Consequently, the believer is not to obey 

it and allow it to reign in his life experience (vv. 12-13). In this way Paul makes clear 

that the ongoing life of the Christian is directly and inseparably related to what took 

place in the saving events of Christ's cross. The indicative and imperative must be 

held together in this sequence without separation or conflation. The former is the 

basis and motivation for the latter. 

Paul described the location of the battle against sin as ev nP OvqnP bpt3v 

ccýMaTL. 185 TAya here has been understood in one of two ways: 1) a narrow sense in 

which it refers only to one's physical body; 186 and 2) a broader sense in which it refers 

to the human person as a whole, including his physical body. 187 The preposition ev, 

the adjective &, qT6g and the reference to "its passions" in verse 12, as well as the 

parallel terms yýAq and 67TAa in verse 13 appear to support the narrow sense of 

"physical body. " However, in verse 13 the term 1.077, as a synonym for ozopa, 

alternates with the personal reflexive pronoun &=W' (cf. v. 16a) and, for Paul, sin 

certainly affects more thanjust the physical side of a person (cf 2 Cor. 7: 1; Gal. 5: 19- 

21). It is preferable, then, to take acOya here, as in 6: 6, as a reference to the whole 

person, including the physical body. 

185The plural possessive pronoun bp6v has distributive force with the singular dative 
noun m6yari, "the mortal body of each one of you" (MHT, 3: 23-24; cf. footnotes 126,134, and 150 
above). 

186E. g., Murray, Romans, 1: 227, "The mortal body is without question the physical 
organism as subject to dissolution. " Gundry, Sdma, 29-31, argues against the holistic anthropology 
(monatic unity) of Bultmann and presents a case for anthropological duality, a unity of parts (body 
and soul / spirit), see also S6ma, 79-84; 201-203,222; and ch. 1,25; and pp. 111-16 above. 

187E. g., Cranfield, Romans, 1: 317; cf. Bultmann, Theology, 1: 192-203. Sometimes this 
definition is qualified by treating u0pa as referring to the whole person by metonymy or synecdoche 
from the perspective of one's physical body. Kdsemann, Romans, 176-77, is right in noting that the 
OvR-r6v a0pa is not simply the u0pa 7-ýs- dyapTlas- (v. 6, pace Bultmann, Theology, 1: 197-200) since 
believers are no longer "in sin" but still remain in mortal bodies. 
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Significantly, in 6: 12 Paul does not say your "body of sin" (6: 6), or, your 

"body of this death" (7: 24). Rather, he describes the Christian's u6pa at present as 

OM76v ("mortal"). The same a6pa that has been released from bondage to sin (6: 6) is 

still, nevertheless, a u6pa that participates in the mortality of this age and is 

confronted by its influences and powers (cf. Rom. 8: 10-11; 1 Cor. 15: 53-54; 2 Con 

4: 11; 5: 4). 188This will continue until the future redemption of the body (Rom. 8: 23) 

when it puts on immortality (1 Cor. 15: 53-54). Even though the believer's new life 

existence is one in which he or she is "dead to sin" and "alive to God" in Christ, his or 

her present corporeal existence is still a mortal one in a fallen world, and this is the 

very arena in which sin seeks to gain control. Nevertheless, this does not mean a 

believer must submit to sin because sin is not inherent in the u6pa but operates 

through control of it from without (influences of the present evil world) and from 

within (one's own thoughts and desires). Thus, Paul exhorts believers not to let sin 

reign over them. 

Verse 12 concludes with an infinitive clause that states the consequence of 

V d-9 7T VY S' V. 
allowing sin to reign in one's mortal body: cls- T6 inTaKo6CL 189 T, Ie to [at avro 

The result is that believers yield to and carry out the passions that belong to the 

mortal body. AlthoughOTIOqptaL (plural) may have a neutral meaning in Paul (Phil. 

1: 23; 1 Thess. 2: 17), they often are aligned with sin or "the flesh" and have a sharp 

negative sense of evil desires (cravings) or lusts, desires that have been lured away 

1880n this distinction, see Beker, Paul, 288, and Moo, Romans, 491-92 n104. Fitzmyer, 
Romans, 446, who does not make this distinction, states: "Christians may still be in the 'sinful 
body'(6: 6) and may be seduced or swayed by'its cravings. ' Thebody of sin'denotes the state in 
which even baptized Christians may find themselves; with such a body they too can still be subject 
to the dominion of sin. .. ." This view seems to confuse the objective accomplishment of freedom 
from sin (the indicative) with the subjective experience of it (the imperative). 

189The cis- T6 plus the infinitive could express purpose but is probably result here. See 
BAGD, s. v. cis-, 4. e; Wallace, Grammar, 592-94; pace MHT, 3: 143, who claim that this construction 
is almost always purpose in Pauline usage. The words TaFg ImOvlltaLs- serve as the dative direct 
object of -r6 biraKo6civ, a verb that often takes a dative object (BAGD, s. v. 67TaKo6w, 1). 
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from obedience to God (e. g., Rom. 1: 24; 7: 7-8; 13: 14; Gal. 5: 16-24). 190 

The presence of the possessive pronoun a&ToD is disputed textually. 

However, it is the preferred reading. 191 If accepted, it qualifies o-c6pan and indicates 

that sin channels its attack through the desires of the n0pa. Sin-dominated desires 

become a driving force in one's a6pa, seeking their own gratification (Gal. 5: 16). If 

these sinful desires capture a believer's attention and he / she yields to them (i. e., 

obeys them), they may soon enslave him / her so that even his / her best intentions 

and actions are controlled by them. The result is that sin reasserts its rule in the 

believer's present life experience, something Paul urges his Christian readers not to 

allow to take place. 

2.4.7.2 Romans 6: 13. Following a general exhortation in verse 12, Paul 

gives two specific commands in verse 13 that are antithetically parallel to one 

another in structure and content. The first one introduced by the present imperative 

prohibition yi78e Trapto-rave7c continues the negative side of Paul's exhortation begun 

with yý fiaatktAýToj in verse 12, while the second command introduced by the 

adversative dAAd and the aorist imperative irqpac7'o-aTe sets forth the positive side. 

The interpretation of verse 13 is governed partly by the interpretation adopted for 

verse 12. If oz3pa refers to the whole person in relation to the world, including but not 

limited to the physical body, then yA77 ("members") in this verse must refer to one's 

human faculties and natural capacities (cf. 7: 5,23) rather than simply the physical 

190BAGD, sx. linowta, 3; Bachsel, TDNT, 3: 171, "The essential point in ITnOupta is 
that it is desire as impulse, as a motion of the will (cf. Eph. 2: 3). " 

191The external evidence is split along textual family lines geographically between 1) 
abToD, referring to m6yaTt (mostly Alexandrian support, RBACL vg); 2) aCTO, referring to 61-tapria 
(mostly Western support, DG it, plus p46); and 3) abTj ... abToV, referring to both (mostly 
Byzantine support). The third reading appears to be an attempt to conflate the other two readings. 
We might consider a67j alone as original since a6roO might arise because m6yaTL is nearer than 
dpapT[a or because some copyists with ascetic notions felt that lusts belong to the body. However, 
this latter observation may account for the absence of a&"7-U- in an attempt to clarify the sense. Thus, 
aýToD is preferred because it has early and weighty external evidence, and internally it makes good 
sense in that the result (infinitive clause) of sin reigning in Vv) one's mortal body is that the person 
obeys its (the body's) sinful desires. See Metzger, Textual Commentary, 453-54. 
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parts of the body. 192 

The transitive verb7Tqptc-rdPo) (a later form of7Tqp10777/_U) has a broad 

spectrum of usage, but in this context, where it occurs in verse 13 (twice), 16,19 

(twice), it has the general active meaning: "put at the disposal of, " or, "give in service 

to. "193 Regardless of whether the imagery is that of a military commander (67TAa as 

"weapons" in v. 13), 194a slave-owner (86DAos- and lwaKo6w in vv. 16,19), 195or a king 

*o-tAe-W'Min v. 12 andKqpte6ac-L in v. 14), 196 the basic sense of the verb here is the 

same, namely, the "acknowledgment of a superior power and authority to whom the 

only proper response is submission and obedience. "197 In this case, sin (dative, 7f7 

illjqýTtq) is the power to which believers are not to submit. 198 

The word &Aa (plural) has both a general meaning of "instruments or tools" 

and a more specific military meaning of "weapons. " The former meaning gains some 

support from the references to the service of slaves to a master in this chapter (6: 6, 

16-20,22). 199 However, the latter meaning is common in early Greek literature, 

192The basic meaning of plAq (plural) is "parts of the body, " i. e., "limbs" or "organs, " but 
the word is also used by Paul in a wider sense of all human faculties and in the metaphorical sense 
of individuals as members of a community (cf. 1 Cor. 12: 12-27), so it is best translated "members" 
(BAGD, s. v. ylkg, 1; Horst, TDNT, 4: 555-62, esp. 561). For more on Td Plklb see ch. 4,202-05. 

193BAGD, s. v. Trqp[Mpt; Bertram and Reicke, TDNT, 5: 838-39. This verb governs an 
object (Td pIA71)-complement (67TAa) construction here (Wallace, Grammar, 182-87). 

194E. g., Kdsemann, Romans, 177, who cites Polybius, Historia 3.109.9 in support; see 
also LSJ, s. v. 7wpta7pt, C-II. 

195E. g., Cranfield, Romans, 1: 318, who appeals to the service of slaves in this chapter 
(vv. 6,16-20,22) and to 67TAa as "instruments" or "tools" in v. 13. 

196E. g., Moo, Romans, 384 n168, who appeals to the idea of "reigning" or "ruling" in the 
LXX use of this verb (e. g., 1 Kgs. 10: 8) and in this context (vv. 12,14); thus: "Our natural capacities 
are 'weapons' that we are not to 'offer in service' to the tyrant sin" (384). 

197Dunn, Romans, 1: 337. 

198The dative of advantage in the sense of a possessor has occurred several times in this 
passage (see 6: 2,10a, 11). Again, dpap7ta is not merely a series of separate acts of transgression, 
nor an abstract principle, but a diabolical power that claims obedience from people. 

199BAGD, s. v. &Aop, 1; Cranfield, Romans, 1: 318; also Murray, Romans, 1: 228; and 
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appears elsewhere in Paul where it occurs only in the plural (Rom. 13: 12; 2 Cor. 6: 7; 

10: 4; cf. Eph. 6: 11), and is appropriate in verse 13.200 Thus, the meaning "weapons 

is preferred. Sin is regarded as a ruthless commanding officer who uses a person's 
"members" as weapons for the purpose of doing unrighteousness (d8tKias. ). 201 The 

word d8tKia represents all that stands in opposition to God's righteousness (cf. Rom. 

1: 29). By comparison with dyap-ria, it describes more forcefully the outward, visible 

characteristics of one who stands under the power of sin. In verse 13a, then, Paul 

commands believers to make it their practice not to submit their human capacities 
("members") to sin as weapons for doing unrighteousness as they once did. 

In verse 13b by contrast (dAAdj, Paul sets forth the positive counterpart by 

exhorting believers to give themselves in service to their new master, God. As in the 

prohibition given in verses 12 and 13a, there is movement from the general to the 

specific in verse 13b also. In the general positive command, Paul uses the aorist 

imperative 7Tapam-4o-a-re followed by the reflexive pronoun &vrot'y as the object and 7(5 

Oco as another dative of advantage (cf. vv. 2,10a, 11,13a). Given the fact that the 

aorist imperative is used here in contrast to the present imperatives in the negative 

commands of verses 12 and 13a, and that the point of departure is conversion- 

initiation in this context, it is best viewed in an ingressive and yet urgent sense. 202 

modem translations: NRSV, NEB, NAS, NIV. 

2000epke, TDNT, 5: 294, Kdsemann, Romans, 177, Dunn, Romans, 1: 337, Fitzmyer, 
Romans, 446-47; and Moo, Romans, 384. The word 60t6vLa in v. 23 refers primarily to the wages of 
a soldier. 

201This genitive could be taken in several ways: 1) an objective genitive expressing 
purpose, "tools or weapons for [doing] unrighteousness, " BDF, §166; Cranfield, Romans, 1: 318; 2) a 
genitive of quality, "unrighteous weapons", Oepke, TDNT, 5: 294; Michel, R6mer, 157 n2; or 3) a 
subjective genitive, "weapons employed by unrighteousness, " Horst, TDNT, 4: 561; Schrenk, TDNT, 
1: 155-56. The first option is preferred. 

202BDF, §337; MHT, 3: 76, "start yielding yourselves to God; " Fanning, Verbal Aspect, 
358-61; Wallace, Grammar, 485-86,719-20; Cranfield, Romans, 1: 318; cf. the use of the aorist 
subjunctive in 6: 4. Pace Murray, Romans, 1: 228, and Morris, Romans, 258, who suggest a "once-for- 
all" connotation here; and Porter, Verbal Aspect, 357, who sees the aorist as less important than the 
present. See F. Stagg, "The Abused Aorist, " JBL 91 (1972) 222-31, who effectively argues against 
the "once-for-all" idea but who occasionally overstates his case in arguing only for the "unaffected" 
use of the aorist tense, i. e., its use apart from relevant factors in a contextual environment. 
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The pronoun eavrot'T ("yourselves")203 encompasses the whole person and indicates 

that u6jia and yA77 (vv. 12-13a) should not be limited to the physical body as shown 

above. The words Tip Oco are in direct contrast to7f7 61-Lap7tv in verse 13a identifying 

God as the ruling Lord in opposition to sin. It is God to whom believers are "enslaved" 

when living "under grace" (vv. 14-15) as "slaves of obedience" (v. 16) and "slaves of 

righteousness" (vv. 18-20). 

Connected with this general positive exhortation is a key clause depicting 

the believer's new status as a result of union with Christ in His death and 

resurrection: 6U61 CK WKP(Ov Xvras-- This clause recalls the thought of 6: 11 where the 

believer's new position is described as being "dead to sin" and "alive to God" and may 

account for the use of Iavrow' here instead of a6pa as in verse 12. In light of verse 11, 

the connective d5acl, though formally a comparative, has a causal ("since you really 

are") rather than a comparative ("as if you were") force. 204 It gives the basis and 

motivation for Paul's exhortation. As in verse 11, this clause points to the judgment 

of faith (cf. Aoyl(e-u0c, v. 11), which understands that in Christ believers have been 

rescued from moral / spiritual death under the ruling power of sin (deadness) and have 

been made alive to God who now has claim on their life. In this sense they can be 

described as "those who are alive from the dead" in this life (cf. Eph. 2: 1). 205 It is not 

a reference to bodily resurrection that is still future. 

203In the plural, the 3rd person reflexive pronoun is used for the 2nd person in Koin6 
Greek (MHT, 3: 42). 

204The particle a' )act is often interchanged with d), - (BAGD, s. v. o3act). When (bs- is used 
with a participle, as 6act is in 6: 13b, it gives the reason for an action (BAGD, s. v. 6g, Ill. Lb). 
However, BDF, §425,3; BAGD, s. v. 65art, and Robertson, Grammar, 1140, list 65art in this verse as 
a comparative: "as if. " Robertson, in fact, claims that "the use of (Lue-t ... 

is limited to condition or 
comparison" (1140). Nevertheless, in this context the causal use of 6art is preferred, "submit 
yourselves to God, since you are alive from the dead; " so Cranfield, Romans, 1: 318; Y%Asemann, 
Romans, 177; Moo, Romans, 385; pace Wilckens, R6mer, 2: 21-22. 

205In light of this w5art clause and vv. 4b and 11, one could argue that a "moral 
spiritual" resurrection that rescues the believer ftom "moral / spiritual" death under sin's power and 
puts him / her in a new life of service to God has already taken place (cf Col. 2: 12; Eph. 2: 6); see 
Beker, Paul, 224; footnotes 85 and 119 above; and ch. 4,197 n6. 
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The last part of verse 13 contains a more specific positive command. 

Following Kai, the verb 7Tqpaa7-4ua7r is to be understood from the previous clause and is 

followed by a carefully formulated antithetical parallel to the negative command in 

verse 13a. The "members" that are not to be put at sin's disposal as "weapons" for 

the purpose of doing unrighteousness (v. 13a) are, instead, to be submitted to God (-rco 

Oco vs. 7-j 61-tap-r[q) as "weapons" for the purpose of doing righteousness (&Katoo*qs- 

vs. d8wlas-). This is the first occurrence of 8tKatoo-6vq since 5: 21, but it appears four 

more times in the rest of chapter 6 (vv. 16,18,19,20). In these verses it is 

associated with &TraKoL'W and w'amýg (v. 16) and is contrasted with d8wtag (v. 13), 

6yqpT[q (vv. 18,20), dKaOaputa and dpopta (v. 19). This indicates that here &KaLouk 

has an ethical meaning denoting conduct that is well-pleasing to God. 206 Even though 

the meaning shifts here from its usage in chapters 1-5, particularly with reference to 

the forensic act ofjustifying sinners, "these two 'righteousnesses, "' as Moo points out, 

"are inextricably bound, for it is only the righteousness attained 'before God' that 

introduces the sinner into a new state from which he is able to be obedient to the 

righteousness of life that God demands. "207 

By accepting an ethical use, one does not overlook the fact that, like apapTia, 

Paul also personifies &KaLou6n. He views it as a power from which a person can be 

free or to which one can be enslaved (vv. 18-20) and places it parallel with Oc6s. (V. 18 

with v. 22). However, also like 61-tapTla, it retains its ability to refer to specific acts of 

conduct (cf. v. 19, put in contrast to "uncleanness" and "lawlessness"). Thus, without 

denying that 8tKatoo*, 77 is God's power to save and keep the believer in His service, in 

this context it is the outward manifestation of one's obedience to God N. 16). 208 

206BAGD, sx. &Katoavv7l, 3; Seebass, NIDNTT 3: 362-65; and Ridderbos, Paul, 260-61. 
This ethical meaning is attested elsewhere in the Pauline corpus (cf. 2 Cor. 6: 7,14; 9: 10; Phil. 1: 11; 
Eph. 4: 24; 5: 9; 1 Tim. 6: 11; 2 Tim. 2: 22; 3: 16; 4: 8). See ch. 5,282-83. 

207MOO, Romans, 386-87. 

208Ibid., 386 n182. For righteousness as a power, see Kdsemann, Romans, 177; and 
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2.4.7.3 Romans 6: 14. Following the imperatives of verses 11-13, Paul 

returns to the indicative in verse 14 to conclude this paragraph. He summarizes the 

indicatives of 6: 2-10 and at the same time supports the imperatives of 6: 11-13 in the 

initial explanatory -yap clause: dyqp7-la yetp ' 6ý209 ovKqpte-6act. The negative ob with VV 

the future indicativeKqptevuet serves as a categorical prohibition regarding the 

Christian's relationship to sin as a ruling power. 210 The introductory ydp and the 

emphasis of the chapter on the believer's status of freedom from the power of sin in 

this life indicate that the future tense should be understood as a logical future 

expressing assurance: "sin shall certainly not rule over yoU. "211 This applies to the 

future course of the believer's present life because a change of lordship has already 

taken place at conversion-initiation (6: 2-3). With the assurance that this change 

remains in effect, the believer can confidently wage war against sin. 

Paul expressed this assurance in the negative to emphasize that, for 

believers, the ruling power of sin has been broken and it will not be lord over them. 

This does not mean that Christians will never again yield to sin and fall under its 

Dunn, Romans, 338-39, who argues that &KaLoo-6pil does not so much denote concrete acts as a 
personified superhuman agency, namely, "the power of God to retain the individual (believer) under 
his sway" (339). 

209The pronoun byOv serves as a genitive direct object following KVPtr6aeL, a verb of ruling 
(BDF, §177; Robertson, Grammar, 510). 

21OBDF, §362; Foerster, TDNT, 3: 1097. The verb KVP1660) is also used with OdVaTos. 
(6: 9) and v6pos- (7: 1). The verb flaaLAcV'O) is used with OdYaTog (5: 14,17a), dpapTta (5: 21a; 6: 12), 
and Apts- (5: 21b). There seems to be no significant distinction in meaning between these two 
verbs-merely a lexical variation. Paul viewed all of these as ruling powers that determine the 
existence and destiny of all those under their control. 

211Murray, Romans, 1: 228; Moo, Romans, 387. Here, as in 6: 2, the future tense builds 
on an event that occurred so definitively in the past (death to sin) that its consequences can be 
viewed as always holding true from that point onward into the future. The future tense here has 
been taken in three other ways: 1) an imperatival sense, "sin is not to have sway over you" (e. g., 
Fitzmyer, Romans, 447), but this is unlikely since it would destroy the force of the first ydp and be a 
weak repetition of v. 12; 2) a conditional sense, ". .. granted that you dedicate yourselves to God; 
then sin will have no hold over you" (e. g., Dodd, Romans, 114), but there is no conditional particle 
here; and 3) an eschatological future sense, "sin will one day have no control over you" (e. g., Dunn, 
Romans, 1: 339, "a promise of what will certainly be for believers when they fully and finally share in 
Christ's resurrection"), but this is unlikely since it would destroy the force of the second ydp clause 
(v. 14b) and weaken the emphasis of 6: 2-10. 
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control periodically in their daily experience, otherwise Paul's exhortations are 

meaninglesS. 212 Through acts of sinning it is possible for believers to serve sin again 

in their conduct (6: 16). They may submit themselves to the dethroned master, but if 

they do, it is by choice and not by necessity (compulsion) as was once the case when 

they were under the lordship of sin. Now, however, believers, as subjects of God, 

stand free from sin's ruling power and are thus free to resist its attacks with the 

assurance that sin has no right to be lord over them (v. 14a). 

The second and concluding ydp clause gives the reason for the promise made 

in the initial ydp clause. Sin will not be lord over believers ever again because (causal 

ydp) they are now ov ... V7T6 P61-top Oki &7r6 XdpV. 213 The latter concept (IW6 xdpw) is 

expanded and explained in 6: 15-23 while the former (ob bTr6 v6pov) is expanded and 

explained in 7: 1-6. The reference to v6pos- in verse 14b is unexpected, but its inclusion 

here confirms that Paul is discussing the believer's present existence from the 

perspective of Romans 5: 12-21, where the Law was linked with sin and death as the 

dominant powers of the old age that rule over humanity (5: 13,20-21). At the same 

time, this reference is one of several statements about the negative role of the Law in 

redemptive history that culminates in chapter 7 (cf. 3: 19-20,21,27-28; 4: 13-15; 5: 13- 

14,20). In light of this, v6pos- refers, as in all these references, to the Law given by 

God to Israel through Moses at Sinai. 214 Even though it plays a largely negative role 

212Conzelmann's statement that 6: 14a means that "it is impossible to sin" is a 
misinterpretation of Paul's teaching here; see H. Conzelmann, An Outline of the Theology of the New 
Testament, trans. J. Bowden (London: SCM Press, 1969) 229. The imperatives of 6: 12-13 imply 
that the Christian still can sin; otherwise, if sinning were not an option, the imperatives would be 
irrelevant. On the other hand, these imperatives indicate that the Christian need not sin; 
otherwise, if sinning were the only option, the imperatives would be impossible to obey. 

213The omission of the article before v6yos- and XdPLSiS probably stylistic (BDF, §§ 252, 
258,2; Robertson, Grammar, 793) in connection with their function as objects of 6r6 (BDF, §255). 
The lack of the article does not generalize v6pog to mean any law Muss, R6merbrief, 2: 384; pace 
MHT, 3: 176-77), nor does it give the words qualitative force since both are viewed as ruling powers 
(cf. 5: 20-21). Paul frequently uses iw6 plus its object to denote the power / control under which one 
exists (see Rom. 3: 9; 7: 14; Gal. 3: 22,23,25; 4: 5; 5: 21). 

214Dunn, Romans, 1: 339; Moo, Romans, 388; pace Murray, Romans, 1: 228, and Barrett, 
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in redemptive history, it still remains God's holy, just and good Law (Rom. 7: 12,14). 

These texts provide the context for interpreting the cryptic, much-debated 

phrase ob ... lw6 v6pop. For our purposes, it is sufficient to treat this phrase along 

with its antithetical counterpart inT6 Xdpip and observe that Paul views "law" and 

"grace" here as contrasting ruling powers that exercise authority over people. 

Several lines of evidence support this view: 1) the use of biT6 with the connotation 

"under the rule / power of' (cf. 3: 9; 7: 14) and the prominence of slavery language in 

Romans 6; 2) the strong contrast (dAAd) between &7T6v6pot, and b'Tr6 Xdpip fits the 

"transfer of realm" language that is prominent in Romans 5-8; 3) the v7T6 phrases 

and the present tense verb ec-rl, introduced by ydp, explain why "sin will not rule over 

you" (v. 14a); 4) Paul's other uses of the phrase b7T6 v6pov all denote the objective 

situation of being "subject to the rule of the Mosaic Law" (cf. 1 Cor. 9: 20; Gal. 3: 23; 

4: 4,5,21; 5: 18); and 5) here as in other texts in Romans noted above, Paul speaks of 

the Law as God gave it in redemptive history, not as Israel or anyone else 

misunderstood or misused it. 215 

For Paul, then, b7r6 v6pop and 1w6 Xdpip are abbreviated ways of depicting the "old 

age" of bondage (cf. Gal. 3: 25) and the "new age" of freedom (cf. Gal. 4: 1-7) 

respectively in redemptive history. To be inT6 v6pov is to be subject to the sin- 

dominated regime of the old age; 216but to be tw6 XdpLv is to be subject to the Spirit- 

Romans, 129, who claim it refers here to "law" in general. The absence of the article with v6pog 
does not undermine this view. The presence or absence of the article is of little help in determining 
the meaning of v6yos- in Paul; see D. Moo, "'Law, ''Works of the Law, ' and Legalism in Paul, " WTJ 
45 (1983) 73-100; and S. Westerholm, "Torah, nomos, and law: A Question of 'Meaning, "' SR 15 
(1986) 327-36. 

215SO Moo, Romans, 388-89; see also S. Westerholm, Israel's Law and the Church's 
Faith: Paul and His Recent Interpreters (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1988) 205-09. In light of the 
evidence cited above, it is unlikely that in v. 14b Paul is referring to 1) the legalistic abuse of the 
Law by making it a means of salvation (e. g., Barrett, Romans, 128-29); 2) the condemnation or 
curse of the Law because of inevitable failure to obey it (e. g., Cranfield, Romans, 1: 320); or 3) the 
Jewish effort to turn the Law into their own "national guardian angel" (e. g., Dunn, Romans, 1: 339). 
For further discussion on Paul and the Law, see ch. 3,172-74. 

216de Boer, Defeat of Death, 167, summarizes Paul's polemical reappraisal of the Law: 
"To be 'under the Law' (6.14-15; cf. Gal. 3.23; 4.5,2 1; 5.18), therefore, is for Paul to be 'under sin' (3.9; 7.14; cf. Gal. 3.22), an equation that, as 6.14-15 demonstrates, is a presupposition of the 
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dominated regime of the new age in which there is freedom from the power and 

lordship of sin and the law. The Christian is ov... bw6 v6pov, meaning he / she has 

been released from the bondage of the old realm and transferred to the freedom of the 

new realm. Because the Mosaic Law has a sin-producing and sin-intensifying 

function in salvation history (3: 19-20; 4: 15; 5: 13-14,20; 7: 5,8) and is even called "the 

power of sin" U Cor. 15: 56), Paul can point to release from the Law (Rom. 6: 14b) as 

the reason (or, basis) for the Christian's freedom from sin's power (6: 14a). Although 

most of the Christians in Rome were Gentiles and had never actually lived "under the 

[Mosaic] Law, " Paul apparently used the situation of the Jews under the Mosaic Law 

"as representative of the situation and need of all people" in the old realm (cf. 7: 4- 

6). 217 

In a striking way, verse 14 is also part of the answer to the question posed in 

verse 1. Paul concludes the passage with the assurance that believers are "under 

grace, " where they are not only liberated from sin and its ally, the Law, but where 

they are also made alive to a new master, God. Because of their new status of 

freedom from sin and life from God (6: 11), they are obligated to wage war against sin 

and live in obedient service to God (6: 12-13,19,22). 

2.5 Concluding Observations on "Our Old Man! ' 

As noted above, the designation 6 TraAat6s- diOpamos- occurs rather abruptly in 

Romans 6: 6 for the first time in the Pauline corpus. Since it is not a pre-Pauline 

metaphor in early Christian tradition or other sources, it appears that Paul is the 

originator of the figure in his missionary preaching prior to Romans (cf. p. 105). In 

this passage he deals with the Christian's present status and its implications from 

the perspective of Romans 5: 12-21, where he sees humanity divided into two groups. 

whole argument found in the preceding section (6.1-7.5). 11 

217MOO, Romans, 388; see 4 Ezra 7: 37; 8: 60; and 2 Bar. 15.5; 48.40,46-47, which 
suggest that the Law was meant to apply universally. 
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Each group is conditioned and determined by its solidarity with two divinely- 

appointed, representative figures: Adam and Christ, the "first" and "last" dpOpw7TOS' 

(1 Cor. 15: 45). Those in solidarity with Adam belong to the old order of human 

wdstence that is in bondage to the ruling powers of law, sin, and death; while those in 

solidarity with Christ belong to the new order of eidstence with its freedom in 

righteousness and life. The "old man" is aligned with Adam and the old order of 

e. Nistence established by him. 

In 6: 1-10 Paul argues that Christians have died o*, Xpic-ro to sin as a 

master, which precludes remaining under its rule. Once (Trorel they "lived in sin, " for 

they were slaves of sin (6: 17), but now WO) they no longer (P77KHL) live under its 

authority and controlling power because they "died to sin" (6: 2,11). In verse 6, Paul 

amplified this and set forth its result: "our old man" was crucified with Christ in order 

that believers in their bodily existence might be released from sin's controlling power 

with the result that they are no longer enslaved to it. 

In keeping with the language of the passage in its context, the "old man" 

refers to the person who belongs to the corporate structure of the old order / realm 

that was established by Adam and is dominated by the power of sin and death. This 

corporate structure has: 1) a "founding father" in the inclusive representative figure, 

(fallen) Adam, the prototypical "old man" (5: 12-14); 2) a "solidarity group" comprised 

of those who belong to Adam, the old humanity (5: 15-19); 3) a way of life that those 

"in Adam" pursue (6: 19b, 21); and 4) a destiny to which they go-eternal death 

(6: 21b, 23). Given these corporate associations, the "old man" metaphor functions at 

a representative, corporate level as a reference to human existence in Adam. 

However, Paul did not lose sight of the individuals who make up the corporate 

solidarity of the old order / realm. Consequently, the "old man" also functions at a 

personal, individual level. 
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In verse 6, Paul uses the designation "our old man" in reference to individual 

persons who belong to the corporate structure of the old order / realm and who, 

through dying with Christ and rising to walk in newness of life, are released from it 

and transferred to the corporate structure of the new order / realm "in Christ. " 

Several factors in the passage support this "individual" view: 1) the connection of 

conversion-initiation (baptism) with Paul's a1v Xpto-r(3 language points to the life 

history of the individual believer (vv. 3-8); 2) much of the language throughout the 

passage relates to individual actions done or received (vv. 1-8); 3) "our old man" and 

"the body of sin" are two designations that relate to the same person (v. 6); 4) 

believers are enslaved to sin "no longer" (pi7Ký-n) as a result of the crucifixion of "our 

old man" (v. 6); 5) the transfer from the corporate structure of the old order to that of 

the new order in Christ requires personally receiving His grace and the gift of 

righteousness by faith (5: 1-2; 17); and 6) the argument of the passage involves the 

intersection of redemptive history and realized eschatology with individual Christian 

experience. 

Prominent in Paul's discussion is the movement from indicative statements 

about Christ and believers' participation with and incorporation into Him (6: 1-10) to 

imperative appeals to believers who walk in newness of life (6: 4b, 12-13). The 

reference to "our old man" occurs in the indicative section. In making the transition 

from indicative affirmation to imperative exhortation, Paul makes the point that 

those who died "with Christ" are those who are now "dead to sin" and "alive to God in 

Christ Jesus" (6: 11). The great difference between "once" (7roTc) and "now" (PDV) in 

the believer's life lies in the change of masters-from sin to God-and the transfer 

from the old realm of existence, where one is under the power of sin and death to the 

new realm, where one is under the power of righteousness and life. This definitive 

break with sin as a ruling power took place in redemptive history in Christ's death 

and resurrection and is applied personally / individually at conversion-initiation. 
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The "old man" is associated with slavery to sin and refers to one's existence 

in its realm. But the crucifixion of "our old man" with Christ (6: 6) on the individual 

level at conversion signals a person's release from sin's power, and thus this action is 

functionally equivalent to "we died to sin" (6: 2). Believers no longer belong to sin's 

realm; consequently, their "old man" was brought to an end. At the same time, there 

is a basic difference between the believer's death to sin and the crucifixion of "our old 

man. " The Christian's death to sin does not put an end to sin, rather it severs his / 

her relationship to sin as a ruling power / authority. Sin continues its existence as a 

ruling power of the old realm, and the rest of humankind remains under its authority. 

It also remains a threat to the Christian, and thus there is a need for the 

imperative-putting sin to death as an ongoing duty (Rom. 8: 13; Col. 3: 5). 

By contrast, "our old man was crucified with Christ, " indicates that the "old 

man" has come to an end for Christians and such a designation is no longer applicable 

to them. Their solidarity with Adam has ended; they now belong to a new solidarity 

with Christ. Paul does not say, "we were crucified to the old man" (cf. Gal. 6: 14, "1 

have been crucified to the world"), or, "we died to the old man; " otherwise, we could 

speak of crucifudon / death as simply the severance of our connection to the old man. 

Furthermore, unlike his treatment of "sin, '. 'Paul does not personify the "old man" as 

an acting agent separate from one's "self. " Nor does the "old man" have an 

ontological point of contact with the human person like other anthropological terms 

(e. g., body, flesh, heart, mind, soul, spirit). In this regard, the "old man" is unique. The 

distinguishing modifier TraAat6-, - refers to factors outside of dpOpo)Tros- itself, factors that 

are redemptive-historical and eschatological rather than anthropological. 

There is also no indication in this passage that the "old man" refers to fallen 

human nature. The metaphor operates in relational (status) rather than ontological 
(constitutional) or ethical categories. Throughout the indicative section (6: 1-11) 

surrounding the reference to the "old man" in verse 6, Paul's language concerns 
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Christian existence, relationship, and status with respect to sin and God-not human 

nature or moral conduct. Believers are not exhorted to crucify the "old man" or to free 

themselves from the "old man. " With various imperatives, Paul exhorts believers to 

battle against sin, not the "old man, " and he describes the location of the battle as 

their "mortal body"(6: 12), not their "body of sin" (6: 6). 

In this text, then, the "old man" is a metaphor for the person who belongs to 

the corporate structure of the old order of human existence established by Adam, 

through whom sin as a ruling power entered into the world of humanity. When this 

person is set free from sin as a master and made alive to God through dying with 

Christ and rising to walk in newness of life, he / she enters into and belongs to the 

corporate structure of the new order of e2dstence-the new creation-established by 

Jesus Christ. This person is no longer designated an "old man" in Adam but a "new 

man" in Christ. 

Later we must consider whether this view of the "old man" will hold up in the 

ethical passages of Colossians 3: 9-10 and Ephesians 4: 22-24 where the "old man" is 

coupled with the concept of the "new man" and is the object of the verb "put off. " But 

first, we must investigate a reference to the "new man" only in Ephesians 2. 



CHAPTER 3 

EPHESLANS 2: 15 

ONE NEW ALAN CREATED 

The words "in order that in himself he [Christ Jesus] might create the two 

into one new man" occur in Ephesians 2: 15. This text is a primary reference to the 

"new man" in the corpus Paulinum and the only one to mention the "new man" 

without its counterpart, the "old man. " In light of this, an exegetical study of this text 

is important to our investigation. We shall speak of the author as the Apostle Paul. 

Despite some difficulties, we hold the view that he wrote Ephesians as a general, 

circular or "open" letter to several churches of western Asia Minor, including 

Ephesus. 1 This chapter contains a brief discussion of the historical setting of 

Ephesians (3.1), the literary context of Ephesians 2 (3.2), the structural form of 

Ephesians 2: 11-22 (3.3), and the conceptual background and structural form of 

Ephesians 2: 14-18 (3.4). This sets the stage for an exegesis of Ephesians 2: 14-18 

(3.5) and concluding observations on the "one new man" (3.6). 

3.1 Historical Setting of Ephesians 

The general, circular nature of Ephesians makes it difficult to determine 

with any certainty its occasion or purpose from the circumstances of the readers. 

Having accepted Pauline authorship as noted above, we are left to ascertain these 

things from the circumstances of Paul and the content of the letter. We assume that 

what he wrote is what his Christian readers needed to hear and know. Many refined 

literary, historical, and / or liturgical statements of occasion, genre and purpose have 

been proposed for Ephesians-some more helpful and illuminating than others. 2 

1See the discussion and support for this view in ch. 1,11-22. 

2For a survey of various proposals and their advocates, see M. Barth, Ephesians, AB 34, 
34A (Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1974) 1: 56-69, and A. T. Lincoln, Ephesians, WBC 42 (Dallas: 
Word Books, 1990) xxxv-xlviii, lxxiii-lxxxvii; and, more recently, E. Best, Ephesians, ICC (Edinburgh: 

145 
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Since the document exhibits epistolary traits, it seems best to treat it as a 

general pastoral letter. It could be argued that because of the report he received from 

Epaphras regarding conditions in the Lycus Valley (cf. Eph. 6: 21-22 with Col. 1: 6-9; 

2: 5-8; 4: 7-8,12), Paul envisioned the need for a more general letter than Colossians to 

be sent to various other churches of western Asia Minor, especially if these had been 

spawned from his ministry in Ephesus (cf. Acts 19: 1-10). It would be in accord with 

the circular letter hypothesis that there are no references to specific problems or 

false teaching. Without the tension of a specific threat or crisis weighing on his mind, 

Paul had time to reflect on God's purposes in Christ involving the Church. As the 

apostle to the Gentiles, he had been given insight into the mystery of God's plan and 

had been commissioned to make it known to all people (Eph. 3: 3-11, cf. 1: 9-10). With 

elements of the Colossian letter still fresh on his mind, Paul used similar language and 

concepts to instruct his Gentile readers concerning their new status as Christians 

united with all other Christians, Jews and Gentiles alike, in the Church, to put before 

them the ethical implications of all this for living in the world, and to urge them to 

stand firm against the strategies of "the devil. " This important statement of 

Christian truth was no doubt needed in more than one first-century location in Asia 

Minor. 

3.2 Literary Context of Ephesians 2 

Most interpreters have observed that Ephesians has two main parts: 

exposition in 1: 3-3: 21 and exhortation in 4: 1-6: 22, framed by the address (1: 1-2) and 

the closing blessing (6: 23-24). In part one (chs. 1-3), Paul gives praise to God for all 

the spiritual blessings believers have received in Christ (1: 3-14). Cast in hymnic 

form, this opening "berakah" provides a sweeping insight into the eternal plan of God 

for humankind, with the focus of attention centered on Christ who is the agent 

T. & T. Clark, 1998) 63-75. See ch. 1,20 n57, for Best's plausible proposal. 
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through whom God's plan is to be realized. Ultimately, His plan is to bring all 

creation, everything in heaven and on earth, under the headship of Jesus Christ 

(1: 10). In 1: 15-23 Paul prays that his readers would comprehend the significance of 

God's plan, especially as it related to the surpassing greatness of His power in raising 
Christ from the dead and exalting Him as head over all things, even the Church, 

which is His body. Paul's readers had direct, personal experience of God's power, for 

by it they had been rescued from the spiritual deadness of their sinful past to be, by 

God's grace, His workmanship created in Christ Jesus for good works (2: 1-10). Jew 

and Gentile alike have been given a share in the new life of Christ and in His 

supremacy over evil forces. 

Throughout 2: 1-10 Paul views human beings from the standpoint of what 

God has done for them in Christ. In verses 1-3, using TWTý, he describes the pre- 

Christian existence of his Gentile ("you, " blids-, 2: 1) readers and all humanity ("we all, " 

ýMds- 7rdvm- in 2: 3 includes Jews). The "old humanity" living in the "old age / realm" 

was dominated by the forces of "this world age, " the devil, and the "flesh. " Their 

existence was characterized as bondage, condemnation, and death (cf. Col. 2: 13). Left 

in this fallen condition, they deserved and were liable to God's righteous judgment. 

In verses 4-7 following the contrastive conjunction M (implying PDv in 

contrast to vo-rl in vv. 2-3), Paul sets forth his Jewish and Gentile readers' present 

Christian existence. He focuses on God's gracious, decisive action in Christ that 

rescued them from their plight. This rescue involved making them alive with Christ 

(cvvc&o7Tot77o-cP 70 Xpto-ro, v. 5), raising them and seating them (avv4yctpe-v Kal 

ovP, EKdOto-cv, v. 6) with Him in the heavenly realms. What God's power accomplished 

for Christ in those events (cf. 1: 19-21) it accomplished for Him as the representative 

of a new humanity that is vitally related to Him. Believers have been transferred to 

a "new realm" inaugurated by Christ's resurrection in which they enjoy new life and 

liberation from the powers that previously enslaved them. All this demonstrates the 
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surpassing richness of God's grace (v. 7). 

In verses 8-10 Paul summarizes the gracious nature of salvation. By God's 

grace his readers have personally been delivered from their previous state (vv. 1-3) 

through faith. Salvation comes from God as a gift that excludes human merit, effort 

and boasting. Believers are said to be the product of God's work, that is, His new 

creation, created (KTLo-O! vrcs-) in Christ Jesus unto a life of goodness expressed in 

specific deeds, which was God's original design for humanity. This new way of living 

(ev a&TbL-g ITCPL 7TaT4o-o)1-icv, v. 10) completes the contrast with the old way of living in 

trespasses and sins Vv aTg Tro-re iTrptc7TaT4uaT6-, v. 2). By grace through faith, Paul's 

Christian readers enjoy a privileged relationship with God-they have been raised 

from spiritual death to new life in Christ. 

The contrast between their pre-Christian past and their Christian present is 

also important to Paul's discussion in 2: 11-22. It enables him to remind Gentiles of 

another change in their situation as it relates to the Jew-Gentile relationship and 

membership in the newly created community of Christians. The designation "one 

new man" in 2: 15 is of particular importance because it clarifies this relationship. We 

turn to this text in the context of 2: 11-22. 

3.3 Structural Form of Ephesians 2: 11-22 

The contrast schemavoTý ... PVP provides an important structural feature 

in the thought of this pericope. 3 Whereas in 2: 1-10 the POP element was implicit, here 

both temporal elements are explicit. The pre-Christian past (i. e., the period prior to 

the coming of Christ) is signaled by iroTCin verses 11 and 13 and by its equivalent 

3P. Tachau, "Einst" und "Jetzt" im Neuen Testament. Beobachtungen zu einem 
urchristlichen Predigtschema in der neutestamentlichen Briefliteratur und zu seiner Vorgeschichte, 
FRLANT 105 (G6ttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1972) 79-85,133-43, concludes that this 
schema depicts a contrast between the pre-Christian past and the Christian present and is usually 
but not always expressed by TroTI and v9p. He suggests that it was often used in early Christian 
preaching associated with conversion-initiation (133). He sees this contrast in the following Pauline 
passages: Rom. 5: 8-11; 6: 15-23; 7: 5-6; 11: 30-32; 1 Cor. 6: 9-11; Gal. 1: 23; 4: 3-7,8-10; Eph. 2: 1-22; 
5: 8; Col. 1: 21-22; 2: 13; 3: 7-8; PhIm. 11; 1 Tim. 1: 13-14; Titus 3: 3-7 (79-85,94). 
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Katpig, ! Ke-1Pq) in verse 12. It stands in contrast to the Christian present (i. e., the 

present inter-advent period) signaled by vvvl 81 in verse 13 and by its negative 

counterpart ouke'n in verse 19, a key summarizing verse beginning with apa ovv. This 

contrast reminds Paul's Gentile readers of their past religious deprivation as Gentiles 

compared with Jews in order to emphasize Christ's reconciling work on their behalf to 

change this situation and to grant them the privileges they now enjoy. 

As noted by Andrew Lincoln, "some aspects of the contrast are completed in 

verses 11-13, but verses 14-18 intervene before other aspects of the pre-Christian 

past mentioned in verse 12 are shown to have been reversed in verse 19.1'4 The 

contrasts could be arranged as follows: 

Pre-Christian Past 

1. Xo)pls- Xpta7oD (v. 12) 

2. aTTAAo7ptO)1l! VOL Týg 
TrokTclas- ToV Topa4A (v. 12) 

3. ebvt T6v &077K6v 
7ýs- CiraMA[as- (v. 12) 

4. &Tt8a luý ! Xýovrcs- (v. 12) 

5. dOcot EV 70 K&pýj (v. 12) 

6. oF 7To-re &7cs- liaKpdv (v. 13) 

Christian Present 

y tv Xpto-r4j 777uoD (v. 13) 

o, vpTroA-tTaL TIOV 

ay1cov (v. 19) 
v, owe'ri eoTý eivol 

Kal 7TdpoiKot (v. 19) 

OIKETOL 700 0600 (V. 19) 

pvpl ae ... eycP46ýrc c'yyL*r 13) 

These contrasts emphasize the separation and alienation that existed between Jews 

and Gentiles. 5 The last contrast indicates that spatial categories QuaKpdk, and Cyyzl5-) 

can be interwoven with temporal ones (vor! and VDV). 6 

4Lincoln, Ephesians, 125; also Best, Ephesians, 236; and R. Schnackenburg, Ephesians. 
A Commentary, trans. H. Heron, EKKNT 10 (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1991) 105; pace Barth, 
Ephesians, 1: 275, who puts v. 13 with vv. 14-18 rather than vv. 11-12. 

5See W. D. Davies, Paul and Rabbinic Judaism: Some Rabbinic Elements in Pauline 
Theology, 4th ed. (Philadelphia: Fortress Press) 113-15, for a discussion of the significance of the 
terms elvot (vv. 12b, 19a; Heb. VIM) and 7TdpotKot (v. 19; Heb. MI-1)) to Jews. 

6It should be noted that the temporal antithesis has not been collapsed into a spatial 
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These contrasts relate directly to the readers Paul addressed. The second 

person plural ("you") in verses 11-13 and 19 stands in contrast to the third person 

singular ("he, " Christ) and the first person plural ("we") that begins and concludes the 

material in verses 14-18. He identifies his readers as Gentiles in verse 11 and as 

Christians in verse 13. In verse 17, Tots- 1-taKpdv ("to those far"-Gentiles) are referred 

to as bpEv ("to you"), but Tdg c" * ("to those near"--Jews) are not referred to as ý/_dv 

("to us"). Rather, "we both" in verse 18 refers to Jewish and Gentile Christians. 

Thus, in this context, "you" refers to Paul's Gentile addressees, and "we" refers to all 

Christians, Gentiles and Jews, including the author. 7 The contrasts are between his 

Gentile readers'pre-Christian past in relation to Israel's privileges and their own 

Christian present. On one hand, they once were "far"-alienated both from Israel and 

from Israel's God. Now, on the other hand, through the death of Christ and in Him 

they are "near"-at peace both with God and with Jewish Christians in the Church. 

The purpose of the contrast schema and of this paragraph as a whole is to 

remind (Ai6 yo7pove6e-re-, v. 11) these Gentile readers of their former deprived religious 

status and their present privileged position as members of the Christian community. 

They now participate in God's salvation through Christ's death on an equal basis with 

Christian Jews (cf. 3: 6). 8No longer do they have an inferior status when compared 

with Israel in the present outworking of God's plan. It is important to recognize that 

one; pace Tachau, "Einst" und Vetzt, " 143. C. E. Arnold, Ephesians: Power and Magic (Grand 
Rapids: Baker, 1992) 150-51, recognizes the spatial emphasis in Ephesians but demonstrates that 
it does not displace the author's use of the Jewish two-age concept: present (2: 2) and future (2: 7). 

7Best, Ephesians, 236,251,270; also D. B. Wallace, Greek Grammar Beyond the Basics: 
An Exegetical Syntax of the New Testament (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1996) 397-98. 

8E. Percy, Die Probleme der Kolosser- und Epheserbriefe, ARSHLL 39 (Lund: Gleerup, 
1946) 278-86; also Lincoln, Ephesians, 132. This passage is not meant to be an argument for 
ecclesiastical unity, pace C. L. Mitton, The Epistle to the Ephesians: Its Authorship, Origin and 
purpose (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1951) 101; nor an argument against the arrogance of Gentile 
Christians and their feelings of superiority toward Jewish Christians, pace E. Ildsemann, 
"Ephesians and Acts, " in Studies in Luke-Acts, ed. L. E. Keck and J. L. Martyn (London: SPCK, 
1968) 291; also R. P. Martin, Reconciliation: A Study of Paul's Theology, rev. ed. (Grand Rapids: 
Zondervan, 1989) 160-67. 
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it is the soteriological status of Gentiles (and Jews) that has changed, not their ethnic 

status. 9 Gentiles are not incorporated into historical Israel but into Christ along with 

Jewish Christians (cf. v. 15). 

In light of these observations, the overall structure of thought in 2: 11-22 can 

be divided into three sections. First, in verses 11-13 Paul uses the contrast between 

their pre-Christian past as it relates to Israel OToTe) and their Christian present (Pvvl 

81) to remind his Gentile readers that through Christ's death they have come "near. " 

Verse 13 describes their present situation in spatial language (paKpdv / EYY49) as well 

as temporal language (pup[ hTo7c)- What all this means calls for an explanation. So, 

second, in verses 14-18 Paul explains how this coming "near" is made possible 

through Christ who embodies peace and reconciles Jews and Gentiles in "one new 

man, " providing access to the Father for both alike. Third, verse 19 begins with dpa 

ow introducing the logical conclusion that follows naturally from verse 13. In verses 

19-22 Paul summarizes the Gentile readersnew privileged position in the new 

community, the Church, variously described as God's household, a building in which 

Christ is the cornerstone, a holy temple in the Lord, and God's dwelling place. 10 

Our main interest lies in verses 14-18 because they contain the reference to 

the "one new man. " These verses have been the focal point of considerable debate 

regarding their conceptual background and tradition history. We turn to a brief 

consideration of these matters. 

9Schnackenburg, Ephesians, 109, states: "the author is concerned with the Church made 
up of former Jews and Gentiles in which earlier distinctions such as circumcision (cf. v. 11) and the 
Law (cf, v. 15) have lost their meaning, and he is concerned about their proper relationship, the unity 
of Jewish- and Gentile-Christians in the Church ... not with the relationship to Judaism outside the 
Church" (italics his). The word "former" could be misleading in an otherwise lucid comment. 

10I. H. Thomson, Chiasmus in the Pauline Letters, JSNTSup 111 (Sheffield: Sheffield 
Academic Press, 1995) 84-115, argues that the structure of 2: 11-22 is best portrayed as a chiasmus 
supplemented by material beyond the chiastic pattern. Verse 15, which mentions the "one new 
man, " is at the center of the pattern indicating that it, along with vv. 14-18, contains "the central 
point of the passage. . ." (86). See Lincoln, Ephesians, 126, for a critique of chiastic patterns. 
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3.4 Background and Form of Ephesians 2: 14-18 

Since verses 14-18 contain several unusual elements (e. g., hapax legomena, 

concepts unique to Ephesians), a number of interpreters have argued that they have 

a Gnostic background, but others see Jewish antecedents. At the same time, the fact 

that these verses form a distinct unit within 2: 11-22 leads many to contend that they 

are based on existing tradition, allegedly a preformed hyrnn, but others deny this. 11 

What warrant is there for these claims and what contribution, if any, do they make to 

our understanding of this passage? 

3.4.1 Conceptual Background of 2: 14-18 

3.4.1.1 Gnostic Background. In 1930, Heinrich Schlier published a 

detailed study of the relationship of Gnostic texts to Ephesians in which he 

consistently and systematically interpreted the thought of Ephesians against the 

backdrop of a Gnostic cosmological myth. 12 Subsequently, other scholars accepted 

Schlier's view and expanded or modified it by expressing their own ideas of its 

significance. 13 However, under the pressure of criticism, some of these, including 

Schlier himself, modified their views to allow for a broader range of traditional 

11For a summary and assessment of these debates, see C. Colpe, "Zur Leib-Christi- 
Vorstellung im Epheserbrief, " in Judentum, Urchristentum, Kirche, ed. W. Eltester, BZNW 26 (Berlin: 
Upelmann, 1964) 172-87; W. Rader, The Church and Racial Hostility: A History of Interpretation of 
Ephesians 2: 11-22, BGBE 20 (TUbingen: J. C. B. Mohr [Paul Siebeck], 1978) 177-96; and M. S. 
Moore, Tphesians 2: 14-16: A History of Recent Interpretation, " EvQ 54 (1982) 163-68. 

12H. Schher, Christus und die Kirche im Epheserbrief, BHT 6 (TUbingen: J. C. B. Mohr, 
1930, reprint 1966) esp. 18-37, where he discusses several Gnostic sources behind &Oponws- that he 

applies to Eph. 2: 15. He also wrote Der Brief an die Epheser. Ein Kommentar (Diisseldorf. Patmos- 
Verlag, 1957,19717) as well as other articles on Ephesians. He assumes that the creation of the 
"one new man" comes from an already developed Gnostic myth and that the "new man" is to be 
identified with the Urmensch-Redeemer (Epheser, 133-36), all of which the author (Paul) adapted. 

NE. g., E. Käsemann, Leib und Leib Christ!, BHT 9 (Tübingen: J. C. B. Mohr, 1933), 156- 
58; id., "Das Interpretationsproblem des Epheserbriefes, " in Exegetische Versuche und Besinnungen, 
3rd ed., 2 vols. (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1970) 2: 253-61; G. Schille, Frühchristliche 
Hymnen, 2nd ed. (Berlin: Evangelische Verlagsanstalt, 1965) 24-31; K Wengst, Christologische 
Formeln und Lieder des Urchristentums (Gütersloh: Gerd Mohn, 1972) 181-86; and K M. Fischer, 
Tendenz und Absicht des Epherserbriefs (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1973) 131-37. In 
particular, Fischer attempts to place the Urmensch-Redeemer view of Schlier and Ilasemann on 
firmer footing in light of the Nag Hammadi texts (Tendenz, 132). 
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materials from various sources. 14 

Schlier argued that the close proximity of several images in Ephesians 2: 11- 

22-such as the dividing wall, the one body, the one new man, the building-could only 

be explained on the basis of an underlying Gnostic myth that combined these images. 

According to him, such a myth was that of the cosmic Urmensch-Redeemer. 15 He 

claimed that the author of Ephesians, in line with Pauline tradition that focused on 

the cross, reinterpreted and adapted this myth to proclaim the abolition of the enmity 

that divided Jews from Gentiles and humanity from God because this imagery was 

part of the conceptual world of his audience. 

In recent years, however, the Gnostic Redeemer myth as a possible 

background for this and other New Testament passages has been thoroughly 

examined and discredited. Numerous scholars have concluded that it is post- 

Christian and cannot legitimately be treated as background material for the New 

Testament. 16 In studies based on the Dead Sea Scrolls, other scholars have found 

similarities in language, style, and thought patterns between Ephesians and the 

Qumran literature that, for them, is strong evidence against Schlier's Gnostic 

14For example: Schlier, Epheser, 122-23; Kdsemann, "Ephesians and Acts, " 288. Under 
the pressure of criticism, Schlier modified his position in his commentary to allow for some Jewish 
sources and the Jewish character of the Gnostic ideas he saw behind Ephesians (a Jewish 
Gnosticism). However, his attempt to integrate Jewish and Gnostic backgrounds has been criticized 
by J. T. Sanders, The New Testament Christological Hymns (Cambridge: The University Press, 1971) 
90. 

15Schlier formulated his theory based on the work of R. Reitzenstein who described the 
Gnostic Redeemer myth in Das iranische Erl6sungsmysterium (Bonn: Markus, 1921). This 
reconstruction has been seriously questioned in the work of C. Colpe, Die Religionsgeschichtliche 
Schule, FRLANT 60 (G6ttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1961) 199-208. See also Sanders, 
Christological Hymns, 88-89. 

16For example: C. Colpe, Die Religionsgeschichtliche Schule, FRLANT 60 (G6ttingen: 
Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1961) 199-208; Sanders, Christological Hymns, 88-90; M. Wolter, 
Rechtfertigung und zukiinftiges Heil (Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, 1978) 62-73, who criticizes Fischer's 
refurbished Gnostic Redeemer myth (Tendenz, 131-37). Recent data from the Nag Hammadi Library 
has given no positive evidence of a pre-Christian Gnostic redemption myth. 
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thesis. 17 Furthermore, Gnostic cosmology is not congruent with Paul's view of 

heaven and earth in Ephesians (cf 1: 20-21; 4: 9-10; 6: 12). 

3.4.1.2 An Old Testament / Jewish Background. Strong opposition to a 
d-1 - GrLostic background comes from scholars who argue for a Old Testament / Jewish 

background to this passage. 18 Proponents of this view often point to the Isaiah texts 

echoed in this passage (Isa. 52: 7; 57: 19), Jewish discussions of Adam, and the Old 

Testament concept of "corporate solidarity" as a more probable background than the 

Gnostic Urmensch-Redeemer. 19 Ernst Percy, a strong advocate of this concept in 

the interpretation of Ephesians 2: 14-18, states that the idea of representation, that 

one person acts in the place of and for the sake of others, is the crucial feature 

missing in the Gnostic myth and other pagan religions or philosophical "parallels. 1120 

Franz Mussner believes that the parallel between the Jewish concept of new 

creation and the reference to the "new man" of Ephesians 2: 15 is one of the most 

impressive evidences for a Jewish background. 21 He uses material gathered by Erik 

Sjbberg in which Jewish texts speak of the Gentile proselyte as "formed anew" and of 

Israel herself as "created into a new being. "22 Just as individual Gentiles were 

17F. Mussner, "Contributions Made by Qumran to the Understanding of the Epistle to 
the Ephesians, " in Paul and Qumran. Studies in NT Exegesis, ed. J. Murphy-O'Connor (Chicago: 
priory Press, 1968) 159-78; and K G. Kuhn, "The Epistle to the Ephesians in the Light of the 
Qumran Texts, " in Paul and Qumran, 115-31. 

18E. Percy, Der Leib Christi (S6ma Christou) in den paulinischen Homolegoumena und 
Antilegomena (Lund: Gleerup, 1942); S. Hanson, The Unity of the Church in the New Testament 
Colossians and Ephesians (Uppsala: Almquist & Wiksells, 1946); F. Mussner, Christus, das All und 
die Kirche, 2nd ed. TTS 5 (Trier: Paulinus-Verlag, 1968); J. J. Meuzelaar, Der Leib des Messias 
(Assen: Van Gorcum, 1961) 59-101; J. T. Sanders, "Hymnic Elements in Ephesians 1-3, " ZNW 56 
(1965) 214-32; id., Christological Hymns, 14-15,88-92; and Barth, Ephesians, 1: 261-62. 

190n the concept of "corporate solidarity" see ch. 1,40-42; on rabbinic thought about 
humanity in Adam, see W. D. Davies, Paul and Rabbinic Judaism, 36-57. 

20Percy, Der Leib Christi, 41-43. 

21Mussner, Christus, 88-96. 

22E. Sjöberg, 'Viedergeburt und Neusehöpfung im palästinensischen Judentum, " StTh 4 
(1950) 44-85. See, eh. 1,51-52. 
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brought "near, " incorporated into Israel, and given access to the worship of Yahweh, 

so also by extended application, the Gentiles in Ephesians 2: 13 are said to have been 

brought near by the blood (death) of Christ and made real fellow-citizens, members of 

the household of God with the Jews (2: 19-20; cf. 3: 2-6). 

3.4.1.3 A Diversified Background. Several scholars have suggested a 

mediating position between a Gnostic and an Old Testament / Jewish background for 

Ephesians 2: 14-18.23 They are convinced that its background cannot be limited to 

one or the other since Judaism of the first century had become influenced by 

Hellenistic and Gnostic ideas and Adam had come to be viewed as a cosmic figure 

filling the universe. This suggests a milieu where Christianity was more readily 

exposed to the influence of Hellenistic Jewish speculation. 

Joachim Gnilka acknowledges with appreciation the interpretation of 

Schlier, the hymnic investigations of Schille, and the Jewish parallels offered by 

Percy, Mussner and others. As a result, he believes that the author of 2: 14-18 

critically interprets and adapts a cosmologically oriented Christian hymn about 

"peace and the redeemer" by aligning it with Christ's redemptive work on the cross 

and then relating it to the relationship between Jews and Gentiles. 24 Peter 

Stuhlmacher claims, however, that Gnilka's analysis is not satisfactory because he 

still maintains a "Gnostic" understanding of the text and gives little attention to the 

christological interpretation of the Isaiah texts reflected in this passage. 25 

23E. Schweizer, "Die Kirche als Leib Christi in den paulinischen Antilegomena, " in 
Neotestamentica (ZUrich: Zwingli-Verlag, 1963) 293-316; D. C. Smith, "The Two Made One: Some 
Observations on Eph. 2: 14-18, " OJRS 1 (1973) 34-54; C. Burger, Schdpfung und Versdhung: Studien 
zum liturgiSchen Gut im Kolosser-und Epheserbrief, WMANT 46 (Neukirchen-Vluyn: Neukirchener 
Verlag, 1975) 117-57; and J. Gnilka, Der Epheserbrief, 2nd ed. HTKNT 10.2 (Freiburg: Herder, 
1977) 147-52. 

24Gnilka, Epheserbrief, 147-52. 

25p. Stuhlmacher, "'He is our Peace'(Eph. 2: 14). On the Exegesis and Significance of Eph. 
2: 14-18, " in Reconciliation, Law, and Righteousness: Essays in Biblical Theology, trans. E. R. Kalin 
(Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1986) 182-200, esp. 184-87. 
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After examining the Gnostic material cited by Schlier as well as relevant 

traditions in Greek philosophy, Hellenistic Judaism and rabbinic literature, Derwood 

Smith concluded that the background of Ephesians 2: 14-18 was not a unified Gnostic 

myth but was actually composed of a variety of Jewish and Greek concepts that 

reinterpret each other when they are combined to express the author's message. He 

argues that the background of this passage can be found simultaneously in Jewish 

traditions about proselytes, in Greek philosophical traditions about overcoming 

divisions, and in Jewish cosmological traditions. 26 He paid particular attention to the 

classical problem of the "one" and the "many" in Greek philosophy that often involved 

the idea of bringing unity out of duality. He argues that this idea was taken up by 

Hellenistic Judaism and early Christianity, and from it one finds the background for 

the idea of "the two being made one" in Ephesians 2, especially the statement in 

verse 14 that Christ made 76 dyOoTcpa C"V. 27 For the author of Ephesians the duality 

is occasioned by the Mosaic Law that separates Jews from Gentiles, and ultimately 

both from God. Through Christ and the cross the "two" become "one new man. " 

Interestingly, the idea of overcoming duality and establishing unity is not 

missing from Jewish thought. It is reflected in various prophecies concerning the 

reuniting of the North and South kingdoms of Israel that were separated following the 

death of King Solomon in Jewish history (cf. Jer. 3: 18; Ezek. 37: 15-28; Hos. 1: 11). In 

Ezekiel 37, the uniting of two sticks of wood, symbolizing Judah and Ephraim, 

pictured God restoring and reuniting the people in the land as a single nation (cf. Hos. 

1: 11). 28 But this passage is a remote parallel, if one at all. In Ephesians 2: 14-15, the 

term "one new man" is used instead of terms such as eOvos-, Aaos,, or ga(YLAcia that are 

26Smith, "The Two Made One, " 46-47. He argues that "there is not simply one unified 
thought system lying behind Ephesians but rather that the author has brought together traditional 
materials of various origins in order to express his theological concerns" (34). 

271bid., 36-37. 

28Martin, Reconciliation, 190, discusses the possible link between Ezek. 37 and Eph. 2. 
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used in LXX Ezekiel 37. Furthermore, the Ephesian text is concerned with unity 
between Jews and Gentiles, not Jews with Jews. 

In our view, the most relevant and helpful background for Paul's 

terminology and imagery in this passage comes from the Old Testament and Jewish 

antecedents as mentioned above. 29 Along with the discussion of the conceptual 
background, however, scholars have also given attention to the form analysis of these 

verses to which we now turn. 

3.4.2 Structural Form of 2: 14-18 

The literary structure of Ephesians 2: 14-18 is also a subject under debate. 

Is the passage a preformed hymn written in celebration of cosmic peace, which the 

author of Ephesians used, either completely or with suitable modifications, in this 

context? If so, what is the extent of this traditional material-verses 14-18 or verses 

14-16 only? Or, is there no redaction of traditional, liturgical material at all, and has 

the author simply formulated an explanation that stands in direct continuity with 
Pauline teaching (e. g., Rom. 3: 30-31; 12: 5; 1 Cor. 12: 13; 2 Cor. 5: 17; Gal. 3: 26-28; 

6: 15)? 

3.4.2.1 A Quoted Hynm. Following the lead of Ernst Ydsemann, 30 who 

claimed there was quoted liturgical material behind 2: 14-18, Gottfried Schille made a 

pioneering form critical analysis of this passage. 31 He drew attention to several 

unusual literary features in the passage that indicated to him it was a quoted 

confessional hymn drawn from early Christian literature. He accepted Schlier's 

thesis about the presence of language from a Gnostic Urmensch-Redeemer myth, but 

29See pp. 154-55 above and the discussion on conceptual background in ch. 1,46-52. 

30Kdsemann, Leib und Leib Christi, 1933; and later, "Epheserbrief, " in RGG, ed. K. Galling et al., 3rd ed., 7 vols. Mibingen: J. C. B. Mohr, 1957-65) 2: 517-20, esp. 519. 

177-86.31Schille, 
Frühchristliche Hymnen, 24-31,47-52; also Wengst, Christologische Formeln, 
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he claimed that the early church used it first in composing a hyrnn about Christ 

reconciling people to God, and then the author of Ephesians adapted it to proclaim 

reconciliation between Jews and Gentiles as well. 

Since Schille's work, other scholars have attempted to understand 

Ephesians, or portions of it, by connecting it with the liturgy of the early church. On 

the basis of similarities to Jewish liturgy, especially that of Qumran, J. C. Kirby 

developed the thesis that Ephesians is actually the substance of a Pentecost worship 

service used by the church in Ephesus with some epistolary additions to put it into 

the form of a letter. 32 Within this liturgical framework, he sees Ephesians 2: 11-22 as 

an independent, distinct unit, having the form of an elaborate chiasm with verse 15 at 

the center. Thus he rejects Schille's thesis that only verses 14-18 are an 

independently composed piece. 

Markus Barth agrees with the view that Ephesians 2: 14-18 is a hymn. He 

claims that the hymnic traits in these five verses are more obvious and complete 

than in most other hymnic passages of Ephesians and he goes on to mention seven 

such traits. After briefly describing Schille's theory concerning the origin of the hymn 

and evaluating it, Barth concludes that, though it is probable that preformed hymnic 

material was used, the diverse elements of 2: 14-18 do not necessarily disprove a 

Pauline origin. 33 

Against those who include verses 17 and 18 in the borrowed hymnic 

material, 34 Andrew Lincoln argues that these two verses were formulated by the 

32j. C. Kirby, Ephesians, Baptism and Pentecost: An Inquiry into the Structure and 
Purpose of the Epistle to the Ephesians (Montreal: McGill University Press, 1968) 150-61. 

33Barth, Ephesians, 1: 261-62. Others who acknowledge the use of hymnic material that 
has been reworked are Schlier, Epheser, 122-23; Schille, Frahchristliche Hymnen, 24-31; Fischer, 
Tendenz, 131-37; Gnilka, Epheserbrief, 147-52; Burger, Sch6pfung, 117-33; Wengst, Christologische 
Formeln, 181-86; G. Giavini, "La structure litt6raire d'Eph. H, 11-22, " NTS 16 (1969-70) 209-11; 
and Martin, Reconciliation, 168-71. 

34E. g., Schlier, Epheser, 123; Schille, Friihchristliche Hymnen, 24-31; Gnilka, Epheserbrief, 
147-52; Fischer, Tendenz, 132; Burger, Sch6pfung, 128-33; Barth, Ephesians, 1: 276. 
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writer himself, and therefore the extent of traditional material is limited to verses 14- 

16.35 He associates this material with the hymn to the cosmic Christ that may lie 

behind Colossians 1: 15-20, the last part of which deals with cosmic reconciliation. 

Several striking points of contact with this Colossians passage lead him to conclude 

that "the original hymnic material behind Ephesians 2: 14-16 also has a cosmic 

context, and that the two entities mentioned (Td qpOoTcpa, "both, " v. 14; Toiy 66o, "the 

two, " v. 15; Toi)s- apOoTcpous-, "both, " v. 16) are the two parts of the cosmos, heaven 

and earth. "36 The writer of Ephesians, then, adapts the idea of Christ as the bringer 

of cosmic reconciliation to his theme of how Christ overcame the barrier that existed 
between Gentiles and Jews and brought Gentiles near. The adaptation has left its 

mark in the form of several glosses and cumbersome syntax (e. g., vv. 14-15) in the 

present form of the material. Verses 14-16, then, constitute the final form of the 

traditional material in its new context. 

3.4.2.2 Not a Quoted Hynm. Although there is a growing consensus that 

Ephesians 2: 14-18, or at least part of it, is a hymn, some scholars have disagreed and 

criticized the view. Reinhard Deichgrdber does not think that these verses form a 

separate quoted hymn and even questions whether they ever had independent status 

as Schille and others claiM. 37 He raises several text-based objections. Furthermore, 

the parameters of the hymn as well as the identification of the author's omissions and 
/ or additions continue to be disputed. No two reconstructions agree. Similar 

criticisms have been made by others. Helmut Merklein develops and widens 

Deichgrdber's critique in his treatment of Ephesians 2: 11-18.38 Peter Stuhlmacher 

35Lincoln, Ephestans, 128. He lists several indications that "hymnic material could lie 
behind this section" (127). 

361bid., 128-29. 

37R. Deichgrdber, Gotteshymnus und Christushymnus in der friihen Christenhelt, SUNT 5 
(Gbttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1967) 165-69. 

38H. Merklein, Christus und die Kirche: Die theologische Grundstruktur des Epheserbriefes 
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claims there is no redaction of traditional, liturgical material at all because all of 2: 14- 

18 should be viewed as a Christian exegesis of several Isaiah texts (9: 5-6; 52: 7; 

57: 19). 39 In his recent full-scale commentary, Ernest Best presents the case for an 

alleged piece of preformed tradition such as a hymn underlying these verses and offers 

some general criticisms. Then he sets forth several points that militate against such 

a view claiming that the issues involved are explicable in context as the work of the 

author. 40 

In light of the above discussion on form, we take the view that this passage 

is the explanatory composition of Paul himself as author and is not based on an 

underlying, pre-Pauline hymn. In addition, Paul does not use Gnostic language or 

imagery to express his ideas. Since we do not see an underlying hymn here, there is 

no need to sift redaction from tradition for possible clues to Paul's meaning in our 

exegesis of the passage. It is to that exegesis that we now turn. 

3.5 Exegesis of Ephesians 2: 14-18 

The flow of thought in Ephesians 2: 11-22 moves naturally from exhortation 

and description (vv- 11-13), to explanation (vv. 14-18), to conclusion (vv. 19-22). In 

verses 11-13, Paul's Gentile Christian readers are in view. In light of what he said in 

verses 1-10,41 he exhorts them to remember the religious condition in which they once 

nach Eph 2,11-18, SBS 66 (Stuttgart: Katholisches Bibelwerk, 1973) 38-40; id., "Zur Tradition und 
Komposition von Eph 2,14-18, " BZ 17 (1973) 79-102. 

39p. Stuhlmacher, "'He is our Peace'(Eph 2: 14), " 187-91; and Schnackenburg, Ephesians, 
106-07,112, who, agreeing with Stuhlmacher, concludes that "vv. 13-18 are a christological exegesis 
of Is. 9.5f.; 52.7; 57.19" (112). Lincoln, Ephesians, 127, says it is difficult to substantiate the claim 
that v. 14 refers to Isa. 9: 5-6 and thereby provides the link between a reference to Isa. 57: 19 in 
v. 13 and its combination with Isa. 52: 7 in v. 17; see also Wolter, Rechtfertigung, 62-73, esp. 72; 
and Mussner, Christus, 100-03, who argues that these verses should be viewed as an explanation in 
which Isa. 57: 19 plays a subordinate role. 

40Best, Ephesians, 247-50; also Schnackenburg, Ephesians, 107, who states: the 
various attempts which have been made to reconstruct an underlying hymn seem superfluous and 
hardly convincing. " 

41Verse 11 begins with the inferential conjunction &6 (BAGD, s. v. &6; BDF, §451,5) 
that links vv. 11-22 with vv. 1-10. What Paul has already written concerning the change God has 
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lived. He contrasts their past alienation from God and from Israel with their present 

situation, stating that they who were once far off have come to be near through 

Christ's death. In verses 14-18 he explains how this took place. Then in verses 19-22 

he concludes that in Christ his Gentile Christian readers are no longer strangers and 

aliens but fellow-citizens with Jewish Christians and members of the household of 

God. Both together have now become "the temple" in which God dwells. The 

concluding pronouncements in verses 19-22 connect most naturally with verses 11- 

13, but in between verses 14-18 provide an important explanation of verse 13. We 

will examine these verses and the meaning of "one new man" in verse 15. 

3.5.1 Ephesians 2: 14a: Christ Himself Is Our Peace 

IIII/I The passage begins with the words: A vm's- yap co-Ttv 77 ctp771, i7 qpt5v. This 

programmatic statement sets the stage for the following discussion because: 1) it 

forges an explanatory link (yap) with the preceding context; 2) it designates Christ as 

the doer of the following action; 3) it identifies the recipients of His action, namely, 

Christian Jews and Gentiles; and 4) it introduces the topic of discussion, namely, 

peace. 

The connecting word ydp42 indicates that Paul intends to give an explanatory 

confirmation of his statement in verse 13, especially in reference to the words el, TO 

aýya-rt roD Xptu-roD that conclude the verse. In the Old Testament the Gentile nations 

were sometimes described as "far off, " those who did not belong to God's people, Israel 

(e. g., Deut. 28: 49; 1 Kings 8: 41; Isa. 5: 26; Jer. 5: 15), while Israel was described as 

"near" to God (e. g., Ps. 148: 14). Paul used the "far off'language to sum up the pre- 

Christian (before Christ) existence of his Gentile readers and to remind them that 

wrought in their lives becomes the point of departure for further reflection on the pre-Christian state 
from a wider redemptive-historical perspective. 

42The conjunction ydp is taken in an explanatory rather than a causal sense here; see 
A. T. Robertson, A Grammar of New Testament Greek in the Light of Historical Research, 4th ed. 
(Nashville, TN: Broadman Press, 1934) 1190. Barth and others make no special mention of it. 
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through what Christ had accomplished on the cross they who once (7oTC) were "far 

off' (paKpav) have now (PvP0 been brought "near" (eyyw') to God and His salvific 

blessings. Their position relative to God and His people had changed. For the "far" to 

come "near, " peace needed to be made not only between God and humankind but also 
between Jews and Gentiles. 

This, Paul explained, is where Christ enters the picture-He Himself (avTos-) 

is "our peace. " The emphatic pronoun aý ' picks up the referen e to Jesus Christ in TOSI C 

verse 13, and He becomes the major actor and focus of attention in verses 14-18.43 

This pronoun emphasizes the fact that peace is to be identified with Jesus ChriSt44- 

He is its source, or, even stronger, He embodies peace because at the cost of His life 

He procured it (cf. 1: 7,20). Because He embodies peace and bestows it as a salvific 

blessing OTot6v c' 'vRv, v. 15), it can be said that He is "the Peacemaker. " This tpq 

identification of Christ with one of the salvific blessings He brings occurs elsewhere in 

the Pauline corpus also (cf. 1 Cor. 1: 30-wisdom, righteousness, sanctification, 

redemption; Col. 1: 27, hope; 3: 4, life). 

The word ci ývq is qualified by ý, (ýv. To whom does this first person pronoun IP77 77/1 

refer? In verse 11 Paul identifies the second person pronoun ' c7is- ("you") as Gentile UP 

Christians (cf 2: 1-10); thus one might argue that first person pronouns ("we / our") 

would refer to Jewish Christians, but such an identification is not made. In verse 17, 

where the "far" (Gentile Christians) are referred to as ' iv ("to you"), there is no VP 

corresponding reference to the "near" (Jewish Christians) as ), TV ("to us"). In verse 
18, the first person pronoun "we, " embodied in the construction JXqycv 

... 01 

431n each of the three preceding sections of this letter (1: 3-14; 1: 15-23; 2: 1-10) God the 
Father has been the major actor with Christ as His agent. Here Christ is the major actor. This 
change in subject may be due to the use of a christological hymn at this point (cf. Lincoln, Ephesians, 
140), but the hymnic structure is not very clear and the content itself need not be confined to a hymnic form. 

44Barth, Ephesians, 1: 262, adds the words "in person" three times in his translation of 
vv. 14-16 N. 14a, 15b, 16b) to bring out the emphasis a6T6,5, has; see also Gnilka, Epheserbrief, 138. 
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y qyoorcpot, refers to both Jewish and Gentile Christians. This suggests that 77'1-U7jV in 

verse 14 also refers to all Christians, Jews and Gentiles alike, including Paul himself 

(cf. 1: 3-9 where "we" refers to all Christians). 45 These first person pronouns form a 

pronominal inclusio encompassing verses 14-18: Christ is our peace (v. 14) and 

through Him we have access to the Father (v. 18). 

The presence of the article 7) with ctiP7ý7vq ("peace") strengthens av'Tos-, gives 

added emphasis to cip7j'PR as a quality, and sharpens the contrast with 77ýV ýXOpaV 

("hostility") in verse 15. The term is appropriate here because Paul is referring to 

One who abolishes hostility and reconciles two estranged parties. In the Greco- 

Roman world, e7tp77Vq primarily signified the absence of war or the cessation of conflict, 

especially in a political or military sense. In the LXX, the term acquired a positive 

religious usage. It is often used to translate olýtj, which in the Old Testament has a 

wide semantic range involving several nuances such as fulfillment, completion, 

wholeness, well-being, harmony, security, and prosperity depending on the context 

(cf., e. g., Judg. 6: 24, niývjmrr, "Yahweh is peace / salvation"). Numerous Old 

Testament texts anticipate messianic peace as an eschatological blessing (cf. Isa. 

9: 5-6; 52: 7; 53: 5; 57: 19; Mic. 5: 4-5; Hag. 2: 9; Zech. 9: 10). Drawing on this wide range 

of usage, New Testament writers also use c1pijpq to express ideas of well-being, 

wholeness, reconciliation with God and others, and even salvation in its fullest sense 

depending on the context. 46 The peace of Old Testament expectation exists now. 

In this context, Christ in His person is the embodiment of peace (v. 14), the 

One who makes peace (v. 15) and the One who proclaims peace (v. 17). He is the 

45R. A. Wilson, "'We'and'You'in the Epistle to the Ephesians" in Studia Evangelica 2, 
ed. F. L. Cross, TU 87 (Berlin: Akademie-Verlag, 1964) 676-80, argues that in Ephesians "we" 
refers to all Christians and "you" to newly baptized converts, Jewish or Gentile. His identification of 
"you, " however, does not reflect the evidence in this context correctly (e. g., 2: 11) even with the 
qualification that most new converts were Gentiles. The fact that "us" is missing in v. 17b indicates 
that Paul does not see himself as a representative of the Jewish Christians only. 

46BAGD, s. v. cip4vn; von Rad, TDNT, 2: 402-06; Foerster, TDNT, 2: 406-17; Beck and 
Brown, NIDNTT, 2: 776-83. 
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Peacemaker reconciling hostile parties. As such, cip4vq here denotes primarily the 

overcoming of hostility, the bringing together of separated groups, and the resultant 

relationship of harmony and unity. He who embodies and mediates peace has 

overcome the alienation (vv. 12-13) and hostility (v. 15) that exists between Jews and 
Gentiles. While peace between these two groups is mentioned first, it is based on 

peace between God and humankind as shown later in the passage (vv. 16-17; cf Rom. 

5: 1). Verse 14a is likely too general for the claim that Paul refers to Isaiah 9: 5-6 or 
Micah 5: 4-5 directly here or that, through the catchword ci jvq, they provide the link tP77 

between an allusion to Isaiah 57: 19 in verse 13 and its combination with Isaiah 52: 7 

in verse 17.47 

In explaining the contrast between the present status of his Gentile 

Christian readers and their past alienation from God and Israel, Paul declares that 

Jesus Christ is "the peace" between Jews and Gentiles who have become Christians. 

Now he moves on to state what has taken place and how it came about. 

3.5.2 Ephesians 2: 14b-15a: The Means By Which Christ Is Our Peace 

Both the syntactical arrangement and the punctuation of the clauses in 

these verses are diff icult. Three participial clauses, 6 7Tot 771oas- ... Avluas- . KaTapyquas- 

carry the thought along, but they are not precisely parallel in form or function. 

The main problem is whether the words 7-ýP JxOpaV, ýV 77- ý 'ToD (v. 14c) are to be j uqpKtav 

connected 1) with the preceding participle Av'uas- in verse 14 as an elaboration on the 

breaking down of the dividing wall, or 2) with the following participle KaTqpyr1juas- in 

verse 15 as an elaboration on abolishing the law of commandments with regulations. 

47A. T. Lincoln, "The Use of the OT in Ephesians, " JSNT 14 (1982) 26; id., Ephesians, 
127; pace Stuhlmacher, "'He is our Peace'(Eph. 2: 14), " 187-91; Wolter, Rechtfertigung, 72; Barth, 
Ephesians 1: 261 n36; and Best, Ephesians, 251-52. 
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Syntactical considerations favor the second option. The article 6 governs 

both 7Tovjous- and Av'aas-, 48 which are linked together by Kat'. As such, both (articular) 

participles as noun units are placed in apposition to a6TOSin the preceding statement 

(i. e., aýT65- serves as their subject). Its referent, Jesus Christ, is thus the subject of 

these participial clauses. The third participle, Ka-rapn'o-as-, without a connecting word 

(like Kat') present, modifies the AvVas- clause and functions as an adverbial participle of 

means. 49 It seems better syntactically to regard both Av'o-as- and K-aTapyq'ous- as 

occurring at the end of the clauses they govern. Consequently, 77ýp " ap (v. 14c) is in 40P 

apposition with the following Top Popop in verse 15 (rather than T6 p6-0107otx0p in the 

previous Av'aas- clause in v. 14) and both words and their accompanying phrases are 

connected with Ka-rapn'uas- in verse 15.50 In light of this arrangement, verses 14-15a 

could be translated as follows: "For He Himself [Jesus Christ] is our peace. He [is 

the One who] made both [to be] one in that (Kat') He broke down the dividing wall, that 

is, the fence [separating Jews and Gentiles], by abolishing in His flesh [through His 

death on the cross] the [source ofl hostility [between Jews and Gentiles], namely, the 

Law of commandments with regulations ...... 

48The use of one article (6) with two singular substantival participles OTw4uac. 
.. A6oas-) 

qualifies as an example of the Granville Sharp rule for the use of the article in Greek grammar; see 
MHT, 3: 181-82; C. F. D. Moule, An Idiom-Book of New Testament Greek, 2nd ed. (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1959) 109-10; Wallace, Grammar, 270-77, esp. 275. 

49Wallace, Grammar, 628-30; Eadie, Ephesians, 174-75; C. C. Caragounis, The Ephesian 
Mysterion: Meaning and Content (Lund: Gleerup, 1977) 71, holds that KaTapy4uas- expresses either 
means or gives an epexegetical addition to A6uasý and both clauses express the means for the action 
of the 7Tot4uas- clause. The resultant step parallelism relates all three participial clauses 
grammatically to the main clause: "He is our peace. " 

50j. A. Robinson, St. Paul's Epistle to the Ephesians, 2nd ed. (London: James Clark & 
Co., 1904) 161; F. F. Bruce, The Epistles to the Colossians, to Philemon, and to the Ephesians, 
NICNT (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1984) 298; Lincoln, Ephesians, 124; pace Eadie, Ephesians, 173- 
74; Thomson, Chiasmus in the Pauline Letters, 103-04; and Best, Ephesians, 257-59, who discusses 
and evaluates several options and prefers to take 7-ýv -'XOpav with A6oas- (v. 14) and T6v v6pov with 
KaTapy4o, as- (v. 15), and to treat ev 7- oapKt' at)ToO as parenthetical. But this seems less likely 
syntactically. 
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3.5.2.1 The 6 voi4oas- Clause (2: 14b). This clause states what Jesus 

Christ has done: He has made "the both" to be "one. "51 Here the substantival 

adjectivesTd cip06-rcpa and e"v are in the neuter gender denoting entities, while in 

verses 15-18 both words appear in the masculine. This sudden use of neuter forms 

seems to be an awkward intrusion in this context because in verses 11-13 and 15-18 

Paul speaks of two groups of people, namely, Jews and Gentiles. 52 

Markus Barth points out that the neuter adjective qpOoTcpa is probably used 

like the neuter substantival adjectives "the foolish, the weak, the strong, the ignoble, 

the despised, and the 'not being... mentioned in I Corinthians 1: 27-28, where Paul 

means distinct categories of "people" and not "things" (cf. also 1 Cor. 3: 8; Gal. 3: 22, 

28; Col. 3: 11). 53 So it appears that here "the two things made one" refers to two 

general categories of people: the uncircumcision and the circumcision (v. 11), those 

"far" and those "near" (vv. 13,17), that is, Gentiles and Jews. Following the 

statements in 2: 1-10, the words vvvi & ev XptuTt5 777oob (v. 13), the word ), (LP (v. 14a), 771-L 

and the sentence e"Xopep ... ot' dyOOTepot (v. 18, "we both have. 
.. 

"), the two categories 

are even more narrowly defined as Christian Gentiles and Christian Jews in this 

context. 

51'Ev functions as a double accusative object-complement following the participle 
7rooaas-. The second accusative (ev) asserts something about the first accusative (7d dyOftcpa) in 
connection with the action of the participle; see Robertson, Grammar, 480; and MHT 3: 246-47. The 
participle vot4ous- alludes to a creative act by Jesus Christ in bringing peace (cf. Eph. 2: 10,15). 

52The use of neuter forms is one of the items in this passage that prompted Schlier, 
Schille and others to see the Gnostic Redeemer myth behind these verses. Both "things" here are 
viewed as a reference to the heavenly spirit world that is in conflict with the earthly material world 
and separated from it by a "wall. " But, as Barth, Ephesians, 1: 262, points out, the context, 
linguistic evidence, the meaning of "the wall" (v. 14), and Col. 1: 20 do not support this theory. 

53Barth, Ephesians, 1: 262; Schnackenburg, Ephesians, 114; also Abbott, Ephesians, 60- 
61, and BDF, §138,1; §263,4; and §275,8. Lincoln, Ephesians, 128-29,140, believes that the 
neuter forms are best explained as a remnant of traditional hymnic material that originally referred 
to the two parts of the cosmos, heaven and earth; also Gnilka, Epheserbrief, 139,148. While this 
may be the case, it does not explain why these forms were retained in the final form of the 
traditional material used in this context (cf. Deichgrdber, Gotteshymnus, 165-67). 
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Paul anticipated a twofold thrust in his explanation: the reconciliation of 

Jews and Gentiles and the reconciliation of humankind and God. Since he is 

concerned to explain the overcoming of the division between Jews and Gentiles on one 

hand, and the overcoming of the separation between humankind and God on the other 

hand, the neuter words Tci apOoTepa 6"P may well serve as a general expression to the 

effect that Christ has overcome the division and established unity. As we shall see, 

however, Paul speaks about reconciling people to God, not about uniting them with 

God in the sense of merging humanity into divinity. Similarly, Jews and Gentiles do 

not merge into one or the other, nor does one triumph over the other. 54 Thus, the 

term Td qyOoT6-pa must refer to both categories of people: the Jews, "those near, " and 

the Gentiles, "those far, " who are now in Christ Jesus (v. 13). 

Jesus Christ made the two groups, Christian Jews and Christian Gentiles, 

into one new group-a unity where both are no longer distinctly what they once were 

in relation to God (cf. vv. 15-18). In so doing, He abolished one of the major religious 

divisions of the ancient world, a prototype of all human hostility. This is what has 

taken place. Now Paul goes on to state how it took place. 

3.5.2.2 The [61 A6aas- Clause (2: 140. This clause, introduced by an 

epexegetical Kat' ("in that"), 55 explains generally how Christ made "the both one. " He 

54Pace Wilson, "'We' and "'You, "' 678, who says: "St. Paul is describing the salvation of 
his hearers in terms of their incorporation into Israel; " and Barth, Epheslans, 1: 314, who concludes 
that "God's household" (v. 19), to which both Jews and Gentiles belong, is "the community of 
Israel. " On the contrary, A. T. Lincoln, "The Church and Israel in Ephesians 2, " CBQ 49 (1987) 
615, rightly concludes: "the Gentiles' former disadvantages have been reversed not by their being 
incorporated into Israel, even into a renewed Israel of Jewish Christians, but by their being made 
members of a new community which transcends the categories of Jew and Gentile, an entity which 
is a new creation, not simply a merging of the former groupings. " 

55Kai here appears to be epexegetical (explanatory) in function since the thought of the 
second participial clause supports and explains the first one. For this function of Kai, see BAGD, 
s. v. Kai, 1.3; BDF, §442,9; Robertson, Grammar, 1181; MHT, 3: 335; Moule, Idiom-Book, 172-73; 
and examples: Rom. 1: 5; 1 Cor. 3: 3b, 5; 11: 2; 15: 38; 2 Cor. 2: 9a; Eph. 1: 1; 2: 14; 4: 24; 5: 1-2; and 
6: 10. See also J. A. Eadie, A Commentary on the Greek Text of the Epistle of Paul to the Ephesians, 
3rd ed. (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1883) 171; and T. K. Abbott, A Critical and Exegetical 
Commentary on the Epistles to the Ephesians and to the Colossians, ICC (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 
1897) 61; Schlier, Epheser, 124; pace Best, Ephesians, 253. See ch. 1,21 n58 on Eph. 1: 1, and 
ch. 5,278 n99 on Eph. 4: 24. 
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has broken down "the dividing wall, that is, the fence" separating Jews and Gentiles. 

The compound pcL70TotXov is an architectural term not found elsewhere in the New 

Testament. The adjective ye'uos- meaning "middle" along with the noun To-tXos-, a 

common word for "wall, " suggests that this compound word refers to a dividing wall, 

such as a privacy fence between two houses or a partition between two rooms inside 

a house. 56 The primary thought conveyed in this context is separation. This idea is 

strengthened by the word OpaypOSI, which means a "fence" or "enclosure" that was set 

up either for protection or separation. 57 The juxtaposition of these two words yields 

the sense of a barrier that prevents people from entering a certain area and, as such, 

it is a dividing wall of separation. The genitive noun Tob Opaymob is probably best 

taken in apposition to pe-010-rotXov: ". 
.. the dividing wall, namely, the fence 

.... 
"58 The 

participle Av'aas- has the sense of something being "demolished" rather than 

"breached" in this context (cf. John 2: 19; Acts 27: 41; also 1 Esdr. 1: 52). 59 

The aorist tense of Aucas- suggests that Paul spoke of a historical, completed 

destruction of the barrier separating Jews and Gentiles. This has given rise to various 

attempts to identify and explain the meaning of "the dividing wall. "60 For our purposes, 

we will simply mention the four most common views of these puzzling words. First, 

some interpreters, mostly earlier in this century, took the words as a reference to the 

stone balustrade (4-5 feet high) that separated the Court of the Gentiles from the inner 

56BAGD, s. v. pe-u6TotXot-, Schneider, TDNT, 4: 625; Hillyer, NIDNTT, 3: 948-50. 

57BAGD, s. v. Opayp6s-; Hillyer, NIDNTT, 3: 950-51; Abbott, Ephesians, 61; Barth, 
Ephesians, 1: 263. 

58BDF, §167; MHT, 3: 215; Robertson, Grammar, 498; Wallace, Grammar, 95-98; also 
Abbott, Ephesians, 61; Schlier, Epheser, 124; Lincoln, Ephesians, 141; Schnackenburg, Ephesians, 
113; and Best, Ephesians, 257. 

59BAGD, s. v. AMU, 3; Biichsel, TDNT, 4: 335-38; Brown, NIDNTT, 3: 181-89. The 
compound KaTaA6&) was used for the destruction of the temple (Matt. 26: 61; 27: 40; Acts 6: 14) and 
metaphorically for the demolishing of the Jewish understanding of salvation (Gal. 2: 18). 

60Various options are discussed and evaluated by Barth, Ephesians, 1: 283-86; 
Schnackenburg, Ephesians, 113-14, and Best, Ephesians, 253-57. 
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courts and sanctuary of the Jerusalem temple and carried inscriptions in both Greek 

and Latin threatening death to any Gentile who trespassed beyond it. 61 However, none 

of the usual architectural terms for the temple or its surroundings are used here (e. g., 

tCPOV, W05', 76-pto6AOS', 8p6oaKTOS). Specifically, Paul uses I-Le-goTotXop (v. 14) for the wall 

instead of 8p6oaKTos-, the term found in the warning inscriptions and the references in 

Josephus. Conversely, no known document uses pcOIOTotXov to refer to the temple 

balustrade. 62 Furthermore, it is unlikely that Christians in Asia Minor would have 

recognized and understood such an allusion. 

Second, a number of interpreters see a Gnostic derivation for these words 

and view them as a metaphorical reference to a non-material, impenetrable barrier 

that separates two opposing cosmic regions, the heavenly and the earthly sphere. 63 

However, the evidence set forth for this view is often late (post 1st century) or not 

directly applicable, and the key word McUOTot)(ov is missing from all the literature 

cited. Furthermore, this view does not fit with Paul's concept of heaven and earth in 

Ephesians (cf. 1: 20-21; 2: 2; 4: 9-10; 6: 12), nor with the "wall, " "fence, " and "law" 

linkage in this passage, and it is not an illuminating explanation of the Jew-Gentile 

61Robinson, Ephesians, 159-60; Abbott, Ephesians, 61-62; Mussner, Christus, 82-84; and 
Mitton, Ephesians, 106. If our pre-70 AD dating of Ephesians is correct, then this wall was still 
standing. See Josephus, Ant 15.11.5 [§4171 and War 5.5.2 [§193-941; 6.2.4 N124-251 for mention of 
the stone balustrade and its inscriptions. Two such notices in Greek have been discovered, one in 
1871 and the other in 1934. For references see Bruce, Epistles, 297 n115. The 1871 inscription 
reads: ILet] no one of another nation enter within the fence and enclosure around the temple 
[sanctuary]. And whoever is caught will have himself to blame that his death ensues" (Robinson, 
Ephesians, 60). 

62Madvig, NIDNTT, 3: 795; Best, Ephesians, 254. A few interpreters in the past took the 
word as a reference to the veil in the Jerusalem temple that was torn from top to bottom at the time 
of Jesus' crucifixion (cf. Mark 15: 38). But this curtain (not a wall) separated the holy of holies from 
the holy place in the sanctuary, not Jews from Gentiles. In fact, it excluded both Jews and Gentiles. 

63See pp. 152-54 above; also Schlier, Epheser, 113-14,124-33; and Fischer, Tendenz, 
133. In addition to Gnostic texts, the metaphor of a wall between heaven and earth also appears 
in a few Jewish apocalyptic writings (cf 1 Enoch 14.9; 3 Bar. 2.1-2; 2 Bar. 54.5), but these are not 
exact parallels. 
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relationship. 64 

Third, in light of verse 15, many interpreters see "the dividing wall, namely, 

the fence" as a metaphorical reference to the Mosaic Law viewed as a barrier 

separating Jews from Gentiles and the source of hostility between them. 65 The idea 

that the oral tradition of the elders provided a fence around the Law was a familiar 

one, 66 but the Law itself was also viewed as a protective fence around Israej. 67 

Jewish adherence to the Law, then, created the barrier between Jews and Gentiles. 

Again, the word pcOI07otXoP does not appear in the sources cited and this view seems 

to describe the Law itself as the "enmity / hostility, " which is problematic. 68 

Fourth, other interpreters, who find none of the above views entirely 

satisfactory, see "the dividing wall" as a general metaphor for the division between 

Jews and Gentiles without reference to any specific literal or theological barrier. 69 

Much on both sides kept Jews and Gentiles apart and fostered many personal and 

social antagonisms in the ancient world. 70 This view seems to fit this complex 

64See criticisms in Schnackenburg, Ephesians, 113; Merklein, Christus und die Kirche, 38- 
40; and Best, Ephesians, 254. 

65Barth, Ephesians, 1: 264; Gnilka, Epheserbrief, 140; Bruce, Epistles, 296; Martin, 
Reconciliation, 185-87; Schnackenburg, Ephesians, 114; and Lincoln, Ephesians, 141. 

661n the rabbinic document Pirke Aboth, which probably contains elements from the NT 
era, there is the command to "make a fence around the law" (m. Abot 1.1-2; cf. 3.17). CD 4.12,19; 
and 8.12,18 refer to "builders (Pharisees? ) of the wall" but not in reference to the Law itself. See 
further the material in Str-B, 1: 693-94; 3: 587-88. 

67The Letter of Aristeas (2nd century BC), 139, states: IMoses, the lawgiverj 
surrounded us OTcptýopaecv ýpds-) with unbreakable palisades and iron walls to prevent our mixing 
with any of the other peoples in any matter. . ., " and 142 says: "to prevent our being perverted by 
contact with others ... 

he hedged us in (4jids- 7rcptýopaecv) on all sides with strict observances ... 
after the manner of the Law. " The Greek verb noted here comes from the same root as Opayllos, in 
2: 14. Similar sentiments are found in 1 Enoch 89.2; 93.6 and 3 Macc. 3: 3-4. 

68See criticisms in Best, Ephesians, 256. 

69Best, Ephestans, 256-57, takes this view. He notes that Pco, 6TotXoV was an ordinary 
architectural term well-known in Asia Minor and sometimes used metaphorically (257). 

70See Str-B, 1: 359-63; 3: 139-46; and 3: 588-91, for examples of Jewish hostility toward 
Gentiles, and Tacitus, Historiae, 5: 1-13, for an example of Gentile hostility and prejudice toward 
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passage best and to raise the fewest problems. In and of itself "the dividing wall" is 

simply a general metaphor for the division between Jews and Gentiles. It derives 

theological significance from what follows. 

Thus, the Av'oa,, - clause (v. 14c) is a general statement requiring further 

clarification. Christ made "the both" to be "one" in that (Kat') He broke down 

(destroyed) the dividing wall, a general reference to the long-standing division between 

Jews and Gentiles. The following KaTapy7jaas- clause (v. 15a) states more specifically 

when and how this took place. 

3.5.2.3 The KaTapy4aas- Clause (2: 15a). As argued above, this clause 

begins with 7-ýv JXOpav (v. 14c) and provides further clarification of the Avaa, 5- clause. 

As such, Ka7qpY77'ua, 5- functions as an adverbial participle expressing the means by 

which Christ broke down the dividing wall. 71 The distinctively Pauline verb Kampyca) 

has the strong meaning of "destroy" or "abolish" in this context. 72 Thus, the thought 

is that Jesus Christ abolished or removed the hostility between Jews and Gentiles 

that is connected with the Law, as made clear by Top vojiop that stands in apposition 

to rýv ýXOpav, the object of Ka-rap 'oas-. 73 The Mosaic Law about which Paul speaks Y77 

consists of commandments expressed in the form of authoritative decrees or 

Jews. Also, see "P. Lond, 1912, A Letter of the Emperor Claudius to the Alexandrians, AD 41, " in 
C. K. Barrett, The New Testament Background: Selected Documents, rev. ed. (San Francisco: Harper 
& Row, 1989) 47-50; N. J. McEleney, "Conversion, Circumcision and the Law, " NTS 20 (1974) 319- 
41, esp. 337-40; and L. H. Feldman, Jew and Gentile in the Ancient World (Princeton, NJ: Princeton 
University Press, 1993) 84-176. 

7lWallace, Grammar, 628-30. 

72For references and comments, see BAGD, sx. Karqpye'o); Delling, TDNT, 1: 452-54; 
Packer, NIDNTT, 1: 73. In 2 Cor. 3: 6-15 Ka-rapyýo) is used several times of doing away with the Old 
Covenant (cf. vv. 7,11,13,14), though the term v6mos- itself is not used. See ch. 2,114-16 for the 
use of this verb in Rom. 6: 6 and 7: 2,6. 

73Pace S. D. F. Salmond, "The Epistle to the Ephesians, " in Expositor's Greek Testament, 
5 vols., ed. W. R. Nicoll, reprint (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1983) 3: 295; and Abbott, Ephestans, 62, 
both of whom mention that jXOpav is not an appropriate object for Ka-rapy4uas-; however, note a 
similar connection in 1 Cor. 15: 26 where the object is concrete: "the last enemy. " 
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regulations. 74 These revealed the differences between Jews and Gentiles and created 

hostility. But the removal of this hostility took place ýV Tj oapKL' abTob, a phrase that 

is parallel in form and content to EP 7q-) aFpaTL TOD XPLOITOD in verse 13, and &6 ToD 

o, TavpoD in verse 16. It refers to the crucifixion of Christ's physical body on the cross 
(cf. Col. 1: 21-22). 75 In His death, Christ abolished the hostility between Jews and 
Gentiles by doing away with the basic cause of it, namely, the Law consisting of 

commandments expressed in specific regulations such as circumcision, the Sabbath, 

and food laws among others. 

In what sense and how much of the Law has been abolished in Christ's 

death? This issue continues to be debated. Some claim that it was only the 

ceremonial and not the moral Law that was annulled. 76 Others believe that it was 

only those regulations that separated Jews from Gentiles that were removed. 77 

Others insist that it was the legalistic (mis)use of the Law that was abolished. 78 

74The words 76P evToAtip ýv 66yyaotv taken together modify T6V P611op, with iv-roAt5v 
considered as a genitive of apposition denoting the contents of the Law, and the descriptive dative 
phrase 6,66ypautv viewed as a reference to the legal form in which the commandments were given 
(cf. Col. 2: 14); see MHT, 3: 242,265; Robertson, Grammar, 589; Moule, Idiom-Book, 45,79. The 
phrase ek, 86yyautv, omitted in p46, is probably not a later gloss as argued by C. J. Roetzel, "Jewish 
Christian- Gentile Relations: A Discussion of Ephesians 2: 15a, " ZNW 74 (1983) 81-89. The piling 
up of phrases is characteristic of the style in Ephesians and in this case may convey a sense of the 
burdensomeness of all the Law's commandments. The Mosaic Law is mentioned only here in 
Ephesians, although see OT quotations in 5: 31; 6: 2-3; and note ch. 1,16. 

75Christ's "flesh" is mentioned only here in Ephesians. The parallel with Col. 1: 22, "in 
the body of his flesh, " suggests that Paul refers to Christ's death by the same but shorter phrase in 
Eph. 2: 15. It does not refer to Christ's incarnation, pace J. Calvin, Sermons on the Epistle to the 
Ephesians, rev. trans. (London: Banner of Truth Trust, 1973) 195-96, nor to "what he said and did" 
(pace Mitton, Ephesians, 107), nor to the Gnostic idea of the Redeemer overcoming the power of 
matter (pace KAsemann, Leib, 140-41). Paul likely used adpe here instead of a6ya in view of his 
distinctive use of u6pa in v. 16. 

76E. g., Calvin, Sermons on Ephesians, 196-97; W. Hendricksen, Exposition of Ephesians, 
NTC 11 (Grand Rapids: Baker, 1967) 133-35. The distinction between ritual and moral laws was 
not made by the Law itself nor the early Church. 

77E. g., K. Snodgrass, Ephesians. NIVAC (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1996) 133; P. Balla, 
"Is the Law Abolished According to Eph. 2: 15? " EuroJTh 3 (1994) 9-16; and many interpreters. 
Nothing in this passage indicates Paul is referring only to circumcision, Sabbath-keeping, or 
regulations about food and ritual purity. 

78E. g., Schlier, Epheser, 126. Paul clearly rejects any idea of salvation through (Law- 
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A" 
Apparently this refers to the traditions that were added to the Law. Still others 
believe that only the Law in its divisiveness, not the Law itself, was done away. 79 

What was abolished are the regulations that cause divisiveness. While this context 

warrants drawing a close link between the Law and its divisiveness, to make the 

regulations that cause divisiveness the only aspect of the Law that was abolished 

overlooks the emphasis of verse 15. The language of this verse indicates the Law 

itself and all its regulations are in view. 80 As suggested above, divisiveness and 

antagonism were produced by the fact that Israel possessed the Law, which served 

as a wall of separation dividing Gentiles and Jews. Thus, in order to remove these 

negative effects, Christ had to deal with the cause, namely, the Law itself. In His 

death, He abolished the Law, breaking its condemnation and power (cf. Gal. 3: 13; 

Rom. 7: 4-6; 10: 4) and removing it as a barrier to harmony between Jews and Gentiles 

as well as between God and humanity. 

Paul's view of the Law is a complex and highly disputed issue that is beyond 

the scope of our discussion. 81 For our purposes, it is sufficient to note that his 

keeping) works in Eph. 2: 8-10, and nothing in this passage indicates he is concerned about legalism 
or added traditions. 

79E. g., Barth, Ephesians, 1: 287-91; Schnackenburg, Ephesians, 115. This distinction is 
difficult to maintain since Paul points to the whole Law itself as the source of the problem and not 
simply how it was used. 

80E. g., Eadie, Ephesians, 170; Abbott, Ephesians, 64-65; Best, Ephesians, 260-61; and 
Lincoln, Ephesians, 142. Lincoln, "The Church and Israel, " 611, points out that some interpreters 
shy away from interpreting this clause as a statement about the abolition of the Law, motivated by 
a desire to "harmonize" this view of the Law with that in the undisputed Pauline letters, or to avoid 
an alleged antinomianism. See ch. 1,16. 

81The subject of "Paul and the Law" has been the focal point of renewed interest in 
Pauline studies in recent years sparked by the work of E. P. Sanders, Paul and Palestinian Judaism 
(Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1977). A good orientation to the historical background and various issues in the modern debate is provided by S. Westerholm, Israel's Law and the Church's Faith: 
Paul and His Recent Interpreters (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1988). For surveys and evaluations of 
the critical discussion, see N. T. Wright's discussion in S. Neill and T. Wright, The Interpretation of 
the New Testament, 1861-1986 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1988) 403-30; J. M. G. Barclay, 
"Paul and the Law: Observations on Some Recent Debates, " Themelios 12 (1986) 5-15; D. J. Moo, 
"Paul and the Law in the Last Ten Years, " SJT 40 (1987) 287-307; H. HiIbner, "Paulusforschung 
seit 1945. Ein kritischer Literaturbericht, " ANRW, 11.25.4: 2649-2840, esp. 2668-2694; and D. Luciani, "Paul et la Loi, " NRT 115 (1993) 40-68. 
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unqualified language here is in line with his emphasis on discontinuity regarding the 

Law's validity for the new people of God made up of Jews and Gentiles that is found 

elsewhere (cf. Gal. 2: 19; 3: 24-25; Rom. 6: 14; 7: 4-6; 10: 4). The Mosaic Law as such no 

longer governs life in the new realm of Christian existence. The dividing wall between 

Jews and Gentiles has been broken down and the hostility between them removed by 

the abrogation of the Law. 82 This has cleared the way for something new in 

redemptive history, something in which believing Gentiles share with believing Jews 

on an equal basis with equal benefit, and something not present prior to Christ's 

death and resurrection but now established, namely, the Church. 

To this point Paul has been explaining the negative side of the action by 

which his Gentile Christian readers, who once were "far off'from Israel and Israel's 

God, have now, in Christ Jesus, come to be "near. " Now he turns to the positive side 

of the process. 

3.5.3 Ephesians 2: 15b-16: The Purpose For Which Christ Is Our Peace 

The t"va clause introducing these verses consists of two parts with Kai' at the 

beginning of verse 16 linking the verbs KT[cT (v- 15b) and d7ToKaTaAAde? ,7 
(v. 16). 

Grammatically, this clause is to be connected with the immediately preceding 

participle KaTapn'gas- stating the purpose Q'va) behind the abrogation of the Mosaic 

Law and the removal of the hostility between Jews and Gentiles. But, conceptually, 

the clause relates to all of verses 14-15a, especially to what was said about Christ 

being "our peace, " confirming and defining it more precisely in positive terms. 

3.5.3.1 Purpose: To Create the Two into One New Man (2: 15b). In 

verse 14, the neuter form -rd qyoo-rcpa was used to identify Jews and Gentiles as two 

82See the discussion of Rom. 6: 14 in ch. 2,137-40. The abolition of the Mosaic Law as 
a system and the "ruling" authority of the OT era is not to say that Christians are not subject to 
"commandments" at all, or have no obligation to any of the commandments of the Law as may be 
separated from the Old Covenant system as a whole and caught up in New Covenant ethical 
demands. See T. J. Deidun, New Covenant Morality in Paul, AnBib 89 (Rome: Pontifical Biblical 
Institute, 1981) 204-10; and ch. 1,16 n46. 
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distinct categories of people. Here, Jews and Gentiles are viewed as two individuals, 

one of whom represents the Jews (the "near") and the other the Gentiles (the "far") 

and thus the masculine form -robs766'o occurs. Out of these two formerly alienated 

"individuals, " Christ has created e7vaKatv6P dvOpmTov. The adjective e"va emphasizes 

numerical oneness in contrast to -roix - 86o and is picked up again in verses 16 and 18 

with other nouns. 83 In contrast to the old situation denoted by " Opa, the adjective Ex 

KatPOP stresses the qualitative (and temporal) new situation that has come about by 

the death of Christ. 84 

The verbK7t'Crý with Christ as its subject indicates that His purpose in 

removing the hostility by abolishing the Law was to bring about a new creation. This 

verb was used back in verse 10 where believers were described as God's worký those 

who have been created in Christ Jesus (cf. also 3: 9; 4: 24). Here, Christ is said to be 

the one who has created "one new man" in Himself or "in His person. "85 The 6V allT(t) 

phrase involves a textual problem, 86 but regardless of the variant reading adopted, it 

functions as a reflexive since Jesus Christ is the subject of the verbal action. It is to 

83Paul used various word pairs to convey this unifying work of Christ: "many-one" (Rom. 
12: 4-5; 1 Cor. 10: 17a; 12: 12); "all-one" (1 Cor. 10: 17b; 12: 13; Gal. 3: 28); "both-one" (Eph. 2: 14,16, 
18); "two-one" (Eph. 2: 15); or, simply, "one" (Eph. 4: 4-6; Col. 3: 15). 

840n the term Katv6s-, see BAGD, s. v. KatVOS; Behm, TDNT, 3: 447-51; Haarbeck, Link, 
and Brown, NIDNTT, 2: 669-74; and further discussion in ch. 4,227-32, and ch. 5,278-84. Also, see 
R. A. Harrisville, The Concept of Newness in the New Testament (Minneapolis: Augsburg, 1960) 1-11, 
62-91; and W. Barclay, "The One, New man" in Unity and Diuersity in New Testament Theology, ed. 
R. A. Guelich (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1978) 73-81. p46 FG read K0tv6v ("common") for Katv6v 
("new") but the latter has much better external and internal support. 

85See BAGD, S. V. KTI&; Foerster, TDNT, 3: 1028-35; Esser, NIDNTT, 1: 383-87. 
References to creation in the Pauline corpus can be placed in two groups: 1) those concerning the 
first (old) creation begun with Adam (e. g., Rom. 1: 20,25; 8: 19a, 20,22), and 2) those concerning 
the new creation begun in Christ (e. g., 2 Cor. 5: 17; Gal. 6: 15). Paul usually speaks of God as the 
creator with Christ as the mediator of creation both "old" and "new" (cf. Col. 1: 16). See further 
discussion in ch. 4,233-39 and ch. 5,280-84. 

86The Majority Text tradition has c'auTý) with Ac DGKL and most minuscules, a scribal 
interpretation designed to make the reflexive sense clear. The reading of p46 AABP is av-n , 

5, which 
some editors write aýTt ,i 

(Tischendorf, UBS4, NA27) and others aVTq-) (Westeott-Hort, UBS2). The 
former is preferred since in Hellenistic usage av'Tt, 5 could also function as a reflexive, see BDF, §564; 
Wallace, Grammar, 324-25, esp. 325 n22. 
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be understood in a local (sphere) rather than an instrumental sense here, 87 and as 

such it affirms that the unity brought about out of the "two" by the creation of the 

"one new man" was founded in Christ Himself. He is the source and basis of its 

existence and continuance. 

The reference to Christ as creator in a mediatorial sense sets up a contrast 

with the first creation involving the first man, Adam. Christ, the last Adam, has 

created in Himself "one new man. " This idea is related to Paul's Adam christology 

that views Christ as an inclusive, representative figure of the new age and the idea of 

believers being incorporated into Him (cf. 1 Cor. 12: 12-13; 15: 22,45-49; Gal. 3: 27-28). 

Through His death, Christ is the creator of a new humanity viewed as a corporate 

entity. This leads to several observations: 1) the nature of Christ's redemptive work 

was to bring about the creation of something new through the participation of 

believers with Him (Eph. 2: 5-6,10; Gal. 3: 28; 2 Cor. 5: 17); 2) the "new corporate 

entity" He created transcends the divisiveness between Jews and Gentiles bringing 

about what would later be called "a third race"-Christians-in the new creation (Gal. 

6: 15; 1 Cor. 10: 32)88 without erasing the ethnic distinction between Jews and Gentiles 

(cf Rom. 1: 16; 9: 24; 1 Cor. 1: 24; 12: 13; Gal. 2: 14-15); 3) this creative work is not a 

creatio ex nihilo, because Christ used existing "peoples, " namely, Jews and Gentiles; 

and 4) on the human level, this new creation embodies the summing up of all things in 

unity, which is a major part of Paul's concern in Ephesians (cf. 1: 10). 

Among several suggestions offered for the meaning of the "one new man, " 

the following views are the most common. First, the "one new man" is Christ 

87Best, Ephesians, 263; pace F. Biichsel, "'In Christus' bei Paulus, " ZNW 42 (1949) 14 1- 
58, esp. 145. 

88Lincoln, Ephesians, 144; pace Barth, Ephesians, 1: 310. The Preaching of Peter, quoted 
in Clement of Alexandria, Strom [6.5.39-411 has the words: "we who worship God in a new way, as 
the third race (-rpiTa) ' 0, are Christians. " 

I YCVC This is not to deny any sort of continuing validity for 
Israel as an ethnic, national people as Paul himself affirms in declaring that God's election of Israel 
still stands and there will be a future for her in fulfillment of OT promises (cf. Rom. 11). 
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Himself, the prototypical "new man. "89 In this view, Christ demonstrates that, by 

His life of total obedience and His victory over death in resurrection, He is the true 

man, the real image of God in contrast to the first Adam However, elsewhere, Paul 

calls Christ "the firstborn over all creation" (Col. 1: 15), "the firstborn from among the 

dead" (Col. 1: 18) and "the firstborn among many brothers" (Rom. 8: 29). He, who is 

not created, creates the "one new man. " Thus it is difficult to conceive of Christ 

creating the "new man" in Himself (Eph. 2: 15) if the "new man" is simply and only 

Christ Himself. This also applies to the creation of the "new man" KaTd OcOV in 

righteousness and holiness of truth in 4: 24. 

Second, the "one new man" is the "new nature" of the Christian in contrast 

to the "old sinful nature. "90 In this view, Christ, by abolishing the Law and introducing 

a new principle of spiritual life, has given to both Jew and Gentile the "one new 

nature" of the Christian person. In light of 4: 24, the "new man" is viewed as the "new 

nature, " which is the foil of the "old nature, " the referent of the "old man. " However, 

in the context of 2: 15 there is no basis for describing the "new man" as a "new nature" 

or capacity belonging to an individual person. Furthermore, this view does not reflect 

the reconciling emphasis in this passage. The "one new man" is formed by the 

reconciliation of Jews and Gentiles in Christ, not by the implanting of a "new nature. " 

Third, the "one new man" is the individual Christian person. 91 In this view, 

the "new man" is a qualitatively new kind of person, previously unknown, and 

recognized as neither a Jew nor a Gentile but a Christian. Ernest Best discusses this 

view by noting that in Ephesians 2a genuinely new man is formed in verse 15 that is 

89Schnackenburg, Ephestans, 116; however, he qualifies his view: "The new 'man' is 
Christ insofar as he represents and realizes the Church in himself. " This may put him more in line 
with view 4 below. 

90J. A. Allen, The Epistle to the Ephesians, TBC (London: SCM, 1959) 87. 

91Salmond, "Ephesians, " 3: 295-96; Mussner, Christus, 87,94-96; Mitton, Ephesians, 
108; E. Best, One Body in Christ: A Study of the Relationship of the Church to Christ in the Epistles of the Apostle Paul (London: SPCK, 1955) 152-54; id., Ephesians, 261-63. 
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no longer described with the neuter gender, as in verse 14, but with the masculine. 
Though he acknowledges that this may signify two peoples-Jews and Gentiles-who 

have become one new corporate person, that is, the Church, he prefers the view that 

this denotes two types of individuals-the Jew and the Gentile-who have given way 
to a third type, the "new man, " namely, the Christian. 92 

In favor of this view, Best argues that: 1) the identification of "one new 

man" (v. 15) with "one body" (v. 16) is not certain because the "one" of verse 15 could 

refer back to the "one" in verse 14, which could be understood as a reference to "a 

single individual; " 2) the phrase, the "new man, " occurs again in 4: 24 and in 

Colossians 3: 10, and in these two places the interpretation is individualistic in that it 

does not mean to "put on" or enter a "corporate solidarity" but to adopt a new 

character or status; and 3) the contrast of "two" and "one" (v. 15) suggests that each 

of the two, the Jew and the Gentile, is made into the "one new man" who is the same 

type for both. The -robs- 660 of verse 15 is masculine, that is, two different "men" are 

each being made into the same kind of "new man. " Thus Best concludes that the "one 

new man" is not a corporate entity but a genuine Christian individual. 

However, the "one new man" of 2: 15 is created in Christ (ýP a6765) and is the 

outcome of both Jewish and Gentile persons (-roi)s- 66o) being created into (FL'S-) this 

"one new man. " Indeed, the individual Christian is a new creation in one sense (2 Cor. 

5: 17), but he is not created by the reconciliation of Jew and Gentile into one new 

entity, and it is this reconciliation that forms the "one new man" here. In 4: 24 the 

"new man" is contrasted with the "old man" of 4: 22, whereas in 2: 15 the "one new 

man" is contrasted with two "old" groups, Jews and Gentiles; therefore, the key 

addition of "one" (&a) in 2: 15 is perfectly natural. The & of verse 14, which states 

that the two groups were made one, appears to be a reference to "one new group" 

92Best, One Body, 152-54; id., Ephesians, 261-62. 
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referred to later as "one body" (v. 16). More than just the individual Christian was 

created here. This leads, finally, to the most likely view. 

Fourth, the "one new man" is the Church as the new humanity. 93 In this 

view the Church is the new creation in Christ. The formation of one people consisting 

of Jews and Gentiles suggests that the "one new man" is by origin and constitution a 

community of many persons, both Jews and Gentiles together, reconciled to one 

another and to God by Jesus Christ who has come and died to redeem both. The "new 

man" is not merely an individual, though he includes individuals, both Jews and 

Gentiles. Nor is he an amalgamation of identical individuals since Jews do not 

become Gentiles and Gentiles do not become Jews, although both become Christians. 

Nor are Christ and the Church identical, for Christ creates the "one new man" (2: 15), 

is the Head of the Church, His Body (1: 22; 4: 15; 5: 23), and remains the Church's 

foundation (2: 20) as well as the source of her life and growth through the Spirit (2: 18, 

22; 4: 4a, 13-16). This is in harmony with later references in Ephesians where 

believers collectively are depicted as growing into "a fully mature man" (cts- dv8pa 

-rýActov), into the measure of the stature of the fullness of Christ (4: 13), and where the 

Church is described as the "bride" of Christ (5: 25-27,32). Equally supportive is the 

apparent equivalence of the "one new man" with 6"P u6ya (4: 16), that is, the Church. 

This view of the "one new man" also garners support from the uVP-Ianguage 

and distinctive imagery of verses 19-22: 1) Gentiles and Jews are now fellow citizens 

(uvwToAi-rat) and "members of the household of God" (v. 19); 2) they are built on the 

foundation of the apostles and prophets and in Christ, the cornerstone, "the whole 

building" being joined together (ovPqp1-LoAoyovy' ) is growing "into a holy temple in the 6-Vq 

Lord" (vv. 20-21); and 3) in Christ also, Gentiles and Jews are being built together 

(o, vPotKo6qy6--to, 06-) "into a dwelling place of God in the Spirit" (v. 22). 

93Eadie, Ephesians, 168; Barth, Ephestans 1: 309; Robinson, Ephesians, 65; Stuhlmacher, 
"'He is our Peace' (Eph. 2: 14), " 190; and Lincoln, Ephesians, 143-44. 
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Additional support can be derived from other Pauline passages. In Galatians 

3: 21-29, for example, Paul deals with some of the same themes that occur here, even 

though the context and emphasis are different. According to verses 23-24, the Mosaic 

Law served its purpose until Christ came. Since that time the essential thing for all 

people is faith in Christ, for through faith in Him all become sons of God (v. 26). All 

those who were baptized into Christ and now are "in Christ" have "put on Christ" (v. 

27); and these are all one (c[5-, "one new man"? ) in Him, whether Jew or Greek, slave or 
free, male or female (v. 28). One element not found in the Ephesians 2 passage is the 

clothing imagery in the statement, "you have put on (or, 'clothed yourselves with') 

Christ. " Another example occurs in 1 Corinthians 12: 12 where Paul declares that as 

the physical body is one Vv) and has many members, oV"T6jS- K-al XPL017Q; -. Here "Christ" 

by metonymy is a shortened form for "the body of Christ" and refers to the Church. 

These passages support the view that the "one new man" of Ephesians 2: 15 is not 

simply to be found in Christ as an individual but in Christ as an inclusive person in 

whom all believers, Jew and Gentile alike, are united in a new creation. 

In summary, the reality of Christ as a representative and inclusive person 

who incorporates others in Himself interprets the "one new man" concept the best 

here. 94 This view recognizes that Jews and Gentiles together are united in Christ who 

is their peace. We might say that the "one new man" is prototypically Jesus Christ, 

the source, standard, and goal of new life for all believers, but not exclusively Jesus 

Christ because He includes all those He represented in His redemptive work and they 

(individually) with Him form the new humanity (corporately). 

94Percy, Der Lieb Christi, 41-43, is one of the chief advocates of the OT "corporate 
personality" (solidarity) concept against the Gnostic redeemer myth in the interpretation of Eph. 
2: 11-22. On this concept in the OT and on rabbinic thought about humankind in Adam, see R. P. 
Shedd, Man in Community: A Study of St. Paul's Application of Old Testament and Early Jewish 
Conceptions of Human Solidarity (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1964) 132-38; C. F. D. Moule, "The 
Corporate Christ, " in The Phenomenon of the New Testament: An Inquiry into the Implications of 
Certain Features of the New Testament, SBT 1,2nd series (Naperville, IL: Allenson, 1967) 21-42; 
and Bruce, Epistles, 299-300. See the discussion of this concept in ch. 1,40-41. 
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The new creation has removed the old hostility and in so doing peace has 

been made. The concluding participial clause of verse 15 7mtto-v ct'p77'mqv qualifies KTL'cý7 

and declares this result. 95 In contrast to the three previous aorist participles, this 

present participle indicates that at the same time that Jesus Christ created the "two" 

into "one new man, " He brought about a condition of peace between "the two" old 

enemies, Jews and Gentiles, which is the opposite of enmity in this context (v. 15). 

Thus, in the abrogation of the Law, the removal of enmity, and the creation of the 
"one new man, " Jesus Christ made peace, or brought about reconciliation, an idea 

that is taken up immediately in verse 16. 

3.5.3.2 Purpose: To Reconcile Both To God (2: 16). The second half of 

the t"va clause (v. 16) is linked to the first half (v. 15b) by Kat', indicating that 

Y 96 d7ToKa-raAAde? is coordinate with K 'o7 
.7 

77t 
, ,I rather than a consequence of it. This verse, 

then, expresses the second part of Christ's purpose in making peace. Up to this point 

the emphasis has been on establishing peace on the horizontal, sociological level 

between Jews and Gentiles e'p Xpto-rý 777o-oD (v. 13). Now this is related to peace or 

reconciliation on the vertical, theological level of both Jews and Gentiles to God. This 

comprehensive understanding of peace as (double) reconciliation is a basic 

contribution of this passage. The fact that Paul mentioned reconciliation between 

Jews and Gentiles before reconciliation with God simply reflects the sequence of 

thought he set up in verses 11-13 in terms of the contrast between Gentile and Jew. 

He treated that issue first and now shows that it is fundamentally bound up with 

reconciliation to God. Lincoln states correctly that it is going too far to argue that 

this order reflects "a ma or theological distinctive of Ephesians, whereby ecclesiology i 

9511016v is considered an adverbial participle of result; see Robertson, Grammar, 1115; 
Wallace, Grammar, 625-26,637-39. 

96Pace Abbott, Ephesians, 65, who suggests a consecutive or resultative force for Kai. 
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absorbs soteriology. "97 

The double compound verb d7ToK-aTaAAdoaw is found only here and in 

Colossians 1: 20,22. Since it is not found prior to Paul, it is probably a word coined by 

him. Its meaning and use are basically the same as those of the simpler form 

Ka-raAAduua), though with perhaps added emphasis. 98 Paul is the only New Testament 

writer to use these terms, and in every instance they have the sense of "to reconcile, " 

or "to be reconciled" (passive). 99 Though not used frequently, these terms provide one 

of the basic concepts of his theology. To reconcile is to end a relationship of enmity 

and replace it with one of peace and goodwill. 100 For Paul, reconciliation has been 

effected by the work of Christ and usually relates to the restoration of sinful 
humanity to a favorable relationship with God both from an objective and a 

sub ective standpoint (Rom. 5: 9-11; 2 Cor. 5: 18-20). 101 

In this passage, Paul applies the term to Jews and Gentiles. Through His 

death on the cross, Christ reconciled both (-row dpOOTEPOW) to God in one ('Pt) body. 

Three items call for further comment. First, Christ, rather than God (as usual in 

97Lincoln, Ephesians, 144; Arnold, Ephesians, 162-65; pace Merklein, Christus, 62-71. 
The theological aspect of reconciliation to God from Eph. 1 has not been forgotten in Eph. 2. 

98While the prefix d7T6 may denote the idea of "again, " it is probable that it simply 
strengthens the basic meaning of the verb here without suggesting that there is restoration of an 
earlier state of peace with God (Abbott, Ephesians, 66; Barth, Ephesians, 1: 265). 

99The verb Ka-raAaooa) is used of the reconciliation of people with one another (1 Cor. 
7: 11) and with God (Rom. 5: 10 [twice]; 2 Con 5: 18-20; and in Col. 1: 20,22 and Eph. 2: 16 using d7roKa-raAAdamo. The noun KaTaAAdn is also found in the sense of reconciliation only in Paul (Rom. 
5: 11; 11: 15; 2 Cor. 5: 18,19). 

100BAGD, s. v. d7roKaTaAAduato and KaTaAAdooo); Biichsel, TDNT, 1: 255-59; Vorldnder 
and Brown, NIDNTT, 3: 166-74. Positively, this verb means "to make peace, " while negatively, it 
means "to remove enmity. " The latter clears the way for the former in effecting reconciliation. 

1010n reconciliation in Paul, see J. A. Fitzmyer, "Reconciliation in Pauline Theology, " in 
No Famine in the Land, ed. J. W. Flanagan and A. W. Robinson (Missoula, MT: Scholars Press, 
1975) 155-77; 1. H. Marshall, "The Meaning of 'Reconciliation, "' in Unity and Diversity in New 
Testament Theology, ed. R. A. Guelich (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1978) 117-32; P. Stuhlmacher, 
"The Gospel of Reconciliation in Christ-Basic Features and Issues of a Biblical Theology of the New 
Testament, " HBT 1 (1979) 161-90; Martin, Reconciliation: A Study of Paul's Theology, 160-67; and S. E. Porter, Katallass6 in Ancient Greek Literature with Reference to the Pauline Writings (C6rdoba: 
Edici6nes El Almendro, 1994). 
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Paul), is the One who reconciles. As the one who brings peace, He effects 

reconciliation with God through the cross. This is not a problem in view of the high 

christology of this letter and the fact that Christ is the agent of the Father. 102 He is 

also the subject Of KTL'07 ,7 
in the previous clause (v. 15b), indicating that the 

reconciliation of Jews and Gentiles "in one ('Pt) body" is a parallel thought to the 

creation of the two groups into "one (&a) new man" resolving the situation of hostility 

between them. 

Second, the phrase ýV CVL' uqia-rt preserves the horizontal perspective of the 

previous clause and is best taken as a reference to the Church as the Body of 

Christ103 rather than the physical crucified body of Christ104 or a combination of both 

6 ideas. 105 This is supported by the qualifying adjective 'Pt (cf. Eph. 4: 4; Col. 1: 18; 3: 15) 

instead of a6Tob and the accompanying phrase &td -rov- o'Taupov, a reference to Christ's 

death that was the means by which the reconciliation took place. Also, the entity 

called "one" (& / et's-) in verses 14-18 refers to the Church and, throughout Ephesians, 

the Church is often referred to as the Body of Christ (1: 23; 4: 4; 12,16; 5: 23,30). 

Third, the reconciliation of both Jews and Gentiles to God (Tý Oco) adds a key 

element to Paul's argument. It is clear from verse 12 that the Gentiles were 

alienated from God as well as from Israel. But verses 12-13 give the impression that 

Israel is near to God and not alienated from Him. Nevertheless, in verse 16, Paul 

102Barth, Ephesians, 1: 266. 

103Abbott, Ephesians, 66; Gnilka, Epheserbrief, 143-44; Merklein, Christus und die Kirche, 
45-47; Schnackenburg, Ephesians, 117; Gundry, S5ma, 239; Lincoln, Ephesians, 144-45; and Best, 
Ephesians, 265. For a helpful discussion of the Church as the Body of Christ, see Schweizer, TDNT, 
7: 1067-80, Best, One Body, 83-159; and J. D. G. Dunn, The Theology of Paul the Apostle (Grand 
Rapids / Cambridge: Eerdmans, 1998) 548-61. 

104Pace E. Haupt, Die Gefangenschaftsbriefe, 8th ed., KEKNT 8-9 (G6ttingen: 
Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1902) 85-87; Percy, Problerne, 280-84; and Barth, Ephesians, 1: 297-98, 
esp. 297 n194. This view picks up on Tt, j arpaTt (v. 13) and Tr- j uapKi (v. 14), but these words are 
qualified by ToD Xpto-ToD and auTou respectively. 

105Pace Schweizer, TDNT, 7: 1073,1077-78; Schlier, Epheser, 135-36; and Stuhlmacher, 
"'He is our Peace'(Eph. 2: 14), " 190. 
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speaks about the reconciliation of both to God through the death of Christ. This 

makes clear that Christ's death and resurrection not only affected the Gentiles' 

status (v. 13) but also put Israel's status in a different light. Paul has already 

declared that all humanity, both Jews and Gentiles alike, are under God's wrath (v. 3). 

The same Law that was like a wall separating Gentiles from Israel and Israel's God 

also confirmed Israel's sinful separation from God as Paul pointed out elsewhere (cf. 

Gal. 3: 10-22; Rom. 3: 19-20; 9: 30-10: 4). Both Jews and Gentiles, then, were in a state 

of enmity not only with each other but also with God. Christ, through His death, has 

reconciled both to God, and at the same time, having reconciled them to each other, 

He created a new humanity, the "one new man. " 

The concluding clause of verse 16 containingTýv e"XOpav reinforces the same 

thought found in the 777'p I'XOpav ... Ka-rqpM'oas- clause of verses 14c-15a, and reiterates 

the negative side of iTottov e-t'p77'PRP in the preceding clause (v. 15b). The aorist 

participle d7TOKTCL'Pas- is fitting following a reference to the cross, which is an 

instrument of death. It probably expresses antecedent time to d7ToKa-raAAde7,7: "He 

reconciled both 
... to God 

... after putting to death (i. e., killing) the hostility in 

Himself. " Though personified here, 7-ýP ýX6ýav is to be understood as it was used in 

verse 14c, namely, as a reference to the hostility between Jews and Gentiles106 

rather than hostility between humanity and God, 107 or a reference to both kinds of 

hostility. Nevertheless, the enmity between Jews and Gentiles is removed by their 

common status of peace with God. The e-P a6T6 phrase could refer to the cross, the 

closest antecedent, 108 but, in keeping with the use of ab-rw as masculine in its various 

106Lincoln, Ephesians, 146; Best, Ephesians, 266. 

107Pace Haupt, Gefangenschaftsbriefe, 85-87; and Barth, Ephesians, 1: 264,291. This 
view overlooks the fact that the aorist participle, dvoKTcivag, refers back to Christ's action before He 
reconciled both in one body to God. 

108Robinson, Ephesians, 65; Gnilka, Epheserbrief, 144; Bruce, Epistles, 300 n127; Best, 
Ephesians, 266. This view takes the dative pronoun a6Tt5 as neuter rather than masculine, but this 
is unusual in christological texts without further warraný. 
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forms in verses 14-16, it is better to understand the phrase reflexively as a reference 

to Christ Himself as the One who killed the enmity and brought reconciliation by His 

death on the cross. 109 At this point, Paul proceeds to present the results of Christ's 

reconciling activity. 

3.5.4 Ephesians 2: 17-18: The Results of Christ Being Our Peace 

Not only does Christ embody peace and not only has He secured it for 

others, but He has also proclaimed it to Jews and Gentiles, and through Him they 

both as "one new man" have access to God. 

3.5.4.1 Proclamation of Peace (2: 17). The words Kai ýA&6v (aorist 

participle) provide a transition that links verse 17 to the programmatic statement 

about peace in verse 14a and its subsequent development in verses 14b-16. The 

understood subject continues to be Jesus Christ, and His work as proclaimer is the 

focal point. This raises the question about what specific occasion of His ministry is in 

view. When did Christ preach peace? Was it before, during, or after His death and 

resurrection? Several different solutions have been offered. 110 Most likely a inter- 

related cluster of events is in view. If Kat' ýA%ýP is a transitional reference back to 

verses 14-16, then the "coming" was Christ's incarnational coming that culminated in 

His death bringing reconciliation, and the "proclamation" was the good news of peace 

that He secured by His death in which He made peace and in so doing proclaimed it to 

Gentiles and Jews. But Christ's death and resurrection was also the content of the 

proclamation that continued through the apostles and other messengers. 111 For 

109Abbott, Ephesians, 66; Lincoln, Ephesians, 146; and Schnackenburg, Ephesians, 117. 
Barth, Ephesians, 1: 297, concludes that the two interpretations "in his own person" and "on the 
cross" must be held together and combined. In context, these are not mutually exclusive ideas, but 
the personal reference is more likely. 

11OFor a discussion and evaluation of various views, see Best, Ephesians, 271-73. If 
forced to choose, the view Best prefers is either the proclamation of Christ's earthly life itself, or the 
proclamation of the risen Christ through the preaching of the apostles and others. 

111Lincoln, Ephestans, 149, concludes that it is "the effect of that accomplishment on the 
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Paul, then, Christ embodies peace both in deed (vv. 14-16) and word (v. 17). 

The remaining language of verse 17 takes up the terms yaKpav and cyyv's- 

used in verse 13 and combines the verb Ev'ayycAi& from Isaiah 52: 7 with the wording 

of Isaiah 57: 19.112 The original reference ofToZ,, -- 1-taKpall ... Tots- ýyyw' in Isaiah 57: 19 

referred to two groups of Jews, namely, those who lived "afar" in exile and those who 

remained "near" in the land. In later Jewish interpretations of this text, the terms 

paKpap and ýyyw' came to refer to other divisions within Israel, including a line of 
interpretation that understood paKpat, of Isaiah 57: 19 as a reference to Gentile 

proselytes. They were those who came "near" (: np, i. e., entered) the community of 
Israel and shared in its blessings. 113 

In light of Paul's comments in verses 11-12, it may well be along the lines of 

traditional proselyte terminology that he formulates his statement in verse 13. The 

difference, signaled by vvpt' &, is that now, because of Christ's death on the cross, 

Paul can broaden the scope of the "far" who have come "near" from proselytes to 

Judaism to all Gentiles who have become Christians. In the same way, in light of 

Christ's reconciling work, when the "far" and "near" terminology prompted the 

allusion to Isaiah 57: 19 in verse 17, Paul applied it to his Gentile readers and Jews. 114 

cross (v. 16) which can be identified as a preaching of the good news of peace to the far off, the 
Gentiles, and a preaching of that same good news to the near, the Jews. " The aorist participle, 
eACv, following Kai is adverbial, either antecedent temporal ("And after He came .. . 

"), or 
contemporaneous temporal ("And when He came. .. "), or attendant circumstance ("And He came 
and. . . 

") to c67yycA1oaTo (cf. Wallace, Grammar, 614-15,624-25,640-43). The first option is 
preferred. 

112Gnilka, Epheserbrief, 150, pays minimal attention to these Isaiah texts and assumes 
that, in his reconstructed hymn, the terms "far" and "near" designated cosmic powers originally. 
But Stuhlmacher, "'He is our Peace' (Eph. 2: 14), " 187, shows that this assumption has no support 
in Jewish interpretation of these Isaiah texts. 

113Lincoln, "The Use of the OT in Ephesians, " 27-28, and id., Ephesians, 146-47. The 
verb n-ip is also used in Qumran literature for the idea of bringing a person into the community (cf. 
1QH 14.14; 1QS 6.16,22; 8.18; 9.15f). 

1141bid., 28; pace D. C. Smith, "The Ephesian Heresy, " in Society of Biblical Literature: 
1974 Proceedings (Missoula, MT: Scholars Press, 1974) 45-54; and Martin, Reconciliation, 191-92. 
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Lincoln points out several differences in the wording of Ephesians 2: 17 

when compared to the wording of LXX Isaiah 57: 19: cip7jVqP ýJT'Ejp7jlq -ois-PaKptip 1' .7 
-r Kai 

-roi,, - cyyw' ou'utp. One important variation is that the double reference to peace at the 

beginning of the LXX text has been split up so that cip77'pq occurs with bothTo-ts- MaKpat, 

and Toi,, - c'yyw', emphasizing that the peace Jesus Christ procured is to be proclaimed 

to both groups, Gentiles and Jews. Is this peace primarily peace between the two 

groups (vv. 14b-15) or peace with God (v. 16)? Lincoln argues that the wording of the 

verse, which has peace being preached to the two groups separately, makes it harder 

to take a horizontal, sociological need for peace as the primary reference. The 

emphasis of the rewording indicates that peace on the vertical level-peace with 

God-has now become the primary concern. 115 Verse 16 has already combined the 

two perspectives by speaking of a reconciliation of the two groups jV 6-PI UCU'PaTl andT(j 

Oco. The first is horizontal; the second is vertical. Both "the near" as well as "the far" 

require reconciliation with God. 116 Then, verse 17, by talking of a proclamation of 

peace by Christ to each of the two groups, makes the vertical reference dominant. 

This is further reinforced in verse 18 by the statement that through Christ the two 

groups now have access Trpo's- 76v TraTepa. So, Christ proclaims peace with God to both 

Jews and Gentiles, but as verses 14-15 make clear, this has profound implications for 

peace between Jews and Gentiles on the horizontal level. 

A further modification is Paul's addition of upip before 7o'Fs- MaKpav. Here, he 

takes up again the second person plural pronoun from verse 13, where he addressed 

his Gentile Christian readers. This reminds them specifically of the new situation into 

which they have now come as Christians. This also suggests that the material in 

115Lincoln, Ephesians, 148; also Mussner, Christus, 101-102; Burger, Schdpfung, 155; 
and Wolter, Rechtfertigung, 71; pace Barth, Ephesians, 1: 278. 

116Paul does not say how it is that Jews also are alienated from God and need 
reconciliation, but elsewhere he points out that transgression of the Law had separated them from 
God and confined them to a state of condemnation and slavery (cf. Gal. 3: 10-22; 2 Cor. 3: 7-11; Rom. 
2: 17-27; 3: 9-20; 9: 30-10: 4). See discussion on pp. 183-84 above. 
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verses 14-16 provides a preparation for the christological interpretation of Isaiah 52: 7 

and 57: 19 in verse 17, where Paul uses this Old Testament language to address them. 

3.5.4.2 Access To God (2: 18). Verse 18 reinforces verse 17 by 

emphasizing that Christ provides access to God for both groups to whom He preached 

peace and who constitute the "one new man. " The theological distance between both 

the "far" and "near" and God no longer exists. The introductory O'Ttwith its clause 

could be taken in apposition to cipljt-q (v- 17) giving the content of the peace that was 

proclaimed. 117 But the content has already been expressed in verses 14-16. 

Alternatively, O'Tt could be understood in a loosely causal or confirmatory sense118 

modifying ci; 7? yycA1oaTo and introducing the basis for the statement in verse 17. 

However, verse 18 appears to provide the result rather than the basis for verse 17. 

Consequently, it is better to understand o'Tt in a consecutive sense ("with the result 

that") modifying cw'7yycAt'uaTo and introducing the effect for both Jews and Gentiles 

coming from the proclamation of peace with God in verse 17 (cf. Rom. 5: 1-2). 119 

The subject of this clause, ot' dyOoTepot, stands in apposition to the pronoun 

"we" in the present tense verb ' cv, which emphasizes the abiding privilege of CXOP 

mpoo-ayo)yý. This word could be understood in the transitive sense of "an introduction" 

or the intransitive sense of "access, approach. " In all three New Testament uses 
(Rom. 5: 2; Eph. 2: 18; 3: 12) the intransitive sense is best. 120 Christ acts to create 

access to God (cf. 3: 12). The idea of access to God in contrast to alienation (cf. 2: 12) 

has cultic associations from the Old Testament even for Gentiles who come and pray 

117BAGD, s. v. O'TI, Lb; Eadie, Ephesians, 186. 

118BAGD, s. v. o'Tt, 3; BDF, §456; Lincoln, Ephesians, 149. Abbott, Ephesians, 67, treats 
6-rt in a confirmatory sense, giving the proof of what precedes in v. 17. 

119BAGD, s. v. O'Tt, Ld. r, pace Best, Ephesians, 273, who says v. 18 "summarizes and 
explains what has gone before. " 

120BAGD, s. v. 7rpooaytuY7?; Schmidt, TDNT, 1: 130-34; Abbott, Ephesians, 67; Lincoln, 
Ephesians, 149; Best, Ephesians, 273; pace Barth, Ephesians, 1: 268. 
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toward the temple (1 Kings 8: 41-43), and are seen prophetically as coming to Zion to 

offer sacrifices, seek the Lord, and pray (Isa. 56: 6-8; Zech. 8: 20-23). 

Now, apart from the temple and legal prescriptions, the privilege of access 

to God-formerly enjoyed in a limited way only by the Jews-has been provided in a 

new way for both Jews and Gentiles together. This new arrangement, which replaces 

the old, is amplified by the three phrases that modify the statement ' EV 77ýV CXOY 

7Tpoouytonv. First, access is provided through Christ (&'av'Toý, emphatic position) 

who has reconciled both to God thereby putting an end to the enmity between them 

(v. 16). Second, both have access ýv 6'-p! 7TPc ' aTt. 121 UP In the sphere of the flesh (v. 11) 

there was division between Jew and Gentile, but now in the sphere of the same Spirit 

there is peace (vv. 14b-15) and access to God (v. 18). This phrase is parallel to ýV CPI 

uq. La7t in verse 16, suggesting a link between "one body" and "one Spirit, " a theme 

that Paul develops elsewhere (cf, 4: 4; 1 Cor. 12: 4-13). It confirms that Christ has 

created something new (v. 15) since the realm of the Spirit replaces the Jerusalem 

temple as the place of access into God's presence. Third, the access both Jews and 

Gentiles have is 7Tpo'5- -ro'v 7=epa, a new relationship to God as Father (cf. 1: 5; 4: 6; Gal. 

4: 6; Rom. 8: 15-16). Access to the presence of God as Father through Christ in one 

Spirit, then, is the remarkable result derived from the proclamation of peace with God 

to both Jews and Gentiles. Those "far off'have indeed been brought "near. " The 

enjoyment of this new privilege by both groups is also evidence of the peace 

established between them. 

121Word order and contextual parallels indicate that this phrase has a locative (sphere), 
or possibly an instrumental means function here, but not agency (Wallace, Grammar, 372-74). 
Some interpreters understand Trvc6pa-rt as a reference to the human spirit or disposition, but this 
ignores a reference to the Father, Son and Spirit that appears to be intentional since several such 
associations occur in Ephesians (cf. 1: 4-14; 2: 22; 4: 4-6). The unifying power of the Spirit reflects 
Paul's understanding that the resurrected Lord continues to be active and effective in His Church 
through the Spirit (3: 16), giving and sustaining life (i Cor. 15: 45) and freedom (2 Cor. 3: 17-18). On 
the relation between the Body of Christ and the Spirit, see Best, Ephesians, 274. 
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3.6 Concluding Observations on the "One New Man" 

The designation CL'S- Kai v6s- dkOpcu7Tos- in Ephesians 2: 15 occurs in a context in 

which Paul contrasts his Gentile readers' pre-Christian past with their Christian 

present. The contrast schema 7To76'. .. v0k, (v. 13) is explicit and significant to the 

whole passage. Once OToTC') Gentiles were "far off' (I-LaKpap), alienated from Israel's 

covenant privileges and Israel's God. Previously, because of the special covenant 

status of the Jews in relation to God in redemptive history, there was a fundamental 

difference and deep-seated enmity between Jews and Gentiles. This distinction in 

religious existence affected all other social relationships as well. But now (Vvpi &), 

through Christ, the Peacemaker, they have been brought "near" Vyyzý-) to God and 
His salvific blessings. In His death, Christ removed the cause of hostility between 

Jews and Gentiles in order that in Himself He might create "the two"-the formerly 

alienated Jew and Gentile-into "one new man, " thus making peace. 

The reference to Christ as the creator of something new that overcomes and 

transcends old divisions sets up a contrast with the first creation involving the first 

man, Adam, the inclusive representative of the old order. The corporate structure of 
the old order / realm, established by fallen Adam and dominated by the power of sin 

and death, has a "solidarity group" comprised of all those who belong to him, namely, 
the "old (fallen) humanity. " By contrast, through the death and resurrection of Jesus 

Christ, a new order / realm has been established that has a "solidarity group" 

comprised of all those, Jew or Gentile, who are incorporated into Christ, namely, a 

new creation, the "new (redeemed) humanity. " This is the "one (vs. "two") new (vs. 

"old") man" Christ has created by incorporating reconciled Jews and Gentiles in 

Himself. He has made the two-believing Jews and Gentiles-into one reconciled 

community where both are no longer what they once were in relation to God. 

Corporate solidarity with Christ comes to dominate the concept of the "new man" so 
strongly that believers as the Body of Christ can be called the "one new man" (Eph. 
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2: 15; cf, Gal. 3: 28). This is a redemptive-historical, not an individual, change although 
it involves individuals. It is a change in soteriological, not ethnic, status that 

transcends the age-old division between Jews and Gentiles, the prototype of all 
human hostility. 

The word Katpos, stresses the qualitative newness brought about by Jesus 

Christ. Through the cross He put the Mosaic legal system out of operation for it had 

served its purpose, killed the enmity between Jew and Gentile, and united them in a 
"oneness" (c"P, v. 14). In making peace where once there had been deep religious and 

social division, He created the two into "one new man" and at the same time 

reconciled both to God. Now, together, Jewish and Gentile believers share equally in 

the blessings of the new era of salvation. KatVO51 denotes the new things that have 

come through Christ and highlights the contrast between the old situation 

represented by 6'XOpa and the new situation represented by ctP771, R, bringing a new 

religious unity of Jew and Gentile in Christ. 

In keeping with the language of this passage, the "one new man" refers to 

the new redeemed humanity that belongs to the corporate structure of the new order 

realm established by Jesus Christ and dominated by the power of righteousness and 
life. This corporate structure has: 1) a "founding father" in the inclusive 

representative figure, Jesus Christ, the prototypical "new man" (2: 14-16; cf. Rom. 

5: 15-19); 2) a "solidarity group" comprised of those who belong to Him, the new 
humanity (2: 14-16; cf. Rom. 5: 15-19); 3) a way of life that those "in Christ" pursue 
(2: 10; 4: 1-6: 20); and 4) a destiny to which they go-eternal life (1: 13-14; 2: 6-7; cf 
Rom. 6: 22-23). Given these associations, the "new man" metaphor functions 

primarily at the corporate level in this passage. The designation is appropriate 
because it comes about by the uniting of Jews and Gentiles in the inclusive, 

prototypical new man, Jesus Christ. Together they (individually) form the new 
humanity (corporately), of which Christ is the Head. This new corporate entity is 
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also depicted as "one body" (2: 16), which earlier was identified as the "Body of Christ, " 

namely, the Church (Eph. 1: 22-23). The "one new man, " then, is created and 

constituted a community of many persons, both Jews and Gentiles together, who are 

reconciled to one another and to God by Jesus Christ. 

At this point, we turn our attention to Colossians 3: 9-11 and Ephesians 

4: 22-24, two passages in paraenetic contexts that use clothing imagery and contain a 

reference to both the "old" and the "new man. " We must examine these texts to see 
how Paul uses this double metaphor. We look first at Colossians 3: 9-11. 



CEUPTER 4 

COLOSSLANS 3: 9-11 

THE OLD MAN PUT OFF / THE NEW MAN PUT ON 

The words "having put off the old man ... and having put on the new [nian]" 

occur in Colossians 3: 9-10. This text is a primary reference to the "old man" and the 

"new man" in the corpus Paultnum and the first to mention both the terms together 

along with the "put off / put on" imagery. In light of this, an exegetical study of this 

text in its context is important to our investigation. Once again we shall speak of the 

author as the Apostle Paul. 1 Following a discussion of the historical setting of 

Colossians (4.1), the literary context of Colossians 3 (4.2), and the structural form of 

Colossians 3: 1-11 (4.3), the chapter proceeds with an exegesis of Colossians 3: 5-11, 

especially 3: 9-11 (4.4), and concludes with observations on the "old man / new man" 

(4.5). 

4.1 Historical Setting of Colossians 

The town of Colossae was located on the banks of the Lycus River in 

western Asia Minor, about 100 miles inland from Ephesus. Like other towns in the 

region at that time, it had its share of religious syncretism, including the presence of 

Judaism in one form or another. It is reasonable to suppose that Christianity was 

introduced to Colossae by Epaphras, a native of the town (Col. 4: 12). Though not 

stated directly, it is probable that he was converted to Christianity and trained by the 

Apostle Paul during Paul's two- to three-year stay in Ephesus (Acts 19: 10; 20: 3 1). 

Later, as Paul's representative, Epaphras carried the Christian gospel to his own 

hometown (Col. 1: 7-8) and exercised painstaking pastoral care there and in the 

neighboring towns of Laodicea and Hierapolis (4: 13). Apparently through his 

lSee the discussion and support for this view in ch. 1, pp. 6-11. 
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preaching and teaching, the Colossian Christians were well instructed in the 

Christian faith (2: 6-7). 

Paul writes this letter to the predominantly Gentile Christian congregation 

in Colossae (cf. 1: 12,21,27; 2: 13). It appears to be prompted by a visit from 

Epaphras who informs Paul about the spread of the gospel in the Lycus Valley region 

and brings an encouraging report of events there (Col. 1: 6,8,9; 2: 5). But his report 

also includes some troublesome news about "false teaching" that was threatening the 

Colossian Christians (2: 8,16-23). Paul takes Epaphras' report seriously and by 

means of the Colossian letter sets out, with some restraint, to refute this erroneous 

teaching that he regarded as a denial of the apostolic gospel. Apparently, Epaphras 

was not free to return to Colossae when the letter was sent, so Tychicus was 

commissioned to carry it there and to convey news concerning Paul and his 

associates, especially Epaphras (4: 12; cf Eph. 6: 21-22). 

Since Paul gives no formal exposition of the "error" facing the Colossian 

Christians, modern interpreters are forced to reconstruct it from the counter- 

arguments he puts forward and the meaning of the terms and slogans he apparently 

takes up from his opponents and uses for apologetic purposes. The identification of 

what some call "the Colossian heresy" has long occupied the attention of New 

Testament scholars, and the discussion has produced a variety of opinionS. 2 

For our purposes, it is sufficient to say that this erroneous teaching 

probably grew out of the intellectual and religious syncretism of the Greco-Roman 

2For a survey of the discussion with references, see W. G. Ktimmel, Introduction to the 
New Testament, rev. ed., trans. H. C. Kee (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1975) 338-40; also F. 0. 
Francis and W. A. Meeks, eds., Conflict at Colossae: A Problem in the Interpretation of Early 
Christianity Illustrated by Selected Modern Studies, 2nd ed., SBLSBS 4 (Missoula, MT: Scholars 
Press, 1975); M. D. Hooker, "Were There False Teachers in Colossae? " in Christ and Spirit in the 
New Testament, eds. B. Lindars and S. S. Smalley (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1973) 
315-31; and J. J. Gunther, St. Paul's Opponents and their Background. A Study of Apocalyptic and 
Jewish Sectarian Teachings (Leiden: Brill, 1973). That Gunther lists 44 different views indicates 
there is no consensus on the nature of the false teaching (3-4). In addition, see the discussions in 
the major commentaries. 
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culture of the period. Phrygia, the region in which Colossae was located, was well 

suited to the amalgamation of various beliefs and practiceS. 3 Free-thinking diaspora 

Judaism was open to speculative ideas from the Hellenistic world. Against this 

background, Christianity would have been readily viewed by some as another new 

cult to be assimilated with both Hellenistic Judaism and Hellenistic religious 

philosophy and mysticism. Thus, "the Colossian error" appears to be composite in 

nature. 4 Paul describes the false teaching as "deceptive philosophy" that rests upon 

"human tradition" and "the elements (-rd oTotXcia) of the world" (2: 8; cf. 2: 20; Gal. 4: 3, 

9). 5 It minimized the person and work of Christ, viewing Him as one among many 

mediating beings between God and man, and it prescribed a program of rigorous 

asceticism and self-denial in order for a person to participate in heavenly visions, to 

observe angelic worship, and thereby to gain "fullness of life" (2: 16-18,23). This made 

one privy to the wisdom of God and demonstrated that one possessed the special 

knowledge necessary for salvation. In short, the "Colossian heresy" appears to have 

been an innovative attempt to attain "divine fullness" (7TA77', ptqpa). 

Paul, however, repudiated the heresy because it denegrated Christ. All the 

fullness of the Godhead was in Him, and in Him were all the treasures of wisdom and 

30n the intellectual and religious syncretism of Greco-Roman culture, see H. Koester, 
Introduction to the New Testament, 2 vols. (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1982) 1: 164-203. 

4This is challenged by N. T. Wright, The Epistles of Paul to the Colossians and to 
Philemon, TNTC (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1986) 24-30, who argues that all the elements of 
Paul's polemic in Colossians make sense as a warning against the claims of Judaism by portraying 
Judaism itself as if it were just another pagan religion, that is, a "philosophy" (2: 8) developed by 
human tradition (2: 8,22). To follow it would be to return to the same type of religion the new 
converts had recently abandoned. 

5VVhat precisely Paul meant by the phrase Td oTotXcFa ToO K6o-pov is still debated. Does 
he mean: 1) "elementary instruction" of this present world (cf. Heb. 5: 12); 2) "divinized elemental 
substances, " viz., powerful spirit beings or heavenly powers who control the present world order; or 
3) "basic elements" on which the existence of pre-Christian man rests, viz., the powers of law, flesh, 

and sin that dominate people in this world? We incline toward the second view. Cf. Philo, Aet. 107, 
and Cont. 3. For a survey of views with references, see H. -H. Esser, "Law-uTotxda, " NIDNTT, 
2: 451-56; J. Blinzler, "Lexikalisches zu dem Terminus rd aToixeia -rOb KOopoD bei Paulus, " in 
SPCIC 1961, AnBib 17-18 (Rome: Pontificio Instituto Biblico, 1963) 429-43; and P. T. O'Brien, 
Colossians, Philemon, WBC 44 (Waco, TX: Word Books, 1982) 129-32. 
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knowledge (Col. 2: 3,9-10). One did not need secret knowledge from visions to learn 

the mystery of God's purposes and activities. Asceticism, adherence to the calendar, 

and circumcision were all unnecessary. Submission to these things was an attempt 

to find completion and fulfillment apart from Christ. All this is superfluous. Christ is 

the true reality, and all these prescriptions are merely shadows (2: 16-23). In Christ 

believers are complete in their standing before God, and, thus, they need nothing else 
for Christian living. All this is important to the "new man. " 

4.2 Literary Context of Colossians 3 

Many interpreters recognize that Colossians has three main parts: 

exposition in 1: 3-2: 5, refutation of error in 2: 6-3: 4, and exhortations in 3: 5-4: 6, 

framed by an opening salutation (1: 1-2) and the closing greetings and blessing 

(4: 7-18). In part one (1: 3-2: 5), Paul offers a prayer of thanksgiving for the Christians 

in Colossae (1: 3-8) that turns into a splendid intercession on their behalf (1: 9-14). 

Then he forthrightly presents the unique and complete preeminence and power of 

Jesus Christ as creator and reconciler, both in relation to "all things" in general and in 

relation to the new creation, the Church, in particular (1: 15-20). Out of this grows his 

initial statement of purpose for writing. By drawing on his overall theological 

understanding, he writes to help the Colossian believers develop the genuine Christian 

maturity that God wills for His people (1: 21-2: 5). He wants them to have a proper 

understanding of God's mystery, namely, the indwelling Christ in whom the totality of 

wisdom and knowledge is found and is made available to all (2: 2-3). 

At this point the second part of the letter (2: 6-3: 4) begins to unfold. Paul 

turns to the relationship of the Colossian believers to Christ. He confirms the 

teaching that they already have been given (2: 6-7) and issues the command to 

"walk (live) in Christ. " He then attacks certain teachings that would prevent them 

from doing this in the mature way he desires to see (2: 8-19). As these verses 
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suggest, they were being pressured to "complete" their conversion by accepting 

rigorous ascetic regulations, but Paul protests against this. Negatively, the 

legalism of such "philosophy" is empty and irrelevant since believers "died with 

Christ" and have been set free from the control of all hostile powers (2: 16-23, 

especially 20). By faith as proclaimed in baptism, the believer accepts Christ's 

death as his own and commits himself to the fact that his former life in bondage to 

these spiritual powers and regulations has come to an end with Christ at the cross. 

Positively, believers have been "raised with Christ" to a new life that unites them 

with Him (3: 1-4). The outcome of dying and rising with Christ brings with it the 

obligation to live as citizens of the kingdom of God's Son into which they have been 

transferred (cf. 1: 13). They must set their minds on the things that are above-the 

hidden realities of glorified life in the world above-not things that belong to the 

earth. Paul's emphasis on the present realization of resurrection life for believers is 

probably designed to counter the claims of the false teachers for a fuller, more 

complete salvation. However, even though they have entered upon this life already, 

its consummation and full manifestation will not take place until Christ, who is its 

embodiment, appears (3: 4). 6 

In part three (3: 5-4: 6), Paul shifts his emphasis from doctrinal indicatives 

to ethical imperatives. However, he does not leave the indicative behind for it is 

6Much has been made of the fact that in Colossians (and Eph. 2: 5-6) Paul speaks of 
believers as having already been raised with Christ, whereas in Rom. 6 he views resurrection with 
Christ as an event still future. Some interpreters see this as a sign of a post-Pauline author for 
Colossians: e. g., E. Lohse, Colossians and Philemon, trans. W. R. Poehlmann and R. J. Karris 
(Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1971) 104,134 n13,180; R. C. Tannehill, Dying and Rising with 
Christ. A Study in Pauline Theology, BZNW 32 (Berlin: T6plemann, 1967) 47-54; and E. Grdsser, 
"Kol 3,1-4 als Beispel einer Interpretation secundum homines recipientes, " ZThK 64 (1967) 139-68. 
In both passages, however, both elements-the "already" and the "not yet"-are represented, 
though with different degrees of emphasis. The "already" aspect is implicit in Rom. 6: 4,10,11,13 
and explicit in Col. 3: 1-2, while the "not yet" aspect is expressed in Rom. 6: 5,8, and Col. 3: 4,6,24. 
See O'Brien, Colossians, 165-69; and A. T. Lincoln, Paradise Now and Not Yet: Studies in the Role of 
the Heavenly Dimension in Paul's Thought with Special Reference to His Eschatology, SNTSMS 43 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1981) 122-34. 
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interwoven with his exhortations. 7 The double assertion-"since you died with Christ 

... since you have been raised with Christ. 
. . 11 (3: 1)-is amplified in 3: 5-11 and 3: 12- 

17, concluding with the command in 3: 17 to do all things in the name of the Lord 

Jesus, giving thanks to God the Father through Him, which is more or less the sum 

and substance of his whole appeal. In 3: 5-11, Paul describes the life of the "old age / 

realm" and urges the Colossian believers to make a clean break with it; and in 3: 12- 

17 he encourages them to embrace the lifestyle of the "new age / realm. " He applies 

it in more detail to three areas: the home (3: 18-2 1), the workplace (3: 22-4: 1), and in 

witness to the world (4: 2-6). In the final section (4: 7-18) he conveys greetings from 

fellow workers who are with him and expresses greetings to other churches in the 

region of Colossae. In light of this contextual overview, we turn our attention to 3: 1- 

11 to set the stage for an exegesis of 3: 5-11. 

4.3 Structural Form of Colossians 3: 1-11 

Colossians 3: 1-4 serve as an important transition section in the letter. 8 On 

one hand, they conclude Paul's polemic against the "philosophy" of the false teachers 

(2: 8-23) and provide the true alternative to their erroneous teaching. The inferential 

ovP (v. 1) indicates that what follows draws upon the preceding line of argument. On 

the other hand, these verses provide the theological basis (the "indicative") for the 

7Though this shift in emphasis is characteristic of Paul (e. g., Rom. 1: 18-11: 36 and Rom. 
12: 1-15: 13), it should not be pressed rigidly. It is not to be explained by a tension between the 
ideal and the actual, pace A. S. Peake, "The Epistle of Paul to the Colossians" in The Expositor's 
Greek Testament, vol. 3, ed. W. R. Nicoll (London: Hodder & Stoughton, 1903) 3: 537, who states, 
"Clearly these assertions of verses 1-4 are idealistic. The death and resurrection potentially theirs 
are to be realized in the putting to death of their members. " For a balance, see C. F. D. Moule, The 
Epistles of Paul the Apostle to the Colossians and to Philemon, 3rd ed., CGTC (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1968) 113; G. B. Caird, Paul's Letters From Prison (Ephesians, 
Philippians, Colossians, Philemon) in the Revised Standard Version, NCB (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 1976) 203; and Wright, Colossians, 21. 

8F. Zeilinger, Der Erstgeborene der Sch6pfung. Untersuchungen zur Formalstruktur und 
Theologie des Kolosserbriefs (Wien: Herder Verlag, 1974) 60-62; E. Schweizer, The Letter to the 
Colossians: A Commentary, trans. A. Chester (Minneapolis: Augsburg Press, 1982) 130-31; O'Brien, 
Colossians, 157-58. 
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immediate exhortations (vv. lb-2) and the main hortatory part of the letter (the 

"imperative") that follows (3: 5-4: 6). The exhortations relate to the way a Christian 

thinks and lives as summarized in a number of imperatival clauses (cf. 3: 1b, 2,5,8, 

12 et al. ). The basis for these exhortations is twofold. First, the Colossian believers 

have "died with Christ" (3: 3a, cf 2: 11-12,20) to the old order and way of life. Second, 

as those who have been raised with Christ (3: la), 9 they now participate in His 

resurrection life (3: 3b) and await the full and open manifestation of their life with 

Him in the future (3: 4). 

Verses 5-11 begin the main paraenetic section of the letter (3: 5-4: 6). This 

paragraph has been called the "negative paraenesis" since it contains two negative 

commands, texpwaaTc (v. 5) and 67T60co* (v. 8), along with two catalogs of vices (vv. 5, 

8), followed by yý Oc6&co-Oc N. 9a). 10 The inferential o6p (v. 5) recalls the theological 

basis for these commands given in verses 1-4. The object of the first imperative 

(vcKpa' k7a7c, v. 5) is 7d pýAq -ra em' Tiýý which is defined more precisely by the first 

catalog of five vices followed by three relative clauses describing the pagan past of 

the readers. The object of the second imperative (d7oOcoOc, v. 8) is Td 7MV7a, which is 

defined more precisely by the second catalog of five vices. The 7ToTE / vbP ("once-now") 

contrast schema is used to link the second catalog of vices with the first in a chiastic 

arrangement: [a] ev ors- (cf. v. 5) Kai ' ds- [b] TreptciTaTq'oaTe- 7ToTc ... 
[V] vvpt' & 

d7T606-0,06- [al Kai Weis- -rd 7TavTa ... (cf v. 8b). 11 By this means Paul shows the 

Colossian Christians how they ought to conduct themselves now in contrast to their 

pre-Christian past (once). The third imperative (yý Oc6&u0c, v. 9a) is followed by two 

9The conditional clause introduced by el does not express doubt, but means "if, as is the 
case, " "since, " denoting an assumption relating to what has already happened; see BAGD, s. v. ci, 
I. 1; BDF, §372; Delling, TDNT, 7: 686. This point is confirmed by a7Tc0dPcTc yap in 3: 3. 

1OZeilinger, Der Erstgeborene, 63; O'Brien, Colossians, 174-75. 

11R Tachau, "Einst" und Wetzt" im Neuen Testament. Beobachtungen zu einem 
urchristlichen Predigtschema in der neutestamentlichen Briefliteratur und zu seiner Vorgeschichte, 
FRLANT 105 (Gbttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1972) 124. 
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parallel aorist participial clauses (d7TcK-(5t)o-dpe7vot 
... Kai ýV6VUalICVOL 

.... vv. 9b-10) 

that contrast the "old man" and the "new man. " Finally, verse 11 declares that, 

within the realm of the "new man, " the barriers that separate people from one 

another are done away, leaving the focus solely on Christ who is "all and in all. " As a 

whole, this paragraph stands in antithetical parallelism with the following section of 

"positive paraenesis" in 3: 12-17. We now turn our attention in more detail to 3: 5-11 

and Paul's use of the terms "old man" and "new man" in verses 9 and 10. 

4.4 Exegesis of Colossians 3: 5-11 

This section of Paul's ethical appeal is primarily negative. The general 

exhortation to "set your mind ... not on earthly things" (v. 2b) finds concrete 

application in this paragraph. Its focal points are the commands VcKpojaa-rc (v. 5), 

67T60ca0e- (v. 8), and liý Oe-6&cOe- (v. 9a). As those who have died and risen with Christ 

(3: 1-4), the Colossian believers are to rid themselves of the vices of their sinful, pre- 

Christian life (3: 5-11) and to clothe themselves with Christian virtues (3: 12-17). 

It is generally accepted that much of the paraenetic material in the Pauline 

letters had already been collected and used in the life of the early Church before Paul 

and others made use of it. Philip Carrington and E. G. Selwyn have done the pioneer 

work in this area. 12 They have shown that passages of ethical instruction have 

several things in common, such as agreement in subject matter, distinctive style 
(e. g., the presence of lists), and a distinctive vocabulary including catchwords that 

serve as summary headings of ethical teachings. These similarities, they claim, are 

the result not of literary borrowing, but of the author's drawing on and developing this 

traditional material in his own way. In compiling such material, use was made of 

12p. Carrington, The Primitiue Christian Catechism (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1940) 31-65; and E. G. Selwyn, The First Epistle of Saint Peter, 2nd ed. (New York: 
Macmillan, 1947) appended essay 11,363-466, where he compares the ethical sections of Romans, 
Colossians, Ephesians, 1 Peter and James. Carrington states that this material could be classified 
under four headings: "put off, " "submit, " "watch, " and "resist. " See also G. E. Cannon, The Use of 
Traditional Materials in Colossians (Macon, GA: Mercer Press, 1983) 73-82. 
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appropriate ideas available from various sources such as Stoic teaching, rabbinic 

instruction, and the words of Jesus. Judging by New Testament usage, such ethical 

teaching was post- rather than pre-baptismal instruction. 13 

4.4.1 Colossians 3: 5-7: Put To Death What Is Earthly 

4.4.1.1 Colossians 3: 5a. With an inferential OV'V, 14 Paul emphasizes the 

logical connection between theological affirmation and ethical exhortation. This 

connection introduces the ethical duties stemming from the instruction set forth in 

2: 20-3: 4 with perhaps special reference to the theological basis summarized in 3: 3-4. 

The sense is this: the Colossian believers have a new status (position) before God in 

the risen Christ, therefore they are to conduct their life in conformity with it. Though 

the believer's life is "hidden with Christ" at present (v. 3) and is yet to be openly 

displayed at His parousia (v. 4), it must find authentic expression in his / her present 

conduct, both negatively (3: 5-11) and positively (3: 12-17). 

Paul's first command in this paraenetic section is the aorist imperative 

15 The verb VcKp , meaning PcKpokuTc, which should be taken in an ingressive sense. Ow 

"to put to death, " occurs in an active sense only here (v. 5) in the New Testament. 16 

It is used figuratively in accord with the emphasis on "death" in the context (2: 11-12, 

13See A. M. Hunter, Paul and His Predecessors, rev. ed. (London: SCM Press, 1961) 52-57, 
128-31; J. D. G. Dunn, Unity and Diversity in the New Testament, 2nd ed. (London: SCM Press, 
1990) 141-47; and id., The Theology of Paul the Apostle (Grand Rapids / Cambridge: Eerdmans, 
1998) 661-67. 

14BAGD, s. v. oup, 1; BDF, §451,1; A. T. Robertson, A Grammar of New Testament Greek 
in the Light of Historical Research, 4th ed. (Nashville, TN: Broadman, 1923) 1191-92; W. Nauck, 
"Das oup-pardneticum, " ZNW 49 (1958) 134-35, points out that an oup frequently connects 
theological discussion with subsequent paraenetic exhortation that gives the ethical responsibilities 
stemming from the theological instruction. 

15B. M. Fanning, Verbal Aspect in New Testament Greek, OTM (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 
1990) 358-61. For further discussion, see ch. 2,134 n202. 

16BAGD, s. v. PcKpOO); Bultmann, TDNT, 4: 892-94; Coenen, NIDNTT, 1: 445. The perfect 
passive participle form (vcvcKpo)yývos-) is used in a literal sense in Rom. 4: 19 and Heb. 11: 12, where 
in both instances it describes Abraham's body in old age as being "as good as dead, " indicating that 
his procreative capabilities had come to an end. 
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13,20; 3: 3)17 and is more appropriate with -rd I-LýA77 as its object than the verb 67606-90C 

used in verse 8 (cf. Rom. 13: 12). It appears to be selected with special reference to 

the aorist indicative 67TcOdvc-re- in verse 3: "you died [with Christ] 
... therefore, put to 

death the members. .. ." 
The force of this command must be seen in light of its 

object 7d pýAq. 

Considerable discussion has taken place over the meaning ofTci MýAq, which 

was used in the ancient world with a broad range of meaning, including reference to 

various parts of the human body (cf. Rom. 6: 11-13; 8: 13). 18 A further difficulty 

involves the catalog of five vices that is placed rather abruptly in simple apposition to 

7a y077. In fact, it is this appositional construction that has given rise to various 

attempts to explain the words 7d yýAq 7a e'm' Týs- 19 Proposals include taking Ta 

I-LýA77 as a vocative subject of the sentence; 20 2) putting a period after 7-S- rq-s- and 

taking the following "vice" nouns as "prospective accusatives" governed by the verb 

J 213) taking the following five "vice" nouns themselves as the I-LýAq d7T6,06-a0c in verse 8; 

17The figurative use of the adjective P6-Kp6s- in Rom. 6: 11 has probably been influential 
here also, except that the governing verb Aoyt'CcoOe- is present tense, and Paul makes a different 
point there than he does here; pace F. F. Bruce, The Epistles to the Colossians, to Philemon, and to 
the Ephesians, NICNT (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1984) 140 n49, who claims that the idea here is 
synonymous with the statement in Rom. 6: 11. See ch. 2,126-27 at Rom. 6: 11. 

18BAGD, s. v. pýAos-; Horst, TDNT, 4: 555-68; Schiitz, NIDNTT, 1: 229-32. MýAo,, - occurs 
34 times in the NT, of which 29 are in the Pauline corpus. See ch. 2,133 n192 at Rom. 6: 13. 

19See the survey of proposals in O'Brien, Colossians, 176-78. Manuscripts K2 A C3 DFG 
H and most cursives insert uptip after Td jiýAq, but it is omitted by p46 A* B C* ý, and several 
cursives. This addition, however, appears to be an accommodation to Pauline usage elsewhere (cf. 
Rom. 6: 13,19) and is not preferred. Nevertheless, the translation "your members" is acceptable 
due to the presence of the article Td preceding jiýA77. The Td following p6Ai7 together with the 
following prepositional phrase may be translated by a relative clause, "which are upon the earth, " or 
the article may make the phrase equivalent to an adjective; thus: "earthly members. " See D. B. 
Wallace, Greek Grammar Beyond the Basics: An Exegetical Syntax of the New Testament (Grand 
Rapids: Zondervan, 1996) 211-16. 

20C. Masson, L'ýpitre de Saint Paul aux Colossiens, CNT 10 (Paris/Neuchdtel: Delachaux 

et Niestl6,1950) 142. For the vocative use he appeals to BDF, §147,2; thus the Colossian 
believers are being addressed: "Members (of the Body of Christ] put to death 

...... 
Similarly, 

N. Turner, Grammatical Insights into the New Testament (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1965) 104-05. 
Such a technical use of p0i7 is quite improbable in this context. 

21J. B. Lightfoot, St. Paul's Epistles to the Colossians and to Philemon, reprint of 9th ed. 
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and claiming that the author borrowed this arrangement either from an Iranian 

"pentaschema" of anthropology, 22 or, from the Gnostic myth of the two cosmic 

"men, " each of whom had five "members" (limbs); 23 4) taking the "vice" nouns to be 

"members" of the "old man" as a corporate entity that must be put to death; 24 and 5) 

taking the "vice" nouns in apposition to -rti pýAq but treating pýAq by metonymy as a 

reference to the deeds performed by the bodily members when they are used as 

instruments of sin (cf. Rom. 8: 13). 25 

(Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1959) 209-11. With the troublesome accusatives accounted for in this 
way, Lightfoot states that each person has in himself a two-fold moral potentiality-the "old man" 
and the "new man" (vv. 9-10). The "old man" with all his members (pýA77, i. e., bodily faculties that 
cause one to sin) must be "pitilessly slain" (cf. Matt. 5: 29) For critique, see Peake, "Colossians, " 
3: 538; Bruce, Epistles, 141; note also Moule, Colossians, 116. 

22Lohse, Colossians, 137, who follows R. Reitzenstein, Hellenistic Mystery -Religions: Their 
Basic Ideas and Significance, trans. J. E. Steely from the 3rd German edition, PTMS 15 (Pittsburgh: 
Pickwick Press, 1978) 338-51. According to Iranian ideas, a person's members are his good or bad 
deeds out of which his destiny is decided. Reitzenstein claims that a parallel can be found for 

comparing an abstract quality to a limb in CH 12.21, "life and immortality" are, as a variant reads, 
p077 of God. But these parallels come from a later period and are remote from this passage. 

23E. YAsemann, Leib und Leib Christi: Eine Untersuchung zur paulinischen Begrifflichkeit, 
BHT 9 Mibingen: J. C. B. Mohr [Paul Siebeck], 1933) 137-59, esp. 150; but see Lohse, Colossians, 
137. J. Gnilka, Der Kolosserbrief, HTKNT 10.1 (Freiburg/BaselfVienna: Herder, 1980) 179-81, 

argues for a complex background that combines elements of Greco-Roman, Jewish, and Iranian 
thought. Schweizer, Colossians, 182-88, combines ideas from Philo and apocalyptic literature as the 
background. J. D. G. Dunn, The Epistles to the Colossians and to Philemon, NIGTC (Grand Rapids: 
Eerdmans, 1996) 213 n19, states that this text does not require these complex views, both of which 
are dependent on studies by Reitzenstein. J. R. Levison, 'T Apoc. Bar. 48: 42-52: 7 and the 
Apocalyptic Dimension of Colossians 3: 1-6, " JBL 108 (1989) 93-108, provides an incisive critique of 
both Gnilka's (104-05) and Schweizer's (105-06) proposal. Instead, he shows that "the unified, 
consistent background of apocalyptic eschatology, which 2 Apoc. Bar. 48: 42-52: 7 preserves, explains 
the allusive language of Col. 3: 1-6" (94). 

24Tannehill, Dying and Rising, 50-52. He argues that Paul understands Christ's death 
as an inclusive event in which a corporate entity was put to death, so when he refers to dying with 
Christ or stripping off the "old man, " he is speaking about what has taken place in Christ's cross, a 
connection associated with baptism during an early, pre-Pauline period (7-14,22-28). For further 
discussion of this view see ch. 2,107-09. See also O'Brien, Colossians, 178; pace J. A. T. Robinson, 
The Body: A Study in Pauline Theology, SBT 5 (London: SCM Press, 1952) 30. 

25Bruce, Epistles, 141; see also Peake, "Colossians, " 3: 538. T. K. Abbott, A Critical and 
Exegetical Commentary on the Epistles to the Ephesians and to the Colossians, ICC, reprint of 7th ed. 
(Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1974 [18971) 280; and Moule, Colossians, 115, who states that they are 
"to be dead as regards their [your] limbs'immoral use. " This metonymic use of I_LýA77 is similar to the 
use of u6ya in Rom. 6: 6 ("the body of sin"); 7: 24 ("the body of this [moral] death, " cf. 7: 13); and 8: 10 
("the body is dead because of sin"). R. H. Gundry, S6ma in Biblical Theology with Emphasis on 
Pauline Anthropology, SNTSMS 29 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1976) 42 nl, states 
that Td p6k77 sometimes means or refers to 76 a6pa, but the definition of Td /lEA77 here by "sins" that 

are to be put to death militates against taking it as a synonym for atipa. 
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The last option fits this context best. In a vivid and forceful way, Paul 

comes near to identifying his readers'bodily members with the sins of which they 

were once the vehicles of expression. But his focus of attention is on the use to which 

they had been devoted in their pre-Christian life. He does not regard a person's 

physical constitution, one's anatomy, one's instincts, or one's desires as sinful in 

themselves. He does not advocate a radical self-denial in the form of suppressing 

basic human needs in an attempt to control one's body or gain merit as practiced by 

the legalistic asceticism of the false teachers (cf. 2: 18,23). 26 Furthermore, sin itself, 

in its totality, is not to be thought of as a "body" and its various elements as 

"members. " This is unacceptable in light of Romans 6: 6 and Colossians 2: 11 as well 

as this text. 27 

The phrase -rci ETr! Tij,, - yij5- picks up the identical expression used in verse 2 

and qualifies the -rd pAi7 as "belonging to the earth, " the sphere for the existence and 

operation of the vices listed in verses 5 and 8, though the material "earth" itself is not 

sinful. This is the sphere permeated by "the elements of the world" (2: 20) or "the 

dominion of darkness" (1: 13) from which believers have been delivered. Since 

believers have died with Christ, the power of sin over them has been broken (Rom. 

6: 1-14; Col. 2: 11-12; 20-23). The old relationship to sin as a master is severed by this 

death, and it no longer has the right to enforce its claims as it once did. This liberation 

must now be employed in their new life experiences by refusing to place their bodily 

members at the disposal of sin under whose lordship they no longer serve. To the 

Colossian believers, who were relatively recent converts from paganism, Paul calls 

for decisive action in "putting to death" (aorist) the sinful actions and attitudes of the 

26Pace BAGD, s. v. peko, -, 2, who paraphrase as follows: "put to death whatever in your 
nature belongs to the earth; " and id., s. v. vw6a), "put to death ... what is earthly in you. " These 
glosses appear to go too far unless "earth / earthly" are understood as "what is sinful, " which is 
unlikely for Paul. See ch. 2,130-32 at Rom. 6: 12. 

27See the discussion in ch. 2,111-16, and pp. 222-27 below. 
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old life that may remain or reappear in their new life in Christ. This "death" is 

consistent with the "death with Christ" already accomplished (3: 3) as the necessary 

action of corresponding Christian morality. The idea of "death" as "severing 

connections with, " or "putting an end to" that operates at conversion-initiation is also 

to characterize the life of the Christian subsequently in a negative ethical sense. 28 

4.4.1.2 Colossians 3: 5b. There are several lists of vices and virtues in the 

New Testament, especially in the Pauline letters. 29 Various views have been 

advanced regarding the origin and background of these liStS. 30 Such lists were a 

common form among moralists to distinguish faithful insiders from outsiders. In 

particular, Jews reproached pagans for sexual sins, covetousness, and idolatry (e. g., 

Wis. 14: 25-26; 4 Macc. 1: 26-27; 2: 15; 1QS 4.9-11; CD 4.17-19; 2 Enoch 10.4-5). 31 

The New Testament vice and virtue lists reflect the ethical dualism of the Old 

Testament and are descriptive of opposing ways of life. 32 The vice list in verse 5 

28MOule, Colossians, 114-15; Bruce, Epistles, 140 n49; O'Brien, Colossians, 176. 

29E. g., Rom. 1: 29-31; 1 Cor. 6: 9-10; Gal. 5: 19-21. See the lists in Cannon, Traditional 
Materials, 54-60; and in D. E. Aune, The New Testament in Its Literary Environment (Philadelphia: 
Westminster Press, 1987) 194-96. See also E. Schweizer, "Traditional Ethical Patterns in the 
Pauline and Post-Pauline Letters and Their Development (List of Vices and the Housetables), " in 
Text and Interpretation: Studies in the New Testament Presented to Matthew Black, ed. E. Best and 
R. McL. Wilson (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1979) 195-209. 

30Some trace their origin to similar lists in Stoicism, e. g., B. S. Easton, "New Testament 
Ethical Lists, " JBL 51 (1932) 1-12; and A. V6gtle, Die Tugend- und Lasterkataloge im Neuen 
Testament, NTAbh 16 (Miinster: Aschendorff, 1936). Others trace their origin to an early Jewish 
proselyte catechism, e. g., Carrington, Catechism, 13-21, and W. D. Davies, Paul and Rabbinic 
Judaism, 4th ed. with new preface (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1980) 123-29; to Iranian 
influences mediated through sectarian Judaism such as Qumran (IQS 4), e. g., S. Wibbing, Die 
Tugend- und Lasterkataloge im Neuen Testament und ihre Traditionsgeschichte unter besonderer 
Beracksichtigung der Qumrantexte, BZNW 25 (Berlin: Tbpelmann, 1959); or to the Hellenistic 
syncretism of the mystery religions, e. g., E. Kamlah, Die Form der katalogischen Pardnese im Neuen 
Testament, WUNT 7 Mibingen: Mohr, 1964). For a survey with references and evaluation, see 
0. J. F. Seitz, "Lists, Ethical, " in The Interpreter's Dictionary of the Bible, ed. G. A. Buttrick et al., 
4 vols. (New York: Abingdon Press, 1962) 3: 137-39; D. Schroeder, "Lists, Ethical, " IDBSup (1976) 
546-47; and O'Brien, Colossians, 179-81. 

31Cannon, Traditional Materials, 58-59; Dunn, Colossians, 213-14. 

32Martin, NIDNTT, 3: 928-29; cf. Deut. 30: 15-20; Josh. 22: 5; Ps. 1: 1-6; Jer. 21: 8; Ezek. 
18: 1-32. Note also subsequent Christian use: 1 Clem. 35.5; Did. 2-5; Barn. 18-20. 
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shows strong influence from Judaism in making idolatry its climax and in seeing 

sexual sins as related to idol worship (cf. Deut. 31: 16; Hos. 4: 12). Lohse believes that 

this list was simply part of traditional paraenetic material and was not related to any 

specific problem in the Colossian church. 33 But this is probably going too far. Even 

though Paul does not say that such behavior was extant among the Colossian 

Christians, this does not reduce the significance of the list in this context nor its 

application to them. They were continually exposed to the sins of their former pagan 

life and tempted by them. Perhaps also, Paul placed these lists (vv. 5,8) over against 

lists that were used by the false teachers (cf. 2: 21-23). 

The vice list in verse 5 moves from acts to attitudes, from the outward to 

the inward, with each item logically following what precedes. First on the list is 

Troppe-i'a, a general term denoting any kind of sexual intercourse outside of marriage. 34 

The second word, dKaOqput'a, is used figuratively in a moral sense to mean "moral 

uncleanness or impurity. 1135 It points to the immoral activity of pagan life. In this 

context, the third word, 7TaOo5-, denotes the kind of shameful passion that leads to 

uncontrolled sexual desires or even sexual perversion (cf. 1 Thess. 4: 5; Rom. 1: 26). 36 

The fourth word, ýMOUPL'a, could be used by itself in a neutral sense, meaning "a 

33Lohse, Colossians, 137-38; also Easton, "Ethical Lists, " 9-10. 

34BAGD, s. v. voppeta; Hauck and Schulz, TDNT, 6: 579-95; Reisser, NIDNTT, 1: 499-501; 
and V6gtle, Die Tugend, 223-25. B. Malina, "Does Porneia Mean Fornication? " NovT 14 (1972) 
10-17, questions this general understanding of vopvc(a; however, J. Jensen, "Does Porneia Mean 
Fornication? A Critique of Bruce Malina, " NovT 20 (1978) 161-84, argues that the term describes 
wanton sexual behavior, including fornication, in the NT. In the LXX the word was used to denote 
unchastity, prostitution, and fornication (cf. Gen. 34: 31; 38: 15; Lev. 19: 29; Deut. 22: 21); also in 
Jewish literature (e. g., T. Reub. 1.6; 3.3,4.6-8-it leads to idolatry) and the DSS (e. g., 1QS 1.6; 
4.10; CD 2.16). 

35BAGD, s. v. dKaOapoia; Hauck, TDNT, 3: 427-29; Link and Schattenmann, NIDNTT, 
3: 102-108. Note Wis. 2: 16; 1 Esdr. 1: 42; 1 Enoch 10.11; T. Jud. 14.5; T Jos. 4.6. 

36BAGD, s. v. 7TdOo-5-; Michaelis, TDNT, 5: 926-30; Lohse, Colossians, 138. Note T. Jud. 
18.6; T. Jos. 7.8. 
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longing that compels one to action. "37 But the action may be good or evil; hence, 

71 c7nOvIii'a must be contextually defined. Here it is qualified by the adjectiveKaK77, 

indicating it is "evil desire" (cf. Prov. 12: 12; 21: 26). 38 

The climax of the present list is 7TAcovceia. It is set off byKaL' ("and 

especially"), the definite article 777'v, and an explanatory relative clause beginning with 

I/ 77TL, 5.. 39 The addition of the relative clause accounts for the use of the article with 

7TAcovceiap, making it definite, whereas the article is lacking before the other nouns in 

the list. This is a kataphoric article pointing forward to a subsequent adjunct (cf. 

Acts 19: 3; 26: 27; 2 Cor. 8: 18); consequently, one could translate these words: "And 

that chief vice, covetousness, which is idolatry. "40 Perhaps this extra emphasis by 

Paul is designed to highlight the root cause of all the other vices. The normal sense of 

TrAcovE-eia is, literally, "an insatiable desire to have more. "41 Here the word refers to 

unchecked desire for personal pleasure that becomes a breeding ground for more 

specific evil desires. It involves the "ruthless assumption that all other persons and 

things exist for one's own benefit. It is tantamount to idolatry, because it puts self 

interest in the place of God. "42 The close link with idolatry stresses the subtle danger 

37BAGD, s. v. ývtOvpia; Biichsel, TDNT, 3: 168-71; Schbnweiss, NIDNTT, 1: 456-58. 

38The adjective KaK4P is omitted in p46, F and G. However, strong, early (despite p46) 
and wide attestation would argue for its inclusion here. 

39Robertson, Grammar, 727-28,960; see also MHT, 3: 311 and BDF, §132,2, who state: 
I "In explanatory phrases Koine employs the neuter 6 eo-Ttv [vernacular], TOOT'C"01TIV or TovTcomv 

[literary] 'that is to say, ' a formulaic phrase used without reference to the gender of the word 
explained or to that of the word which explains... ;" and C. F. D. Moule, An Idiom-Book of New 
Testament Greek, 2nd ed. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1959) 130. Often the gender is 
readily assimilated to the antecedent, as is the case here (cf. also Rev. 4: 5; 5: 6,8). 

4013DF, §258,1; Wallace, Grammar, 220-21. See also Robertson, Grammar, 522-23, 
758, who states that the relative clause in Col. 3: 5 explains the use of the article with vkoveetav- 

41BAGD, s. v. 7TAcovceia; Delling, TDNT, 6: 266-74; Selter, NIDNTT, 1: 137-38. In Plato, 
Symp. 182 D, this word is used of sexual greed and, as Dunn, Colossians, 215, notes, "[it] sums up 
what is primarily a list of sexual sins: the ruthless insatiableness evident when the sexual appeite 
is unrestrained in a man with power to gratify it (cf. 1 Thess. 4: 4-6). " 

42Caird, Paul's Letters, 205; also Moule, Colossians, 116-17; Lightfoot, Colossians, 210. 
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of covetousness. It leads a person to set his desires on earthly things (cf. 3: 2), draws 

him away from God who is the source of life, and drives him to use God for his own 

ends and, thus, to worship false gods instead. This may be directly related to the false 

teaching threatening the Colossians (cf. 2: 18). 

All these expressions of self-seeking gratification, characteristic of the 

pagan ethos in which the Colossian Christians lived, are to be put to death because 

they have no place in their new life in Christ. Those who follow these paths are 

actually pursuing death (cf. Rom. 1: 21-32; 6: 21). These vices themselves must be 

11put to death, " i. e., removed from their conduct. Their presence is evidence of sin 

controlling and ravaging human character and relationships. In verses 6 and 7 Paul 

gives two reasons why Christians should not practice these sins. 

4.4.1.3 Colossians 3: 6. People who practice these vices (v. 5)43 incur the 

wrath of God. Pauline lists of ethical vices often conclude with a sobering reference to 

divine judgment that comes on those who practice these things (cf. 1 Thess. 4: 3-6,1 

Cor. 5: 10-11; 6: 9; Rom. 1: 18-32; and Eph. 5: 5-6). The expression ý 6pyý ToD Ocob 

denotes the outward manifestation of God's judicial displeasure at evil and the 

retribution that comes upon evil in vindication of His righteousness rather than 

merely an emotion of vindictive anger. 44 

43The variant reading, 5t' 6, in CDFG is no doubt secondary. The 8t' din the text has 
better attestation externally and is more appropriate internally as a reference to all the vices listed 
in v. 5 rather than simply the last one only, in which case the feminine singular relative pronoun 
would be required grammatically. 

44Stdhlin, TDNT, 5: 419-47, esp. p. 425: "As in the Old Testament so in the New 
Testament 6py4 is both God's displeasure at evil, His passionate resistance to every will which is set 
against Him, and also His judicial attack thereupon. " The genitive ToD Ocoi) is subjective: "the wrath 
God exhibits. " See also Hahn, NIDNTT, 1: 107-13; and G. H. C. MacGregor, "The Concept of the 
Wrath of God in the New Testament, " NTS 7 (1960-61) 101-09. It is not sufficient to claim that the 
wrath of God denotes merely an impersonal principle of retribution that is not closely associated with 
God as in C. H. Dodd, The Epistle to the Romans, MNTC (London: Hodder & Stoughton, 1932) 21-23; 
or to claim that the wrath of God denotes nothing other than His judgment as in R. Bultmann, 
Theology of the New Testament, trans. K. Grobel, 2 vols. (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1951, 
1955) 1: 288. 
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In view of the ethical context, correlation with Colossians 3: 4, and the 

parallel in Ephesians 5: 6, it is likely that this is a reference to future judgment and 

thus ' 7at could be rendered as a futuristic present-"God's wrath is going to EPXE 

come. '45 It is on account of the vices listed in verse 5 (& 'd) that culminate in idolatry 

that God's wrath will come upon "the sons of disobedience. " But the future judgment 

of God to be executed on sin is already in process of revealing itself in history and in 

personal life experience (Rom. 1: 18). In light of this, ' 7aL should probably be 

understood as a gnomic present-"God's wrath comes"46 that is, it takes effect in the 

tragic and degrading effects of sin itself at present (Rom. 1: 18-32) and leads to final 

judgment (Rom. 1: 32; 2: 1-16). 

The ýM'phrase ("upon the sons of disobedience") may have been added from 

Ephesians 5: 6, but the manuscript authority for its inclusion is strong. 47 It is 

probable that the omission occurred because of an oversight in transmission. On 

internal grounds, the sentence is quite abrupt without the phrase, and the c'p ot'!;, Kai 

vyc7is- of verse 7 seems to build on a previous mention of unbelievers that would be 

supplied by this phrase. For these reasons, the longer reading is preferred. 48 In the 

Semitic idiom, "sons of disobedience, " vlos- is used metaphorically to denote member- 

ship in a particular group of people. In this case, it is people who are disobedient to 

God in contrast to those who trust in Him. They are non-Christians, and this lack of 

45BDF, §323; Dunn, Colossians, 216-17. Note Isa. 34: 8; Dan. 7: 9-11; Joel 2: 1-2; Mal. 
4: 1; also Jub. 5.10-16; 1 Enoch 90.20-27. 

46Wallace, Grammar, 523-25; Caird, Paul's Letters, 205. 

47Lohse, Colossians, 139 n30. The phrase is omitted by p46 B D* itb copsa syrpal and a 
few Church Fathers. Abbott, Ephesians and Colossians, 281, notes that in D this phrase is written 
in smaller script at the end of the line, an apparent indication that it was not present in its 
archtype. It is possible, then, that the phrase was added at an early stage in the transmission 
under the influence of Eph. 5: 6, as indicated by its omission in p46, our earliest piece of evidence. 

48Metzger, Textual Commentary, 557, records that the UBS committee was divided. 
Most commentators favor omission, but Wright, Colossians, 135 n1, and Dunn, Colossians, 210,216- 
17, are exceptions. Translations are divided; for omission: RSV, NEB, NAS, NIV; for inclusion: 
GNB, NJB, NRSV. 
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trust in God is the normal situation of a person outside of Christ (Rom. 11: 31-32; Eph. 

2: 2). 49 This is the "old realm" in Adam, the realm of the "old man. " 

4.4.1.4 Colossians 3: 7. With the words Kat' b'pdc, Paul reminds his readers 

about their pre-Christian life when these vices characterized their own behavior not 

so long ago. 50 A similar reminder follows a catalog of vices elsewhere in Paul's 

writings (cf. 1 Cor. 6: 9-11; Rom. 6: 19-21; Eph. 5: 7). If the disputed C'M'phrase of verse 

6 ("upon the sons of disobedience") is omitted, then o'tS- and m6vTots- would of necessity 

both be neuter and refer to &'din verse 6 and, thus, to the vices mentioned in verse 

5.51 However, if this phrase is retained, as is preferable, it allows ev o'LC- and ev TovTots- 

in verse 7 to refer to different antecedents. Under this arrangement, verses 6-7 could 

be translated: "Because of these things (&'d, i. e., the vices of v. 5), God's wrath is 

coming upon the sons of disobedience, among whom (CP ot's-) you also once 0ToTO 

walked, when you were living in these things / ways (ev ToV'Mts-, i. e., the vices of v. 5). " 

The verb TrcptTraTcoi, a favorite Pauline metaphor used thirty-one times by 

him, is borrowed from Old Testament Jewish tradition, denoting a way of life (cf. 1: 10; 

2: 6) or daily conduct in general (cf Deut. 13: 4-5; Prov. 28: 18; Isa. 33: 15, etc. ). 52 Once 

(7Torý), namely, in their pre-Christian past, they also (Kai, i. e., along with other godless 

49Fohrer, TDNT, 8: 345-47; Becker, NIDNTT, 1: 593. In the Ephesians parallel, the 
"sons of disobedience" (unbelievers, 5: 6) are contrasted with the "sons of light" (believers, 5: 8). 

50Lohse, Colossians, 140; R. P. Martin, Colossians and Philemon, 3rd ed., NCB (Grand 
Rapids: Eerdmans, 1981) 104; and J. Jervell, Imago Dei: Gen. 1,26f im Spdtjudentum, in der Gnosis 
und in den paulinischen Briefen, FRLANT 76 (G6ttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1960) 235. 

51SO O'Brien, Colossians, 173, who prefers the shorter reading in v. 6; see Metzger, 
Textual Commentary, 624-25. Lightfoot, Colossians, 211, argues that, even if the e7ri phrase of v. 6 
is retained, it is still better to take both pronouns in v. 7 as neuter ("in which"), referring to the vices 
of v. 5. On balance, however, it is best to take ots- as masculine and relate ev ors- to the e7t' phrase 
of v. 6, which is its nearest antecedent. For a discussion of other options if the e7T( phrase in v. 6 is 
retained, see Abbott, Ephesians and Colossians, 282; and if the phrase is not retained, see O'Brien, 
Colossians, 186. 

52BAGD, s. v. 7Tcpt7mTýw, 2; Seesemann and Bertram, TDNT, 5: 944-45; Ebel, NIDNTT, 
3: 943-45; O'Brien, Colossians, 22,106. For the Pauline uses of 7TCpOTaTý&) in this way, note Rom. 
6: 4; 8: 4; 13: 13; 14: 15; Col. 1: 10; 2: 6; 3: 7; 4: 5; Eph. 2: 2,10; 4: 1,17; 5: 2,8,15. See ch. 2,95 n9l 
for use at Rom. 6: 4. 
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Gentiles) were included among the "sons of disobedience, " and participated in these 

evil vices (v. 5) when they were in their pre-Christian sphere of life that was 

dominated by such things. The contrast in the verb tenses is vivid. The aorist 

(7Tcpte-7ra'o, a-rc) sums up as a whole their participation in these ungodly acts in the 

past, while the imperfect WCý-rc) views the course of their former way of life from 

which such conduct comes. 53 To "live" appears to be a more fundamental concept for 

Paul (cf. Gal. 5: 25), while to "walk" refers to one's actual conduct that manifests the 

"life" that is one's settled state of existence. The Colossian believers did evil while 

they were living in bondage to its power in contrast to dying with Christ out from 

under its power (cf. 2: 20; 3: 3; Rom. 6: 2-6,19-2 1; 1 Cor. 6: 9-11). Their sinful lifestyle 

(i. e., walking in old ways) was conditioned by living in a sinful state. They were "dead" 

in their sins (cf Col. 2: 13). Only a change of realm, being transferred into the kingdom 

of the beloved Son (1: 13) and obtaining "life, " made a new lifestyle possible (2: 6; 3: 1- 

2). This has important implications with respect to the "old" and "new man. " 

4.4.2 Colossians 3: 8: Put Off All [These] Things 

The vore'l vvvL' antithesis of verses 7 and 8 is a classic Pauline way of 
indicating the fundamental transition from the old life to the new: "you were once 

(7ToTC, pre-Christian existence) ... but now you are (Pvpt' &, Christian existence). 54 

Paul used this contrast as his transition to the exhortation that follows. This turn of 

events, effected by God's gracious act in Christ, demands obedient loyalty to Him. 

As noted above (p. 197), verses 7a and 8a are arranged in chiastic order emphasizing 

the contrast (80 between what the Colossians' lives as Christians must now (VVV0 

be, compared to what they once (7ro-re') were before they entered their present 

53Wallace, Grammar, 503, states: "Cdo) ("I live") occurs as a present or imperfect 
indicative 29 times in the NT, all of which have a stative meaning (eg., Col. 3: 7). " These sins 
(3: 5) marked their conduct when they used to live in that state. 

Eph. 2: 13.54Cf 
Gal. 4: 8-9; 1 Cor. 6: 9-11; Rom. 3: 26; 6: 17-22; 7: 5-6; 11: 30; Col. 1: 21-22; 2: 13-14; 
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Christian state at conversion-initiation. 55 

Just as the Kal' 'd VbL 5- of verse 7 reminded Paul's readers of the immoral 

pagan situation in which they were once OTo-rc) involved, so the Kal biwis- of verse 8 

reminds them of the moral Christian situation in which they also (KaL') along with 

other Christians are now (PVVL') involved. In light of this, Paul exhorts them to "put 

off' all these things (-rd 7TavTa), namely, the whole gamut of sins that precedes (v. 5) 

and that follows (v. 8) this command regardless of the kind of expression they take. 56 

With the aorist imperative, d7TOOcoOe-, Paul uses a garment metaphor related 

to the divestiture of clothing. It was commonly used metaphorically in an ethical 

sense. 57 Just as important as decisively "putting to death" the sins characteristic of 

their old way of life (v. 5) is the need for the Colossian believers to "put off' decisively, 

as an old, worn-out garment, the sins of the tongue (v. 8b), which are no longer fitting 

for them and threaten the unity of the Christian community. These activities and 

expressions of communication by which one Christian can sin against another 

suggest that Paul's concept of the "new man" (v. 10) has a corporate as well as a 

personal dimension. 

The two aorist imperatives vcKpwaaTe- (v. 5) and a7T60co, 0c (v. 8) reinforce each 

other and are two metaphors for the same ethical reality. 58 This leads to the 

55Tachau, "Einst" und Vetzt, " 124-26. 

56Peake, "Colossians, " 3: 538; Lohse, Colossians, 140; Kamlah, Form, 183; Gnilka, 
Kolosserbrief, 184; and O'Brien, Colossians, 174,186. The verb a7To-ri077pt is also linked with 7d, 5- in 
Heb. 12: 1; Jas. 1: 21; and I Pet. 2: 1. The object of the putting off is thus designated as a totality, 
all sinful behavior done in connection with the "old man. " 

57For references and further discussion, see ch. 1,43-45. 

58Fanning, Verbal Aspect, 357-64, gives vcKpt6uaTe (v. 5) an ingressive nuance (361) and 
d7T60cu0c (v. 8) a constative (summary) nuance (363). He points out that clothing imagery verbs 
("put off / put on") occur most often in the aorist tense in biblical Greek (see Table 5.4,362) and 
states that "in usage these ideas are uniformly regarded not as ACTIVITIES but as 
ACCOMPLISHMENTS, not as processes, but as events" (362). Such imperatives emphasize the fact 
of the action commanded as a whole without focusing on duration, repetition, etc., even though in 
obeying the command repeated action would surely be involved. Many contexts exhibiting this 
linguistic feature lend a sense of urgency or decisiveness to an aorist imperative. 
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inference that the indicative verbs on which these imperatives are based refer to the 

same theological reality, namely, for believers to have died with Christ (3: 3a) includes 

having "put off'the "old man" (3: 9b; Rom. 6: 6). If so, then it follows that to have 

risen with Christ (3: 1a) includes having "put on" the "new man" (3: 10). All this takes 

place at conversion-initiation for the individual believer. 

The five-member vice list in verse 8 begins with OPYR, the underlying human 

emotion of anger and hatred directed vindictively toward others. 59 Together with 

Oupos-, an uncontrolled outburst of rage, 60 both expressions of temper destroy 

harmony in human relationships and must be put away (cf. 2 Cor. 12: 20; Eph. 4: 31). 

KaKt'a is a general term whose meaning ranges from "trouble" to "moral wickedness" 

or "malice, " and so it must be contextually defined. 61 Here it likely depicts the havoc 

to interpersonal relationships caused by evil-speaking (cf Rom. 1: 29; 1 Corinthians 

5: 8; 14: 20; Eph. 4: 31). The word gAao, 0)7pt*a means "slander" in the sense of 

deliberately telling lies (cf. Mark 7: 22; Eph. 4: 31; 1 Tim. 6: 4; 2 Tim. 3: 2). 62 In this 

context it refers to defamation of character by which someone is damaged rather 

than a curse directed against God. 63 This, also, a Christian must avoid completely 

(cf. Titus 3: 2). 

59BAGD, sx. 6py4; Stdhlin, TDNT, 5: 420-21; Hahn, NIDNTT, 1: 110-13. 

60BAGD, s. v. Ovp6,5-; Biichsel, TDNT, 3: 167-68; Schbnweiss, NIDNTT, 1: 105-06. In the 
LXX 6pyý and Oup6g appear to be virtually synonymous terms; note this combination of words for 
human anger in Sir. 45: 18; Pss. Sol. 2: 23; 16.10; Eph. 4.31; also Josephus, Ant. 20.108. 

61BAGD, s. v. KaKia; Grundmann, TDNT, 3: 482-84; Achilles, NIDNTT, 1: 561-64; Moule, 
Colossians, 118. Note also Did. 5.1; Barn. 20.1. 

62BAGD, sx. gAao, 0771-ita; Beyer, TDNT, 1: 621-25; Wdhrisch and Brown, NIDNTT, 3: 341- 
45; Moule, Colossians, 118-19; Martin, Colossians, 105. 

63Lohse, Colossians, 140; Schweizer, Colossians, 145; Martin, Colossians, 105; O'Brien, 
Colossians, 188; pace Beyer, TDNT, 1: 624, who claims that it is blasphemy against God, the most 
common use of this word in biblical Greek. 
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Finally, aI'oXpoAoyta, which occurs only here in the New Testament, likely 

refers to obscene or abusive language, which is a form that slander may take. 64 It 

suggests crude talk or even recourse to foul expletives, thus, "foul-mouthed abuse. " 

The final phrase in the verse, cK -rou o-r6yaTos- bpt5v (an emphatic ' (jp recalling them 

to their Christian profession), is dependent upon d7roOco& rather than the last noun in 

the list and is to be understood with all the sins that are mentioned rather than the 

last two only. 65 The singular of =11a is a Semitism where Paul follows the Hebraic 

preference for a distributive singular in which the item under discussion is applicable 

to each person in the group. 66 The behavior outlined in verses 5-8 is characterisic of 

fallen humanity. These sins poison and destroy human relationships. What was once 

characteristic of the Colossian believers' conduct must now be put off. 

4.4.3 Colossians 3: 9-11: The Old Man / New Man 

4.4.3.1 Colossians 3: 9a: Do not lie. The present imperative of verse 9a 

continues the series of imperatives (vv. 5,8), and this clause is connected closely with 

the preceding sins of the tongue. 67 Only here and in Ephesians 4: 25 in the Pauline 

64BAGD, s. v. aioXpoAoyt'a; Bultmann, TDNT, 1: 190-91; Link, NIDNTT, 3: 564. Abbott, 
Ephesians and Colossians, 283, claims that the sins mentioned here are those lacking love rather than 
those expressing moral uncleanness, as in v. 5, but Bruce, Epistles, 146, understands the term here to 
mean "foul talk. " The word is used in the sense of abusive language by Homer, Il. 3.38; Polybius 
8.13.8; 12.13.3; 31.10.4; and Plato, Rep. 3.395e. If pre-Pauline tradition reflects non-Christian 
material, this would lend support to that supposition. Later Greek literature used the word to mean: 
"obscene, disgraceful speech" (Clement of Alexandria, Paed. 2.6.52; Diodorus Siculus 5.4.7). 

65Abbott, Ephesians and Colossians, 283; Caird, Paul's Letters, 205; Moule, Colossians, 
117-18; pace Peake, "Colossians, " 3: 538; O'Brien, Colossians, 187. 

66BDF, §140; MHT, 3: 23-25; 4: 91. See ch. 2,105 n126 and 108-09 n134. A few 

manuscripts (F G latvg) add the words Mý elcvopcvýa6w to this verse probably from Eph. 4: 29, but 
they are, no doubt, an addition attempting to clarify and smooth out the construction. 

67p46 places the present subjunctive (Oc6877u0c) after the negative p4. S. E. Porter, 
"P. Oxy. 744.4 and Colossians 3,9, " Bib 73 (1992) 565-67, makes a plausible case for the present 
subjunctive reading at Col. 3: 9 and I Cor. 11: 33 in p46. However, BDF, §364,3 state that the 
present subjunctive is not correct here, presumably meaning that this variant is an incorrect reading 
in Col. 3: 9. The use of the aorist subjunctive with p4 for the negative aorist imperative corresponds 
to classical usage. The present subjunctive with m4 to express a prohibition is not used in the NT. 
See Moule, Idiom-Book, 20-21. Here is a prohibition against a course of action, i. e., a habit of 
conduct: "Do not tell lies to one another, " or, "Make it your habit not to lie to one another. " 
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corpus does Paul express a strong concern about lying to others. Such a prohibition 

may seem anticlimactic, but the social effects of untrustworthy promises and 

deceitfulness are great. It is especially destructive and inappropriate in the Christian 

community as suggested by the important phrase cis- dAA77'Aovc (cf. 1 Thess. 3: 2; 5: 15; 

2 Thess. 1: 3; Rom. 12: 16; 14: 19; Eph. 4: 32). 

The difference in meaning between the aorist imperative (vv. 5,8) and the 

present imperative (v. 9a) is not one of time, but of aspect. The present imperative 

commands an activity that is to be an ongoing habitual action. When used in a 

prohibition with y717, it is a general negative precept, or, if the context allows, it may 

command someone to stop doing what he or she is doing. The aorist imperative 

commands an activity that is viewed as a whole action and, if the context allows, it 

may be ingressive in force. It is rarely used with negatives (only 8 NT instances) 

since its place is taken by the aorist subjunctive. 68 The prohibition here refers to 

resisting a course of action, a habit that begins and continues. Paul urges his readers 

not to be going about lying to one another (cf. Gal. 1: 20; 2 Cor. 11: 31; Rom. 9: 1; 1 Tim. 

2: 7). All these sins, which disrupt the harmony of the Church, are to be replaced by 

corresponding virtues that promote harmony (Col. 3: 12-15). 

4.4.3.2 Colossians 3: 9b-10a: Aorist Participles. Paul undergirds his 

ethical appeal with a strong theological affirmation. The aorist participles in verses 

9b-10a (a7Te-K(5vordycPot ... 
ýP&voraycvot) have been understood in two ways: 1) as 

imperatival in force either as independent imperatival participles continuing the 

sequence of admonitions, or, as adverbial participles having imperatival force, thus: 

"[YOU] put off ... put on ... ;" or 2) as adverbial causal participles with indicative 

68See the discussion on commands and prohibitions with a critique of the traditional 
view (i. e., present: "stop doing what you are already doing, " and aorist: "do not start doing what you 
have not yet begun") in Wallace, Grammar, 714-25. Pace MHT, 1: 122; 3: 76-77,94; and Robertson, 
Grammar, 851-54,980, who, however, notes many exceptions to the traditional view. BDF, §335- 
37,362-64,387 provide a helpful discussion; see also Fanning, Verbal Aspect, 327-32,336. 
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force, providing the ground and reason for the preceding and the following admonitions, 

thus: "Since you have put off ... put on ...... 
Most recent New Testament grammarians recognize that Greek participles 

can be and were used independently as imperatives in the New Testament. 69 Part of 

the debate on this subject centers on whether this is to be accounted for as a genuine 

Hellenistic development, 70 or as an indication of Semitic influence, which seems most 

likely. 71 Some interpreters hold the imperatival view of the participles here and 

defend it with several arguments. 72 First, the participles are preceded (v. 9a) and 

followed (v. 12a) by imperative verbs; thus, they should be understood in an 

imperatival sense also. Lohse points out that the participle appears several times 

with an imperatival function in early Christian exhortation. 73 Second, the parallel in 

Ephesians 4: 22-24 using aorist infinitives rather than aorist participles appears to 

69MHT, 1: 180-83,223-24; Robertson, Grammar, 944-46,1134; BDF, §468,2; Moule, 
Idiom-Book, 179-80; Fanning, Verbal Aspect, 386-87; Wallace, Grammar, 650-53; S. E. Porter, 
Verbal Aspect in the Greek of the New Testament (New York: Peter Lang, 1989) 374-76. Note the 
use of the participle as an independent imperative in Rom. 12: 9-14,16-19; 2 Cor. 8: 24; 1 Pet. 2: 18; 
3: 1,7; and possibly Phil. 2: 3. 

70MHT, 1: 180-83,232-35; H. G. Meecham, "The Use of the Participle for the Imperative 
in the New Testament, " ExpTim 58 (1946-47) 207-08; and A. P. Salom, "The Imperative Use of the 
Participle in the New Testament, " ABR 11 (1963) 41-49. 

71D. Daube, "Participle and Imperative in 1 Peter, " in The First Epistle of Saint Peter, by 
E. G. Selwyn, 2nd ed. (New York: Macmillan, 1947) 467-88; C. K. Barrett, "The Imperatival 
Participle, " ExpTim 59 (1948) 165-66; Moule, Idiom-Book, 179-80; M. Zerwick, Biblical Greek, 4th 
ed. (Rome: Pontifical Institute, 1963) 130; Lohse, Colossians, 141; Davies, Paul and Rabbinic 
Judaism, 130-31,329. 

72This view was held by earlier interpreters such as Luther, Bengle, Olshausen, 
de Wette, and Ewald, according to Lightfoot, Colossians, 212-14, who also holds this view. More 
recent proponents include M. Dibelius and H. Greeven, An die Kolosser, Epheser, an Philemon, 3rd 
ed., HNT 12 Mibingen: J. C. B. Mohr, 1953) 42; E. Lohmeyer, Die Briefe an die Philipper an die 
Kolosser und an Philemon, 13th ed., KEKNT 9 (G6ttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1964) 135, 
139; F. W. Eltester, Eikon im Neuen Testament, BZNW 23 (Berlin: Tbpelmann, 1958) 157; Oepke, 
TDNT, 2: 318-19; Lohse, Colossians, 141; Schweizer, Colossians, 194 n43; P. Pokorny, Colossians: 
A Commentary, trans. S. S. Schatzmann (Peabody, MA: Hendrickson, 1991) 168-69; and, with 
hesitation, M. Barth and H. Blanke, Colossians. A New Translation with Introduction and 
Commentary, trans. A. B. Beck, AB 34B (New York: Doubleday, 1994) 409-10. 

73Lohse, Colossians, 32 nl. He contends, for example, that translating 6bxaptOrToDVTE, - in 
Col. 1: 12 as an imperative is justified since it is only loosely attached to the preceding verses and 
there is a change in subject matter. See footnote 69 above. 
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support an imperatival translation: "Put off the old man ... put on the new man 

.... "74 Third, an imperatival translation for ev&(o, the clothing metaphor, is more 

common in the Pauline corpus (e. g., Rom. 13: 12,14; 1 Thess. 5: 8; Eph. 6: 11; cf. also I 

Pet. 2: 1 and Jas. 1: 21), though Galatians 3: 27 is a significant exception. 75 Fourth, the 

addition of the phrase ubv TaTs- iTpdecutv aýToD (v. 9) and the present participle 

dvaKaLV0V1-L6-V0V (V. 10) indicate that contemporaneous rather than antecedent action 
is intended by the participles. In light of this, Paul is stressing the obligation, which 

the Colossian Christians must accept and act upon, to put away the habits of their 

"old man" by stripping off all sinful behavior that relates to their former life and 

putting on a new manner of conduct. 76 

Other interpreters, however, defend the second view that treats these 

participles as true adverbial participles that express antecedent causal action to the 

preceding exhortations and assign a twofold reason or basis for theM. 77 Again, 

several arguments are put forward. First, there is nothing in what precedes to 

741bid., 141 n49. Lohse maintains that Eph. 4: 24 clearly supports the imperatival 
translation no matter whether one reads the aorist infinitive or the imperative (ev66uaoOc), which 
is found in p46 A B* K and other manuscripts and a few Church Fathers. See also Lightfoot, 
Colossians, 213; Bruce, Epistles, 357-58; Barth, Ephesians, 2: 505-506; and Schnackenburg, 
Ephesians, 199-200. However, see the discussion in ch. 5,263-69. 

75Lightfoot, Colossians, 213. He admits that both indicative and imperative uses are 
found in Paul (cf Gal. 3: 27 with Rom. 13: 14). 

761bid., 213. 

77H. A. W. Meyer, Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the New Testament. Part IX. * 
The Epistles to the Philippians and Colossians, trans. J. C. Moore from the 4th German ed., trans. 
rev. and ed. W. P. Dickson (New York: Funk & Wagnalls, 1875) 431; J. A. Eadie, A Commentary on 
the Greek Text Of the Epistle of Paul to the Colossians (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1856; reprint, Klock 
& Klock, 1980) 227-28; Abbott, Ephesians and Colossians, 283-84; Peake, "Colossians, " 3: 539; 
Masson, Colossiens, 143 n6; Martin, Colossians, 106; Caird, Paul's Letters, 204-205; Gnilka, 
Kolosserbrief, 186; Cannon, Traditional Materials, 72; O'Brien, Colossians, 189; and Dunn, 
Colossians, 210 n6,220. See also Maurer, TDNT, 6: 644 n5; Merk, Handeln, 205; Tannehill, Dying 
and Rising, 50-52, esp. 52 n14; Jervell, Imago, 235-36; E. Larsson, Christus als Vorbild: Eine 
Untersuchung zu den paulinischen Tauf und Eikontexten (Lund: Gleerup, 1962) 197-98; and most 
modern English versions. Schweizer, Colossians, 194 n43, views these as adverbial participles 
describing the means by which the preceding imperatives are carried out. But this requires that 
they be contemporaneous with the present imperative oe-68co*-, a sense normally conveyed by 
present participles (cf e. g., Col. 2: 6-7; 3: 13,16). Bruce, Epistles, 146, seems to vacillate between the 
indicative and the imperative force in this passage. 
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correspond with ýP&aqycvot since none of the Christian virtues are mentioned until 

verse 12.78 Second, verse 11 fits with verses 9b-10 better when the participles are 

understood as assigning the ground for heeding the preceding admonitions rather than 

viewing them as continuing the exhortations. This is in keeping with Paul's 

presentation earlier in Colossians (cf. 2: 6-7; 2: 16-3: 4). 79 Third, the imperative of 

verse 12 is introduced by the inferential conjunction oV'V. The same clothing 

metaphor is used in verse 12 as in verses 9b-10, but in paraenetic form by way of 

inference from what has been said in verses 9-10 in non-paraenetic forM. 80 Fourth, 

the participles are aorist, and as such cannot be contemporaneous in time with the 

preceding controlling verb, which is the present imperative 06-666-U06.81 None of the 

studies nor the grammars cited above (footnotes 69-71) list Colossians 3: 9-10 as a 

possible instance of an independent imperatival participle. All of the cases cited are 

present participles with the exception of dpýdycvot in Luke 24: 47.82 Fifth, this view is 

in keeping with Paul's teaching elsewhere in Colossians where he refers back to the 

reader's conversion-initiation by means of an aorist indicative or an aorist participle 

(cf. 1: 6-7,13,22; 2: 6-7,11-15,20; 3: 1,3). 83 Paul is reminding the Colossians of an 

event in the past that has affected them so dramatically that it has become the 

basis and reason for heeding the exhortations to put off sinful ways (vv. 5 and 8) and 

put on righteous ways (vv. 12ff). 

78Abbott, Ephesians and Colossians, 283. 

79Meyer, Colossians, 431; also Abbott, Ephesians and Colossians, 283-84. 

801bid., 431. 

81Ibid. 

82Moulton (MHT, 1: 182) includes this exception with "great hesitation, " and both 
Meecham. ("Use of the Participle, " 207) and Salom ("Imperative Use, " 46) dismiss it as too suspect 
because of its probable dependence on the preceding verb. Salom ("Imperative Use, " 48-49) cites 
two instances in the papyri of aorist participles used as independent imperatives; nevertheless, this 
use is considered very rare. 

830'Brien, Colossians, 189. 
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It must be admitted that conceptually either view can be harmonized with 

Paul's attested teaching because he uses the "put off / put on" clothing metaphor with 

both an aorist indicative pointing to conversion-initiation and an aorist imperative 

pointing to subsequent ethical conduct (cf. Gal. 3: 27 with Rom. 13: 12-14). The 

context of this passage, then, must determine his meaning here. 

First, to argue that the participles are imperatival because imperative 

verbs surround them implies that they derive their tense and mood from these finite 

verbs, specifically the immediately preceding 1_tý Oc66co* to which the participles are 

attached grammatically. This overlooks two grammatical difficulties. The first 

difficulty is the fact that the participle is non-finite (time dependent and non-modal) 

and gains its time relationship and mood from its relationship to other elements in the 

sentence, especially the principal or controlling verb. 84 In and of itself, the function of 

the aorist tense participle is not to express antecedent time but to indicate that the 

action of the verb involved is viewed as a simple event undefined as to duration or 

completion. However, even though the aorist participle does not automatically 

denote antecedent action, it is most frequently used for an action that is antecedent 

in time to the action of the controlling verb where the antecedence is implied not by 

the aorist tense as a tense of past time (as it is in the indicative mood), but in some 

other way in the context. An aorist participle will not normally be used if a resultant 

state, contemporaneity, or futurity in relationship to the action of the controlling verb 

is intended since these kinds of actions are not expressed by the aorist, but by the 

perfect, present, and the future tenses respectively. 85 The major exception is that 

the aorist participle may denote contemporaneous action if the controlling verb itself 

84Robertson, Grammar, 946; Wallace, Grammar, 614-16. 

85Burton, Moods and Tenses, 59-63 (§§132-34). 
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is in the aorist tense. 86 In this passage, however, the main verb is in the present 

tense (yý Oc66cor&) followed by aorist participles. This suggests that Paul does not 

intend the participles to be understood as contemporaneous with the preceding 

imperative verb, and, consequently, does not intend them to have imperatival force. 87 

The second grammatical difficulty with this argument is the fact that a 

genuine imperatival participle stands independently, that is, grammatically unrelated 

to a finite imperative verb in the sentence (cf. Rom. 12: 9ff; 1 Peter 2: 18; 3: 1,7). 88 

This is not the case here. Even if the participles were viewed adverbially as 

attendant circumstance to Oc6&o, 6ý-, they would borrow the mood of this imperative, 

and the two sets of verbal ideas would be considered logically paratactic. 89 However, 

this is not likely here since the tense / aspect of the finite verb is present, and the 

participles are aorist. The two verbal ideas, though related, are not necessarily 

logically coordinate. It would be difficult to hold that the participial actions are merely 

an accompaniment of the action of the controlling verb. 

Second, to argue from the parallel in Ephesians 4 is not convincing because 

the best manuscript evidence for d7ToWoOat (v. 22) and jP860ragOat (v. 24) indicates 

that both verbs are infinitives and not imperatives in form. Whether these infinitives 

are imperatival in force or not must be decided in that context. 90 

86Robertson, Grammar, 860-61; 1112-14; BDF, §339; Wallace, Grammar, 614. As a 
result, when the aorist participle is used for contemporaneous action, the controlling verb is either in 
the aorist or perfect tense (cf. e. g., Eph. 5: 26). 

87Pace Fanning, Verbal Aspect, 358 n35 with 363, who allows for the imperatival force of 
these participles. 

88Robertson, Grammar, 944-46,1134; Wallace, Grammar, 650-53. Though the 
imperatival participles in Rom. 12 occur in the middle of imperatives or infinitives acting as 
imperatives (e. g., 12: 15), the syntactical construction makes it impossible to connect them with any 
stated finite verb. 

89Burton, Moods and Tenses, 173-74 (§§449-50). 

90See the discussion of the infinitives in Eph, 4: 22-24 in ch. 5,263-69. 
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Third, to argue that the imperative is normal usage for ep6w in the Pauline 

corpus falters on the fact that Paul used the verb in both the indicative (Gal. 3: 27) 

and the imperative (Rom. 13: 14), and both with Jesus Christ as the object. 

,I '6qyt, v. 8 and elsewhere) occurs earlier in Furthermore d7TcK8UJ (as opposed to a7ToTt 

Colossians 2: 15 and in its noun form in 2: 11, and in both places it is non-imperatival 

and non-paraenetic. 

The indicative use of cpc&oaoOe- in Galatians 3: 27 and the imperatival use of 

the same verb in Romans 13: 14 VP86ouo, 00 highlights a fundamental element in 

Pauline ethics: the indicative, pointing to conversion-initiation and its benefits, serves 

as the necessary basis and motivation for the imperative that calls for subsequent 

ethical conduct. 91 This relationship between the "baptismal" indicative and the 

ethical imperative occurs several times in Colossians (1: 6-7,13,22; 2: 6-7,11-15; 

2: 16-3: 4). And, it can be readily observed in the oscillation between the indicative 

and the imperative in 3: 1-12: 1) cvvq ý 077Tc (v. 1a) 
... 

Ci7Tc-iTc (v. 1b); 2) Opove-ZiTc (v. YEP 

2) ... a7TcOdve--re- (v. 3); and 3) dve-Odve-re- (v. 3) ... vexpo)aaTc (v. 5) ... dTr6Oe7oOc (v. 8) ... 
b8vo, au0c (v. 12). 

In light of all this, it seems most likely that the participles d7TcK6vuqpcvot 

9b) andE'v6vaqpcvot (v. 10a) between the imperatives of verses 8-9a and 12 are not to 

be taken as continuing the commands (imperatival), or as a description of how the 

commands are to be accomplished (means), but, rather, as a return to the indicative, 

stating the basis in the past for the imperatives in the present. It is best, therefore, 

to understand both aorist participles in a causal sense, providing the reason and thus 

the motivation for heeding Paul's admonitions. This implies that they express 

91Jervell, Imago, 236. On the subject of the relationhip of Pauline ethics to conversion- 
initiation, see V. P. Furnish, Theology and Ethics in Paul (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1968) 214-171 
G. Bornkamm, "Baptism and New Life in Paul: Romans 6, " in Early Christian Experience, trans. 
P. Hammer (New York: Harper & Row, 1969) 71-86; W. D. Dennison, "Indicative and Imperative: 
The Basic Structure of Pauline Ethics, " CTJ 14 (1979) 55-78, esp. 72; and J. M. G. Barclay, Obeying 
the Truth. A Study of Paul's Ethics in Galatians (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1988) 212-15. See ch. 
6,316-24 for further discussion of the indicative and imperative relationship. 
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antecedent action. This view also receives support from the larger context in 

Colossians as we shall see next. 

4.4.3.3 Colossians 3: 9b-10a and 2: 11,15. Most interpreters recognize a 

connection between 3: 9 and 2: 11,15. The doubly composite verb d76-KS6Cg0at occurs 

in only these three verses in the New Testament. It is a more forceful word than the 

verb d7ToT1'077yt used in 3: 8, in other paraenetic contexts (e. g., 1 Thess. 5: 8; Rom. 

13: 12), and in the parallel clause in Ephesians 4: 22. The meaning of the two verbs 

can be represented by the English expressions "to put off' (dV00co, 0at) and "to strip 

Off '(d76-06k-o-Oat). 92 In Colossians 2: 11 and 15,67TýK&07S- and d7rCK&A--90at are used in 

connection with Christ's death and resurrection and the believer's dying and rising 

with Him. 93 The "stripping off'language in these verses suggests that "stripping off 

the old man" in 3: 9 has some connection with this motif 

In 2: 11 
, the phrase, ev 7- d7TcK&v'oct roý ao)` 94 follows the I-LaTos, Tiý- aqpKos-, 

words "in him [Christ] also you [Colossian Christians] were circumcised with a 

circumcision made without hands. " It has been interpreted in three main ways. The 

first view takes the phrase as a reference to the physical body of Christ that He 

"stripped off' (removed) ev 7^ 7Tcpt -royj -rob Xpto-rob, that is, in His own "circumcision, " q 

92The middle voice may have an active or a reflexive sense, i. e., "to strip off from one's 
self, " see MHT, 2: 310. The noun dvýK&ats- occurs nowhere else in the NT and is also rare outside 
the NT; see BAGD, s. v. d7TýKbumsc; Oepke, TDNT, 2: 321; and note Josephus, Ant. 6.14.2. Thus, 
Paul perhaps coined the word on account of the circumcision figure he was using in Col. 2: 11-12; so 
Bruce, Epistles, 104 n66,107 n82; and Robinson, Body, 42. 

93Death, burial, and resurrection themes are commonly associated with the motif of 
union (participation) with Christ in Paul's letters: Rom. 6: 3-6; 7: 1-6; 8: 17; 2 Cor. 1: 3-9; 4: 7-14; 
5: 14-17; 7: 3; 13: 4; Gal. 2: 19-20; 6: 14-15; Phil. 3: 9-11; Col. 2: 20; 3: 1-4,9-10; 1 Thess. 4: 14; 5: 10; 
Eph. 2: 5-6. 

94The manuscripts A2 D1 C with a majority of cursives and the Syriac versions insert the 
words -nip dyapTt6v ("of the sins, " cf. KJV: "the body of the sins of the flesh), but this is surely a 
secondary reading. The word oapK6s- is a qualitative genitive that is put in the place of a descriptive 
adjective, thereby ascribing a characteristic quality to a6pa, the noun it modifies, i. e., "fleshly body; " 
see MHT, 2: 440; and Wallace, Grammar, 86-88. 
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understood metaphorically as a concise reference to His death. 95 This view appeals 

to the allusions to Christ's death and resurrection in verses 12-15. It treats the 

phrase, "in the circumcision of (undergone by) Christ, " as a reference to the 

crucifudon of Christ and views it as defining in an appositional sense the phrase "in 

the stripping off of the body of flesh. " The wordsTob XptoTob are understood as an 

objective genitive, making clear that it is Christ's body of flesh that was "stripped off' 

in physical death. 

This view also looks back to the phrase "body of His flesh" (av'-roD) in 

Colossians 1: 22, which clearly has a physical meaning with reference to the death of 

Christ (cf. Rom. 7: 4) and so claims the same significance here, even though the 

possessive pronoun au'roD is absent. This qualifier is not needed here because of the 

following defining phrase, "in the circumcision of Christ. " It also looks ahead to the 

stripping off of the "principalities and powers" clause in 2: 15 as a reference to the fact 

that Christ (regarded as the subject of the sentence) "stripped off' from Himself the 

evil powers by "stripping off 'His flesh (i. e., His frail humanity), which was attacked 

by the evil powers. This line of interpretation gives full weight to both the grammar 

and imagery of d7TcK&vudpcPos- in verse 15. It regards the middle voice as a true 

deponent in the reflexive sense instead of giving it an active and transitive sense 

rendered "disarm. "96 

95This was the general view of the Latin Fathers and has been held by Kasemann, Leib, 
139; Moule, Colossians, 94-96, who gives a helpful summary of major views; Martin, Colossians, 81-83; 
Robinson, Body, 41-42,46; Tannehill, Dying and Rising, 49-50; Beasley-Murray, Baptism, 152-53; 
O'Brien, Colossians, 116-17; and J. D. G. Dunn, "The'Body'in Colossians, " in To Tell the Mystery: 
Essays on New Testament Eschatology in Honor of Robert H. Gundry, eds. T. E. Schmidt and M. Silva, 
JSNTSup 100 (Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1994) 163-81, esp. 169-70. This represents a change of mind 
from Dunn's earlier view as stated in Baptism in the Holy Spirit, SBT 15,2nd series (Naperville, IL: 
Allenson, 1970) 153, in which he followed the prevailing consensus (the second view) that "'body of 
flesh'was in effect synonymous with'body of sin'(Rom. 6: 6) and'body of death'(Rom. 7: 24). " 

96Pace BAGD, s. v. dTrcK(56qbLat, 2; Oepke, TDNT, 2: 319. Schlier, TDNT, 2: 31 n2, takes 
the imagery from a royal court where public officials are disgraced by being stripped of their honor 
rather than from the battlefield where an enemy is disarmed (as rendered in the NRSW He treats 
the verb as a "divestment of dignity" rather than a "disarming of weapons. " See also Lohse, 
Colossians, 112, and Martin, Colossians, 87. 
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In this first view, then, the d7TýK&ats- depicts Christ's radical "stripping off' of 

His physical body in death on the cross. Like verse 10, verse 11 also deals with what 

happened inclusively in the person of Christ, that is, His action included believers in 

it. The transition to what has happened in the individual life history of believers 

comes through faith, as depicted in baptism, when Christians were united with Christ 

as mentioned in verse 12. At conversion-initiation they share in His "circumcision- 

death; " it is not an independent act focusing on their own "circumcision-death. " Thus, 

the whole statement (2: 11-12) is a vivid figure for death, meaning that Christ's fleshly 

body was "stripped off' when He died by crucifudon, which included believers' 

participation in that saving event. However, several objections have been raised 

against this view. 97 

A second view understands ev 7- diTcK&uct Tov atopaTos- 7W uqpKos- in 2: 11 as 

a reference to the believer's sinful, unredeemed nature (i. e., his flesh-dominated self), 

which he or she stripped off (removed) "in the circumcision of (effected by) Christ, " 

namely, Christian baptism, the substitute for the Jewish rite of circumcision. 98 This 

view appeals to the harmartiological use of orape in 2: 18 ("the mind of the flesh"), to 

the similar use of T6 a6pa with other qualifying genitives, as in Romans 6: 6 ("body of 

sin"), 7: 24 ("body of this death"), and Philippians 3: 21 ("the body of our humble 

state"), and to a parallel description in the phrase, "putting off the old man" in 

Colossians 3: 9. In this view, 67TýK&uts- depicts the believer's radical break with the old 

life in bondage to the flesh. The cutting free from this bondage is the work of God 

97See Caird, Paul's Letters, 193-94, who presents four objections that lead him to decide 
for the second view; also Lohse, Colossians, 103. 

98This view is held by BAGD, s. v. dvýK&ots-; Lightfoot, Colossians, 182; Lohse, 
Colossians, 102-03; Masson, Colossiens, 126-27; Caird, Paul's Letters, 192-94; Bruce, Epistles, 
103-06; Schweizer, Colossians, 143; id., TDNT, 7: 136; R. Schnackenburg, Baptism in the Thought of 
St. Paul. A Study in Pauline Theology, rev. ed., trans. G. R. Beasley-Murray (New York: Herder and 
Herder, 1964) 68; J. Ldhnemann, Der Kolosserbrief- Komposition, Situation and Argumentation, 
SNT 3 (Gatersloh: Gerd Mohn, 1971) 121-22; Zeilinger, Der Erstgeborene, 144-45; and Wright, 
Colossians, 104-08. Martin, Colossians, 81-83, discusses this view as the one that "our 
interpretation requires, " but he finally opts for the first view. 
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experienced in conversion-initiation, which marks a new beginning for the believer. 

Corresponding to this but not required by it, the d7re0vadlievos- clause of 2: 15 can be 

taken as a reference to the fact that God (regarded as the subject of the sentence)99 

completely stripped the principalities and powers of their authority in Christ's cross 

(jv ab-rt. j, v. 15), the very place where they appeared to be triumphant over His 

purposes (1 Cor. 2: 6-8). In this way, d7TcK8vadycvos- depicts God's action of disarming 

the ruling powers of their power and authority. The middle voice is taken in an active 

and transitive sense and indicates the personal interest of the subject (i. e., God) in the 

action of the verb. 100 Thus, the whole statement (2: 11-12) focuses on "Christian 

baptism" in which believers "put off'the old sinful nature. 101 There are, however, 

some objections to the second view also. 102 

A third view presents a mediating position. It takes the ev7-n- drrcK66'oct 

phrase in 2: 11 as a reference to the flesh-dominated person (i. e., the sinful, 

unredeemed self, as in view two) that is stripped off by union with Christ's own 

circumcision (i. e., His death, as in view one). 103 The death of Christ underlies the 

spiritual experiences about which Paul is speaking. Christ is the One through whom 

the "circumcision made without hands" is brought about. So, believers by 

99Meyer, Colossians, 380-81; Masson, Colossiens, 143-44; Lohse, Colossians, 112; Wright, 
Colossians, 115. Pace Lightfoot, Colossians, 187-89; Robinson, Body, 41-42; Moule, Colossians, 101; 
G. H. C. MacGregor, "Principalities and Powers: The Cosmic Background of Paul's Thought, " NTS 1 
(1954-55) 23; Bruce, Epistles, 107 n8l; Martin, Colossians, 86-87; and Larsson, Christus, 85. 

100BAGD, s. v. d7TcK86opat, 2; BDF, §316,1; Robertson, Grammar, 804-05; Oepke, 
TDNT, 2: 319; see also Bruce, Epistles, 107 n82; Schweizer, Colossians, 143-44. 

101Bruce, Epistles, 104, says this is described in Rom. 6: 6 as the crucifixion of "the old 
self' and the destruction of "the sinful body. " However, this comparison seems to confuse positional 
and moral categories. 

102See Dunn, "The'Body'in Colossians, " 168-70; Gundry, S6ma, 40-43; and Abbott, 
Ephesians and Colossians, 251. The issue at the Jerusalem Council in Acts 15 was not baptism 
instead of circumcision, but the requirement of baptism and circumcision. Baptism did not put a 
stop to the circumcision of Jews (e. g., Timothy). Paul's readers do not need "circumcision of the flesh" 
because they have already received "circumcision of the heart, " a spiritual reality effected by God. 

103Moule, Colossians, 95-96. 
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participation with Him in His death through faith, as depicted in baptism, were 

stripped (drr&8vaLs-, understood in a passive sense here) of the "body of flesh. " The 

flesh, while still a threat to believers, has been stripped of its controlling power over 

them in the "cutting off' (death) of Christ on the cross (cf. Gal. 5: 24). 104 In this way, 

d7T&6vats- depicts the radical removal of the flesh-dominated self (i. e., the person as 

dominated by the flesh) through union with Christ. This view, however, suffers from 

the same objections as the second view (see footnote 102 above). 

In light of the preceding discussion, the first view is preferred. All of the adpý 

references so far in Colossians have denoted physical flesh or bodily presence (1: 22, 

24; 2: 1,5), and so the phrase "body of flesh" in 2: 11 focuses attention on the physical 

body and its susceptibility to death. 105 The whole phrase, "the removal of the body of 

flesh, " applies to Jesus' death defined by the next phrase, "in the circumcision of 

Christ, " a reference to Christ's death under the metaphor of circumcision. As 

indicated by the initial relative clause of verse 11 (cv q' ) Kai), conversion-initiation is 

understood as participating in His "circumcision-death. " 

It seems likely that by using the aorist participles in Colossians 3: 9-10, 

especially d7TcK6vudycvoL, Paul intended his readers to make the connection with 2: 11- 

15 and to refer the action of these participles to the events of the cross and to their 

own baptismal confession of participation with Christ in His death. In both 2: 11-12 

and 15, the emphasis lies on the completeness and radical nature of the break that is 

104For Paul, gdpe had several different associations, and thus its meaning may vary 
considerably from context to context; see BAGD, s. v. gdpe, 1-8; Schweizer, TDNT, 7: 125-38; 
Thiselton, NIDNTT, 1: 674-76,678-82. See also the discussion by Barclay, Obeying the Truth, 178- 
215, esp. 206-09, where he suggests the gloss "what is merely human" as a generalizing definition of 
adpe, a definition that accommodates Paul's apocalyptic perspective and his various uses of the 
term, but one that must be nuanced contextually. See ch. 6,313-16 for further discussion of adpe. 

105Dunn, "The'Body'in Colossians, " 169; pace NEB, "lower nature; " NIV, "sinful 
nature; " NJB, "your natural self; " and GNB, "sinful self " ToD atipaTog occurs in the genitive 
following the noun d7TcK&act and 7-ýs, oapK6, - can be understood as an attributive genitive following 
-roD uoýpaTos- ("fleshly body") or, better, as a genitive of material ("body made out of flesh"), see 
Wallace, Grammar, 86-88,91-92,135. 
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made with a former state of affairs. 106 In 2: 11-12, there is explicit mention of faith 

and baptism, suggesting that "stripping off' the "old man" (3: 9) and "putting on" the 

"new man" (3: 10) has connections with baptismal patterns of thought. Some have 

suggested that Paul may be alluding to the action of the candidate for baptism who 

exchanges his old clothes for new ones, thereby symbolizing this transfer of solidarity. 

But this practice is unlikely at this early stage. 107 

4.4.3.4 Colossians 3: 9b-10a: The Old Man / New Man. What has been 

stripped off is "the old man, "108 and what has been put on is "the new man. "109 The 

RSV and NEB somewhat restrict the scope of Paul's thought by using the word 

"nature" to translate dvOpamos% Similarly, the JB, NJB, NAS, NIV and NRSV use 

"self'in an individualistic sense, which could imply the erroneous idea that one's "self' 

or "person" and Christ are actually opposed to one another. Paul's use of a'VOp(J7To, 5-, 

however, suggests a wider range of meaning, one that can include a representative, 

corporate, and an individual person sense. 110 

In 3: 9b, Paul says that the "old man" has been stripped off uv'v -raTs- 7TpdeEoLv 

aV7-00, that is, along with his conduct and actions. 111 The uV'V phrase draws attention 

106Bruce, Epistles, 146 n77, suggests that d7TcK8vodyckot in Col. 3: 9 gives much the same 
sense as avaTaup6to in Rom. 6: 6, and the same idea is repeated in different language in Rom. 8: 12-13. 

107See discussion of this in ch. 1,47-48, and pp. 229-31 below. 

1080n the term 7TaAatog, see BAGD s. v, 7TaAat6s-; Seesemann, TDNT, 5: 717-20; Delling, 
TDNT, 1: 486-87; Haarbeck, NIDNTT, 2: 713-16; ch. 2,107-11; and ch. 5,269-73. 

1090n the term Katv6s-, see BAGD, sx. Katvoc; Behm, TDNT, 3: 447-51; and Haarbeck, 
Link, and Brown, NIDNTT, 2: 669-74; and on the term vco, 5-, see BAGD s. v. v&S-; Behm, TDNT, 
4: 896-901; and Haarbeck, NIDNTT, 2: 674-76. Note also R. A. Harrisville, "The Concept of Newness 
in the New Testament, " JBL 74 (1955) 69-79, who concludes: "the terms kainos and neos are 
synonymous in the NT. Both terms imply a qualitative as well as a temporal significance" (79). 
Also see footnote 116 below; ch. 3,174-81; and ch. 5,278-84. 

11OJeremias, TDNT, 1: 364-67, esp. 366 n12; and Vorlander, NIDNTT, 2: 564-69. See 
ch. 1,42. 

1110n the term vpdetg, see BAGD, s. v. 7Tpdýtg; Maurer, TDNT, 6: 642-44; and Hahn, 
NIDNTT, 3: 1158, who refers to the term here as "the deeds of the old man viewed as a whole (Acts 
19: 18; Col. 3: 9). " 
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to the whole way of life associated with the "old man, " a way of life prior to and 

without Christ and characterized by the sort of vices listed in verses 5 and 8.112 As 

expressed in verse 5, the list of vices stands in apposition to Ta PýAq, that is, these 

vices could be viewed as the "members" of the "old man. " Similarly, the virtues of 

verse 12 and following could be called "members" of the "new man. " 113 

This oV'V phrase brings into sharp focus the already recognized tension 

between the indicative and the imperative. If the "old man" along with (a6v) his 

practices has already been stripped off (v. 9b), as we have argued, then it seems to 

make the imperatives of verses 5 and 8 unnecessary, or at least less significant. 

However, the indicative relates to the believer's status or relationship with respect to 

the "old man" who has been "put off'; while the imperative relates to the conduct of 

the "old man" that believers are to "put off, " i. e., remove from their lives. 

With the putting off of the "old man, " there has been a putting on of 76P Peop 

[dv0p(t)7Tovj as stated in 3: 10114. The action of the aorist participle ýV&Gqycpot, which 

is also causal and antecedent in force, is connected byKafto the preceding 

a7TcK8vuqpc, vot and is contemporaneous with it, as argued above. Having put off the 

"old man, " the believer has at the same time been clothed with the "new man. " This 

is a "new and distinctively Christian application of this metaphor. "115 The presence 

of ve-op instead ofKatpop (as in the Eph. 4: 22 parallel) in contrast to 7TaAaLoS- may 

emphasize newness in point of time (temporal). If so, this would suggest that Paul's 

112The u6V phrase links the "old man" with his deeds without turning the "old man" 
metaphor itself into a figure for sinful attitudes and deeds that believers must put off. 

113See discussion of yýAq on pp. 202-05 above. 

114See ch. 1,43-45, for a discussion of the "put off / put on" verbs. 

115Dunn, Colossians, 220-21; cf. Eph. 2: 15. See also Jervell, Imago, 240; Lohse, 
Colossians, 142 n60; O'Brien, Colossians, 189-90; Gnilka, Kolosserbrief, 187-88; R. Schnackenburg, 
"Der neue Mensch - Mitte christlichen Weltverständnisses (Kol 3,9-1l)" in Schriften zum Neuen 
Testament. Exegese in Fortschritt und Wandel (Munich: Kösel-Verlag, 1971) 392-413; and 
M. Thompson, Clothed with Christ: The Example and Teaching of Jesus in Romans 12: 1-15: 13. 
JSNTSup 59 (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1991) 149-58. 
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Colossian readers were relatively new (recent) converts. However, Pew is probably 

synonymous with KatVO5'here and appears simply as a stylistic change since the 

distinctive idea of KatP65, (qualitative freshness), if maintained, is supplied by the 

participle dvaKatpo' Evov that follows immediately. 116 Before discussing the identity V11 

of the "old" and "new man, " we shall give consideration to the setting for these 

designations. 

It is generally recognized among scholars that 3: 9-11 alludes to a baptismal 

setting. 117 This judgment is often based on parallels in wording between this text and 

other Pauline texts where baptism is explictly mentioned. One such passage is 

Galatians 3: 27-28 where three parallels are evident: 1) the clothing metaphor-"put 

on / put off' (Col. 3: 9-10,12; Gal. 3: 28); 2) the language of "neither Greek nor Jew, 

slave nor free" (Col. 3: 11; Gal. 3: 28), including the unusual expression obK &L in both 

texts (elsewhere in the NT only 1 Cor. 6: 5 and Jas. 1: 17); and 3) the fact that the 

object of the verb "put on" is a "person, " not a moral quality (Col. 3: 10; Gal. 3: 27). 

The masculine Jts-, "you are all one (efs-) in Christ Jesus" (Gal. 3: 28), could well be an 

116Until recently, most scholars and lexicographers maintained a fairly rigid distinction 
between Pýos- and Katv6s- by regarding P&s- primarily as a temporal adjective and Katv6s- as a 
qualitative adjective. For example, Behm, TDNT, 3: 447, states: "N&S' is what is new in time or 
origin, i. e., young, with the suggestion of immaturity or lack of respect for the old. Katp6g is what is 

new in nature, different from the usual, impressive, better than the old, superior in value or 
attraction ...... 

In TDNT, 3: 449 n15, he says that the context of both Col. 3: 9-10 and Eph. 4: 22-24 

shows that the ideas of the new time and the new quality (mode) of life for the Christian are closely 
related and complementary. However, MM, 314-15, demonstrate that papyrus usage does not 
support this distinction. After a thorough investigation, R. A. Harrisville, The Concept of Newness in 
the New Testament (Minneapolis: Augsburg, 1960) 1-11, concluded that the distinction arose 
relatively late (1820-40). Lexicographers and exegetes who believed classical literature supported 
such a distinction applied it to the LXX and the Koin6 of the NT. However, the two terms appear to 
be used interchangeably (synonymously) in the LXX and the Koin6, with the temporal and 
qualitative aspects attributed to both vcos- and Katp6s- as determined by the context (cf. 1 Cor. 5: 7; 
2 Cor. 3: 6,14). Pace R. C. Trench, Synonyms of the New Testament, 9th ed., 1880 (reprint, Grand 
Rapids: Eerdmans, 1953) 219-25. 

117Lohse, Colossians, 141; O'Brien, Colossians, 189; Jervell, Imago, 231-35; and A. J. M. 
Wedderburn, Baptism and Resurrection: Studies in Pauline Theology Against its Graeco-Roman 
Background, WUNT 44 (Tdbingen: J. C. B. Mohr [Paul Siebeck], 1987) 338-39. However, the verb 
ýP&&) in and of itself does not refer to baptism as imperatival usage elsewhere addressed to already 
baptized people makes clear (Rom. 13: 12,14; Col. 3: 12; Eph. 6: 11); pace Merk, Handeln, 204-05; 
and J. Ernst, Die Briefe an die Philipper, an Philemon, an die Kolosser, an die Epheser, RNT 
(Regensburg: Verlag Friedrich Pustet, 1974) 226. See ch. 1,45 n130. 
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abridged way of saying "you are all one new man in Christ Jesus" (cf. Col. 3: 10-11; 1 

Cor. 12: 13; Eph. 2: 15). 118 

In Colossians itself, Paul exhorts the readers to continue in the teaching 

they received in the beginning (2: 6), and he reminds them of the meaning of baptism 

(2: 12) even though he had never visited the church there (cf. 1: 4,7-8; 2: 1). This 

suggests that he is referring to specific instruction they received in connection with 
baptism itself This may explain why concepts introduced in connection with baptism 

are not otherwise explained in the letter. Paul apparently assumes that the audience 
is already familiar with these ideas derived from a standardized core of instruction 

that all Christian converts received at the time of their baptism or soon after. This 

may well account for the presence of the "old man" / "new man" here within a wider 

paraenetic context. This may also help explain the abrupt and rather casual 

reference to the "old man" in Romans 6, even though Paul had not yet been to Rome 

either. He apparently assumed the readers were already familiar with it; hence the 

words, "do you not know? " (6: 3) as well as "and (or, since) you know" (6: 6). 119 The 

statement in Ephesians 4: 21, "you heard and were taught in him" (i. e., Christ), 

presumably at the time of conversion seems to refer to standardized baptismal 

instruction also. 120 Thus, we hold the view that the "putting off / putting on" in 

118Barth, Ephesians, 1: 309; E. Best, One Body in Christ: A Study in the Relationship of 
the Church to Christ in the Epistles of the Apostle Paul (London: SPCK, 1955) 79; pace F. F. Bruce, 
The Epistle to the Galatians. A Commentary on the Greek Text, NIGTC (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 
1982) 190; and H. D. Betz, Galatians: A Commentary on Paul's Letter to the Churches in Galatia 
(Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1979) 187-88, who wants to supply 0, tipa here. However, this would 
require the neuter & instead of erg (cf. Rom. 12: 5; 1 Cor. 10: 17; 12: 12,20; Eph. 2: 14-15; also cf. 
John 10: 30; 17: 11,23; 1 Cor. 3: 8). 

119See the comments in ch. 2,84-86 and 104-05; also A. J. M. Wedderburn, "Hellenistic 
Christian Traditions in Romans 6? " NTS 29 (1983) 337. Dunn, Baptism, 144 n17, sees this as 
Paul's way of introducing new information, but it makes better sense to view it as a reminder of 
what they already know based on their baptismal instruction. This does not preclude the notion 
that Paul originated the "old man / new man" metaphor and early on contributed it to Christian 
instruction through his missionary preaching. 

120See ch. 5,258-63 for a discussion of this text. 
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Colossians 3: 9-10 relates to something accomplished in "baptism" (conversion- 

initiation) and something concerning which the converts received instruction. 

If this is a baptismal "putting off / putting on, " did Paul associate it with 

dying and rising with Christ? Three items in this context and elsewhere suggest that 

he did. First, dying with Christ and entrance into new life are associated with baptism 

earlier in this letter (cf. Col. 2: 11-13; 3: 1-4), and the reference to baptism through the 

clothing metaphor in 3: 9-10 is probably another way of referring to the same 

event. 121 Second, the indirect parallel between Colossians 2: 11 and 3: 9, in which 

Christ's physical body is pictured as a garment and His death is viewed as the 

stripping off of that garment, forges another link between the clothing metaphor and 

dying with Christ (67TcK8VUts- in 2: 11 and d7re-K&Ollat in 3: 9). Third, since the "old man" 

crucified with Christ is in a baptismal setting in Romans 6: 3-6, it appears that having 

"put off the old man" here refers to the same basic occasion. 122 

The identity of the "old man / new man" has been understood and expressed 

in various ways by interpreters of Paul. 123 In light of various factors in this passage 

as discussed above, we may summarize the meaning of the "old / new man" as 

follows. At conversion-initiation, believers have put off the "old man" as those who 

have been crucified and buried with Christ (Col. 2: 11), and have put on the "new man" 

as those who belong to the new creation that has come about in Christ's resurrection. 

The "old man" refers to the status and conduct of the individual person who lives 

under the power and rule of sin prior to faith in Christ. At the same time it signifies 

121The association of baptism with death is not unique to Paul since Jesus' death and 
that of His disciples is termed a "baptism" in Mark 10: 38-39 (cf. Luke 12: 50). See R. Scroggs and 
K. I. Groff, "Baptism in Mark: Dying and Rising with Christ, " JBL 92 (1973) 536-37. 

122See discussion in ch. 2,82-84,92-93, and 96-97. Those who accept this linkage 
include Tannehill, Dying and Rising, 52-54; Beasley-Murray, Baptism, 149; Dunn, Baptism, 158; 
P. W. van der Horst, "Observations on a Pauline Expression, " NTS 19 (1973) 182; Zeilinger, Der 
Erstgeborene, 152; and Scroggs and Groff, "Baptism, " 539-40. 

123See the survey of views in ch. 1,52-60 
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that one belongs to the old humanity in Adam, the representative embodiment of the 

old humanity. On the other hand, the "new man" refers to the status and conduct of 

the individual who lives under the power and rule of the new creation and is being 

continually renewed in the Creator's image. At the same time, it signifies that one 

belongs to the new humanity in Christ, the representative embodiment of the new 

humanity. 124 

4.4.3.5 Colossians 3: 10b: The Renewal of the New Man. It is the "new 

man" who is constantly being renewed with a view to (ct', 5-) his progressive increase in 

knowledge. 125 The participle dvaKawo' cvov is a present passiue (not middle) UP 

adjectival participle that occurs only in this passage and 2 Corinthians 4: 16 in the 

New Testament. In the latter text, the "inner man" (vs. the "outer man") is being 

renewed day by day, which reflects the force of the present tense, while the passive 

voice suggests that the emphasis should be placed on divine activity. It is a reference 

to the moral and spiritual renewal of the Christian, the opposite of 8taooe-ipc-rat used in 

reference to the "outer man. "126 Likewise, it is the "new man, " not the "old man, " who 

is being renewed. 127 This is confirmed by the contrasting descriptive clause, "who is 

being corrupted, " that modifies the "old man" in the Ephesians 4: 22 parallel. 

124See O'Brien, Colossians, 190-91. This viewpoint grows out of the Adam-Christ 
typology, a fundamental motif in Pauline theology (Rom. 5: 12-21; 1 Cor. 15: 22). See ch. 1,40-41. 

125Behm, TDNT, 3: 452-53. The preposition cis- could express purpose, "with a view to" 
(Moule, Idiom-Book, 70); result, "which results in knowledge or perception-the response of the 

whole person to God or Christ" (Moule, Colossians, 121); or, be equivalent to a locative ýP, "in the 

sphere of knowledge, in knowledge" (BAGD, s. v. e7Tt'yvcoots- and KTt'Cto; Lohse, Colossians, 142; 
O'Brien, Colossians, 191-92). The first option is preferred. See Rom. 12: 2 for the equivalent noun. 

126Behm, TDNT, 2: 698-99. On the contextually nuanced "divine passive, " see Wallace, 
Grammar, 437-38; BDF, §130,1; and S. E. Porter, Idioms of the Greek New Testament, 2nd ed. 
(Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press) 65-66. See further discussion on dVaKatVo(d and dpavc& (Eph. 
4: 24) in ch. 5,272-73; and on the "outer / inner man" in ch. 6,301-07. 

127Jervell, Imago, 244 n254. He correctly rejects Kdsemann's interpretation of the 

renewal as the renewal of the fallen primeval man (Leib, 148). The participle dVaKatVo6MCVoV 
cannot be connected with the "old man" grammatically or conceptually. 
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It is more natural to connect cis- ýM'yvwutv with the participle dvaKaLvo6pcPoP 

rather than the following Ka-rd phrase, and to supply the content for this absolute use 

of JM'yvtoats- from the larger context, namely, the knowledge of God's will (Col. 1: 9; 

Rom. 12: 2) and His purposes in salvation through Christ (Col. 2: 2; Eph. 1: 9-12,17; 

4: 13). 128 Em'yvo. )uts- is often used in reference to the knowledge of God and His will 

following conversion because it charts the path on which the "new man" progresses 

toward the goal of conformity to Christ. 129 This knowledge is the determining factor 

in the conduct of the "new man. " However, it is not gained once for all or in a flash of 

insight but continues to increase and grow in the life of the Christian indicating that 

the "new man" is not a static but a dynamic figure. He is not yet complete and 

perfect but is continually being renewed in understanding and moral character. 130 

The passive suggests that the renewal is the work of an agent (divine) not intrinsic to 

the believer, although the believer bears active responsibility (2 Cor. 7: 1; Rom. 12: 2). 

In addition, this is not only an individual renewal but also a corporate renewal of the 

new humanity in the creator's image (cf. 3: 11). 

V Similarly, the phrase Ka-r'CiKOva -rob K77tuavTos- a'Tov should also be connected 

with the participle avaKawo6, e-Pov rather than the phrase eis- em'yvwat 
. 
131 e new VP v Th " 

man" is being constantly renewed in accord with the image (KaT'CL'KOVa) of the one who 

128Abbott, Ephesians and Colossians, 284; Lohse, Colossians, 143; Jervell, Imago, 255-56. 

129BAGD, s. v. 67Ttyv&)ots-; Bultmann, TDNT, 1: 706-07; Schmitz, NIDNTT, 2: 397-403; 
Bruce, Epistles, 46 n30; O'Brien, Colossians, 192; Dunn, Colossians, 222. Moule, Colossians, 159-64, 
concludes that in the NT j7Tiyvtoot, - is specifically concerned with the knowledge of Christ and 
conformity to His likeness. 

130Pace J. C. Dillow, The Reign of the Servant Kings: A Study of Eternal Security and the 
Final Significance of Man (Miami Springs, FL: Schoettle Publishing, 1992) 170, who says: "When 
the Christian is viewed as 'one born of God, ' the reference is evidently to his true identity as a new 
man in Christ. The new man is sinless (Eph. 4: 24; Col. 3: 10), and no sin in the life of the Christian 
ever comes from who he really is, a new creation" (italics mine). Further, he says: "How can a perfect 
new man in Christ be 'renewed'? The renewal is 'into' (eis) knowledge and 'according to' (kata) the 
image of God. The new man while without sin is not mature" (178, italics mine). These statements 
about the new man are erroneous. 

131Jervell, Imago, 248-49; Larsson, Christus, 198; O'Brien, Colossians, 191. 
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created him WT60. Three items call for special attention here. First, what is the 

antecedent of a6Tov? This pronoun refers to the "new man, " the redeemed person of 

the new creation, not to Christ or redeemed humanity in general. 132 In turn, avTOV 

serves as the object of the substantival aorist participle TOb KT[OaV7oS-. The "new 

man" has been created and is now being renewed in accord with (KaTa) the image of his 

creator. 

Second, who is the creator of the "new man"-Christ or God? Some 

interpreters have put forth several reasons for taking Christ as the creator of the 

"new man. "133 The argument is based on: 1) Paul's references elsewhere to the 

Christian putting on Christ (Gal. 3: 27; Rom. 13: 14); 2) the statement of Colossians 

3: 11 that Christ is "everything" (Trap-ra) and "in all" Vp Trdatv, i. e., indwelling all 

members of His Church); 3) the parallel in Ephesians 2: 15 where Christ is said to 

create the "one new man" in Himself; and 4) the parallel in Ephesians 4: 24 where the 

"new man" is said to be created KaTd Oe-ov, viewed as "according to the image of God, " 

i. e., Christ. 134 

On the other hand, most recent interpreters have brought forward reasons 

for taking God as the creator of the "new man. "135 The argument is based on: 1) the 

allusion to Genesis 1: 26-27, where the first Adam is said to have been created by God 

132Abbott, Ephesians and Colossians, 284; Lightfoot, Colossians, 214-15; Moule, 
Colossians, 120; Masson, Colossiens, 144; Scroggs, Last Adam, 69-70. 

133Lohmeyer, Kolosser, 140-42; Behm, TDNT, 3: 453; M. Black, "The Pauline Doctrine of 
the Second Adam, " SJT 7 (1954) 170-79, esp. 175; S. G. Wilson, "New Wine in Old Wineskins: IX. 
Image of God, " ExpTim 85 (1973-74) 356-61, esp. 358; see further discussion in Eltester, Eikon, 
158-64. Chrysostom and others in the early church took this view. 

1340n these passages, see pp. 241-42 below; ch. 3,174-77; and ch. 5,280-82. 

135Lightfoot, Colossians, 214-15; Moule, Colossians, 120; Peake, "Colossians, " 3: 539; 
Scroggs, Last Adam, 69; Masson, Colossiens, 144; Jervell, Imago, 219,249-50; Larsson, Christus, 
205-06; Martin, Colossians, 107; Merk, Handeln, 207; Lohse, Colossians, 143; O'Brien, Colossians, 
191; Barth and Blanke, Colossians, 413; Dunn, Colossians, 222; Gnilka, Kolosserbrief, 188. In Eph. 
4: 24, the "new man" is created KaTd Oc6v, literally, "according to God, " but the phrase can be 
understood as "after the likeness (image) of God" (cf. Col. 3: 10; 2 Cor. 3: 18; 4: 16; Phil. 3: 21). 
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"in his own image 
... 

in the image of God" (1: 27); 2) the fact that God is usually the 

subject Of K7t'CCO in its New Testament uses and the act of creating is almost always 

represented as the work of God; 136 and 3) the claim that God is the logical subject of 

the passive verbs 6-KTL'oOq and &TtoTat in Colossians 1: 16. 

Apart from the unique christological contribution of Ephesians 2: 15, the 

weight of evidence favors designating God as the creator of the "new man" here. The 

aorist participle KTt'01aVT05- indicates that His creative act is antecedent to the present 

process of renewal (76v dvaKatvoVPcvov), and either contemporaneous with, or, in light 

of verse 11, antecedent to the putting on Vv6vorapevot) of the "new man" at 

conversion-initiation. If antecedent, the emphasis lies on the prior existence of the 

corporate "new man" created in connection with the redemptive-historical death of 

Jesus (cf. Eph. 2: 14-18). Then, at conversion-initiation the "new man" was "put on" 

by the believer and is now being renewed. If contemporaneous, which is most likely 

here in light of verse 10, the emphasis is on the individual "new man" created at 

conversion-initiation (cf 2 Cor. 5: 17) when the "new man" was "put on" by the 

believer and is now being renewed. 137 

Third, who is the referent Of ELK&J'V in this phrase-Christ or God? Is Paul 

referring to the renewal of the "new man" according to the "image of Christ" or the 

"image of God"? 138 Understandably, the interpreters who take Christ as the creator 

136See Rom. 1: 25; 8: 19-22,39; 1 Cor. 11: 9; Col. 1: 15-16,23; Eph. 2: 10; 3: 9; 4: 24; 1 Tim. 
4: 3; also Matt. 19: 4; Mark 13: 19; 1 Pet. 4: 19; Rev. 4: 11; 10: 6. In Eph. 2: 15, Christ is said to have 
created "the one new man in Himself " This, however, is in keeping with the emphasis on Christ's 
mediatorial work in that passage. Paul usually speaks of God as the creator with Christ as the 
mediator of creation both "old" and "new" (cf. Col. 1: 16). 

137The antecedent use of the aorist participle is most common; however, if the controlling 
verb or verbal is also aorist (i. e., ev6vadpepot here), the action of the participle is often 
contemporaneous with the action of the verb; see Robertson, Grammar, 1112-14; and Wallace, 
Grammar, 614-15. See additional discussion in ch. 3,175-76, and ch. 5,281-82. 

1380n the word clKt6v, see BAGD, sx. clKt6v, Lb, 2; Kittel et al., TDNT, 2: 381-97; 
Flender, NIDNTT, 2: 286-88,292-93; Eltester, Eikon, 156-64; and Jervell, Imago, esp. 214-16. This 
word appears 23 times in the NT: 15 denote physical representations, 1 refers to the Law (Heb. 
10: 1), 5 relate humans to the image of God or Christ (Rom. 8: 29; 1 Cor. 11: 7; 15: 49; 2 Cor. 3: 18; 
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of the new man also take Christ as the referentof Cilctup. 139 Consequently, the "new 

man" is being renewed after the image of Christ, that is, he is a copy of Christ's 

image. Some interpreters who take God as the creator of the new man, nevertheless, 

take Christ, who is the image of God (Col. 1: 15), as the middle term between God and 

man. 140 However, while Christ is the image of God, the "new man" is being renewed 

Ka-r clicova with reference to the one who created him, that is, God, as ar ed above. gu 

Thus, other interpreters take God not only as the creator of the new man but also as 

the referentOf CiK06041 The "new man" is being renewed according to the image of 

(belonging to) God his creator. 142 

The last view appears to reflect Paul's meaning best for several reasons. 

First, the allusion to Genesis 1: 26-27 is unmistakable, suggesting that Paul draws on 

the "image of God" concept from the old (Genesis) creation to describe a reality of the 

new creation. 143 Second, the reference to renewal implies that the "image of God" 

was severely damaged and corrupted (but not lost) and is now being restored in the 

Col. 3: 10), and 2 denote Christ as the image of God (2 Cor. 4: 4; Col. 1: 15). 

139See adherents to this view in footnote 133 above. Some take the Ka-ra phrase to mean 
"according to Christ, " but the parallel Ka-rd 060P (Eph. 4: 24) makes this improbable; and, one would 
expect the article before ctK6va if "the image of Christ" were Paul's meaning according to Peake, 
"Colossians, " 3: 539, and Lightfoot, Colossians, 214. 

140Jervell, Imago, 276-78, insists that Christ is the ciKt6v -roi) OcoD (Col. 1: 15) and the 
Christian is renewed Ka-r'CtKOva, that is, "according to His image; " Christ is Vorbild, the believer is 
Abbild; also, Masson, Colossiens, 144-45. 

141Scroggs, Last Adam, 69-70; O'Brien, Colossians, 191-92. 

142The aorist substantival participle 70D KTioavTo, (- is a genitive of possession modifying 
KaT'c11K6va, thus: "according to the image of (belonging to) the One (God) who created him (the "new 
man, " i. e., the redeemed man of the new creation). " On the substantival participle, see Wallace, 
Grammar, 619-21. For KaTd denoting pattern or standard, "in accordance with, corresponding to, " 
see BAGD, s. v. Kara, 5. 

143Pace W. G. Kiimmel, Man in the New Testament, rev. ed., trans. J. J. Vincent (London: 
Epworth Press, 1963) 67-68 n78; Merk, Handeln, 207. The allusion does not imply an identity of the 
new creation with the Genesis creation, but only an analogy between the two. Dunn, Colossians, 222, 
states: ". -. the understanding of creation as God imprinting his image on humanity remained 
fundamental to both Judaism and Christianity 

.... 11 
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"new man. "144 Third, this passage connects back with Colossians 1: 15-20 where, 

among other things, it is said that Christ is "the image of the invisible God" (1: 15, cf. 

2 Cor. 4: 4). 145 He exists as the image of God. The "new man" is being renewed KaT' 

61KOtla of God. He does not become the image of Christ but the image of God. For 

Paul, people in the new creation will one day be fully restored to the image of God. 146 

Fourth, this restoration of the divine image is nothing other than the "new man" being 

transformed into the same image in which Christ now exists as Paul states elsewhere 

(Rom. 8: 29; 1 Cor. 15: 49; 2 Cor. 3: 18). Since Christ is the image of the invisible God, 

Paul can also describe the goal of redemption as that of bringing believers into 

conformity with the image of God's Son (Rom. 8: 29) and of changing them more and 

more into His likeness both individually and corporately (2 Cor. 3: 18; cf. Eph. 4: 7- 

16). 147 Nevertheless, the "new man" does not become an "image of Christ" but the 

fully restored "image of God. " His renewal is in conformity to Christ who now already 

exists as that image perfectly. It is only through Christ, then, that the "new man" is 

renewed according to God's image so that both are the image of God. 148 Fifth, the 

144Kittel, TDNT, 2: 392-94; cf. Wis. 2: 23; 13-15. Pace Gnilka, Kolosserbrief, 188, the 
divine image has not been lost or entirely effaced by the Fall. In fact, Gen. 5: 1-3; 9: 6; 1 Cor. 11: 7; 
and Jas. 3: 9 indicate that God's image, to some degree, remains in all humans even after the Fall. 

145According to Paul, the invisible God has become visible in Christ. He perfectly 
embodies and reveals the very nature and character of God (O'Brien, Colossians, 42-43). As the 
image of the God who is invisible (cf. Rom. 1: 20; John 1: 18; Heb. 1: 3; 11: 27; Acts 14: 17; 15: 23-28; 
1 Tim. 1: 17), Christ does not belong to the created order but stands with the creator who through 
Christ acts upon and in the whole creation. See Ridderbos, Paul, 69-73. On Jewish interpretations 
of the Genesis texts, see Scroggs, Last Adam, 16-28,32-37,70. 

146Scroggs, Last Adam, 68-70. Scroggs notes that Paul also uses the "image of God" 
concept "as an eschatological term and looks ahead, rather than to primeval time, for its 
realization" (70). Paul, then, interprets the concept eschatologically rather than protologically. See 
discussion of the Urzeit / Endzeit theme in ch. 1,49-51. 

147S. Kim, The Origin of Paul's Gospel, WUNT 4 (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1992) 233, 
states: "Only in the light of the epiphanic phenomenon [the Damascus christophany] can we 
understand how Paul can speak of Christ as the 'image of God' on the one hand and speak at the 
same time of the'image of Christ'(cf. Rom. 8: 29; 1 Cor. 15: 49) on the other. " 

148Scroggs, Last Adam, 68-69; Kim, Origin, 232-33,320-29; O'Brien, Colossians, 191. In 
each of the texts cited, Paul stresses a certain identity between Christ and the believer (e. g., 2 Cor. 
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parallel passage in Ephesians 4: 24 does not use CiK(JJP but refers instead to being 

created KaT6 Ocov 
... e'v 6tKatoa6w dO 0 is ,7 Kai bcTt6T77TL T77s- dA770ctas-. It is likely that KaT EV 

to be understood as "like God" or "after the likeness (image) of God. "149 If the "image" 

is something that believers and God share, then this text identifies "righteousness and 

holiness that come from the truth" as central features of that image. And, it 

indicates that the image must be fully restored for the "new man" to be like God. 

Theologians and biblical scholars continue to debate the nature of the image 

of God in humanity. 150 They attempt to answer the question: What do humans and 

God have in common that sets human beings apart from the rest of created life? The 

major problem with the biblical data is that Scripture nowhere explicitly defines or 

describes what the image of God comprises. Many scholars believe it has several 

aspects. The Reformers, especially Luther and Calvin, 151 appealed to such texts as 

Colossians 3: 10 and Ephesians 4: 24, and proposed "righteousness and holiness" as 

the essence of God's image. Since these and other communicable attributes of God 

are also "relational, " perhaps, as a starting point, it is fair to speak of God's image in 

humanity as at least "moral and relational" in nature. As such, the image of God, 

though corrupted by the Fall, is being increasingly renewed and perfected in redeemed 

humanity-the individual and corporate "new man. " 

The allusion to Genesis 1: 27 in Colossians 3: 10 seems to justify interpreting 

Paul's use of the "old man" as a reference to the first Adam, the prototypical "old 

3: 18, "being transformed into the same image"). But these texts also reveal the "already-not yet" 
tension in Pauline eschatology, namely, the tension between partial realization in the present 
(2 Cor. 3: 18; Col. 3: 10) and full possession in the future (Rom. 8: 29; 1 Cor. 15: 49). The Christian is 
a "new person" (realized) who is still in the process of renewal (not yet fully realized). 

149See the discussion in ch. 5,280-82. 

150For a discussion of this topic in biblical scholarship with references to recent 
literature, see G. Bray, "The Significance of God's Image in Man, " TynB 42 (1991) 195-225. 

151M. Luther, Luther's Works, eds. J. Pelikan and H. T. Lehman (Philadelphia: 
Muhlenburg Press, 1958) 1: 61-63; and J. Calvin, Institutes of the Christian Religion, ed. J. T. 
McNeill, trans. F. L. Battles, LCC (Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1960) 1: 15.3-4. 
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man, " and humanity's standing in him, and his use of the "new man" as a reference to 

the last Adam, the prototypical "new man, " and believing humanity's standing in 

Him. For Paul, the identity of the last Adam is Christ (1 Cor. 15: 45-46). One might 

argue that the "new man, " then, refers to Christ Himself since Paul states that 

believers have put on Christ in baptism (conversion-initiation), instead of saying that 

they have put on the "new man" (Gal. 3: 27), and he also urges them to put on Christ 

in ethical renewal (Rom. 13: 14). 152 However, the "new man" has been created (Col. 

3: 10) and Christ is not created (Col. 1: 15-16). This suggests that Paul orients the 

"new man" figure toward the members rather than the head of the new creation even 

though Christ is the prototype of the new humanity both at its inception and in its 

continuance. 

4.4.3.6 Colossians 3: 11: The Sphere of the New Man. In the opening 
r/ It 

words of this verse, 07TOV OV'K 0/1, the relative adverb 67Tov, whose antecedent is the 

substantival T6P Peop [diOp&)7ToP1 in verse 10, denotes "place where. " It is used 

figuratively here to designate the sphere of the "new man, " the new creation realm in 

Christ, and to introduce some things that are found init. 153 The barriers that 

separated people from one another in the old creation, and which still exist there, have 

been put aside in the new creation. This new situation is objectively real and 

historically present in the new humanity, the corporate new man, the Body of Christ 

(Rom. 10: 12; 1 Cor. 12: 13; Gal. 3: 28; Eph. 2: 15), since all believers were baptized by 

one Spirit into the one Body of Christ (i Cor. 12: 13). The thought of Galatians 3: 28 is, 

in fact, repeated and modified according to the needs of the Colossian readers. 154 

152Lohmeyer, Kolosser, 140-42; thus Behm, TDNT, 3: 453, states: "The Christian is to 
become a new man as Christ is the new man. " 

153BAGD, s. v. 6vov, 2. Robertson, Grammar, 712, brings out the force of 0'7Tou by calling 
it "almost personal" in that 67Tov equals ev 0. Dibelius-Greeven, Kolosser, 42, describe it as "in the 
realm of the new man. " 

154Lightfoot, Colossians, 214-15; Martin, Colossians, 108; Jervell, Imago, 251; O'Brien, 
Colossians, 192; pace Lohse, Colossians, 143, who regards the verse as traditional material. 
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There is equality in Christ because all believers, regardless of race, religious tradition, 

class, or social status, have been baptized into Christ. All these distinctions that put 

people in separate categories are no longer relevant in the community of the new 

creation "in Christ. " Thus the force of 0'7TOv and the antitheses in this verse indicate 

that Paul now speaks of the "new man" on the corporate level. 

The word e7'PL is the longer form of the preposition ýv with C'OITLP understood 
U, ilcuTtO. It appears in the New Testament with the meaning "there is" and always 

occurs with a negative WK) serving to point out an objective fact (cf Gal. 3: 28). It 

negates not merely the fact-something "does not exist"-but also the possibility- 

something "cannot exist. "155 This leads us to consider the barriers that can no longer 

exist in the corporate "new man" based on the gospel Paul preached. 

First, national and racial barriers-Greek and Jew-are transcended in the 

new creation by the gospel, which is addressed to all (Rom. 1: 16). Here, as elsewhere, 

'EAA71k, is used in the wider comprehensive sense of Gentile as opposed to Jew (cf. e. g., 
Rom. 1: 16; 2: 9-10; 3: 9-12; 1 Cor. 1: 22-24; 12: 13; Gal. 3: 28.156 Second, religious 

privileges such as circumcision, whether inherited by birth or adopted later, have lost 

their significance and have been disregarded in the new creation (Gal. 6: 15; 5: 6; 1 Cor. 

7: 19; Rom. 2: 25-29; 4: 9-12). 157 Third, while to the Jew the world was divided into 

Jews and Greeks (privileged and unprivileged religiously), to the Greeks and Romans, 

the world was divided into Greeks and barbarians (privileged and unprivileged 

155BDF, §98; BAGD, s. v. &t; Lightfoot, Colossians, 214; see also Martin, Colossians, 108; 
Dunn, Colossians, 223; pace Abbott, Ephesians and Colossians, 285. 

1560n the word 'EkAqv in Paul, see Windisch, TDNT, 1: 551-53; 2: 512-16; Bietenhard, 
NIDNTT, 2: 124-27; and on Yov&Tos- in Paul, see Gutbrod, TDNT, 3: 380-82. Manuscripts D* FG 
it vgmss, and a few Church Fathers insert apae-P Kat' OjAv ("male and female" probably from Gal. 
3: 28) at the beginning of the series, but the addition is, no doubt, secondary. The singular nouns 
are generic and so may be rendered "Greeks and Jews. " See ch. 3,170-71 n70. 

1570n the word dKPO)3VO'Tia, see Schmidt, TDNT, 1: 225-26; and on 7cptTopý, see Meyer, 
TDNT, 6: 82-83; and Hahn, NIDNTT, 1: 307-12. These terms, "the circumcised (Jews) and the 
uncircumcised (Gentiles)" form an abV a' chiasmus with the first word pair, "Greeks and Jews. " 
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intellectually and culturally). But such cultural barriers are also disregarded in the 

new creation (Rom. 1: 14; 1 Cor. 14: 11; Acts 28: 2,4). Here ýdp, 3apos- is probably meant 

to cover Gentiles of non-Greek culture, while the EK6077s- is cited as the roughest and 

most uncivilized type of barbarian. 158 Fourth, social barriers (slave vs. free) are also 

disregarded in the new creation (Gal. 3: 28; 1 Cor. 7: 22; Philemon). 159 For Greeks and 

Romans alike, the slave was a piece of property legally speaking. But within the 

Christian community, the slave, as much as the free person, was considered a 

Christian "brother or sister. " The conversion of Onesimus and his return to Philemon 

would provide a fitting illustration of this to the Colossian Christians. This series, 

then, points to the equality and unity of all believers in Christ, both of which are 

grounded in their baptism into Christ (Gal. 3: 27). It is a theological rather than a 

sociological profile of the new humanity. 

In contrast WAd) to the old order of things where divisive barriers separate 

people in the world, Christ (emphatic position) is 7mv-ra Kat cp 7TdorLp. 160 It is difficult to 

determine whether cp 7Tdatp is neuter or masculine. The neuter word 7Tap-ra and 

Colossians 1: 15-20 would support understanding it as neuter: Christ is "everything 

and in everything. " 161 However, if the phrase is analyzed as a whole, the parallel in 

Galatians 3: 28 and the immediate context would support treating it as masculine: 

1580n the word Odp, 3apos-, see Windisch, TDNT, 1: 546-53; and on XK6077S., see Michel, 
TDNT, 7: 447-50. The only other NT occurrence of #dpgapos- is in Acts 28: 2,4 (rendered "islanders, " 
NIV), where it is used of the people of Malta who were probably of Phoenician descent. According to 
Josephus, Ap. 2.269, Scythians "differ little from wild beasts. " 

1590n the word &Dks-, see Rengstorf, TDNT, 2: 261-64,274-76, and Tuente, NIDNTT, 
3: 595-97; and on eAc6O, -pos-, see Schlier, TDNT, 2: 487-88,501, and Blunck, NIDNTT, 1: 717-20. 
The slave was described as "one who does not belong to himself but to someone else" (Aristotle, Pol. 
1.1254a. 14), as "one who does not have power to refuse" (Seneca, De ben. 3.19), and as one whose 
constant prayer was that "he be set free immediately" (Epictetus 4.1.33). Manuscripts A D* FG 
insert Kai between 8oi)Ao, 5- and eAcOcpog to emphasize the contrast as in the first two pairs. 

160Manuscripts BDG place the article Td before 7TdvTa. The UBS4 text places square 
brackets around it indicating dubious textual validity. 

l6lLightfoot, Colossians, 217; Dunn, Colossians, 227. Ev Vdaw is neuter in 2 Cor. 11: 6; 
Phil. 4: 12; 1 Tim. 3: 11; 2 Tim. 2: 7; 4: 5; and Eph. 4: 6; 6: 16. 
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Christ is "all and in all, " specifically, He is "all that matters, " all that people need to 

enter the new creation realm, and He indwells all who believe in Him, irrespective of 

their status in the old creation realm, binding them together into one. 162 The named 

barriers that were so influential and regulative of their life previous to the putting on 

of the "new man" have now in Christ lost their former meaning and value-a fact 

that was not recognized and accepted by the false teachers. Loyalty to Christ is to 

take precedence over all sociological elements. 

4.4.3.7 Colossians 3: 12a: Put On Virtue. In Colossians 3: 12 and following, 

the emphasis changes from the negative (vices) to the positive (virtues), and Paul 

moves on to exhort those who have put on the "new man" to put on those moral 

qualities that are characteristic of the "new man. " An inferential obv (cf. v. 5) makes 

the connection with the preceding by introducing the direct summons that follows as 

a consequence of having stripped off the "old man" with his characteristic practices 

(v. 9) and having put on the "new man" who is being renewed N. 10) and to whom 

Christ is all and in all N. 11). The ethical consequences of having put on the "new 

man" are now drawn out in more detail, but once again, as in 3: 9b-10, Paul first 

reminds his readers of their standing before God as (6,0 those who are "God's elect, 

holy and beloved ones. " 

Five virtues that are to be "put on" (acquired) are listed in a catalog-like 

series as the behavior through which the "new man" expresses his identity. In 

contrast to the vices of verses 5 and 8, these qualities promote harmony in the 

Christian community. The "new man" owes his capability for such action to the 

enabling grace God has given him in Christ. In fact, all five of the qualities that 

describe the new man's conduct designate acts of God or Christ in other passages: 

162Martin, Colossians, 108; O'Brien, Colossians, 193. Lohse, Colossians, 145 n85, 
remarks that with this pleonastic expression the author wants "to draw attention to the Lordship of 
Christ which embraces all things. Thus, he is not concerned with the distinction between masculine 
or neuter, people or things. " 
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compassion (cf. Rom. 12: 1; 2 Cor. 1: 3); kindness (Rom. 2: 4; 11: 22; Eph. 2: 7; Titus 3: 4); 

humility (Phil. 2: 8); meekness (2 Cor. 10: 1); and longsuffering (Rom. 2: 4; 9: 22). In 

putting on these virtues along with forbearance, forgiveness and love (vv. 13-14), the 

renewal that the "new man" experiences comes to light. These qualities were 

perfectly and permanently displayed in Jesus'character and conduct. So when Paul 

wishes to sum up and commend the whole body of Christian graces, he says, "Put on 

the Lord Jesus Christ" (Rom. 13: 14). 

The imperative verb cP(56o-aa0c (v. 12) links the virtues that follow with the 

idea of putting on the "new man" (v. 10), showing that a close relationship exists 

between them. This imperative, like those in verses 5 and 8, is in the aorist tense, 

signifying the decisive, holistic action that is to be taken. 163 Although the putting on 

of the "new man" has taken place at conversion-initiation, there are acts of renewal 

that must continue to take place (cf. T6P apaKawo' epov, v. 10, and cP66oao, 0c, v. 12), UP 

that is, the putting on of virtues characteristic of the "new man. " Once again, the 

imperative is based on and develops out of an indicative dealing with the same 

subject. While the indicative statements refer back to the passing from death to life 

effected at conversion and to what is already present (Col. 3: 1a, 3,9b, 10a, 11,13b), 

the imperatives point ahead from conversion to the expression of the new life by 

those who have been raised with Christ to new life and are being renewed in order to 

discern and fulfill God's will (3: 1b, 2,5,8,9a, 10b, 12). 

4.5 Concluding Observations on the "Old Man / New Man! ' 

In Colossians 3: 9-11, the designations 6 7TaAat6s- dvOpmms- and 6 Peos, 
[dv0p&)7To5; -1 appear together probably for the first time in the Pauline corpus. They 

occur near the outset of a predominantly paraenetic section of the letter. Four 

factors influence Paul's use of these terms here: 1) verses 1-4 serve as the 

163Fanning, Verbal Aspect, 362-64; also see discussion on pp. 201 and 212-13 above. 
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"indicative" theological basis for the immediate (vv. 5,8,9a) and subsequent (vv. 

12M "imperatives" of exhortation; 2) the contrast schemaTroTe' ... PDP (vv. 7-8) is 

evident as Paul reminds the Colossian Christians how they ought to conduct 

themselves now (PDO in contrast to their pre-Christian past (once, 7ToTE); 3) 

corporate associations are evident implicitly not only in the sins that characterize the 

"old man" (vv. 5,8) but also in the virtues that characterize the "new man" and in the 

new realm where old barriers that separate people from each other have been put 

aside (v. 11); and 4) the clothing metaphor ("put off / put on") involving aorist 

participles is descriptive of a contextually-defined change from "old" to 11new. " 

The aorist participles d7TcK8vudycvot N. 9) and ev8vowevot (v. 10) are viewed 

as lending indicative rather than imperative force to the clothing metaphor. The 

strong theological affirmation in these participles (vv. 9-10) links up with the 

indicative verbs of verses 1-4 and refers to the same theological reality. For believers 

to have "died with Christ" includes having "put off the old man; " to have "risen with 

Christ" includes having "put on the new man. " This imagery pictures the change of 

status and mode of existence from "old" to "new" that took place at conversion- 

initiation on the individual level. This theological reality (the indicative) serves as the 

necessary basis and incentive for the ethical exhortations (the imperative, 3: 5,8,9a, 

12M. 

The conversion (baptismal) setting for the "old man / new man" and their 

link with "dying and rising with Christ" allow Paul to use the terms on an individual 

level. But such a connection also allows him to assume that his readers are familiar 

with the corporate associations of these terms through the instruction they received 

at the time of their baptism (conversion-initiation). Thus, the "old man / new man" 

stand over against each other in a redemptive-historical and eschatological sense 

with corporate as well as individual connections. 
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As argued previously (cf. chs. 2 and 3), the corporate associations stem from 

the connection of all people to Adam or Christ. Adam is the prototypical "old man" 

who through the Fall established and now represents the old order of existence under 

sin and death for all in the corporate "old humanity, " each member of whom is an 

individualized "old man. " Christ is the prototypical "new man" who through His death 

and resurrection established and now represents the new order of existence under 

righteousness and life for all in the corporate "new humanity, " each member of whom 

is an individualized "new man. " The invasion of the "old" by the "new" took place 

redemptive-historically at the cross and resurrection of Christ, and individually at 

conversion-initiation when the believer "put off the old man" and "put on the new 

man. " Thus the two, "old man" and "new man, " do not coexist at the individual level. 

The believer is now identified as a "new man" and belongs to the corporate structure 

of the "new man. " 

Nevertheless, the believer as a "new man" encounters the corporate 

structure of the "old man" and all its effects in present life experience. Consequently, 

the "new man" is being renewed with a view to a progressive increase in the 

knowledge of God in accord with the image of the One (God) who created him. This 

implies that the "new man" is a dynamic (vs. a static) figure. This means that the 

believer, though genuinely "new, " is not yet complete and perfect. He / she is already 

"new" but not yet perfectly so; thus he / she is subject to the imperatives of grace and 

is continually being conformed to the image of Christ, the prototypical "new man. " 

This renewal takes place within the corporate structure of the new order 

realm of existence in Christ, within the new humanity, where the various racial, 

religious, cultural, and social barriers that separate and divide people from one another 
in the old order / realm of existence are no longer relevant. In the new creation realm 

of redeemed humanity there is equality of status because all believers regardless of 

race, religious tradition, culture, class, or social standing have been incorporated into 
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Christ (Gal. 3: 27-28; 1 Cor. 12: 13) who is Lord over all and who by the Spirit dwells in 

all who believe binding them together as one. 

In this passage, then, Paul takes up a common clothing metaphor depicting 

a change of status and identity and uses as its object the "old man / new man" 

metaphor out of his own theological thinking in order to sum up and set forth certain 

key ideas of his theology. The fact that believers have put off the "old man" and put 

on the "new man" at conversion-initiation serves as a theological summary for the 

definitive transfer of the individual from the old solidarity of being "in Adam" to the 

new solidarity of being "in Christ. " This, in turn, is the necessary basis and incentive 

for conduct that comports with the "new man. " 

Now we turn to Ephesians 4: 22-24, the last passage where the "old man 

new man" metaphor occurs in the Pauline corpus. We must investigate this text to 

see whether this double metaphor is used in the same way as stated above, or 

whether a different grammatical construction indicates it functions in a different way. 



CHAPTER5 

EPHESIANS 4: 22-24 

THE OLD MAN PUT OFF / THE NEW NL4, N PUT ON 

The words "to put off... the old man ... and to put on the new man" occur in 

Ephesians 4: 22-24. This text is the last reference to the "old man" and the "new 

man" in the corpus Paulinum. As in Colossians 3: 9-10, it also mentions both terms 

together along with the "put off / put on" imagery. Since relevant introductory issues 

concerning Ephesians have already been treated in chapter three (see ch. 3,145-46), 

we begin our study of this text with a discussion of the literary context of Ephesians 4 

(5-1) and the structural form of Ephesians 4: 17-24 with additional attention to 4: 17- 

19 (5.2). This sets the stage for an exegesis of Ephesians 4: 20-24 (5.3) and concluding 

observations on the "old man / new man" (5.4). 

5.1 Literary Context of Ephesians 4 

As noted in chapter 3, Ephesians is usually understood to consist of two 

main parts: exposition in 1: 3-3: 21 and exhortation in 4: 1-6: 22, framed by the 

address (1: 1-2) and the closing blessing (6: 23-24). In part two (chs. 4-6), signaled by 

7TqpaKaA6 o6v (4: 1), Paul's emphasis moves from contemplative exposition to 

straightforward exhortation, although this is not a rigid shift because expositional 

elements are intermingled with the exhortations (e. g., 4: 4-16,30,32; 5: 25b-27). 1 He 

gives traditional ethical material a distinctly theological basis. However, his clear 
intention in this section is to impress upon his readers that their daily conduct must 
be consistent with the Christian calling he has just expounded to them (4: 1). His 

imperatives are addressed to people already freed from slavery to sin and enslaved to 

God as His chosen possession (cf. Rom. 6). Most of his readers were first-generation 

1M. Barth, Ephesians, AB 34,34A (Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1974) 1: 53-55, and 2: 453-57, rightly speaks out against driving a wedge between the "indicative" and "imperative" and the misunderstandings that result. See ch. 4,198 n7. 
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Christians and some were probably recent converts. 

The admonitions of part two could be grouped under four headings. First, 

there is Paul's exhortation to maintain unity in the diversity of the Body of Christ 

(4: 1-16). Second, in light of this, he gives specific admonitions, based on the motif of 

the "old" and "new man" (4: 17-24), in which a vice characteristic of the "old man" and 
harmful to the unity of the Church is paired with an opposite virtue that is 

characteristic of the "new man" and beneficial to the unity of the Church (4: 25-5: 5). 

This is continued by the antithesis between the "children of light" and the "children of 

darkness" (5: 6-14) and between the "wise" and the "foolish" (5: 15-20). Third, there 

are the Haustafeln-admonitions relating to the domestic life of believers (5: 21-6: 9), 2 

involving wives and husbands, children and parents, and slaves and masters. Finally, 

fourth, there are admonitions for believers to arm themselves for the moral battle 

against spiritual powers of evil and to pray continually for one another and for Paul 

(6: 10-20). He closes this section with a brief commendation of Tychicus (6: 21-22) in 

the same terms as those given in Colossians 4: 7-8. In light of this overview, we turn 

our attention to the structure of Paul's argument in 4: 17-24. 

5.2 Structural Form of Ephesians 4: 17-24 

In terms of the structure and sequence of argument, this pericope has two 

parts: 4: 17-19 and 4: 20-24. In 4: 17-19 Paul gives a penetrating description of the 

status and conduct of pagan Gentiles and exhorts his Christian readers not to live like 

2Summaries of domestic duties are found here and elsewhere in the NT: Col. 3: 18-4: 1; 
1 Tim. 6: 1-2; Titus 2: 1-10; and 1 Pet. 2: 13-3: 7. This suggests that such instruction formed part of 
a fairly well-defined body of instruction imparted to converts from early times. While many of the 
ethical emphases in these summaries have parallels in Jewish and Stoic sources, they are 
presented here on the basis of and in the context of Christian theology. From the rich bibliography 
on the subject, mention may be made of J. E. Crouch, The Origin and Intention of the Colossian 
Haustafeln, FRLANT 109 (Gbttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1972); W. Schrage, "Zur Ethik der 
neutestamentlichen Haustafeln, " NTS 21 (1974-75) 1-22; D. Liffirmann, "Neutestamentlichen 
Haustafeln und Antike Okonomie, " NTS 27 (1980-81) 83-97; and D. L. Balch, "Household Codes, " 
in Greco-Roman Literature and the New Testament, ed. D. E. Aune (Atlanta, GA: Scholars Press, 
1988) 25-50. 
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them any longer (I-07KCTO. By contrast, in 4: 20-24 he sets forth the status and manner 

of life that is in accord with Christian truth and teaching. 

5.2.1 Ephesians 4: 17-24: Contrasts and Comparisons 

Throughout 4: 17-24 one finds several contrastive features: 1) the contrast 

between pagan Gentiles and Christians (vv. 17,20); 2) the basic exhortation that 

Christians are no longer to conduct their lives as the pagan Gentiles (v. 17); 3) the 

temporal references "no longer" (v. 17) and "your former way of life" (v. 22); 4) a 

description of pagan thinking and conduct (vv. 17b-19) set over against Christians who 

have "learned Christ" N. 21) and were taught "truth in Jesus" N. 22); 5) the antithesis 

between putting off the "old man" (v. 22) and putting on the "new man" (v. 24); and 6) 

the antithesis between "desires that come from deceit" N. 22) and "righteousness and 

holiness that come from truth" N. 24). In essence, this is the contrast between two 

types of existence: non-Christian (4: 17-19) and Christian (4: 20-24). 

This type of material appears elsewhere in the New Testament (cf. Rom. 

1: 21-25; 1 Thess. 4: 3-8; 5: 1-11; Col. 3: 5-11; Eph. 5: 3-20) and there are parallels in the 

Old Testament and Jewish literature3 as well as in the paraenesis of Hellenistic 

philosophical literature. 4 Specifically, the contrast between two ways of life has 

Jewish antecedents and appears in other early Christian catechetical material. 5 

Andrew Lincoln suggests that 4: 17-24 reflects three features from an underlying 

early Christian baptismal catechesis: 1) the imagery of the new life entered upon 

through conversion-initiation, namely, the "new man" and new creation in verse 24 

(cf. Rom. 6: 4; Gal. 6: 15; 2 Cor. 5: 17; Col. 3: 10; Titus 3: 5); 2) the imagery of "put off' 

3E. g., the Holiness Code of Leviticus, particularly 18: 1-5,24-30; 20: 23; Wis. 14: 22-31; 
4 Mace. 1: 26-27; 2: 15; 1QS 4.2-11; CD 4.17-19; Philo, Sac. 27,32; Virt. 182; Josephus, Ap. 2.146. 

4E. g., Crates, Epist. 6-7,18-19,21; Plutarch, Mor. 441A; Epictetus 2.18.15,19; 4.1.122; 
see K. Berger, "Hellenistische Gattungen im Neuen Testament" in ANRW 2.25.2 (1984) 1340-41. 

5This contrast is found, for example, in the following texts: Deut. 11: 26-28; 30: 15-20; 
Ps. 1; Jer. 21: 8; 1QS 3-4; Matt. 7: 13-14; 1 Clem. 35.5; Did. 1-5 and Barn. 18-20. 
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(67TOT07711L) and "Put on" Vv&w) that appears in verses 22 and 24 (cf 1 Thess. 5: 8; 

Rom. 13: 12-14; Gal. 3: 27; Col. 3: 8-12; 1 Pet. 2: 1; Jas. 1: 21); and 3) the listing of vices 

to be put away in verses 19 and 22 and virtues to be acquired in verse 24.6 

Upon comparison, it is evident that there is a close relationship between this 

passage and the language and thought of Colossians 3: 5-11. The similarities can be 

set out as follows: 

Ephesians 4: 17-24 

4: 17 p77KýCrt iyds- 1T-cýpom-rCi' KaOC6' 
Kai Tti Mvq Tre-pt m7d 

Colossians 3: 5-11 

I11 3: 7 6-V OTS' Kat V'UCL-, ý- 7T-C6PLC77a7oaTc 

71'OTC 

4: 19 as- c'pyaotap dKaOapoLaS* 7TacW 
7 EV 7TACOVE& 

3: 5 vopvct'av, dKaOaout'a 7TaOos-, 
c7Ttov, ut'ap Ka"P, Kai Mv iTAcopeeiap 

i% 

4: 22 d7TOWOlOaL U'paC KaTa 7V 3: 8 vvvt' & a7ro0cm9r Kal' b, Cis- VV 
7TpoTc, pav aivaoTpooýv Tot, 7TaAatOV '-. e. -PO-t 7-6V 7TaAaL6V 3: 9 47cOwaii 

PMTOP POATOV dVO dý40 

4: 24 Kat' cv8v'uauOat T6v KatOý, 
dvopW7TOV 

3: 10 Kai jv&qýacvot r6p k'7pp 
dvOVm)7FOV 

4: 23 qmqmcQbuOaL & -rý mleutLaTt 
TOV POOC- VII(OP 

4: 24 -r6p KaTa OE6V KTL uWpTa 

pI/ 3: 10 jýp.. dvaKatvo'u mQp ct ................ vmc s- cmyvtoutv 

3: 10 Ka7-' EiKOva 700 KTigavTos- abTov 

In addition to the similarities, there are also some significant differences. In 

4: 22, the infinitive diToWoOat (cf. Col. 3: 8) is used in reference to the "old man" instead 

of the participle a7Te-K6vo-dyCVOL as found in Colossians 3: 9. Similarly, in 4: 24, the 

infinitive eP86'o-acOat is used in reference to the "new man" instead of the participle 

eP(5vud, uCVOL as found in Colossians 3: 10. In reference to the "new man" and being 

"renewed" in 4: 23-24, the use of Katpos, and ve'os, and their respective cognate verbs is 

reversed in Colossians 3: 9-10. Where Colossians has ve'oc for the "new man" and a 

6A. T. Lincoln, Ephesians, WBC 42 (Dallas: Word Books, 1990) 272. See also 
P. Carrington, The Primitive Christian Catechism (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1940) 
31-65; and E. G. Selwyn, The First Epistle of St. Peter, 2nd ed. (London: Macmillan, 1947) 363-466. 
Note the discussion of Col. 3: 5-8,12 in ch. 4,200-14, and 242-43. 
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participial form of dvaKaLPOO) for "renew, " Ephesians has KaLPOS, for the "new man" and 

an infinitival form of dvapcooi for "renew. " In 4: 24, the idea of the creation of the "new 

man" in relation to God is expressed by the phrase KaTa Ocov rather than the more 

explicit KaT'CiKOva phrase in Colossians 3: 10. Finally, the additional material about 

pagan Gentiles in 4: 17c-19a and the discussion about Christians having learned 

Christ and having been taught truth in Jesus in 4: 20-21 have no parallel in 

Colossians 3: 5-11. On the other hand, the corporate emphasis and the abolition of 

various barriers that divide people mentioned in Colossians 3: 11 have no parallel in 

the Ephesians passage. Nevertheless, by using similar language but relating it to the 

sharp contrast between pagan Gentile life and life in accord with Christian truth, Paul 

gives his paraenesis its distinctive emphasis in this passage. 

The resumptive oW and the double use Of 76PLrraTe-to in verse 17 provide a 

major link to 4: 1-16. In 4: 1-3 following 7TapaKaAt5 o' Paul exhorts his readers to live a UP, 

life in keeping with their Christian calling using 7TcpL7TaTc'tu (in infinitive form), one of his 

favorite metaphors denoting one's way of life. 8 In 4: 4-16 he develops the theme of 

unity and diversity in the Church and the role of ministers in contributing to the 

maturing of the Body of Christ so that it attains to the unity of the faith (4: 13a), Cis- 

dv(5pa -rýActov (4: 13b), and grows up into Christ (4: 15). Then in verse 17 he returns to 

exhortation, making it clear that the way of life appropriate to his readers' calling was 

not that of pagan Gentiles. The use of 7Te-pt7Tar6j also provides a key link to 

subsequent sections of Paul's paraenesis: 4: 25-5: 2 (7T6-PL7TaTdTC in 5: 2), 5: 3-14 

(7TcptTraTc-tTc in 5: 8), and 5: 15-20 (Trcpt7TaTd-rc in 5: 15). The exhortations in 4: 25-5: 2 

specify what it means to put away the vices characteristic of the "old man" and put 

on the virtues characteristic of the "new man, " while 5: 3-14 and 15-20 reinforce the 

7BDF, §451,1; A. T. Robertson, A Grammar of New Testament Greek in the Light of 
Historical Research, 4th ed. (Nashville, TN: Broadman, 1923) 1191-92; note the same use of ov'v in 
1 Cor. 8: 4; 11: 20. See ch. 4,201 n14. 

8See ch. 4,210 n52 for references; also note ch. 2,95 n9l. 
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need to distinguish between the thinking and conduct of Christians and non- 
Christians. Thus, it is important to note that 4: 17-24, along with the emphasis on 

the nature of the Church in 4: 1-16, provide the theological basis and frame of 

reference for the rest of Paul's paraenesis in this letter. 

5.2.2 Ephesians 4: 17-19: Description of Pagan Gentiles 

Several additional observations on 4: 17-19 are important before we proceed 

further. Paul resumes his hortatory material with added emphasis using the 

demonstrative pronoun TobTo, 9 employing a compound predicate involving two verbs 

of speaking in which the second verb (papT' aL) has a more forceful meaning, UPOP 

namely, "to implore or insist, " 10 and repeating the phrase ýV KVPL, q) from 4: 1 (cf. 5: 8). 11 

He insists that they should no longer (P 77K6'Tt) live (7cpt 7=elv) just as (KaObýý lcat') the 

pagan Gentiles live (7TCPL 7=6). 12 The infinitive 76-pt 7Ta'FC-tV with an accusative ' ds, UP 

(4: 17) cannot properly be called an imperatival infinitive. 13 Rather, it stands in 

apposition to TobTo, which serves as the direct object of the compound predicate 

mentioned above. Robertson treats the infinitive clause as indirect discourse (after 

Mya)) in apposition to Tob-ro, although he says it is indirect command, not indirect 

9ToOTo here is prospective pointing to what follows, BAGD, s. v. ov"To'5., I. b. 9; cf. Eph. 3: 8; 
5: 5; E. Best, Ephestans, ICC (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1998) 416. 

10BAGD, s. v. pap-r6pottat, 2; Strathmann, TDNT, 4: 510-11; see also BDF, §392, Ld for 
My&) used to denote giving a command. The only other NT occurrence of this usage is in 1 Thess. 2: 12. 

11W. Kramer, Christ, Lord, Son of God, SBT 50 (London: SCM, 1966) 177-79. Paul 
prefers this formula in ethical contexts regarding relationships and actions in the day-to-day life of 
believers (cf. 1 Thess. 4: 1; 5: 12; 1 Cor. 7: 22,39; 9: 1-2; 11: 11; 15: 58; Gal. 5: 10; Phil. 3: 1; 4: 1-2,4; 
Eph. 4: 1,17; 5: 8; 6: 1,10,21). The phrase refers to life under the authority of Christ the risen Lord. 

12BAGD, s. v. Kai, 11.3; in sentences denoting a contrastive comparison Kai strengthens 
Ka%; s- but often is pleonastic and can be omitted in translation. The verb is singular following a 
neuter plural subject (cf. BDF, §133). 

13Pace Barth, Ephesians, 2: 499, who implies this by citing BDF, §389. However, BDF 
state that this usage is limited in the NT to two passages in Paul, both without a subject, i. e., 
Rom. 12: 15 and Phil. 3: 16. 
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assertion. 14 This is also because ofpapTv'popat, a verb of beseeching that Paul added 

in order to create a construction here similar to the one he used in 4: 1. 

However, it is better to take the infinitives in 4: 1 and 4: 17 as epexegetical 

(complementary) of content to the immediately preceding verbs of exhortation with 

vyd,, - as the direct object of these verbs rather than treating them as conveying 

indirect discourse or, more specifically, indirect command. 15 Indirect discourse is 

reported speech or thought, but Paul is not quoting himself or anyone else directly in 

these verses. 16 Rather, he implores his readers declaring what he wants them to do 

positively (4: 1) and negatively (4: 17) by the respective infinitive clauses. The 

imperatival sense, therefore, lies in the finite verb and other contextual elements 

rather than in the infinitive itself 

The tenses of the infinitive refer to different aspects or kinds of action, and 

if time is involved, it must be inferred from the immediate context. 17 In 4: 1, Paul uses 

the aorist infinitive to represent the verbal action as a whole and as undefined (no 

reference to duration, completion, or resultant state) in regard to Christians "walking" 

worthily of their calling. But, in 4: 17, he uses the present infinitive to represent the 

verbal action as durative in specific regard to their "walking no longer" (as they once 

did) as pagan Gentiles "walk" (7Tcpt7TaTc-L, a durative or customary present tense). 

This discussion has some bearing on our understanding of the infinitives used in 4: 22 

14Robertson, Grammar, 700,1078, but note 1034-36,1046; see also BDF, §392, Ld for 
Aýy&) followed by t"Pa or an accusative with an infinitive in which ACyto is used as a verb of command. 

15D. B. Wallace, Greek Grammar Beyond the Basics: An Exegetical Syntax of the New 
Testament (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1996) 652. 

16Robertson, Grammar, 950, claims, however, that when a command is not quoted 
directly (cf. 2 Thess. 3: 10), it may be expressed as an indirect command either by an infinitive as in 
Acts 21: 21, by Fva (not 67t) as in Mark 6: 8, or by using a deliberative question as in Luke 12: 5. 
This is true if a command is being reported (thus it is indirect discourse as in 2 Thess. 3: 10 where a 
6Tt occurs), but not if a command is being given by the speaker or writer. In this case, a Fka clause 
or an infinitive clause give the content of the command or exhortation. 

171bid., 1080; 856-58. 
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and 24 as we shall see later. 

It also appears that Paul resumed his presentation of hortatory matters in 

a rather general, foundational way in 4: 17-24 before launching into specific 

exhortations in 4: 25ff. He perhaps did this because he was somewhat removed from 

his exposition of the believer's personal and corporate standing in Christ given in 

chapter 2, and he perceives the need for a summary recall of it. Thus, 4: 17-19 

reflects 2: 1-3 and 11-12, and 4: 20-24 reflects 2: 4-10 and 14-18. Furthermore, since 

he anticipates drawing upon traditional paraenetic material, 18 his concern is to give 

his readers a proper theological base. There seems to be more and closer integration 

of theological themes with ethical teaching in Ephesians than in Romans and 

Colossians, although ethical teaching is theologically based there as well. This may 

be due to the fact that in Ephesians Paul is not directing his comments to any 

specific moral crisis and thus is giving general ethical instruction to Gentile 

Christians. 19 The basic danger facing many of them was a moral relapse into their 

former pre-Christian ways. 

Consistent with this observation is the fact that, in his description of pagan 

Gentiles in 4: 17-19, Paul refers both to their status and to their conduct. In fact, the 

former is the basis of the latter and is the reason he could speak about them in such 

strong terms without qualification. He says they live in Vv, sphere) purposeless 
futility (paTat07-rO resulting from their "mind-set"; 20 and they exist in a state of 

181t is widely recognized that some of Paul's ethical instructions come from common 
ethical material contemporary with him. See V. Furnish, Theology and Ethics in Paul (Nashville: 
Abingdon Press, 1968) passim; Martin, "Haustafeln, " NIDNTT 3: 928-32; and J. D. G. Dunn, The 
Theology of Paul the Apostle (Grand Rapids / Cambridge: Eerdmans, 1998) 661-67. 

19See J. L. Houlden, Paul's Letters from Prison: Philippians, Colossians, Philemon, 
Ephesians, WPC (Philadelphia: Westminster, 1977) 316-17. 

20BAGD, s. v. MaTat6T77s-; Bauernfeind, TDNT, 4: 522-23; Tiedtke, NIDNTT, 1: 551-52-) 
Best, Ephesians, 418. This noun forms part of the vocabulary for Jewish and early Christian 
polemic against pagan idolatry. In the LY-X it is a description of the emptiness of those who reject 
God and go after false gods (cf. Esth. 4: 17 and Jer. 2: 5; 8: 19). 
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darkened understanding (perfect passive paraphrastic participle, eaKo7col-levot 
... 

PI op, r6y)21 that causes blindness to the truth. They are excluded (perfect passive 

participle, d7AAoTpttqpCPo0 from the life of God22 because of (84 the ignorance of God 

inherent in them, and because of (8ta) the hardness (iTtJp(OoLV) of their hearts. 23 

Because they are in a morally calloused or insensitive state (aM7ArqKOTCS-), they have 

given themselves over (cauTow 7mpý&Kav) to wicked conduct: 24 licentiousness (71-7 

ducAyet'g), the pursuit of immorality Vpyaol'av aKa0apaia, ý. ), and insatiable greed 

(7TACOVCejq). 25 Each of these nouns is comprehensive in character involving the whole 

21BAGD, s. v. oKoT6&); Conzelmann, TDNT, 7: 441-43; Hahn, NIDNTT, 1: 423-25; for this 
imagery note T. Dan. 2.4; T Levi 14.4; Josephus, Ant. 9.4.3; 1QS 3.3; 1QM 11.10; 15.9-10; 1 Clem. 
36.2; 2 Clem. 19.2. It is "walking in darkness" as opposed to "walking in light" (Eph. 5: 8). The 
perfect passive participle puts the focus on an existing state or condition (BDF, §§341,352). 

22BAGD, s. v. d7TaAAo-rpt6ta; Biichsel, TDNT, 1: 265-66; Bietenhard, NIDNTT, 1: 684-85. 
The translation "excluded" or "without a share in" is justified because they had never before been 
included in the "life of God" as the usual rendering "alienated" might imply; see Col. 1: 21; Barth, 
Ephesians, 1: 257. The perfect passive participle puts the focus on an existing state. The &4 of God 
is "life that comes from God" and is likely equivalent to salvation in light of 2: 1-5; see Barth, 
Ephesians, 2: 502; and Best, Ephestans, 420. 

23The first 6id phrase (v. 18b) is paratactic to the second 8td phrase (v. 18c) and they are 
to be taken together as a unified statement; see R. Schnackenburg, Ephesians. A Commentary, 
trans. H. Heron, EKKNT 10 (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1991) 197. Both are causal in force, and in 
combination they provide the reason for the preceding three clauses that relate to the status of the 
Gentiles. Ignorance of God is a volitional (vs. intellectual) lack of knowledge that amounts to 
repudiating God and His revelation and thus ignoring Him. The noun mqpoýuts- is derived from 
7T&)p6tj, which means "to harden or petrify, " and in medical terminology refers to calloused, 
insensitive tissue; see BAGD, s. v. 7n6poiats-; Schmidt, TDNT, 5: 1026-28; Becker, NIDNTT, 2: 155-56; 
Barth, Ephesians, 2: 501-502; and Best, Ephesians, 420-21. Paul sees pagan ignorance of God and 
immorality as willful and culpable-a deliberate refusal of God's revelation to them in creation and 
conscience (cf. Rom. 1: 18-25 and eavTo&s- 7mpý&Kav, Eph. 4: 19). 

24The perfect passive participle d7MAyqK6-rcs- points to the present state of pagan 
Gentiles and is taken in a causal sense; see BAGD, s. v. d7mAy&. This verb occurs only here in the 
NT. In Rom. 1: 24,26,28, God delivered the rejectors over to their behavior, whereas here they 
have given themselves (ýavTobg vapý&Kav, consummative aorist) to wicked behavior, which shows 
their "death" in sins even though they are physically alive (Eph. 2: 1-5). 

25The word doOycta means "debauchery, sensuality, " and often alludes to sexual 
depravity but is not limited to it; see BAGD, s. v. do, ýAycta; Bauernfeind, TDNT, 1: 490; also, Mark 
7: 22; Rom. 13: 13; 1 Pet. 4: 3. The word dKaOapot'a means "impurity" and is used of sexual vices, 
although not exclusively; see BAGD, s. v. dKaOapuia, 2; Hauck, TDNT, 1: 427-29; Link and 
Schattenmann, NIDNTT, 3: 102-08. The word vAcovceia is preceded by ip, suggesting that their 
wicked conduct is carried out in the sphere of an insatiable desire to have one's own way regardless 
of the consequences (note, however, 5: 3,5 where it denotes a vice, i. e., greed); see BAGD, s-v. 
vAcovceia; Delling, TDNT, 6: 271-74; Selter, NIDNTT, 1: 137-38. 
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person. For Paul, the whole person outside of Christ is in a state of futility without 

the life of God and under judgment (cf. 2: 3). This person in his or her totality is called 

the "old man" in verse 22. The "old man" cannot be repaired or restored but only 

relinquished and replaced by the "new man, " as Paul makes clear in verses 22-24. 

The difference between the "old" and the "new" is like that between "death" and "life" 

(2: 1-5) or between "darkness" and "light" (5: 8). Both non-Christian and Christian 

existence are thus described in absolute (vs. relative) terms from a theological (vs. 

sociological) perspective. 

5.3 Exegesis of Ephesians 4: 20-24 

We now turn to Ephesians 4: 20-24 where we might expect Paul to describe 

Gentile Christians in a manner parallel to his description of Gentile pagans in 4: 17-19, 

presenting both their status and conduct. 

5.3.1 Ephesians 4: 20: You Learned Christ 

The beginning words & ds- & take up the y ýTt & ds- of verse 17. In UP RKE VV 

emphatic (' eis- is emphatic by its presence and position) contrast to the status and 

conduct of pagan Gentiles just described (vv. 17-19), Paul's Gentile Christian readers 

have learned something entirely different (ov'T 0 V"-rtOS-). 26 The description in verses 17 - 

19 is not the life that answers to their calling in Christ (4: 1). A change has occurred 

so that now they are not to live in the same way they once did. However, Paul did not 

present the contrast by discussing the change itself or giving a corresponding 

description of Christian conduct. Instead, he reminded them of what they had 

learned, which was the reason for the change and the basis for their conduct. 

2606X oýTws- is an emphatic litotes, a figure that indicates a more forceful contrast than is 
expressed; see T. K. Abbott, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Epistles to the Ephesians 
and to the Colossians, 7th ed. ICC (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1897) 134; and S. D. F. Salmond, 
"The Epistle of Paul to the Ephesians, " in The Expositor's Greek Testament, vol. 3, ed. W. R. Nicoll 
(London: Hodder & Stoughton, 1903) 3: 340. Codex Claromontanus followed by some recent 
commentators places a full stop after oýT&js-: "but not so you. You have learned Christ .... This 
makes the statements uncharacteristically abrupt. 
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The object of what they learned is said to be T6P XptoTOP. In light of the 

following -r(15 777oob (v. 21), the form XptuTW probably indicates that His office as the 

Anointed One is in view here. He is the One through whom believers have been set 

free from both the bondage and the guilt of sin described in verses 17-19. The use of 

yapOdpto with an accusative of person as the object is most unusual, being without 

parallel in the New Testament and in pre-Christian Greek literature. 27 This has 

given rise to the view that Christ is the content of what is learned in the same sense 

that other texts declare that Christ is "preached" (Acts 5: 42; Gal. 1: 16; 1 Cor. 1: 23; 

15: 12; 2 Cor. 1: 19; 4: 5; 11: 4; Phil. 1: 15); "gained" (Phil. 3: 8); "known" (2 Cor. 5: 16; Phil. 

3: 10; cf. John 14: 7,9); "received" (Col. 2: 6); or "believed" (1 Cor. 15: 1-2,11; Phil. 4: 9; 

Eph. 1: 13). 28 The closest parallel is Colossians 2: 6 where 7TapeAdgeTe T6P XptoTbv 

777010DV T6V K' top could be rendered "you received [the tradition about] Jesus Christ UP 

the Lord" (cf. Col. 1: 6-7). In both these passages, then, "Christ" stands for traditional 

teaching about Him that is directly related to Christian conduct, and both these 

items are associated with being taught (cf. Col. 2: 7). But probably more is intended. 

The statement "assuming you have heard Him and were taught in Him" in 

verse 21 further explains "you learned Christ" in verse 20. Christ was preached and 

believed; He was taught and became known; and all this is summarized as "you 

learned Christ. " Since the living, risen Christ is the sum and substance of the gospel, 

"to learn Christ" is not only to know about Him but to be reoriented and shaped by 

Him, the mediator of a new relationship with God and the source of a new way of life. 

This unique use of yavOdv(u is appropriate for in no other learning is a person so 

27Abbott, Ephesians and Colossians, 134; Barth, Ephesians, 2: 529; A. van Roon, The 
Authenticity of Ephesians, trans. S. Prescod-Jokel, NovTSup 39 (Leiden: Brill, 1975) 177. The 

clause paOc-re- av' jpob, spoken by Jesus, occurs in Matt. 11: 29 in a call to discipleship, but 

nowhere else is this verb followed by an accusative object of person as here. 

28Abbott, Ephesians and Colossians, 134-35; H. Schlier, Der Brief an die Epheser: Ein 
Kommentar, 7th ed. (Diisseldorf. Patmos, 1971) 216; BAGD, s. v. pavOdvto, 1, "Christian teaching. " 
Salmond, "Ephesians" in EGT, 3: 340-41, says the sentence cannot refer to the doctrine of Christ or 
to learning to know Christ for there are no relevant examples of such uses. 
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directly and fully the object. It can also be argued that the aorist tense points to the 

time of conversion, and thus Christ was the content of the preaching they heard then 

as well as the substance of the instruction and knowledge they gained subsequently. 29 

To learn Christ, then, is to accept Him as the One through whom Christians have 

redemption (cf. 1: 7) and are freed from the bondage of their former pagan condition 

and way of life (4: 17-19). 

5.3.2 Ephesians 4: 21: Truth in Jesus 

The emphatic conditional clause introduced by ct', yOO implies that Paul did 

not know his readers personally nor had instructed them personally (cf. 3: 2), but he 

did not call into question the fact that they had learned Christ because he assumed 

that "they had heard him and were taught in him" by others. The object of the verb 

77Kovua-rc is aý70V, 31 a reference to -r6v XptoTOv. Paul was not suggesting that his 

readers actually heard Jesus during His earthly ministry. Rather, it is to be 

understood that Christ was the One about whom they heard from those who 

proclaimed the gospel to them, and in that sense they heard Christ since this 

proclamation was ultimately His own proclamation (cf. Luke 10: 16; 2 Cor. 13: 3; Eph. 

29Best, Ephesians, 426-27. However, Salmond, "Ephesians" in EGT, 3: 341, states that 
the aorists are not to be pressed as a reference to the time of conversion. Rather, they indicate the 
past without further definition since the context does not fix a particular moment. Yet pqKý-rt of 
v. 17 seems to have conversion as its point of reference (cf. Rom. 6: 6) unless we assume that the 
description in vv. 17-19 was true of Paul's Gentile readers for a time following their conversion. But 
this undermines the contrast (4-Ids- 8ý) he established between 4: 17-19 and 4: 20-24. 

30This restrictive conjunction has the idea "if at least 
..., 

" pointing to the minimal 
amount of content required or assumed by a writer of his readers, cf. 3: 2. It could be translated "if 
indeed, or assuming that; " see Robertson, Grammar, 1027 and 1147-49; BAGD, s. v. Yý, 3. a; and 
Barth, Ephesians, 2: 504, who suggests, "if as I assume to be the case. " 

31The verb dKo6to is usually followed by the genitive case when referring to a person. 
Here the accusative is used. BDF, §173,1, state: "The classical rule for dKO66tv is: the person 
whose words are heard stands in the genitive, the thing (or person: E4: 21 abT6V 4Ko6aaTc) about 
which (or whom) one hears in the accusative ... ." 

This classical distinction is not always intended 
in NT usage but seems admissible here; see also Robertson, Grammar, 506-07. 
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2: 17). 32 In light of 1: 13 and the aorist tense of ýKov'ua-re- in this verse, to hear Christ 

primarily refers to the initial reception of the message, that is, to accept Christ as 

proclaimed in the gospel and thus to become a Christian. In Romans 10: 17 Paul 

declared that "faith comes from hearing" Ve dKoiiO. Hearing awakens faith, a heeding 

(uvaKO77') of the proclaimed gospel whose content is Christ (cf. 1 Thess. 1: 8; Rom. 1: 8 

with 16: 19; 1: 5 with 10: 16). 

Not only is Christ the subject matter of their initial hearing (and receiving), 

but He is also the sphere within which Wv av'-n, 5)33 subsequent instruction was given 

(MtMXOýTc, aorist passive). The underlying idea points to union with Christ. The 

teaching given was in the context of fellowship with Christ as members of His Body, 

that is, as believers incorporated in Him they were instructed by Christian teachers 

in Christian truth. 34 A significant part of what they were taught is summarized in 

verses 22-24. If these verses are linked to 2: 5-6 and the parallel passage in 

Colossians 2: 20-3: 11, then it could be argued that Paul assumed his readers had 

learned that union with Christ was participation with Him in His death and 

resurrection, and that those who received (learned, v. 20) Christ accepted the 

crucifixion of the "old man" and his practices with Him (cf. Rom. 6: 6; Gal. 5: 24; Col. 

3: 9-10) and also a resurrection to newness of life (Rom. 6: 4; Col. 3: 1,10,11). This is 

possible only because of the historical death and resurrection of Jesus, which seems 

32Barth, Ephesians, 2: 530; C. L. Mitton, Ephesians, NCB (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 
1981) 163; and Best, Ephesians, 427. See also ch. 3,185-86. 

33An instrumental ev, translated "by him" (AV) and making an explicit reference to 
Christ as the teacher, is less likely. Following a passive verb such as MtMX0777c, one would expect 
a v7r6 or 8id phrase instead of 1v if an instrumental meaning were intended. If a reference / respect 
meaning were meant, then 7Tcpi (concerning) would be more suitable. 

34Salmond, "Ephesians" in EGT, 3: 341; J. A. Robinson, St. Paul's Epistle to the 
Ephesians. A Revised Text and Translation with Exposition and Notes, 2nd ed. (London: Macmillan, 
1909) 190; F. F. Bruce, The Epistles to the Colossians, to Philemon, and to the Ephesians, NICNT 
(Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1984) 357. Best, Ephesians, 428, claims that this interpretation would 
be strengthened if e8t&X6ý7-rc were to be taken as a divine passive, "you were taught by God in 
Christ; " but this is not a credible option here. 
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to be the reason for the reference to "truth in Jesus" in verse 21. 

The latter part of verse 21 contains the clause: KaOaýý ýomv dA40cta 6P TtIj 

I qooD. This clause is somewhat ambiguous and so unusual in Paul's letters that it 

has proved difficult to understand. Some interpreters have wished to treat it as a 

marginal gloSS, 35 but there are no manuscripts that omit the difficult clause. Others 

take it as part of the original text but understand its connection and meaning in 

several different ways. 36 

For our purposes, several observations are appropriate. First, theKaffiýý 

clause is integral (not parenthetical)37 to the thought of verse 21. Barth takes KaOaýý as 

introducing a quotation rather than a comparison or a reason. 38 This view assumes 

that Paul is about to quote traditional material. KaO&ýý eo, -rtv is seen as a formula in 

which a past participle such as "affirmed, " or "said" has been omitted and the quotation 

begins with the exclamation, "Truth in Jesus! " and ends with the words "in 

righteousness and holiness of the truth" in verse 24. Despite Barth's observations in 

support of this view, it is syntactically awkward and artificial here, and it ignores the 

relationship of these verses to Colossians 3: 9-11. A similar objection can be made for 

35B. F. Westcott, St. Paul's Epistle to the Ephesians, ed. J. M. Schulhof (London: 
Macmillan, 1906) 70-71, records a dialog with F. J. A. Hort who held this view on v. 21. 

36C. A. Scott, "Ephesians IV. 21: 'As the truth is in Jesus, "' Expositor, 8th Series, III 
(1912) 178-85. Salmond, "Ephesians" in EGT, 3: 341, notes 12 different views including his own, 
viz., the clause indicates that the instruction these believers received, as expressed in the following 
infinitive clauses, was in accord with truth embodied in Jesus. Barth, Ephesians, 2: 533-36, 
enumerates and critiques three distinct views: 1) Jesus Christ is the saving truth to be trusted in 
faith and followed in obedience. 2) Jesus'teaching during His ministry on earth is the essence of the 
Church's proclamation and doctrine and as such is the "truth. " And, 3) truth in v. 21c denotes an 
ethical attitude, i. e, conduct true and faithful to Jesus. 

37Pace Westeott, Ephesians, 67. 

38Barth, Ephesians, 2: 505,533-36, where he contends that the whole quotation (vv. 21c- 
24) had its origin, place, and function among wise men, and Paul used it to urge believers to conduct 
themselves "not as fools but as wise men (5: 15). " He cites 1: 4; 5: 2,25 as possible parallels for this 
use of KaOa;, -. 
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linking the Ka%ý- clause with the following infinitive clauses. 39 

It is better to connect the KaOd6- clause with both 77'KOv'oaTc and ý&MXtTe of 

the preceding clause. As such, rather than a comparison with ("just as. . . ")40 or an 

explanation of ("for. .. ") the verbal action, KaO(, j,, - is causal introducing the reason for 

("because ... )41 the action of these verbs, and this clause stands in contrast to o6x 

ri ouTws- in verse 20. Paul's readers had heard about Christ and had been taught in Him 

because Christian truth is summed up and found in Jesus. This instruction contrasts 

sharply with the pagan Gentile pattern of life depicted in 4: 17-19. 
y/ Second, aA770cia is an anarthrous abstract noun. 42 In light of this, some 

interpreters claim that it has to be the subjective complement (predicate) following 

co-rtv and, if so, a subject needs to be supplied from the context. 43 An impersonal 

subject, "there is truth in Jesus, " seems too indefinite here. 44 The only other 

possibility would be a reference to Christ from the preceding clause, "He [Christ] is 

truth in Jesus. "45 But, as Lincoln argues, without further unwarranted punctuation 

changes, this translation makes little sense even on the unlikely assumption that 

39Abbott, Ephesians and Colossians, 135. C. A. A. Scott, Christianity According to St. 
Paul (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1927) 36-37, connects the clause with the following 
verses and translates: "that, as was actually the case with Jesus, ye put off the old man ... ;" see 
also G. B. Caird, Paul's Letters from Prison: Ephesians, Philippians, Colossians, Philemon in the 
Revised Standard Version, NCB (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1976) 80-81. 

40BAGD, s. v. KaCg, 1; Lincoln, Ephesians, 283. It is difficult to see with what a 
comparison is being made here. 

41BAGD, s. v. KaOtis-, 3; Best, Ephesians, 429; cf. causal KaOtis- in 1: 4. Robinson, 
Ephesians, 148, sees the KaOoýs- clause as explanatory but such a use is not attested elsewhere. 

42BDF, §258; Wallace, Grammar, 243-45,249-50. The article is often omitted with 
abstract nouns such as "grace" or "faith" in the Pauline corpus. 

43Caird, Paul's Letters, 80; J. Gnilka, Der Epheserbrief, 2nd ed., HTKNT 10.2 (Freiburg: 
Herder, 1977) 228, n3; 1. de la Potterie, "J6sus et la vdrit6 d'aprbs Eph 4,21, " AnBib 17-18 (1963) 
45-57, esp. 48. 

44Westcott, Ephesians, 67,70. Hort calls the impersonal subject as proposed by Westcott 
Ila strange understatement" (cf. Westeott, Ephesians, 71). 

45De la Potterie, 'Uýsus et la výrit6, " 48; also Schlier, Epheser, 216. 
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this is a polemical statement against a Gnostic chriStology. 46 Alternatively, there is 

no compelling grammatical reason why dA40c-ta could not be taken as the subject of 

the KaOaýý clause: "truth is in Jesus. "47 This translation appears to make the most 

sense (cf. NKJV, NRSV, NAS) and correctly conveys the thought of the clause that the 

content of Christian truth is summed up in Jesus. Here it is probably equivalent to 

the gospel (cf. 1: 13). 

Third, the change from TO'P XptOI70P (v. 20) to Tiý 777cob (v. 21) seems to be 

deliberate and theologically significant. 48 This is the only occurrence of the name 

"Jesus" by itself in Ephesians (cf. "Lord Jesus" in 1: 15). 49 In fact, it rarely occurs 

without qualification in Paul's writings, but when it does, it is used to call attention to 

the central events of the gospel. 50 Here, Paul evidently used the name by itself for a 

theological reason. There are two views of what this reason is. The first view argues 

that the KaOaýý clause is a polemic against Gnostic teaching that drove a wedge 

between the heavenly Christ and the earthly Jesus of history. 51 However, such a 

cryptic polemical point is unlikely in a letter that does not appear to combat 

46Lincoln, Ephestans, 281. 

47C. F. D. Moule, An Idiom-Book of New Testament Greek, 2nd ed. (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1959) 111-12, states concerning the use or non-use of the Greek article 
that "each instance needs to be discussed on its own merits. .. ." See also Lincoln, Ephesians, 280- 
81, and Best, Ephesians, 429. 

48Pace Bruce, Epistles, 357, who states: it is difficult to discern any distinction in 
emphasis between 'in Christ' and 'in Jesus;... and Lincoln, Ephesians, 282, who views the use of the 
name as a stylistic variation and concludes: "to learn the gospel tradition is to be taught in Christ or 
to be taught the truth in Jesus. " 

491n the NT Epistles the name "Jesus" always stands without the article, except for 
2 Cor. 4: 10-11 (D FG omit the article); Eph. 4: 21; 1 Thess. 4: 14; and 1 John 4: 3; see MHT, 3: 167. 
The use of the article in these passages probably puts some emphasis on the historical Jesus. 

50Foerster, TDNT, 3: 298. See 1 Thess. 1: 10; 4: 14; Gal. 6: 17; 1 Cor. 12: 3b; 2 Con 4: 5, 
10,11,14; 11: 4; Rom. 3: 26; 8: 11; and Phil. 2: 10. In some of these texts Paul is likely drawing on a 
traditional formulation. 

51Schlier, Epheser, 217; Gnilka, Epheserbrief, 228; opposed by de la Potterie, , J6sus et la 
v6rit6, " 53-55. 
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fl__ 
-Tnosticism elsewhere. Furthermore, a misguided christology is not at issue in this 

context. The second view is more compelling. It argues that Paul wished to link the 

[risen] Christ to the earthly Jesus in order to focus attention on the central events of 

His earthly ministry: His teaching, redemptive death, and resurrection. 52 The point is 

that Christian instruction in all its aspects, including ethical teaching, has its roots in 

the historical Jesus who experienced the humiliation of the cross and the exaltation of 

the resurrection. The tradition about Christ that Paul considered true and legitimate 

was the one that acknowledged Him as the incarnate, crucified and resurrected 

Jesus. 

The KaO&ýý clause, then, declares that the truth as found in Jesus was the 

standard for the instruction received by Paul's readers. Though he used dA77, Octa in 

various ways, 53 in this context it points to ethical teaching rooted in the gospel (cf. 

1: 13; Col. 1: 5-6). This truth stands in contrast to the deception and delusion of pagan 

futility (cf. 4: 17; Rom. 1: 25) that underlies the description of pagan Gentiles in 4: 17- 

19. Paul's Christian readers had heard about Christ and had been taught in Him 

according to the proper content of the apostolic tradition, namely, the truth as 

summed up and found in Jesus. Consequently, their lives should now be different 

from what they once were. 

5.3.3 Ephesians 4: 22-24: The Three Infinitives 

In contrast to the parallel passage in Colossians 3: 9-10 where two aorist 

participles are used to express the "put off / put on" imagery, the Greek text in this 

passage has three infinitives: 67ToWoOat, an aorist middle infinitive (v. 22), dpave-oba0at, 

52Robinson, Ephesians, 107; Abbott, Ephesians and Colossians, 135; Mitton, Ephesians, 
163; Schnackenburg, Ephesians, 199; and Best, Ephesians, 429-30. See footnote 50 above for 
references. 

53Various uses Of dA40CLa are discussed by Bultmann, TDNT, 1: 238-47; Thiselton, 
NIDNTT, 3: 874-901, esp. 884-88; and J. Murphy-O'Conner, "Truth: Paul and Qumran, " in Paul 
and the Dead Sea Scrolls, 1st ed., ed. J. Murphy-O'Conner and J. H. Charlesworth, COL (New York: 
Crossroad, 1990) 179-230, esp. 208-10. 
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a present passive infinitive (v. 23), and ýP&uao-Oat, an aorist middle infinitive (v. 24). 

This sequence of infinitives is tied together by & (v. 23) and Kat' (v. 24). Thus, they are 

to be viewed as paratactic having the same contextual connection with ' ds- in verse VY 

22 that serves as the "subject" of all three. 54 What is the syntactical connection of 

these infinitives in this context? Four main options have been proposed. 

First, these infinitives are sometimes viewed as equivalent to independent 

imperative verbs expressing commands. 55 However, in the few places in the New 

Testament that have an imperatival infinitive, it is either completely independent of 

a finite verb and without an expressed subject (only Rom. 12: 15, twice; and Phil. 

3: 16), or it follows an explicit imperative and takes on its mood (e. g., Luke 9: 3; Acts 

23: 23-24; Titus 2: 1-2). 56 Neither of these alternatives is the case here. Furthermore, 

it is unlikely that an imperatival infinitive would have an expressed accusative 

"subject" as here (' ds-, v. 22). These observations eliminate this option. V11 

Second, these infinitives could be dependent on jpd6c-re- (v. 20), specifying the 

content acquired when Paul's readers "learned Christ. "57 However, the distance 

between eyd0e-re- and d7roWoOaL is substantial (though not prohibitive), and if this 

54MOst grammarians speak of this use of the accusative as the "subject" of the infinitive, 
although Robertson, Grammar, 489-90, prefers to call it an accusative of general reference. We 
shall use the convenient designation "subject, " but with the understanding that it refers to the 
agent associated with the action of the infinitive since the infinitive, being non-finite, cannot have a 
subject in the technical sense. 

55RSV, JB, TEV translations; D. Daube, "Participle and Imperative in I Peter" in 
Selwyn, St. Peter, 480-81, argues that a variety of imperatival forms, including participles and 
infinitives, is typical of Hebrew ethical codes. The infinitive as an imperative is common in Pseudo- 
Phocylides (ca. 30 BC-AD 40). Several MSS (e. g., p46) and Latin and Greek versions understood the 
infinitives here as having imperatival force. The RSV starts a new sentence at v. 22, treating 
diToOýo, Oat as though it were a direct command to the readers: "Put off your old nature ... ." 

56BDF, §§387,3; 389; also Moule, Idiom-Book, 126-27; Robertson, Grammar, 943-44; 
and E. D. Burton, Syntax of the Moods and Tenses in New Testament Greek, 3rd ed. (Edinburgh: 
T. & T. Clark, 1898) 146. See previous footnote. 

57j. Murray, Principles of Conduct: Aspects of BibliCal Ethics (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 
1957) 214-19, esp. 217 n6. However, he does not think the governing thought is affected if the 
infinitives depend on e&8dX69tTc (v. 21) instead. 
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connection is granted, it tends to make verse 21 parenthetical to the argument. This 

is not an impossible view, but unlikely, since 67ToWa0aL would be dependent on a 

negatively qualified verb Wx ou'rws- ýpd*Tc), and this could confuse or even contradict 

Paul's intended meaning. In addition, ou'Tws- points back to the preceding verses 

rather than ahead to the following ones, and c'pdOcTc- already has -r6p XpioTOP as its 

object. These objections seem strong enough to eliminate this option. 

Third, these infinitives could be dependent on dA*ta in the preceding KaOds- 

clause (v. 21c) and taken in an appositional sense making explicit its content. 58 

Despite the analogous formations cited by Barth'59 the major objection to this 

possible connection is that it minimizes the role of Kaot, ý- (v. 21c) that relates the 

clause to what precedes rather than to what follows it. The connection of the 

infinitive to a noun rather than a finite verb is less common, and here it is less natural 

syntactically. These objections seem strong enough to eliminate this option. 

Fourth, there remains the view that these infinitives are dependent on 

ý&MX077Tc (v. 21), making explicit the content and effect of what Paul's readers were 

taught. 60 It might be objected that this connection makes Wds. (v. 22) superfluous, 

but the New Testament writings show a marked increase in the use of the accusative 

case as "subject" of the infinitive even though the governing verb and the infinitive 

have the same subject. 61 The accusative ' d,, - with the infinitive is what would be VY 

58H. A. W. Meyer, Critical and Exegetical Handbook to the Epistle to the Ephesians, trans. 
J. C. Moore, KEKNT 9 (New York: Funk & Wagnalls 1884) 244-46; Abbott, Ephesians and 
Colossians, 135; Barth, Ephesians, 2: 506; Gnilka, Epheserbrief, 229. Both Abbott and Barth wish to 
retain an imperatival sense for the infinitives. 

59Barth, Ephesians, 2: 506 n38; see also BDF, §393.3,5-6; 400.1-2. 

60G. B. Winer, A Grammar of the Idiom of the New Testament, 7th ed., trans. and rev. 
J. H. Thayer (Andover: Draper, 1874) 321-22; Robertson, Grammar, 1089; Burton, Moods and 
Tenses, 150-51; Moule, Idiom-Book, 127,139; Robinson, Ephesians, 190; Westcott, Ephesians, 67; 
Salmond, "Ephesians" in EGT, 3: 342; Caird, Paul's Letters, 80; Houlden, Paul's Letters, 318; 
Mitton, Ephesians, 164; Bruce, Epistles, 358 n127; Lincoln, Ephesians, 283-84; and Best, Ephesians, 
430. Note a similar construction in Luke 1: 54,72-73,79; Eph. 3: 6; and Heb. 5: 5. 

61Robertson, Grammar, 1038; MHT, 3: 148; pace Caird, Paul's Letters, 80; and Abbott, 
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expected in this use of the infinitive clause following a verb like e(5t6dX0qT6-. In addition, 

r vpds- clarifies the agent involved in the verbal action following the reference to Jesus 

in the intervening KaOd6- clause. 

On balance, it seems that relating these three infinitives to MtMX6ýTc (v. 

21) is the most natural and suitable syntactical connection. How, then, do they 

function in relation to this verb? There are three reasonable possibilities. First, the 

infinitives could be part of a lengthy purpose (final) clause: "You were taught ... in 

order that you might put off the old man (v. 22) ... be renewed (v. 23) ... and put on 

the new man (v. 24). .. ." This rendering gives the infinitives imperatival force. 

However, it is doubtful that Paul intended to give the purpose or goal of the teaching 

here. Furthermore, the infinitival construction serves as an alternative to the use of 

tva introducing an object clause, especially following verbs of commanding, exhorting, 

teaching, etc. in which case the t"Pa clause expresses "what" (content) rather than 

"why" (purpose). 62 

Second, the infinitives could be part of a lengthy result (consecutive) clause: 

"you were taught ... with the result that you have put off the old man (v. 22) ... are 

being renewed (v. 23) ... and have put on the new man (v. 24) .... 
"63 This rendering 

gives the infinitives indicative force. Even though one might have expected Paul to 

use 6'o-rc ( "so that") to make clear he intended to give the actual result of the teaching 

here, the result use of the simple infinitive is an acceptable but less common 

alternative. 64 

Ephesians and Colossians, 135. Cf. Acts 25: 21; Hermas, Man. 12.6.4 and 1 Clem 62.3. In light of 
this, the construction here should not be labeled "not at all clear" as is done in BDF §406.2. 

62Robertson, Grammar, 991-94; Wallace, Grammar, 475; BAGD, s. v. rVa, II. 

63j. Eadie, A Commentary on the Greek Text of the Epistle of Paul to the Ephestans, 3rd 
ed. (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1883) 346; Murray, Principles of Conduct, 214-19, esp. 215 n5, 
however, he favors relating the infinitives to eydOcTc (v. 20). On the infinitive of result, see BDF, 
§391; Burton, Moods and Tenses, 147-51; Robertson, Grammar, 1089-91; and Wallace, Grammar, 
592-94. 

64BDF, §391; Robertson, Grammar, 1089-91, claims that the NT has but twelve 
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Third, these infinitives, then, could be understood as infinitives of indirect 

discourse related to ý&MXtTc (v. 21), giving the content of the instruction that Paul 

assumed they had received: "You were taught ... that you put off the old man (v. 22) 

... you are being renewed (v. 23) ... and you put on the new man (v. 24) .... "65 The 

fact that the Kaffiý- clause of verse 21 already modifies ý&MX077-rc makes it likely that 

these infinitives are to be viewed as providing the content of the teaching Paul's 

readers received. These infinitives could also be understood as epexegetical of content 
following ý(51,5dXtTe-, 66 but the lexical nature of this verb makes the indirect discourse 

function a better choice. 

Granted that the infinitives of verses 22-24 provide the content of the 

instruction given (v. 21), there is still the question as to whether they refer to 1) the 

teaching of a prospective ethical duty-"that you are to (should) put off .. ." 
(imperative force), 67 or, 2) the teaching of an accomplished theological fact-"that 

examples of the simple infinitive with the notion of result and these are usually hypothetical 
(intended) rather than actual result. 

65Wallace, Grammar, 603-605, states that this use of the infinitive follows a verb of 
perception or communication and, technically, it is a subcategory of the direct object function; 
further, he says that the infinitive of indirect discourse usually "retains the tense of the direct 
discourse and usually represents either an imperative or indicative" (Grammar, 604, emphasis his). 
Burton, Moods and Tenses, 53, claims: "There is apparently no instance in the New Testament of 
the Aorist Infinitive in indirect discourse representing the Aorist Indicative of the direct form. " So 
also Robertson, Grammar, 858. However, Wallace points out that, even though all the aorist 
infinitives used in indirect discourse in the NT (ca. 150) appear to support Burton's claim, "all of the 
controlling verbs in such instances imply a command or exhortation" (Grammar, 605, emphasis his). 
This is not the case here with 8t8doKt, ). 

66Moule, Idiom-Book, 127,139.4; cf. BDF, §394; Robertson, Grammar, 1086-89; Lincoln, 
Ephesians, 283-84; and Best, Ephesians, 430. See discussion of the infinitives in 4: 1,17 on pp. 252- 
53 above. 

67Robinson, Ephesians, 190; Bruce, Epistles, 357-58, esp. n127; Schnackenburg, 
Ephesians, 199-200; Lincoln, Ephesians, 283-84; Best, Ephesians, 430-31; C. E. Arnold, "Letter to 
the Ephesians, " in DPL (1993) 118-20,143; B. M. Fanning, Verbal Aspect in New Testament Greek, 
OTM (New York: Oxford University Press, 1990) 358 n35 with 363; D. L. Bock, "'The New Man' as 
Community in Colossians and Ephesians" in Integrity of Heart and Skillfulness of Hands: Biblical 
and Leadership Studies in Honor of Donald K Campbell, eds. C. H. Dyer and R. B. Zuck (Grand 
Rapids: Baker, 1994) 162-63; and most English translations of 4: 22-24. The imperatival force 
could possibly be understood as the initial gospel summons (i. e., an alternate way of saying, "repent 
and believe") that the Ephesian believers obeyed in conversion-initiation, but this is unlikely 
following ýyd0c-rc (v. 20) and M18dx077Tc (v. 21). 
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you have put off .. ." 
(indicative force). 68 The first option can claim support from the 

wider ethical context of Ephesians 4-6, the more immediate paraenetic material in 

4: 17-5: 2 where 4: 25ff spell out in detail the general exhortation given in 4: 22-24, and 

the order of the infinitive tenses: aorist (v. 22), present (v. 23) and aorist N. 24). In 

this view, the 7TaAato5'dPOpw7Tos- and theKatv6s- dpOpmTo5' are usually taken as a 

metonomy of subject depicting the behavior (deeds) of one's pre-conversion and post- 

conversion life respectively. 69 However, following Mi6dX077Te (a non-command verb) 

one would expect the use of &T (or a similar word) if the idea of obligation were 

intended. 70 As noted above, 4: 17-19 deal with both the status and conduct of pagan 

Gentiles, so such a combination would not be out of place in 4: 20-5: 2. The order of 

the infinitives and the use of the 7TaAaL65- / Katv6! 5- dPOpa)7To,, - metaphor will be discussed 

in due course (see pp. 269-73 and 278-84). 

The second option can claim support from the aorist tense of the "put off 

put on" infinitives, other contextual factors, and the parallel passage in Colossians 

3: 9-11. The aorist infinitives represent an indicative base of instruction concerning 

their status that Paul assumed his readers had been given. Upon this base he gave 

specific exhortations regarding their conduct in 4: 25ff, beginning with &0 (v. 25) that 

68Eadie, Ephesians, 338; Murray, Principles of Conduct, 214-19; Wallace, Grammar, 605; 
H. C. G. Moule, Studies in Ephesians, KPCS reprint (Grand Rapids: Kregel Publications, 1977) 118- 
20; R. E. Howard, "Some Modern Interpretations of the Pauline Indicative and Imperative, " WThJ 
11 (1976) 38-48, esp. 39 n15,46; and H. W. Hoehner, "Ephesians, " in The Bible Knowledge 
Commentary: New Testament Edition, ed. J. F. Walvoord and R. B. Zuck (Wheaton: Victor Books, 
1983) 636-37. 

69Fanning, Verbal Aspect, 363. Lincoln, Ephesians, 285, acknowledges that both Rom. 
6: 6 and Col. 3: 9 declare that "the definitive break with the old person has been made in the past" 
(indicative), but Ephesians shifts the emphasis and extends the indicative / imperative tension to 
the idea of putting off the old person (imperative force). This is not an exhortation to repeat what 
has already taken place in conversion-initiation, he says, but an exhortation "to continue to live out 
its significance by giving up on that old person that they no longer are. They are new people who 
must become in practice what God has already made them, and that involves the resolve to put off 
the old way of life as it attempts to impinge" (285-86, italics mine). However true this may be 
theologically, it can be questioned exegetically whether this is the author's point in this text and it 
calls into question the discontinuity between the "old" and the "new man. " 

70For discussion of &F, see Robertson, Grammar, 919-20; BAGD, sx. 86. 
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introduces a strong inference drawn from 4: 20-24. Ato may well have been chosen 

instead of oV'V because o6V was used in a resumptive sense in verse 17; but in verse 

25 Paul clearly intended an inferential sense and so to avoid confusion used 810.71 

This approach is consistent with Paul's thinking elsewhere, especially in the context 

of the parallel passage in Colossians 3: 9-10. In Colossians 2: 7 Mi6dxO7776- refers to 

teaching that established the Colossian believers in the faith, and what they received 

concerning Jesus Christ the Lord (2: 6a) was the basis for Paul's imperative: ev ab7t, ý 

7rept 7m-rei7c (2: 6b). The "put on / put off"imagery itself in Colossians 3: 9b-10 is 

expressed by aorist participles conveying antecedent action that serves as the basis 

for Paul's imperative in verse 9a. 72 Furthermore, implicit in the assumption Paul 

makes in Ephesians 4: 21 is the fact that when his readers were taught as those in 

Christ, they learned that they had put off the "old man" and had put on the "new 

man. " The strong antithesis between their former life (4: 17-19) and their present 

existence as believers (4: 20-24) indicates that the description of their former pre- 

conversion life is not an appropriate one for believers and is not applicable to them. 

For these reasons this option makes good sense in this context, and, thus, it is 

preferable to hold that these infinitives have indicative force rather than direct or 

indirect imperatival force. 

5.3.4 Ephesians 4: 22: The Old Man Put Off 

The infinitive a7roWuOat is the first member of the triad of infinitives 

occurring in verses 22-24. As argued above, it is dependent on Mt8dX077TC (v. 21); its 

"subject" is v'pd,, - (v. 22); formally it is an aorist middle, stressing the punctiliar, 

reflexive nature of the verbal action; and it has the character of an indicative in this 

context. Again, as in Colossians 3, there appears to be a combination of two images 

71BAGD, sx. 8t6; see footnote 117 below. 

72For discussion of this passage see ch. 4,215-22. 
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here that functioned independently for Paul earlier, namely, the "put off / put on" 

clothing metaphor73 and the "old man / new man" metaphor. 

As discussed in chapter 1 (pp. 51-58), the identity of the "old man / new 

man" has been understood and expressed in various ways by interpreters of Paul. 

The fact that the context here (as in Colossians 3) is ethical and that the "new man" 

is being renewed (v. 23) points to the individual person who is identified either with the 

old order of existence along with all those who share in it (old humanity), or, with the 

new order of existence along with all others who share in it (new humanity). 74 The 

"old man" (v. 22), then, refers to the person who is identified with and conducts his or 

her life under the dominion of this present evil age and its powers along with all others 

who share this existence. For the believer, this "old" identity and status have been 

decisively put off at conversion. 75 This indicates that the "old man" with reference to 

the individual believer no longer exists. 

The KaTa phrase of verse 22 qualifies the infinitive d7TOW90M, not the 

following -r6P7TaAat6P &Opmwv. It supplies the fact that the putting off was related to 

(KaTa) their former manner of life. 76 This suggests that in their former way of life 

believers were clothed with the "old man. " The adjective Trpo-re'pav has temporal force, 

denoting the idea of a time previous to the present. 77 The noun aa poo'means P 07 77 

"way of life, conduct, behavior, " and, depending on contextual modifiers, it can denote 

73For a discussion of the clothing metaphor in the ancient world, see ch. 1,43-45. 

74Lincoln, Ephesians, 285. Pace Barth, Ephesians, 2: 538-39, who identifies the old / new 
man as Adam and Christ as representatives of the old and new orders. See ch. 1,50 n149. 

75See the discussion of the "old man" in Rom. 6: 6 in ch. 2,105-11, and Col. 3: 9 in ch. 4, 
227-28. 

76KaTd is used here in the sense of "with regard to, " or "in reference to, " not "in conformity 
with, " or "in accordance with; " see BAGD s. v. KaTa, 11.6; Salmond, "Ephesians" in EGT, 3: 342. 

77This is the only NT use of 7Tp6, rcpog as an adjective. It has surrendered the meaning 
"the first of two" to 7rp(L-ros-, and now simply means "earlier, or formerly existing; " see BDF, §62; 
Robertson, Grammar, 280,283,662; and Hermas, Man. 4.3.1,3. 
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either good or bad behavior. 78 In this passage the modifier 7TpoTE'paP indicates that it 

is a reference to behavior prior to the time when epdOcTc -r6p Xpto, 76P (v. 20), which 

behavior is described in verses 17-19 (cf. 2: 3). Such conduct arises out of a 

corresponding pagan condition in which they once conducted their life, and thus 

"former behavior" has a negative connotation. 

Markus Barth claims that this KaTa phrase (v. 22a) is the poetic antithetical 

parallel to theKa-ra OcOV phrase of verse 24, and each phrase depicts the essence of the 

"old" and "new man" respectively. 79 But this is not likely since theKaTa phrase of verse 

22a precedes the reference to the "old man, " is attached to the infinitive, and is not a 

conceptual parallel with theKaTa phrase of verse 24. A much more likely parallel 

occurs between the adjectival participle 76V 0061POlIctop with theKa-rd phrase of verse 

22c, and the adjectival participleT6v ... KTtoWv-ra with theKa-rd phrase of verse 24b as 

we shall see. With the firstKa-rd phrase in verse 22a, Paul picks up the main thrust of 

his topic in this paragraph. He urges his readers to live no longer( K'Tt) as the pagan Y 17 C 

Gentiles live (v. 17)-in futility, etc. They did not learn Christ in this way W"Tois', v. 20), 

assuming they were taught (v. 21) that with regard to (Ka-rd) the former (7TpoTe'pav) way 

of life they have put off the old man ... 
(v. 22). 

The "old man" is described by a present passive adjectival participle and a 

secondKa-ra phrase (v. 22c). The present tense of the participle '0061pope-pop expresses 

action that is taking place at the same time as the action of d7ToOýoOat. 80 If the 

78BAGD, s. v. dvaoTpoft Bertram, TDNT, 7: 716-17; Ebel, NIDNTT, 3: 933-35. The word 
originally meant "a turning back to" and thus "dwelling in a place; " hence, Aeschylus (5th century 
BC) used it of a "haunt. " But it occurs later in the sense of "way of life, " "behavior" (Polybius 4.82.1; 
Epictetus 1.9.5; 3.15.5) and human conduct (Tob. 4: 14,19 and 2 Macc. 6: 23). 

79Barth, Ephesians, 2: 506. 

80Essentially, the participle is timeless, denoting instead the kind of action (Aktionsart) 
as either completed, durative, or a resultant condition. However, the tenses of the participle may be 
used to express relative time in relationship to the principal verb (Wallace, Grammar, 614-15). The 
present participle expresses durative action with relative time that is simultaneous with the action 
of the controlling verb, although sometimes this relative time may be antecedent to the action of the 
main verb (a classical idiom), especially where an adverb or adjective of time (i. e., vp&repov, cf. John 
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infinitival action has occurred, then the time of the descriptive clause must be seen 
from that standpoint. The "old man" Paul's readers have put off was being corrupted 

by desires that came from deceit. The adjective 7TpoT6'Pav (v. 22a) confirms this past 

time orientation. The RSV (but not the NRSV) translates the participle as durative 

action in present time, suggesting that the "old man" lingers on and is the cause of all 
kinds of former evils to reappear in the lives of believers. That sins occur in believers' 

lives corresponds to human experience and is recognized by Paul (e. g., Gal. 5), but this 

does not seem to be what he intended by this formulation. 

In light of the KaTa phrase following it, 00c-tpopemok, here carries the thought of 

moral pollution (cf. 2 Cor. 11: 3) and decay leading to divine judgment (cf 1 Cor. 3: 17b; 

2 Pet. 2: 12). 81 It carries on the idea implied in 7TaAatW. The "old man" walks on the 

pathway of moral decay and ruin that eventually leads to (final) destruction. Paul 

gave a detailed description of this destructive moral decay in Romans 1: 20-32. The 

corrupting process occurs "in accordance with" or "because of' (KaTa)82 the desires of 

deception (d7Td7s-). 83 This is the cause of which 'ro'v 00cipopepol, is the effect. The 

genitive noun d7a7,5- can be viewed as an attributive genitive, "deceitful desireS"84 or, 

preferably as a subjective genitive, "deceit that governs desires, " in which d7a7 is 

personified as a deceptive power (cf. Col. 2: 8; 2 Thess. 2: 9-10; Heb. 3: 13; 2 Pet. 2: 13; 

9: 8) helps to show this. See Robertson, Grammar, 1115-16. 

81BAGD, sx. 00cipa), 2; Harder, TDNT, 9: 102-05; Merkel, NIDNTT, 1: 467-70. 

82BAGD, sx. Ka-rd, II. 5. a. 6, state that often the norm is at the same time the reason for 
something so that "in accordance with" recedes, leaving KaTd to mean "because of, as a result of, on 
the basis of'(cf Rom. 2: 5; 1 Cor. 12: 8; Eph. 1: 5; Phil. 4: 11; 1 Tim. 5: 21; 2 Tim. 1: 9; Titus 3: 5; 
PhIm. 14). 

83BAGD, sx. a7ra777,1; pace Oepke, TDNT, 1: 385, "pleasant illusion; " Gtinther, 
NIDNTT, 2: 459-60. See also 2 Clem. 6.4; Hermas, Man. 8.5; 11.12; Sim. 6.2.1; 6.3.3; 6.4.4. 

84MHT, 2: 440,445, treat this as a "Hebraic genitive, " a non-idiomatic use of the genitive 
of definition; BAGD, s. v. ýmOvpia, 3, call it a genitive of quality, thus: "deceptive desires; " also Best, 
Ephesians, 434, "deceitful desires 

... [that] bring corruption and ultimate destruction. " 
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Matt. 13: 22 / Mark 4: 19) that uses "desires" as its means of expression. 85 The "old 

man" is in a process of moral corruption and advancing ruin that exists and ends in 

death (cf. Eph. 2: 1,5) because of desires controlled by the deceptive power of sin. 

This reflects Paul's earlier portrayal of his Gentile readers' past in which the desires of 

the flesh characterized their old life (Eph. 2: 3; 4: 17-19). This corrupt condition on 

account of deception stands in sharp contrast to the "new man" and its renewal 

effected by truth (4: 21,24). 

This contrast is reinforced by the parallel participial clauses and 

prepositional phrases attached to the terms "old man" (v. 22) and "new man" (v. 24). 

In both cases these explanatory additions help to describe these terms more 

precisely. This observation plus the fact that these terms do not occur elsewhere in 

New Testament paraenesis point to the probability that these designations were not 

in common use (at least not in the sense Paul intended) and that Paul was the first to 

use them in ethical contexts. They are appropriate for him because they serve as a 

cogent theological summary on which to base his ethical exhortations. 

5.3.5 Ephesians 4: 23: Being Renewed In Your Mind 

The & of 4: 23 introduces additional material that Paul assumed his readers 

were taught, but it also signals a contrast to verse 22, focusing attention on the other 

side of the picture. 86 The movement is from a negative to a positive condition. The 

present tense infinitive dPaPco&gOa, 87 is the second member of the triad of infinitives 

85Abbott, Ephesians and Colossians, 137; Salmond, "Ephesians" in EGT, 3: 342. The 
verbal noun emOvptas- would support such a view of the genitive. It could also be a genitive of 
source, "desires which come from deceit, " Lincoln, Ephesians, 286; also Murphy-O'Conner, "Truth, " 
207-10. See comments on e7n0upt'a in Rom. 6: 12 in ch. 2,131-32. 

86A contrast is evident between vv. 22 and 23 that justifies translating 8ý as "but" 
(BAGD, sx. 8ý, 1); thus: "you were taught (v. 21) 

... 
that you put off ... 

the old man (v. 22) 
... 

but 
you are being renewed (v. 23) 

... ;" although in an indirect discourse construction, "and" for & is 
also possible. 

87p46 D1 K 33 17 47 69 it and the Syriac, Coptic and Vulgate versions have the 
imperative verb dvavcoDoOe- here, but this is clearly an interpretive modification designed to make 
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in verses 22-24. With indicative force, as argued above, it stresses the continual 

process of renewal that is now going on with regard to Paul's Christian readers. It is 

also dependent on j&MX6ý-rc (v. 21), its "subject" is ' ds- N. 22), but in form this VV 

infinitive could be either middle or passive voice. The passive sense, "are being 

renewed, " is preferred because the active voice is not often found with the transitive 

meaning "renew; " consequently, the middle voice serves in this transitive capacity 

rather than in a reflexive sense ("renew yourselves") as might be expected. 88 Paul did 

not say who the agent of the renewal is unless Ttp mle6paTt be interpreted in an 

instrumental sense as a reference to the Spirit of God, but this is unlikely (see below). 

However, he did make clear that his readers, those who have "learned Christ, " are the 

objects of the renewal since the b, ds- of verse 22 is to be read as the subject of this 

infinitive as well. He stressed the importance of present renewal by making it an 

independent (paratactic) element in his discussion here in contrast to its dependent 

role in Colossians 3: 10. 

The verb dpaveOOJ occurs only here in the New Testament, although the 

concept of renewal occurs elsewhere: dmaKatmi& (Heb. 6: 6, to renew again to 

repentance), dmaKat MGW (2 Cor. 4: 16, renewal of the inner person; Col. 3: 10, renewal of 

the new man), and diaKaimtauts- (Rom. 12: 2, renewal of the mind; Titus 3: 5, renewal of 

believers). Amailetouts- does not appear in the New Testament. The qualitative 

significance of these words gives expression to the new character of life brought about 

by the death and resurrection of Christ. In spite of the prefix atd, one must not think 

of this renewal as the restoration to a former state of affairs or a lost primitive state. 

Such a meaning is doubtful in New Testament usage because the newness it depicts 

clear an imperatival sense. 

88BAGD, s. v. apapeoto, 1; Behm, TDNT, 4: 900-01; Salmond, "Ephesians" in EGT, 3: 342; 
and Schnackenburg, Ephesians, 200 n2l. Originally dvavcOW emphasized the temporal ("recent") 
while dvaKatp6o) (Col. 3: 10 parallel) stressed the qualitative ("superior in value") element of change, 
but, like the adjectives vc6s- and Katv6s-, this distinction is not maintained and the two terms are 
likely used interchangeably; see ch. 4,227 n109 and 229 n116. 
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is unprecedented. What Paul had in mind in this passage is a change from "old" to 

new, and renewal is attached to the new condition (cf. Col. 3: 10), not to the 

restoration of a former (old) condition. His readers are undergoing renewal as those 

who have put on the "new man. " The ava prefix simply emphasizes the change 

involved that, for Paul, is nothing less than a new identity and status, not the renewal 

of the old status. In his writings he did not speak of the glory of Adam before the fall, 

but of Christ, the "last Adam, " and the glory of the new creation (cf. 2 Cor. 5: 17; Gal. 

3: 27; 6: 15). 89 

The process of renewal is said to take place -rtj 7mc6 a-rt -rob voo's- ujitup 

(v. 23b). Some recent interpreters understand TýP 7vcv'Va-rt as a reference to the 

divine Spirit. 90 In this view, Tq) vvcqpaTt is taken as an instrumental dative and ToD 

PoO. 51 as an objective (or, place where) genitive; thus, the clause would be translated: 

"but you are being renewed by the Spirit bestowed upon (or "in") your mind. " Several 

reasons are given in support of this view. First, nowhere else in Ephesians does 

vvcDpa refer to the human spirit, and elsewhere in the letter it is always the divine 

Spirit who controls believers (cf. 1: 17; 3: 16; 4: 3; 5: 18; 6: 18). Second, the absence of a 

preposition (e. g., E091 preceding -r6 m,, c6, aTt is analogous to 1: 13 where unmistakable I UP 

modifiers make it a clear reference to the divine Spirit. Since a simple instrumental 

dative is used there to describe the Spirit's work, the same could be true of 4: 23 also. 

Third, Paul made a distinction between "my spirit" and "my mind" in 1 Corinthians 

14: 14 and between the Spirit Himself (divine Spirit) and "our spirit" in Romans 8: 16. 

Fourth, in Titus 3: 5 the divine Spirit is the explicit agent of renewal (also Rom. 7: 6; 2 

89See further comment on p. 282, esp. footnote 108. 

90E. g., Schlier, Epheser, 220; Gnilka, Epheserbrief, 230; Houlden, Paul's Letters, 319; 
F. Mussner, Der Brief an die Epheser, OTKNT 10 (Wurzburg: Echter Verlag, 1982) 137. 

91p49 B 33 1175 1739 1881 and a few others actually do insert the preposition ell, 
probably as an attempt to resolve the problem, but this does not automatically indicate that they 
understood this as a reference to the Spirit (pace Barth, Ephesians, 2: 508 n50). 
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Cor. 3: 6,18). And, fifth, the human spirit and mind are corrupt and cannot be the 

means of spiritual renewal (cf. Eph. 4: 17; Rom. 1: 21,28). Thus, in this view, the 

imparted Holy Spirit is the agent of renewal who renews believers by enlightening 

their mind and empowering their new way of life (cf. TwcýtLa in Gal. 5: 16,18,25; Rom. 

8: 6,13-14, all verses in whichvvcCpa is unqualified). 92 

Because of the strength of these reasons and yet the presence of the 

troublesome modifier -rob Poo's- upc5p, some argue that this clause is a reference to the 

divine Spirit united with the regenerate human spirit. 93 In this variation of the above 

view, -rtD vvc' a-rt is taken as an instrumental dative and 770b Po / as a possessive VP OS' 

genitive; thus, the clause would be translated: "but you are being renewed by the 

Spirit possessed by your mind. " The vobý-, then, is the receptacle of the Trvc D[L a- 

However, most of the above arguments do not apply to 7n1cDpa in 4: 23. 

Against this view it can be said that the Holy Spirit is never called T6 7TVcDjIa & tip or U11 

even the -r6 7TPcDI-La -rob vo6s- ' (jv elsewhere in the New Testament, nor would this be VP 

an acceptable designation for Paul. 94 Neither is the Holy Spirit said to be in union 

with a believer's spirit, although the Spirit dwells in believers (Rom. 8: 9; 1 Cor. 6: 19- 

20). Here the text refers to "the spirit of your mind, " not "the Spirit in your mind. " 

Also, had Paul intended "renewal of the mind by the Spirit, " he likely would have used 

the words ýp Trvcq, paT-L Tob vo65- up6p in keeping with the standard ev rrvev, a-rt phrase 

for instrumental usage elsewhere in Ephesians (cf. 2: 22; 3: 5; 5: 18; 6: 18). Even so, the 

genitive -roD PoO'S' V'P6P still remains problematic. Though the Holy Spirit is the means 

92These references tell against Barth's argument (Ephesians, 2: 508) that if Paul intended 

a reference to the Holy Spirit renewing the mind, he would have qualified 7TPED11a with clear 
modifiers, as in Eph. 1: 13 and 4: 30. 

93Schweizer, TDNT, 6: 445 n773; Schnackenburg, Ephesians, 200, states: "What must be 

meant is the Christian mind guided by the divine Spirit (cf. 3.16; 4.3; 5.18; 6.18). " 

94Abbott, Ephesians and Colossians, 137; and Mitton, Ephestans, 165. Also, it must be 

noted that an objective genitive view of ToD vo6s- is suspect because TTvcDpa is not a verbal noun and 
the idea of "bestowed upon" is imported into the phrase. 
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of renewal as seen from other texts (e. g., 2 Cor. 3: 18), Paul's emphasis here is not on 

the means-hence, he does not mention it-but on the location of renewal. 

In light of this, many interpreters understand 7TPcvl-La as a reference to the 

human spirit that is distinguishable from, but related to, the mind. In this view, Tq) 

7TPc Oy aTt is understood as a dative of reference / respect andTob Poos- as an 

appositional genitive; thus, the clause would be translated: "but you are being 

renewed with reference to the (human) spirit, namely or specifically, your mind. "95 

Both terms, spirit and mind, then, are a pleonasm for a person's inner being, that is, 

the "inner person" (cf. Eph. 3: 16; 2 Cor. 4: 16) that requires and experiences ongoing 

renewal (cf. Rom. 12: 2). 96 Though not problem free, this view provides the best 

resolution for the various exegetical difficulties, and, thus, it is preferred. 

Though the focus for renewal at present is the inner person, the mind (cf 

Rom. 12: 2) and not the physical body, such renewal has determinative consequences 

for external actions expressed by the body (cf. Eph. 4: 24,25-32; 5: 1-5). This renewal 

stands in contrast to the determinative role given to the futility of the mind in 4: 17. 

Though the means for effecting this moral change is not stated directly in verse 23, 

the present passive infinitive and verse 24 indicate that renewal is a continuous 

process that involves agents from outside the believer himself, including above all the 

95Schweizer, TDNT, 6: 444-49; Dunn, NIDNTT, 3: 693-707; see also Robinson, Ephesians, 
191; Westeott, Ephesians, 68; Mitton, Ephesians, 165; van Roon, Authenticity, 325; Barth, 
Ephesians, 2: 509; Lincoln, Ephesians, 287; and Best, Ephesians, 436. Pace BAGD, s. v. PODS, 3, "you 

must adopt a new attitude of mind; " similarly, NIV. Abbott, Ephesians and Colossians, 137, and 
Salmond, "Ephesians" in EGT, 3: 343, take ToD vo6,, - as a subjective genitive, i. e., "renewed with 
respect to the spirit by which your mind is governed, " but 7TvcDMa is not a verbal noun and, further, 
the translation reverses the order. If the genitive is subjective, it should read: "the mind that 

governs the spirit. " As stated by these commentators, the genitive is actually objective: "the spirit 
that governs your mind, " but, again, vve-Dpa is not a verbal noun. 

96Van Roon, Authenticity, 327; R. H. Gundry, S5ma in Biblical Theology with Emphasis 

on Pauline Anthropology, SNTSMS 29 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1976) 135-37. In 
Philo, Cong. 97, "the person within the person" is related to the voO, 5-. See ch. 6,301-07. 
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Spirit (ef 2 Cor. 3: 17-18). 97 So, it can be noted that the believer as a "new man" is 

genuinely though not yet totally and finally "new. " He is "new" and is being renewed. 

Note also that the (human) spirit and the mind continue from the "old" to the "new 

man, " thus the change from "old" to "new" is not a constitutional (ontological) change 

in a human being. 

5.3.6 Ephesians 4: 24: The New Man Put On 

The infinitive ývdv'uao-Oat% is the third member of the triad of infinitives 

occurring in verses 22-24. As with its antithetical counterpart, d7ToWOOat (v. 22), it is 

dependent on i6t6dXtTc (v. 21), its "subject" is b ds- (v. 22), it has the character of the VP 

indicative, and formally it is an aorist middle, stressing once again the punctiliar, 

reflexive nature of the verbal action. This contrasts with the durative, passive 

nature of apapcoba0at (v. 23) and makes the connectingKat'(v. 24) awkward if it is 

understood as a coordinating conjunction ("and"). If that were the case, one might 

expect verse 24 to precede verse 23. However, as argued above, verse 24 is the 

theological basis for verse 23, and thusKat' could well be understood as having an 

epexegetical function, meaning "in that. "99 Thus it would be translated: "But (60 you 

are being renewed in your inner person in that (Kat') you have put on the new man 

It should be noted from the parallel in Colossians 3: 10 that it is, in fact, the 

"new man" who is being renewed. 

The placement of dpawobgOat (present infinitive) in 4: 23 preceding JP(56uauOat 

(aorist infinitive) and the mention of the "new man" in 4: 24 probably occurs because 

97R. Scroggs, The Last Adam: A Study in Pauline Anthropology (Philadelphia: Fortress 
Press, 1966) 70-71; and Harrisville, Newness, 77. 

98The imperative ýv(56oao* is read by some important manuscripts: p46 K B* D2 K 104 
323 1241 1881 it syr. Again, as in v. 23, it appears to be an interpretive modification. See the 
discussion of this verb in ch. 1,43-45. 

99For epexegetical Kai, see BAGD, s. v. Kai, 1.3; BDF, §442,9; Robertson, Grammar, 
1181; and Moule, Idiom-Book, 172-73. See ch. 1,21 n58 on Eph. 1: 1, and ch. 3,167 n55 on Eph. 
2: 14 plus additional references. 
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of the present participle 00etpopepop in 4: 22 that describes the "old man, " a 

description that does not appear in the Colossian parallel. In contrast to the decaying 

"old man" who has been put off, Paul's Christian readers were taught that they are 

now undergoing renewal. The whole process is reversed because they have put on the 

"new man. " Like the perishing of the "old man, " who has been put off, the renewal of 

the "new man, " who has been put on, is a gradual process. It may be noted that the 

clothing metaphors in verses 22 and 24 and the renewal mentioned in verse 23 

mutually interpret one another. The "put off / put on" infinitives affirm an event (vs. 

a gradual process) and convey the instruction that a decisive change has occurred: 

the "old man" has been put off, the "new man" has been put on, and, in light of this, 

the believer as a "new man" is being renewed in "the spirit of your mind, " affirming a 

gradual process (vs. an event). 

The adjective KaLPOS(4: 24), denoting qualitative newness as a characteristic 

of that which exists, and vc'os, (Col. 3: 10), denoting temporal newness as a coming into 

being of that which was not or not yet in existence, appear to be used as synonyms 

(e. g., 1 Cor. 5: 7; Col. 3: 10 with Eph. 4: 24). 100 It could be argued, however, that Paul 

intends both ideas in Colossians 3: 9-10 and Ephesians 4: 23-24.101 In the former 

passage he speaks about having put on the T6v vc6p [avOpmTov] T6v dvaKatvov1-LEvov, 

and in the latter passage he speaks about the fact that blids- dVaVcoDo, 0aL (presently) 

having already put on the T6P Katv6v dvOptovov. Thus, both terms (and their cognate 

verbs) are used in these texts: VCOSI stresses the reality of newness in the present as 

compared with a former time, and Katvo. ý, stresses the quality of newness in the new 

condition created by divine initiative as compared with a previous condition. On 

100R. A. Harrisville, "The Concept of Newness in the New Testament, " JBL 74 (1955) 
69-79, argues that both of these words can have either qualitative or temporal connotations; also 
Haarbeck, Link, and Brown, NIDNTT, 2: 669-76; Barth, Ephesians, 1: 309; Bruce, Epistles, 358 
n126; Lincoln, Ephesians, 286; and Best, Ephesians, 435. See discussion in ch. 4,227-32. 

101Abbott, Ephesians and Colossians, 138; and Schnackenburg, Ephesians, 200. 
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balance, however, the variation is probably stylistic since both words can have either 

a qualitative or a temporal connotation. 

The identity of the "new man" corresponds antithetically to the identity of 

the "old man" discussed in verse 22. The "new man" (v. 24), then, is a reference to the 

person who is identified with and conducts his or her life under the dominion of the new 

creation and its powers along with all others who share this existence. For the 

believer, this "new" identity and status have been decisively "put on" at conversion- 

initiation. This indicates that the "new man" with reference to the individual believer 

presently exists. So does the corporate aspect of the "new man" mentioned in 2: 15, 

where Christ Jesus created the two-Jews and Gentiles-into "one new man. 11102 

In 4: 24, the "new man" is described as -r6p Ka-rd Oc6p K-no-Wpra. The Ka-rci Ocop 

phrase also occurs in 2 Corinthians 7: 9-11 where it means "according to God, " that is, 

"in a godly manner" (cf. NRSV, "godly"). Abbott, among others, sees this as the 

proper interpretation of this phrase here and suggests that it be translated: 

"according to God's will" or "in God's way. "103 However, Barth rejects this as a 

tautology because God as creator always carries out His creative work in His own 

way and according to His own plan (e. g., Eph. 2: 10; 3: 9). He prefers, correctly, to 

understand the phrase as a reference to the "new man" created after the "image" of 

the creator in light of the Colossians 3: 10 parallel, KaT'Ct'K6Va TOV KTtUaVToS- avTov, with 

its allusion to the language of Genesis 1: 26-27 and its use of the word ct'KO)'V. 104 

The preposition Kard can also be used to express "similarity" or "likeness" 

(cf. Gal. 4: 28; Heb. 8: 5; 1 Pet. 1: 15; 4: 6), 105 and thus here the phrase KaTd Oe-OV would 

102See ch. 3,174-81, for treatment of Eph. 2: 15 and ch. 4,227-32, for the parallel in Col. 
3: 10. 

103Abbott, Ephesians and Colossians, 138; Moule, Idiom-Book, 59, takes the Ka-rd in a 
transferred sense of "in accordance with; " see also MHT, 3: 268; and Mitton, Ephesians, 165. 

104Barth, Ephesians, 2: 509; Bruce, Epistles, 359; and Lincoln, Ephesians, 287. 

105BAGD, s. v. Ka-rd, H. 5. b; and Moule, Idiom-Book, 59. See Josephus, Ant. 4.6.10. 
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mean created "like God" or "after the likeness (image) of God. " This is supported by 

the use of the aorist passive participle K7to&v7a, a term already marked by the use of 

K71CO) in 2: 10 (a creative act of God in Christ) and 2: 15 (a creative act of Christ 

Himself). In the New Testament this verb and its derivatives are used almost 

exclusively of God's creative work and in the Pauline epistles, though there are 

references to the first creation (e. g., Rom. 1: 20,25; 8: 19-22,39), references to the new 

creation begun in Christ predominate (e. g., 2 Cor. 5: 17; Gal. 6: 15; Col. 3: 10; Eph. 2: 10, 

15; 4: 24). 106 The new creation is new by virtue of a new relationship to God that is 

bound up with Christ through whom it has entered into and become history. The 

decisive factor for entrance into the new creation is the acceptance in faith of this 

new relation to God and in that sense becoming a "new creature" or a "new man. " 

This new relationship status, in turn, affects one's present conduct. 

This passage emphasizes the creative activity of God with regard to the 

genesis of the "new man. " The aorist participle KTLoWv-ra suggests that this creative 

act could be either antecedent to or contemporaneous with the action of 6'V8V, 0, a0,0at. If 

antecedent, the emphasis lies on the prior existence of the "new man, " as in 

Ephesians 2: 15 ("one new man" corporately), in connection with the redemptive- 

historical death of Jesus, assuming eP86oaa0at is given indicative force. Otherwise, it 

is a reference to the believer's conversion-initiation (faith / baptism), if jV860'aa0at is 

given imperatival force. More likely, however, the aorist participle KTWOýP-ra 

expresses contemporaneous action 107 and is a reference to the believer's conversion 

since eP86crao, 0at has indicative force as argued above. At conversion-initiation the 

"new man, " created after the likeness of God, is put on by the Christian. This 

participial clause implies the creation of the "new man" by God after the original 

106BAGD, S. V. KTiCo) and KTL'ots-; Foerster, TDNT, 3: 1028-35; Esser, NIDNTT, 1: 383-87. 
See further discussion in ch. 3,174-76, and ch. 4,233-39. 

107Robertson, Grammar, 1112-14; Wallace, Grammar, 614-15. See ch. 4,235. 
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pattern in Christ, the prototypical "new man. " It is not stated or implied, however, 

that the image of God in which man was first created was totally lost and is only 

recovered in Christ. Rather, this new creation, like the first, stands in conformity 

with the divine image and likeness. 108 

The "new man" has been created by God to be like Him "in (ýP, with regard 

to) righteousness (8tKaLoo, ' ) and holiness (OM07-RTL) of the truth (dA77OCt'aS-). " Several VVq 

observations show the importance of this phrase here. First, both &KaLoo, ' and VVR 

outo7s- are used in an ethical (vs. forensic) sense in this context. 109 They refer to the 

moral and spiritual uprightness of life appropriate to the person who has been put 

right with God and set apart to Him, that is, one who has put on the "new man. " 

Some interpreters see a distinction between the terms whereby &Katou' is doing UPR 

what is right in relation to humanity (moral uprightness) and 00767"- is doing what is 

right in relation to God (personal piety). 110 But such a distinction cannot be sustained 

because each term has both moral and religious connotations. Within the New 

Testament, ouLo7,, - occurs only here and in Luke 1: 75 where it is again linked with 

&Katou' 
. 

When used together, these two terms probably had become familiar as "a VVR 

108Salmond, "Ephesians" in EGT, 3: 334. Pace E. F. Scott, The Epistles of Paul to the 
Colossians, to Philemon, and to the Ephesians, MNTC (New York: Harper & Row, 1930) 219, who 
suggests that the upright and pious character that was originally man's before the Fall has been 
restored to man through Christ. That KTt'Cw recalls the original creation (cf. Gen. 1: 26-27) and is 
used to designate the genesis of the "new man" does not mean that the "new man" shares an 
identity with Adam before the Fall. For Paul, the image of God in Christ is more glorious than 
anything Adam had. See further discussion in ch. 1,49-52, and ch. 4,233-39. 

109See BAGD, sx. 8tKatoo, 6P77,2; Schrenk, TDNT 2: 202-10; Seebass and Brown, 
NIDNTT, 3: 362-73. On 6ot67-77s-, see BAGD, sx. 6ot67s-; Hauck, TDNT, 5: 491-93, who says the 
meaning is ... personal piety'which acts out of regard for eternal [divine] ordinances" (5: 493); and 
Seebass, NIDNTT, 2: 236-38. Characteristically, Paul used &Katoo, 6P77 in reference to God's activity 
of putting people in a right relationship with Himself, or to His gift of a right relationship (cf. Rom. 
1: 17; 3: 21-22,26; 9: 30; 10: 3; 2 Cor. 5: 21); but here and elsewhere (cf. Rom. 6: 13,16,18-20; 2 Cor. 
6: 7,14; 9: 10; Phil. 1: 7; 4: 8; Eph. 5: 9; 6: 14) he uses the term in the ethical sense of moral 
uprightness. See ch. 2,136. 

110E. g., Schlier, Epheser, 221-22. This distinction can be found earlier in Plato, Gorg. 
507B; Polybius 20-10.7; and Philo, Mr. 208. 
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summary of human virtue. "111 This may also explain why a form of ayLaopos-, a more 

common Pauline term for "holiness, " is not used here. 

Second, this phrase follows immediately after K7'LuWv7a ("created"), 

suggesting that Paul viewed these ethical qualities as originating in God's creative 

work in line with 2: 10 where believers are said to be "created in Christ Jesus for good 

works that God prepared beforehand in order that we might walk in them. " In light of 

this, righteousness and holiness serve as a summary of Christian virtue 

specifically. 112 

Third, the use of righteousness and holiness as the ethical qualities that 

summarize Christian virtue underscores Paul's point that the "new man" has been 

created to be like God because both are characteristic of God Himself (cf. LXX Deut. 

32: 4 and Ps. 144: 17; also Rev. 16: 5). The "new man" created in God's likeness, then, 

is to be righteous and holy even as God iS. 113 These qualities are essential to the "new 

man, " forming the content of his renewal (v. 23) and thereby demonstrating that the 

one who has already put on the "new man" (v. 24) has not yet attained final salvation 

or glory. Here, the ethical (moral) aspect of the divine image is emphasized, while in 

the Colossians 3: 10 parallel the intellectual aspect (knowledge) is emphasized. 

Fourth, the virtues that characterize the "new man" come from the truth. 

The genitive dA770et'as-114 modifies both preceding nouns (pace AV) and is best 

111Abbott, Ephesians and Colossians, 139; also Barth, Ephesians, 2: 510-11; Lincoln, 
Ephesians, 288; and Best, Ephesians, 437, who calls them an ethical word pair "describing personal 
piety in accordance with God's will. " This usage appears in Plato, Ap. 351); Cri. 5413; Tht. 172B; 
Wis 9: 3; and Philo, Sac. 57; Spec. Leg. 1.304; Virt. 50 where both terms together denote virtuous 
living. 

112Schnackenburg, Ephesians, 201. 

113R. A. Wild, "'Be Imitators of God': Discipleship in the Letter to the Ephesians, " in 
Discipleship in the New Testament, ed. F. F. Segovia (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1985) 127-43, esp. 
134-35. 

114D* FG it and a few other manuscripts read Kat' dAqOe-t'a, but this appears to be a 
deliberate attempt to make this term parallel to the two preceding dative nouns. The better 
attested reading is the genitive Týs, dA7706ias- that stands as the antithesis of -rýs- d7Td7g (v. 22). 
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understood as a genitive of source ("righteousness and holiness that come from the 

truth")115 rather than an attributive genitive ("true righteousness and holiness, " e. g., 

NRSV, NIV). 116 As argued above, the truth is found in Jesus as disclosed in the 

gospel and the apostolic tradition (cf. Eph. 1: 13; 4: 21; also Gal. 2: 5,14; 5: 7; 2 Cor. 4: 2; 

13: 8). It stands in sharp contrast to the deceit (d7m7-77) that corrupts the "old man" (v. 

22), and is the source and support of righteousness and holiness that characterize the 

"new man" N. 24). 

5.3.7 Ephesians 4: 25a: Falsehood Put Off 

Having laid the necessary theological groundwork using the "old man / new 

man" antithesis in 4: 17-24, Paul moves on in 4: 25ff to give specific exhortations. The 

&0 of verse 25a is a strong inferential conjunction ((5t 16)117 that introduces a collection 

of ethical injunctions on various topics that are based on and specific applications of 

the information given in 4: 20-24. The repetition of a form of dTro-rtO77yt (from v. 22), 

the contrast between -r6 0686.5- and ý aAq'Octa (v. 24), and the repetition of dAOCta in 

verse 25 from verses 21 and 24 provide additional links between these two 

paragraphs. 

If what Paul's readers were taught as expressed by the infinitive triad (vv. 

22-24) is imperatival in character, then the inferential &0 would lose much of its 

force. The exhortations of 4: 25ff would be based on the "indirect" exhortations of 

verses 22-24, and this would be an unusual procedure for Paul. Even if 8to were 

related back to e6t8dXtTe- in verse 21, one cannot escape the problem since verses 22- 

Truth often stands in opposition to "sin, deceit" in the Qumran documents: e. g., 1QS 4.17,24; 5.10; 
1QH 1.26-27,30; 4.10; 7.14,28-30; 1QM 4.6. 

115Salmond, "Ephesians" in EGT, 3: 344; Abbott, Ephesians and Colossians, 138; and 
Lincoln, Ephesians, 288. On the genitive of source, see Wallace, Grammar, 109-10. 

116Moule, Idiom-Book, 174-76; and Best, Ephesians, 438. 

117BAGD, sx. 8tO; BDF, §451,5; 8t'6 is literally, "on account of which, " and refers here 
specifically to 4: 22-24 as the basis for what follows. 
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24 spell out what was taught. Furthermore, the aorist middle participle 67ToWpepot (v. 

25a) would be somewhat presumptuous, if based on infinitives with imperatival force. 

It denotes antecedent action in relation to the following present tense imperative 

AaAel-rc; thus, it should be rendered: "since you have put off. "118 What has been put 

off is summarized as TO' Oe-D&s- (collective singular). This term is not only an 

appropriate antithesis to Tijý- dA770cias- in verse 24 (cf. Rom. 1: 25; 2 Thess. 2: 11-12; 1 

John 2: 21,27), which is the source of the conduct of the "new man, " but it is also an 

apt description of the whole former existence under the auspices of the "old man. " 

Paul measured a believer's present existence by "truth in Jesus, " while his whole 

former existence is defined as "the lie / falsehood. " Since believers have put off "the 

lie, " they are to speak truth to one another in daily conversation. In Colossians 3: 9 

Paul exhorted his readers not to lie one to another since they had put off the "old 

man. " This points to a link between T6 and 6 7TaAaOs' dvOpmms-, both of which 

believers have put off (same verb in vv. 22a and 25a). 

Paul probably encountered some of the ethical material in 4: 25ff in various 

Jewish, Hellenistic, and Christian sources. 119 It is generally acknowledged that he did 

not change the conventional ethical wisdom of his day (such as lists of virtues and 

vices) to reflect ethical values that could be considered exclusively Christian. What is 

118jt cannot be translated as an imperative since it precedes and modifies the present 
imperative AaAci7c, pace Barth, Ephesians, 2: 511; Schnackenburg, Ephesians, 206; Lincoln, 
Ephesians, 300; and Best, Ephesians, 445. Lincoln acknowledges that the aorist participle can be 

translated as a participle with indicative force but decides against it because "the infinitive form in 

which [putting off the old person] occurred in 4: 22 had imperatival force" (Ephesians, 300). But this 

view of the infinitive in 4: 22 has been called in question above. 

119The material in Eph. 4: 25-5: 2 is a collection of ethical sentences, often using 
imperatives, that give rules for conduct in daily life. Composition of such material was common 
among Hellenistic philosophers (e. g., Democritos, Isocrates, Plutarch, Diogenes Laertius, Epictetus, 
Seneca; cf. Berger, "Hellenistische Gattungen, " 1049-74) and had been adopted by Hellenistic 
Judaism (e. g. Wis. 14: 25-26, Philo, Sac. 20-45). The route by which this material entered into 
Christian usage continues to be debated (see Lincoln, Ephesians, 296-97). This pericope (Eph. 
4: 25ff) continues to show correspondence with Col. 3 (specifically 3: 8-9,12-14) along with additional 
traditional material from the OT (e. g., LXX Zech. 8: 16 and Ps. 4: 5 in 4: 25-26) and traditional ideas 
from Hellenistic Judaism (e. g., for the idea of the imitation of God in 5: 1, see Philo, Spec. Leg. 4.73; 
Virt. 168). See Dunn, Theology of Paul, 661-67 for additional discussion and references. 
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distinctive is the overall context in which they are placed, one that relates them to 

the christological and eschatological dimensions of his gospel. Vices are 

manifestations of the old sinful order of life and are to be "put off. " Virtues are 

manifestations of the new spiritual order of life inaugurated through Christ and are to 

be "put on. " For Paul, the accomplishment of these ethical demands does not depend 

on mere human resolve and effort but has already been set in motion because of 

every believer's new situation in Christ. 

In light of these things, it is reasonable to conclude that Ephesians 4: 20-24 

(if not 4: 17-24) serves as the theological backdrop and basis (the indicative) for the 

following ethical material (the imperative). This observation is reinforced by Paul's 

use of additional imagery later in the letter to serve the same purpose, such as 717'Te 

yap vorc oKo7os-, VDV & 06,1- CV KUPL'(0(5: 8), which is the basis for the exhortations of 5: 3- 

7. This aligns the "old man / new man" metaphor with Paul's "once / now" motif 

rather than his "already / not yet" motif, although the "new man" also functions 

within the latter motif. 

5.4 Concluding Observations on the "Old Man / New Man! ' 

In this passage, which has several parallels to the "old / new man" text in 

Colossians 3, the designationsO 7TaAaw'Sl dtOpmms- and 6 Katpo's- d'V0p(J 7MC appear 

together once again at the outset of a predominantly paraenetic section of the letter. 

Four factors influence Paul's use of these terms here: 1) the contrast between the 

status and conduct of pagan Gentiles (vv. 17-19) and the status and conduct of 
Christians who are exhorted to live ("walk") no longer (Y? 7K6'-r0 like them; 2) a 

reference to the fact that believers have "learned Christ" (v. 20), which suggests a 

conversion (baptismal) setting; 3) corporate associations that are implicitly evident 

in the vices that characterize the old pagan way of life and in the virtues of the "new 

man" created according to divine design (v. 24); and 4) the clothing metaphor ("put off 
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/ put on") involving aorist infinitives that are descriptive of a contextually-defined 

change from "old" to "new. " 

The aorist infinitives d7ToWoOat (v. 22) and cv8v'oaoOat (v. 24) along with the 

intervening present infinitive dvave-oýuOat (v. 23) are viewed best as having indicative 

force, giving the content of what Paul's readers were taught as relatively new 

Christians, namely, the affirmation of an accomplished theological reality rather than 

a prospective ethical duty. In their former pagan existence they were clothed with 

the "old man" who was being corrupted by desires originating in deceit and leading to 

divine judgment. They were active participants in the corporate structure of the old 

order or realm. But at conversion they "put off the old man" (v. 22). Now instead of 

being corrupted by desires that come from deceit, they are being renewed inwardly (v. 

23) in that (Kat') at conversion they "put on the new man" who is being renewed in 

righteousness and holiness that come from truth as found in Jesus (v. 24). They are 

now active participants in the corporate structure of the new order / realm. This is 

what they were taught, presumably at or near the time of their conversion-initiation. 

Upon comparison, it is evident that there is a connection between 

Ephesians 2: 15 and 4: 24. The similarities include the designation "new man" and the 

creation motif. But there are some significant differences. In 2: 15, the emphasis is 

corporate. Christ, through His death on the cross, created the two alien groups- 

Jews and Gentiles-into "one new man, " making peace. The corporate entity is the 

Body of Christ, the Church. In 4: 24, the emphasis is on the individual within the 

corporate community. The Christian at conversion-initiation "put on the new man" 

created to be like God in His moral perfections. Thus, for Paul, the "new man" 

concept has both corporate and individual associations-the corporate new humanity 

embodies each individual "new person. " 

Once again, as in Colossians 3 though less explicitly, the change from "old" 

to "new" is aligned with the contrast between the believer's former ("once") and 
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present ("now") existence with conversion-initiation as the point of transfer. 

Similarly, renewal is attached to the present condition of the believer who is already a 

"new man" though not yet in the complete and perfect eschatological sense. Thus, 

when used with the common clothing metaphor depicting change as is the case here, 

the "old man / new man" metaphor is aligned with Paul's "once / now" rather than his 

"already / not yet" motif even though the latter comes into play in the renewal of the 

"new man. " Similarly, the "once / now" connection places the "old man / new man" 

metaphor on the side of the "indicative" rather than the "imperative" in Paul's ethical 

teaching although the latter also comes into play in the renewal of the "new man. " 

Since this metaphor does not occur elsewhere in New Testament paraenesis, Paul 

was likely the first to use it in ethical contexts where it serves as a cogent theological 

summary on which he bases his ethical exhortations. 

In this passage, then, the "old man" refers to the believer in his or her former 

(pre-Christian) state of existence aligned with Adam and the corporate structure of 

the old order / realm. The "new man" refers to the believer in his or her present state 

of Christian existence aligned with Christ and the corporate structure of the new 

order / realm. At their conversion-initiation believers "put off the old man" and "put 

on the new man. " They made a definitive change from "old" to "new. " This is the 

theological reality, Paul claims, about which they were taught as Christians and it 

serves as the necessary basis and motivation for conduct that befits the "new man. " 

At this point we are ready to gather together the findings of our study in this 

and the other "old man / new man" texts, and draw some conclusions in answer to the 

programmatic questions raised in chapter one. 



CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSION: THE OLD ALAN / NEW ALAN IN PAUL 

Our study of the "old man / new man" in the Pauline corpus has focused on 

a detailed investigation of the four passages in which one or both of these designations 

has appeared. The results of our study of each passage have been summarized in the 

last section of each corresponding chapter: Romans 6 (2.5), Ephesians 2 (3.6), 

Colossians 3 (4.5), and Ephesians 4 (5.4). We are now in a position to use these 

results to answer the questions raised in chapter one and to shed light on a few 

related issues in Pauline theology. We begin by reviewing the setting for this motif in 

Paul's theology (6.1). Then we shall present our conclusions on the meaning and 

function of the "old man / new man" metaphor (6.2), the relationship of this antithesis 

to other dv0po)7To,, - antitheses used by Paul (6.3), the role of the indicative and the 

imperative in Paul's ethics (6.4), and, finally, a brief summary of the argument of our 

thesis (6.6). 

6.1 Setting in Paul's Theology 

At the outset of this study we noted the redemptive-historical, 

eschatological character of Paul's theology. 1 He saw the advent, death, resurrection, 

and exaltation of Jesus Christ as the revelation of God's fulfilling activity in history 

and as the inauguration, though not yet completion, of the time of salvation (Gal. 4: 4; 

2 Cor. 6: 2). With the Christ-event, a great change has come about that Paul referred 

to as a "new creation" in which "old things have passed away and new things have 

come" (2 Cor. 5: 17). That which is "old" and "new" is derived from the eschatological 

perspective and framework within which he uses these terms: in the light of God's 

activity in Christ that inaugurated and established the new age / realm, all that is 

lSee ch. 1,38-41. 
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tied to the previous and existing age / realm is "old. " It is a matter of two different 

worlds, in both a redemptive-historical, eschatological sense and in an individual 

salvific sense. The "old things" relate to the unredeemed world in its sin and distress 

under the control of diabolical powers; the "new things" relate to the new creation 

realm of salvation and renewal that has dawned with Christ's resurrection and 

operates under His lordship. From this perspective, individual existence is never 

isolated but is always viewed from the perspective of the world to which one belongs. 

This means that humanity-individually and corporately-is always caught up in the 

cosmological conflict of opposing powers. Since the new creation has been 

inaugurated through Christ and the Spirit, the person who is "in Christ" is a new 

creation, that is, one who participates in and belongs to this new world order from God 

(cf. Eph. 2: 10,15; 4: 24; Col. 3: 10). 

This distinctive character of Paul's theology emerges from the tension that 

exists between aspects of fulfillment and expectation in his eschatology. On one 

hand, he speaks of the fullness of time that has taken effect and of the new creation 

that has begun; but, on the other hand, he is clearly conscious of still living in the 

present world and the time corresponding with it (e. g., Rom. 8: 18; 12: 2, et al. ). In one 

place he speaks of "the present evil age" as a situation from which Christ has 

delivered believers (Gal. 1: 4; cf. Col. 1: 13), while elsewhere he speaks of the present 

age and of the world as the place where believers must live godly lives in the service of 

the Lord (Phil. 2: 15; cf Tit. 2: 12-14). Thus in certain contexts Paul qualifies life prior 

to the redemptive event as "once" (iroTc) or "at that time" (Rom. 11: 30; Gal. 4: 8-9; 

Col. 1: 21-22; 3: 7-8; Eph. 2: 1-2,11-13; 5: 8), in contrast with the present "now" (VDV) of 

the new creation, the time of redemption and fulfillment (Rom. 3: 21,26; 6: 21-22; 7: 5- 

6; 11: 30; 1 Cor. 15: 20; 2 Cor. 6: 2; Col. 1: 22; 3: 8; Eph. 2: 13). This reflects his "once 

now" motif Elsewhere, however, the "at present" or "now" (Pbv) indicates the 
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continuation of the mode of existence defined by the present world over against the 

"then" (To-rc) or "not yet" of the glory still to come (Rom. 8: 18-25; 1 Cor. 3: 22; 4: 5; 

13: 10,12; 15: 54; Phil. 3: 10-14; Col. 3: 4). This reflects Paul's "already / not yet" motif 

It is this unusual flexibility of the "now, " namely, the "already now" of salvation time 

that has begun and the "even now" of present world time that still continues, that 

gives to Paul's eschatology its distinctive character. An "overlap of the two ages" 

takes place, since he views the first advent of Christ as the breaking through of the 

coming age into the present age that is passing away. All this takes place through 

Jesus Christ who has come and is yet to come again (Gal. 4: 4-5; 1 Thess. 1: 9-10; 

4: 13-18). 

In Christ's resurrection the new creation dawns, bringing at the once / now 

level for believers individually and corporately a decisive transfer from the old to the 

new age / realm (2 Cor. 5: 17; cf. v. 15). This transfer derives its meaning and stands 

out in passages in which Christ is set over against Adam. In 1 Corinthians 15: 45-47 

Paul speaks of Adam as "the first man" and of Christ as the "second man, " "the last 

Adam. " His resurrection from the dead established Him as the "last Adam, " and 

through it the new life of the new creation has already come to light and become a 

reality in this present era. In this regard, Christ and Adam stand over against one 

another as the divinely appointed representatives of two realms-life and death. Just 

as Adam is the one through whom sin entered into the world and death through sin 

(Rom. 5: 12), so Christ is the One who brings righteousness and life (Rom. 5: 15-19). In 

his role of representing humanity, Adam is called the type of "him who was to come" 

(5: 14), namely, a type of the second man, the last Adam, who represents the new 

humanity. Christ, the One who was to come and who has come, is the head of the 

coming age that has broken into the present. 
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The Adam-Christ typology not only casts light on the significance Paul 

gives to Christ Himself, but it also illuminates the way in which he sees those who 

belong to Christ as involved in Him and with Him in His redemptive work. This 

comes to expression in the words of 1 Corinthians 15: 22: ". .. 
for as in Adam all died, 

so also in Christ shall all be made alive. " "In Christ" is parallel to "in Adam. " Just as 

"in Adam" all who belong to him died, so "in Christ" all who belong to Him shall live. It 

is this corporate connection of the "all in one" that Paul applies to Christ and His 

people and from which the statements concerning dying and rising "with Christ" 

should be interpreted as is evident from the close connection between Romans 5: 12- 

21 (Adam and Christ) and Romans 6: 1-14 (being crucified with Christ and walking in 

newness of life). 2 

The death and resurrection of believers with Christ is, however, a matter of 

God's decision to see them as having died and risen (proleptically) with Him in His 

death and resurrection at the redemptive-historical, corporate level until through 

faith / baptism (conversion-initiation) they are united with Him and accept the divine 

provision as it personally applies to them at the individual level. Because Christ died 

and rose as the representative of redeemed humanity, they also were "buried with 

Him and raised with Him" in faith / baptism (Col. 2: 12). When through faith as 

attested in baptism they are united with Him as the founder of the new humanity, 

they participate in that which happened to Him: His death becomes their death, and 

His resurrection becomes their resurrection to walk in newness of life now (Rom. 6: 4) 

and to share His resurrection life fully in the future (Rom. 8: 18-25). This puts an end 

to the old life separated from God, and begins a new one established in Christ. 

2See ch. 2,67-73. 
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The Adam / Christ typology, then, with its redemptive-historical, "realized" 

eschatological, and corporate associations provides the point of departure and frame 

of reference for Paul's use of the "old man / new man" metaphor. We now turn to 

present our conclusions on the meaning and function of this dual metaphor in the 

Pauline corpus. 

6.2 The "Old Man / New Man"in Paul's Theology 

Our investigation of the "old man / new man" metaphor confirms that a 

Jewish milieu provides the best conceptual background for this motif in Paul's 

thought. He draws on the Adam / Christ typology within his distinctive redemptive- 

historical, eschatological perspective to formulate the "old man / new man" 

terminology. Then he uses these terms as objects of the verbal action in the common 

"put off / put on" clothing metaphor representing in this case a change of status 

(condition) and identity. As such, without antecedent parallels, the "old man / new 

man" metaphor is probably an original formulation that Paul contributed to Christian 

thought. 3 Now we offer the results of our study to answer the questions raised in 

chapter one. 4 

6.2.1 The Meaning of the "Old Man / New Man! 'Metaphor 

The meaning of the "old man / new man" metaphor is complicated by the 

fact that these terms have both corporate and individual associations that Paul 

derived from the Adam / Christ typology. Adam is the prototypical "old man, " though 

Paul does not use the term in this way. All those in solidarity with Adam (Rom. 5: 12, 

19a), namely, all humanity "in Adam, " constitute the corporate "old man; " and each 

3See ch. 1,42-52. 

4See ch. 1,60-61. 
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person as he / she exists "in Adam" is viewed as an individual "old man. " At the 

corporate level, the "old man" refers to unredeemed humanity that belongs to the 

ongoing corporate structure of the old order / realm of existence established by Adam 

at his fall and dominated by the power of sin and death leading to divine judgment in 

the end. In short, the corporate "old man" is the world of unredeemed humanity. At 

the individual level, the "old man" refers to the unredeemed person who belongs to this 

corporate structure of existence. It entails a futile way of life and ultimately leads to 

eternal death (Rom. 5: 12,19a; 6: 6,17-23). In short, the individual "old man" is the 

person of "this present age" that is passing away (1 Cor. 7: 31). 5 

On the other hand, Christ is the prototypical "new man, " though Paul does 

not use the term in this way. All those in solidarity with Christ by faith (Rom. 5: 17, 

19b), namely, the new humanity "in Christ, " constitute the corporate "new man; " and 

each believer as he / she exists "in Christ" is viewed as an individual "new man. " At 

the corporate level, the "one new man" (Eph. 2: 15) refers to redeemed humanity that 

belongs to the ongoing corporate structure of the new order / realm established by 

Jesus Christ in His death and resurrection and dominated by the power of 

righteousness and life through the Spirit leading to divine glory in the end. In it the 

barriers of race, culture, and social status that separate people from one another in 

the old order / realm are no longer relevant (Col. 3: 11). In short, the corporate "new 

man" is the Church. 6 At the individual level, the "new man" refers to the redeemed 

person who belongs to this corporate structure of existence. It involves a worthy way 

of life and leads to life eternal (Rom. 5: 17-19; 6: 17-23). In short, the individual "new 

man" is the person of "the age to come" that in Christ is now here and is yet to be 

5See ch. 2,140-44. 

6See ch. 3,190-92. 
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fully and finally established. 7 The individual as a whole person exists in a dynamic, 

determinative relationship to this corporate structure without losing his / her 

distinctive individuality. The terms "old man / new man, " then, have both corporate 

and individual application. The context in which they are used is determinative. 

This corporate / individual relationship is confirmed by the fact that "old" 

and "new" for Paul are both redemptive-historical, eschatological terms (corporate) 

and personal conversion terms (individual). On one hand, reference to the "old man" 

in Romans 6: 6 and to the "new man" in Ephesians 2: 15 relate to redemptive- 

historical categories with respect to all that took place once in Christ's death on the 

cross. On the other hand, the "put off / put on" references to the "old" and "new man" 

in Colossians 3: 9-11 and Ephesians 4: 22-24 relate to personal appropriation at 

conversion-initiation and the subsequent continuous renewal of the "new man. " For 

the believer to have "died with Christ" means that the "old man" has been "put off' 

(the negative side of personal conversion). This is possible because "our old man" 

(Rom. 6: 6) was crucified with Christ at the cross (corporate solidarity), even though 

Paul focuses on individual participation in this event at conversion-initiation in 

Romans 6.8 To have been "raised with Christ" to walk in newness of life means that 

the "new man" has been "put on" (the positive side of personal conversion). This is 

possible because the "one new man" (Eph. 2: 15) has been created in Christ at the 

cross (corporate solidarity). In light of this, the terms "old man / new man" refer to 

the whole person in a particular condition or mode of existence rather than a person 

who manifests a particular set of characteristics, habits or deeds in his / her conduct, 

although the former includes and influences the latter. 

7See ch. 1,57; ch. 4,243-46, and ch. 5,286-88. 

8See ch. 2,107-11,142. 
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Though the "old man / new man" are linked with Adam and Christ 

respectively, they do not refer to Adam and Christ directly as individuals. 9 The "old 

man" was crucified with Christ, but Adam was not. The "new man" is said to be 

created "after the likeness of God" (Eph. 4: 24), but Paul does not use the verb KTicoi to 

describe Jesus Christ, nor is it used with Him as the object. Also, the "new man" is 

said to be presently undergoing renewal "according to the image of God" (Col. 3: 10; 

Eph. 4: 23), which is something Paul does not say of Jesus Christ. However, he does 

speak of Christ as the image of God (2 Cor. 4: 4; Col. 1: 15) who, like the "first Adam, " 

transmits His image to those who belong to Him (I Cor. 15: 49) and he speaks of 

believers being conformed to His image (Rom. 8: 29; 2 Cor. 3: 18). 

Thus, it may be said that the "old man / new man" metaphor fits the 

structure of Paul's "once / now" motif. The time of change between "old" and "new" 

occurred in redemptive history at the death and resurrection of Christ on the 

corporate level (Rom. 6: 2-10; Eph. 2: 15) and at faith / baptism in the life history of 

each believer on the individual level (Col. 3: 9-10; Eph. 4: 22-24). This leads us to 

consider a related question: Does the eschatological tension in Paul's theology require 

or even allow him to regard the believer as both an "old man" and a "new man" at the 

same time? 

6.2.2 Discontinuity Between the "Old Man"and'New Man! ' 

It could be argued that Paul is dealing with the definitive crucifixion of the 

"old man" in Romans 6: 6 and Colossians 3: 9-10 (indicative force), but in Ephesians 

4: 22-24 he regards the "old man" as still alive and active and in need of being put off 

or put to death in daily ethical action (imperatival force). The ethical context of 

Ephesians 4: 22-24 suggests an ethical interpretation of these verses. Thus the time 

9See ch. 1,50 n149. 
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of change would not only be at faith / baptism but also throughout the believer's life, 

and the emphasis would be on the present daily struggle of believers against the vices 

of the "old man" and their continual transformation by taking on the virtues of the 

"new man. " As such, this reflects Paul's "already / not yet" motif in present ethical 

action. 

If this is the case, it would be analogous to other Pauline constructions that 

involve the "already / not yet" motif (see pp. 290-91). Does the "old man / new man" 

metaphor fit this motiV Does Paul say: You have "put off the old man" and have "put 

on the new man" (indicative); therefore, "put off the old man" and "put on the new 

man" (imperative)? Must believers be exhorted to continually "put off the old man" 

and "put on the new man"? Similarly, are the clothing metaphor verbs "put off / put 

on" with the "old man" and "new man" as objects used as transfer terms (moving out 

of one condition and into another), or as transformation terms (remaining in and 

maturing in a given condition), or are they to be defined contextually and thus are 

capable of being applied to either of these situations? 

While an ethical application of the clothing imagery is appropriate in some 

contexts (e. g., Rom. 13: 12-14; 1 Thess. 5: 8; Eph. 6: 11,13), we must question the 

ethical interpretation of the words "put off the old man" and "put on the new man" for 

several reasons. First, in the paraenetic passages, Paul uses both "put off / put on" 

verbs together with indicative force along with the "old man / new man" as the holistic 

but contrastive objects respectively. 10 This usage does not lend itself to the view that 

the believer is both an "old man" and a "new man" at the same time. With such 

associations the imagery does not indicate a process of gradually taking off the "old 

man" and gradually putting on the "new man. " Rather, believers have put off the "old 

1OFor the arguments supporting the "indicative force" view of the aorist participles in Col. 
3: 9-10, see ch. 4,217-22, and of the aorist infinitives in Eph. 4: 22-24, see ch. 5,267-69. 
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man" and they are clothed with the "new man. " They do not progressively become 

the "new man. " 

Second, in Ephesians 4, Paul characterizes the "old man" (4: 22) in such a 

way as to link him with the description of pagan unbelievers given in 4: 17-19. Yet he 

never characterizes believers in this way despite the fact that he was aware of 

sinfulness among them (e. g., 1 Cor. 3-11, passim). In fact, the antithesis between 

the past and the present is clearly drawn in verse 20 (b cis- 60 where he viewed his V1-t 

believing readers as answering to a much different identification. The description he 

gives of the "new man" (4: 24) shows that the "new man" is antithetical to the "old 

man" and is to be understood in terms of the new creation (cf. Eph. 2: 10; 2 Cor. 5: 17; 

Gal. 6: 15). The "old man" designation is no longer applicable to the Christian. 

Third, renewal is predicated solely of the "new man. " As the use of &Opmms- 

suggests, it relates to the whole person, not simply the behavior of a person. 

Accordingly, this double metaphor does not depict two opposing moral components in 

a person as implied by the designations "old nature / new nature. " Rather, the "old 

man" depicts a person of "this present age" who is "dead to God" and "alive to sin" and 

who in that condition is in the process of being continually corrupted. On the other 

hand, the "new man" depicts the same individual person with a new identity in a new 

condition in Christ, a person of "the age to come" who is "dead to sin" and "alive to 

God" (Rom. 6: 11) and undergoing renewal in that condition (Col. 3: 10; Eph. 4: 24). 

This progressive renewal necessitates the continuously operative grace of 

God and enlists the responsible activity of the believer (Rom. 8: 12; 12: 2). But it is not 

represented by Paul as putting off the "old man" and putting on the "new man, " nor is 

the putting off to be construed as the progressive crucifixion of the "old man. "11 It is 

llSee ch. 2,105-07. 
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the "new man" already "put on" who is in the process of constantly being renewed. 

Though Paul identifies the "I" Vyto') both with sin (Rom. 7: 14,20a, 25b) and with 

righteousness (Rom. 7: 17a, 20b, 25a), he does not call the former the "old ego" and the 

latter the "new ego. " Similarly, he does not call sin (or, the "flesh") in believers the 

"old man. " The "daily struggle" of the new life goes on for the believer as a "new man" 

in the conflict of the flesh versus the Spirit (see pp. 313-16), not the "old man" versus 

the "new man. " 

In light of these factors, we maintain the view that the "old man / new man" 

metaphor fits the structure of the "once / now" rather than the "already / not yet" 

motif in Pauline theology. At the individual level, the "old" and the "new man" reflect 

two successive stages in a person's life: pre- and post-conversion. Paul's holistic 

terminology plus the "put off / put on" clothing metaphor indicate that, for him, the 

"old" and the "new man" do not coexist at the individual level. Though there is 

continuity of person because the same person puts off the "old man" and puts on the 

"new man, " the emphasis of the metaphor lies on discontinuity-a radical change in 

which the "new man" displaces the "old man. " The change constitutes the one who 

believes a genuine "new man, " although a "new man" not yet eschatologically perfect. 

It is the progressive renewal of the "new man" that takes place within the structure 

of the "already / not yet" motif. Thus, the "old man" and "new man" must be 

considered soteriological-eschatological as well as anthropological categories. 

6.2.3 The Purpose of the "Old Man / New MaiPMetaphor 

Paul used a variety of metaphors to describe the multi-faceted significance 

of the Christ-event and the crucial transition from "old" to "new. " The "old man / new 

man, " though not prominent, was one of them. It could function in either a corporate, 

redemptive-historical setting (Rom. 6 implicitly; Eph. 2; Col. 3 partly) or an individual, 
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conversion-initiation (baptismal) setting (Rom. 6; Col. 3; Eph. 4). 

The metaphor served at least three purposes for Paul. First, in Romans 6: 6 

the crucifixion of "our old man" emphasizes the believer's definitive break with sin as 

a power and thus also with his / her old identity and status "in Adam" enslaved to 

sin. 12 The result is that the believer is no longer a slave to sin but a "slave" to God 

(Rom. 6: 20-22). Second, in Ephesians 2: 15 the creation of the "one new man" 

emphasizes the corporate solidarity with Christ of two alien groups-Jews and 

Gentiles-who were reconciled to God and to each other. 13 In this redemptive- 

historical change effected by Christ, Jews and Gentiles now share equally the 

blessings of the new era of salvation in the Church. Third, in the paraenetic 

passages, Colossians 3: 9-11 and Ephesians 4: 22-24, the "old man" put off and the 

"new man" put on at conversion-initiation emphasizes the definitive transfer from the 

old realm under sin and eternal death to the new realm under righteousness and 

eternal life. This alignment with Paul's "once / now" motif places the "old man / new 

man" metaphor on the side of the "indicative" (doctrinal affirmation) in Paul's 

paraenesis. As such, it serves as the theological basis and motivation for the 

"imperative" (pastoral exhortation). 14 At the same time, the "new man" who is being 

renewed is the new identity of the Christian. 

Having set forth the meaning and function of the "old man / new man" in 

the Pauline corpus, we wish to comment on the relationship of this antithesis to other 

dvOpmTos- antitheses that Paul uses. 

12See ch. 2,104-17. 

13See ch. 3,174-85. 

14See ch. 4,215-22,227-32; and ch. 5,269-73,278-84, and pp. 316-24 below. 
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6.3 Relationship to Other Pauline "AvOpwros- Themes 

6.3.1 Outer/ Inner Man 

The adverb ýeoj occurs five times in the Pauline corpus (1 Cor. 5: 12,13; 2 

Cor. 4: 16; 1 Thess. 4: 12; Col. 4: 5), 15 and the adverb cuto appears four times (Rom. 

7: 22; 1 Cor. 5: 12; 2 Cor. 4: 16; Eph. 3: 16). 16 Only in 2 Corinthians 4: 16 is jeto used 

with di*mTos- (0 jeto ý/Jtjv dvOpmms-) where it stands in contrast with C'016J dV0pW7ToS-, 

implied from the preceding construction (o Jaoj 77'1-Lt5v [dPOpmTos-1). In addition, 6'01W 

occurs alone with dvOpmms- in Romans 7: 22 and Ephesians 3: 16. All the remaining 

Pauline uses refer to those "outside" the church (1 Cor. 5: 12-13; 1 Thess. 4: 12; Col. 

4: 5) or to those "within" the church (1 Cor. 5: 12) respectively. Our interest lies with 

the dvOpamos- uses and their relationship to the "old / new man. " 

The contrast between the outer and inner man was common in Hellenistic 

thought. 17 Some scholars claim the antithesis has a Gnostic background. 18 Others 

acknowledge Hellenistic terminology but discount Hellenistic influence in favor of 

15BAGD, s. v. 1.9, used substantivally with the article (ol'? ew) meaning "those who 

are outside" with reference to non-Christians (1 Cor. 5: 12,13; 1 Thess. 4: 12; Col. 4: 5; cf. Mk. 4: 11); 

Ly, used as a substitute for an adjective with dvOpanms- meaning "outer, outside" with reference to 
11 our outer man, " i. e., the body 

... 
(1 Cor. 4: 16); and s. v. dvOpmmr, 2. c. a ...... the outer man, i. e., 

man in his material, transitory, and sinful aspects 2 Cor. 4: 16 
... ." 

16BAGD, s. v. 1010J, 2; used substantivally with the article (oi ýato) meaning "those within" 
with reference to Christians (1 Cor. 5: 12); and used as a substitute for an adjective with dVOpb)7TOI- 

meaning "inner, within" with reference to "the inner nature" (Rom. 7: 22; Eph. 3: 16) and "our inner 

man" (2 Cor. 4: 16); and s. v. dvOp&)7To, 5-, 2. c. a,. .. 
"the inner man, i. e., man in his spiritual, immortal 

aspects, striving toward God Rom. 7: 22; 2 Cor. 4: 16; Eph. 3: 16 
...... 

17E. g., Plato, Rep. 9.589a, o ev76s- dpopmTog; Plotinus, Enn. 5.1.10,6 ct'ato dvopmTog; 
Epictetus 2.7.3; 2.8.12-14; Seneca, Mor. Ep. 41.4-5; 102.23-27. Philo, Cong. 97; Det. 22-23; Plant. 
42; CH 1.15,18,21; 13.7-8. See further references in BAGD, s. v. avOpto7Tor, 2. c. a; Jeremias, 
'WvOptoTrog, avOpt6mvog, " TDNT, 1: 365; and Behm, 'Y'atd, " TDNT, 2: 698-99. 

18R. Reitzenstein, The Hellenistic Mystery-Religions: Their Basic Ideas and Significance, 
trans. J. E. Steely from the 3rd German ed., PTMS 15 (Pittsburgh: Pickwick Press, 1978 [19101) 
354-56, argues that anthropological dualism influenced Paul directly via Gnosticism. Jeremias, 
TDNT, 1: 365, accepts Gnostic influence as mediated through Hellenistic Judaism. This view also 
receives the support of R. Jewett who provides a useful history of research in Paul's Anthropological 
Terms. A Study of Their Use in Conflict Settings, AGJU 10 (Leiden: Brill, 1971) 391-95. See ch. 1, 
22-25. 
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Hebrew thought with its holistic rather than dualistic viewpoint. 19 Others see 

Hellenistic influence, but the terminology is derived from Hellenistic Judaism and has 

only formal significance for Paul, such that the outer / inner contrast refers to a whole 

person viewed from two perspectives. 20 

What Paul calls "the inner man" corresponds to Mý ("heart") in the Old 

Testament and has formal parallels in the sayings of Jesus (cf. Matt. 23: 28; Mk. 7: 21; 

Lk. 11: 39), but the expression itself and the "outer / inner man" antithesis likely come 

from Hellenistic terminology and popular use. However, though he takes up the 

language, Paul uses it within the framework of his own theology. Unlike Hellenistic 

thinkers, he does not denigrate the "outer man" as evil and elevate "the inner man" as 

the essential good part of a person so that immortal life is gained only when the 

mortal "outer man" is put off in the end. Also, his redemptive-historical, 

eschatological frame of reference contrasts with Hellenistic thinking. The "inner 

man" is undergoing renewal-not by absorption into pure spirit as in Hellenistic and 

Gnostic thought-but by moral transformation by the Spirit with the hope of 

resurrection that includes a future for the "outer man" in his bodily existence (1 Cor. 

15: 20-28,35-57; 2 Cor. 3: 18; 4: 16-5: 10; Rom. 12: 2). 

In spite of these differences, however, Paul maintains "the same basic 

distinction between the physical and the non-physical, " between the visible corporeal 

and the invisible non-corporeal, which in combination constitute the whole person as 

19E. g., W. D. Stacey, The Pauline View of Man in Relation to its Judaic and Hellenistic 
Background (London: Macmillan & Co., 1956) 211-13, who concludes that Paul is not a dichotomist, 
even though "on rare occasions the language of dichotomy creeps into his letters" (213). 

20R. Bultmann, Theology of the New Testament, trans. K. Grobel (London: SCM Press, 
1956) 1: 203; C. K. Barrett, The Second Epistle to the Corinthians, BNTC (London: A. & C. Black, 
1973) 146-47; V. Furnish, II Corinthians, AB (Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1984) 288-89; et al. 
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a psychosomatic unity. 21 Robert Gundry declares that for Paul: "The true man is the 

whole man-corporeal and incorporeal together, the incorporeal acting through the 

corporeal, each equally deficient without the other. Hence, the true man is not the 

inner man alone, for although the body is outward, it is not unessential. The body is to 

be sanctified and will be resurrected. "22 

Some interpreters deny this dichotomy in Paul by making both "the outer 

and the inner man" refer to the indivisible whole person as seen from without and 

from within respectively. 23 This sometimes includes equating the "inner man" with 

the "new man, " which, in turn, requires equating the "outer man" with the "old man. " 

This raises the issue of the relationship between the outer / inner man and the old 

new man in the Pauline corpus. 24 

First, is the "outer man" the "old man"? We have argued above that the 

"old man" on the individual level is the human person living under the dominion of sin 

prior to faith in Christ. For the Christian, the "old man" has already been crucified 

21R. H. Gundry, Sdma in Biblical Theology with Emphasis on Pauline Anthropology, 
SNTSMS 29 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1976) 135-40. He argues convincingly for 

anthropological duality, i. e., a living person as a unity of parts, both body and soul along with 
synonymous and synecdochic expressions for the whole person. He finds evidence for a dichotomy 
within the unity of the human constitution in the OT, the Judaism of NT times, and early Christian 
writers including Paul as well as in Hellenistic thought (83-156). See also ch. 1,25. 

221bid., 84. 

23Bultmann, Theology, 1: 203; U. Schnelle, The Human Condition. Anthropology in the 
Teachings of Jesus, Paul, and John, trans. 0. C. Dean, Jr. (Minneapolis, Fortress Press, 1996) 106-07. 

24Some believe the two sets of contrasts are to be equated or closely related: e. g., J. B. 
Lightfoot, Saint Paul's Epistles to the Colossians and to Philemon, reprint of 9th ed. (Grand Rapids: 
Zondervan, 1959) 213; Barrett, Second Corinthians, 145-47; S. Kim, The Origin of Paul's Gospel, 
WUNT 4 (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1982) 321-26; J. D. G. Dunn, Romans 1-8,9-16,2 vols., WBC 
38A, 38B (Dallas: Word Books, 1988) 1: 394; J. K. Chamblin, Paul and the Self Apostolic Teaching 
for Personal Wholeness (Grand Rapids: Baker, 1993) 88,173, ". 

.. 
'the inner man' (Rom. 7: 22) is the 

self in Christ, what Paul elsewhere calls 'the new man, ' in contrast to 'the outer man, ' or 'the old 
man, 'man in Adam 

... ." 
On the other hand, others argue that they are not related: Jeremias, 

TDNT, 1: 365-66; Gundry, S5ma, 135-40; A. T. Lincoln, Ephesians, WBC 42 (Dallas: Word Books, 
1990) 204-06. 
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with Christ (Rom. 6: 6) and put off (Col. 3: 9; Eph. 4: 22). In 2 Corinthians 4: 16, 

however, the "outer man" is said to be presently wasting away in contrast to the 

"inner man" who is being renewed day by day. In this context the "outer man" is not 

linked to the enslaving power of sin but to physical frailty, hardship and mortality (cf. 

2 Cor. 4: 7-11,17). The designation correlates with the expression "earthen vessels" 

(2 Cor. 4: 7), a figure for the physical bodies of those who preached the gospel. 25 Thus, 

"our outer man" is not to be equated with "our old man" enslaved to sin. Rather, the 

expression designates the corporeal side of people, including believers, that is subject 

to hardship, deterioration and physical death. 

Second, is the "inner man" the "new man"? We have argued above that the 

"new man" on the individual level is the Christian living under the dominion of grace 

subsequent to faith in Christ and undergoing renewal in the knowledge of God and 

righteousness. The "new man" has been "put on" at conversion and is being renewed 

(Col. 3: 10; Eph. 4: 23-24) in anticipation of final glory (Rom. 8: 18,22-25). In 

2 Corinthians 4: 16, however, the "inner man, " subject to psychological feelings (the 

emphasis in this context), is being revitalized day by day not in sanctification but "in 

buoyancy of spirit" with the result that "we do not lose heart" (4: 16a; cf. "our hearts, " 

4: 6; and "in the heart, " 5: 12). 26 Thus, "our inner man" is not to be equated with the 

"new man" that Christians have put on. Rather, it designates the non-corporeal side 

of people, including believers, that is subject to psychological feelings as well as 

character formation and life. 

25Gundry, S5ma, 136. 

261bid., 136-37. Gundry, however, views the "old man" as the former sinful way of life 
that is to be put off and the "new man" as the new style of righteous conduct that is to be put on by 
the Christian. 
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Similarly, the "inner man" of Ephesians 3: 16 correlates with "your hearts" 

in 3: 17 and the "spirit of your mind" in 4: 23.27 In this passage this expression 

designates the invisible inward side of a person with reference to believers where the 

strengthening and renewing power of the Holy Spirit is already at work. The referent 

of the "inner man" in Romans 7: 22 is debated yet the "inner man" correlates with 

"my mind" and stands in contrast with "my members" in 7: 23.28 Again, it designates 

the inward side of a person and, as determined by context, may apply to either a 

believer or an unbeliever. The correlations and contrasts mentioned above seem to 

indicate that for Paul the "inner man" is native to the human constitution as a 

counterpart to the "outer man. " As such, the "inner man, " though used with 

reference to Christians in 2 Corinthians 4: 16 and Ephesians 3: 16 is not a technical 

designation for a Christian or the "new man. " Romans 7: 22 is disputed, but this 

conclusion still holds. 

In these Pauline passages, therefore, the ýeto dveptoTros- and kzo dpOpoi7os- are 

anthropological designations reflecting an anthropological duality, but not an ethical 

dualism in which the body or the corporeal side of a person is evil in and of itself. 

Every person possesses both an "outer / inner man" at the same time that together 

constitute the unity of a living human being. The ýea) &6ýmTo5- is not to be identified 

27See Lincoln, Ephesians, 204-06, for further discussion; also ch. 5,273-78. 

28Rom. 7: 13-25 is a widely debated passage. A vigorous conflict occurs between the "I" 

and indwelling sin. The Mosaic Law, though holy, just, and good, is powerless to deliver the "I" 
from the power of sin (Rom. 8: 3). In 7: 13-8: 4 there is a consistent contrast between "inner man 
mind" and "members / physical flesh / body" that together constitute the "I" in conflict with sin. It is 
likely that this conflict relates primarily to the devout Jewish person under the Law, like pre- 
Christian Paul himself. Compare 6: 12-7: 6 with 7: 7-25 that presupposes subjection to the Mosaic 
Law, which is not true of Christians; and 7: 13-25 with 8: 1-4 that asserts freedom from the law of 
sin and death for the whole person now and yet to come fully in the future (8: 10-11) through the life- 

giving Spirit, something the Mosaic Law was powerless to effect. For further discussion see Gundry, 
S6ma, 137-40, and D. Moo, The Epistle to the Romans, NICNT (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1996) 
409-96; pace C. E. B. Cranfield, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Epistle to the Romans, 
2 vols., ICC (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1975-79) 1: 363; and Dunn, Romans, 1: 393-94; id., The 
Theology of Paul the Apostle (Grand Rapids / Cambridge: Eerdmans, 1998) 472-76. 
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as the "old man" or the whole person in relation to the present old age / realm. Nor is 

the I'Vto &*mms- to be identified as the "new man" or the whole person in relation to 

the new age / realm. 

Though these contrasts are not to be equated, they are, nevertheless, 

related. The unity of the "inner / outer man" constitutes a living person, and it is the 

"whole person" who has put off the "old man" and put on the "new man. " Thus, the 

"new man"-both "outer and inner man" together-stands as a whole human being 

set apart to God for His service even though in the present age the "outer man" is 

wasting away physically. The powers of the new age mediated by the Spirit are 

already at work in the "new man" but not yet in a way that transforms the outer 

corporeal side visible to others. The "outer man" is deteriorating and subject to death 

as a lingering consequence of the Adamic Fall, but the "inner man, " the non-corporeal 

side not visible to others except in the behavior it effects outwardly, is being 

revitalized and renewed in character formation by the power of the Spirit who is 

already at work in believers. 

An important element in the instruction that Paul's readers have received 

is that they are undergoing renewal in the "spirit of your mind" (Eph. 4: 23). Though 

renewal of the "mind" is not explicitly mentioned in the Colossians 3: 9-10 parallel, the 

emphasis given to em'yva)uts- seems to make a similar point. This does not mean, 

however, that the "new man" is to be identified as an inner spiritual nature or a 

person's inner self. What these passages indicate is that at present the individual's 

renewal after the image of Christ does not take place in his physical body, which is 

the ýeto di*mTos- (2 Cor. 4: 16), but takes place in his / her heart or mind that 

constitute the &, w dpOpmTos% At the same time the "new man" does not reside in the 

heart / mind of the believer, nor does the "old man" reside in the "flesh. " The "outer / 

inner man" as a whole person is "old" through sin and liability to death. Similarly, the 
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whole person has become "new" through grace and the gift of life by the Spirit. At 

present, the person as a whole, excluding the physical body that is deteriorating, is 

being transformed by the renewal of the &, (o dpopoiTros- (cf. Rom. 12: 2). At the 

parousia this present transformation into the image of Christ, which takes place now 

on the level of the "inner man" and its outward expressions, will be extended to the 

"outer man"-the physical body-when Christians put on a resurrection body fully 

conformed to the image of Christ and share fully His resurrection (Phil. 3: 21; 1 Cor. 

15: 49). The Christian's hope is that his / her "outer man" will be changed according to 

the pattern of the physical transformation that took place in Jesus' resurrection so 

that sin, decay and death will no longer touch him / her (Rom. 8: 11-23; Phil. 3: 20-21). 

This earthly life is running down and wasting away, but eternal life and the destiny 

set for the believer is already in the making and moving forward. 

Thus for Paul the ý& / 6'9(0 &Opmms- antithesis is describing an 

anthropological duality rather than a functional soteriological (non-believer vs. 

believer) and eschatological (old vs. new) contrast. In this regard this contrast is not 

parallel to the "old man / new man" antithesis in Paul's theology. In light of this, we 

turn to consider the relationship between the "old man / new man" and the OUXtKOS* 

TrvcvtLaTtKO5, antithesis that Paul uses. 

6.3.2 Natural/ Spiritual Man 

The adjective 0VXtK0, C occurs only four times in the Pauline corpus (I Cor. 

2: 14; 15: 44 twice, 46)29 while the adjective 7TvcvyaTtK0Soccurs twenty-one times in 

various connections. 30 In each of the four uses Of OVXtKO. 5it is contrasted with 

29BAGD, s. v. OUXtKOS, "pertaining to the soul or life, in our lit. always denoting the life of 
the natural world and whatever belongs to it, in contrast to the supernatural world, which is 

characterized by 7TPcDpa .-- ." 
Elsewhere in the NT it only occurs in Jas. 3: 15 and Jude 19. 

30BAGD, s. v. 7TPcvpa-rtK6S-, "pertaining to the spirit, spiritual ... 
2. In the great majority 
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7TvcvpaTtK0,5'. In 1 Corinthians 15: 44,46, these adjectives modify O'c5pa setting up a 

contrast between the ot5pa0VXtK0v and the u6pa 7Tve7vpaTtK0Vin Paul's discussion of the 

nature of the body in the resurrection. In 1 Corinthians 2: 14-15, these adjectives 

modify dApmTos- (implied with7mcvpaTtK65- in 2: 15) setting up a contrast between the 

0vXtK0S'dv6ýw7To,, - and the m,, cvpa-rtKos- [avOpmmd in Paul's discussion of God's wisdom 

revealed by the Spirit to those who have the Spirit. Our concern is with the latter 

antithesis and its relationship to the "old man / new man. " 

In spite of considerable investigation, no satisfactory parallels to Pauline 

usage have been found that establish in a convincing way the origin of the OVXLK05, 

7Tvcvya-rtKW language, and specifically this antithesis. Some scholars claim the 

antithesis has a Gnostic background. 31 While some comparative material can be 

found in Gnostic thought, 32 several objections undermine its value for establishing the 

origin of Paul's terminology or understanding his usage. First, the "pneumatic man" 

of the mystery religions is fundamentally different from the "spiritual man" of Paul. 33 

Second, such material requires that Gnosticism be presupposed for the Corinthian 

situation, but this is doubtful. 34 Third, there is no parallel where these adjectives are 

contrasted in a single passage. 

Others have sought the background solely in the Old Testament and / or 

of cases it refers to the divine 7TvcDpa ... ." Elsewhere in the NT it only occurs in 1 Pet. 2: 5 twice. 

31R. Reitzenstein, Hellenistic Mystery Religions, 68-70, claimed that the OuXtK6,, - / 
7TvcuyaTtK6s- contrast can be found in Gnostic and in Hellenistic mystery religion texts where in the 

mystery of rebirth the divine spirit enters a person and replaces the OUX4 producing a new self. 
Jewett, Anthropological Terms, 340-46,352-56, provides a useful history of research along with 
references to others who have accepted the Gnostic hypothesis and have attempted to provide 
further support for it. 

32E. g., Hyp. Arch. 138.13-15; Soph. Jes. Chr. 121.4-6; and Hipp. Ref 5.26.8,25. 

33See the critique in Stacey, Pauline View, 151. 

34E. g., E. M. Yamauchi, Pre-Christian Gnosticism: A Survey of the Proposed Evidences 
(Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1973) 39-44. Additional references to OUX4 and 7TVCDpa in Gnostic 
literature are post-Christian and are likely derived from Christianity. 
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LXX parallels. 35 Even though Paul's use of OVX7J and m,, cýpa reflects the Old 

Testament, there is little to support this view. This literature contains no contrast 

between the man of ViM / OVq-741 and the man of, 71-i / vvcbpa nor do the derivative 

adjectives appear. 36 Still others have attempted to show that this terminological 

distinction developed out of the interpretation of Genesis 2: 7 in Hellenistic Judaism as 

seen in Philo and the Wisdom of Solomon. 37 But neither of these sources uses the 

OvXtKC'6'1 m1cupaTtKos, antithesis. Nor do they make an anthropological distinction 

between OVA77'and 7mcbya, such that the latter is the higher part of the SOU1.38 

In light of this, Birger Pearson assigns the terminology to Paul's opponents 

in Corinth but still points to a strand of Hellenistic Jewish exegesis of Genesis 2: 7 put 

forth by Philo as the proper contextual background. 39 He suggests that Paul's 

35H. A. A. Kennedy, St. Paul and Mystery Religions (London: Hodder & Stoughton, 1913) 
156; W. D. Davies, Paul and Rabbinic Judaism: Some Rabbinic Elements in Pauline Theology, 4th 
ed. (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1980) 193; and W. Gutbrod, Die paulinische Anthropologie, 
BWANT 67 (Stuttgart: Kohlhammer, 1934) 75. 

36Stacey, Pauline View, 152. The adjective OuXtK6s- does appear in 4 Macc. 1: 32, "Some 
desires are mental, others are physical (OuXtKat'), and reason obviously rules over both. " 

37j. Dupont, Gnosis. La connaissance religieuse dans les ýpffres de Saint Paul (Paris: 
Gabalda, 1949) 172-80. B. A. Pearson, The Pneumatikos-Psychikos Terminology in 1 Corinthians: 
A Study in the Theology of the Corinthian Opponents of Paul and Its Relation to Gnosticism, SBLDS 
12 (Missoula, MT: Scholars Press, 1973), revives Dupont's view and develops it. He sees the origin 
of this contrast made by Paul's opponents in Corinth in the distinction between the mortal soul and 
the immortal spirit reflected in the interpretation of Gen. 2: 7 in some references in Philo and the 
Wisdom of Solomon. 

38R. A. Horsley, "Pneumatikos vs. Psychikos: Distinctions of Spiritual Status Among the 
Corinthians, " HTR 69 (1976) 270-73, gives a critique of this aspect of Pearson's view. 

39Pearson, Pne umatikos -Psych ikos, 38-39, appeals to Philo's discourse in Det. 86 and 
his interpretation of Gen. 2: 7 in Leg. All. 1.36 as grounds for the possibility of knowing God and His 
wisdom. Thus, for Philo, "man has a higher soul, a voi), 5, or vvcDpa, which enables him to rise above 
the level of his earthly and sense-perceptive soul and to receive impressions from the heavenly 
sphere" (39). According to Pearson, this distinction between man's higher soul and his earthly soul 
account for the distinction between the OuXw6g and 7TvcvMaTLKOs, natures reflected in 1 Cor. 2: 13-15. 
See, however, Horsley, "Pneumatikos, " 276-78,284-86; and J. A. Davis, Wisdom and Spirit. An 
Inuestigation of 1 Corinthians 1: 18-3: 20 Against the Background of Jewish Sapienttal Traditions in 
the Greco-Roman Period (Lanham, MD: University Press of America, 1984) 117-25, who argues that 
the Corinthian error comes from Torah-wisdom speculation found in Sirach and Qumran. 
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opponents in Corinth were claiming that they had "the potentiality of becoming 

7Tve7v/_ta-rtKOLwithin themselves by virtue of the 7rVe-vyaTtK6S- nature given them by God, 

and by cultivation of Wisdom they could rise above the earthly and 'psychic' [OVX10Cd 

level of existence and anticipate heavenly glory. "40 In a Christian setting VVEDYa was 

considered appropriate in describing one's God-given endowment and was set against 

the natural endowment of OVX747. Paul, then, takes up this terminology current among 

the Corinthians and uses it against the very people who claimed a superior spiritual 

wisdom and regarded themselves as 77ve-vywrtKoil. 

This may be the background of this terminology since Paul never uses the 

OUXtKO, 5'category outside of 1 Corinthians, indicating it was not an integral part of his 

thought. Apparently he took up the term for polemic purposes and then dropped it 

when the conflict at hand was over. 41 Elsewhere he prefers to use some form of (Tape 

when making a contrast with iwcDya (cf. 1 Cor. 3: 1,3). 

Nevertheless, Paul's use0f OUXtKOSis distinct. It reflects the general 

background of OvX4 in the Old Testament where it translates vj! pý and often denotes 

humanity in its natural, physical existence. 42 Furthermore, Paul places it within the 

redemptive-historical, eschatological framework of his own theology when he uses it 

in antithesis to m,, cvpaTtK05. Also, m,, cbpa refers to God's Spirit, not a higher spiritual 

capacity that is part of one's makeup even as "natural man. " New Testament 

parallels to Paul's usage are illuminating. In Jude 19, it is the OvXtKot, described as 

"those who do not have the Spirit" (vvcbpa yý 6'XOPTec), who are causing divisions that 

40Pearson, Pne uma tikos -Psych ikos, 39. This kind of distinction is similar to contrasts in 
Philo between heavenly and earthly, mature and immature, and the idea that a person attains the 
former exalted status through possession of wisdom (cf. e. g., Migr. 26-40; Leg. All. 1.90-95). 

41Jewett, Anthropological Terms, 355-56, rightly makes this point, although in the 
interest of a Gnostic background. 

42See the discussion in Schweizer, "OvXw6g, " TDNT, 9: 661-63; and Harder, "Soul, OUX4, " 
NIDNTT, 3: 676-87. 
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affect the Christian community. In James 3: 5, Ovxt1cot'is used in a wisdom context to 

describe "wisdom" that does not originate from God. Wisdom in James may well 

function in a way that corresponds to Paul's use of 7TvcDya, which fits nicely with the 

OUXtKOS'l 7Tvcvpa-rtKOS' contrast in the wisdom context of 1 Corinthians 2. 

In 1 Corinthians 2: 14-15, Paul is designating people who are not believers in 

contrast to those who are. The OvxtKoicannot understand the things of God because 

they do not have the Spirit of God. They know only the "wisdom of this age" (2: 6) and 

conduct their lives on a merely human level (2: 13). They are those who do not have 

the Spirit and who belong to this age (cf. Jude 19). By contrast, the blessedness of 

the age to come has already been revealed and opened up by the Spirit (2: 9-10). The 

7Tvcvya-rtKo1 are able to understand the things of God because they have the Spirit and 

know the mind of Christ, that is, His thoughts are revealed by the Spirit (2: 15-16). 

The 7Tve-vya-rtK6s- &Opmms-, the person with the Spirit, can make judgments about all 

God's ways (2: 10), matters formerly hidden by God but now revealed through the 

Spirit. Thus for Paul the OVXtKG'! 5'1 Trvcvpa-rtKw antithesis is not describing an 

anthropological duality, but rather the contrast between one who has received the 

Spirit and one who does not have the Spirit, all of which reflects his redemptive- 

historical / eschatological perspective. In this regard the OVXLKC'Sl TrVCvJia'FLKOý' 

antithesis is parallel to the "old man / new man" antithesis in Paul's theology. The 

OvXLK6s- dvOpmTos- corresponds to the "old man, " and the 7Tvc1)pa7-tK65- dvOpmms- 

corresponds to the "new man" at the individual level. 

However, when Paul addresses the Corinthians in 1 Corinthians 3: 1-4, he 

uses uqpý language in contrast to 7TvcDpa. For some interpreters this indicates that 

OUXLKOS'iS synonymous with oapKtvos- and oapKIKW (1 Cor. 3: 1,3). 43 But the change 

43E. g., Stacey, Pauline View, 148, and also Jewett, Paul's Anthropological Terms, 354, 
who states that "he [Paul] could not talk to the Gnostics as 1TvcvMaT1KOF,, but only as OlapKtVOFS'. It 
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appears to be deliberate and Paul gives the latter terms a different nuance here. 

VIUXLKOS'was used to describe the person who lacks the Spirit (2: 14). But the 

Corinthians had received the Spirit (2: 12 with 2: 7-10), an indispensable sign that they 

were Christians (cf. Rom. 8: 9); consequently, Paul could not call them OvXtKot' even 

though they were acting like unbelievers, namely, those who lack the Spirit. So the 

shift to udpe language is appropriate. On one hand, Paul avoids telling the Corinthians 

that they do not have the Spirit; but, on the other hand, he forces them to confront 

their sinful behavior. They are not only "fleshy" (oapKtVot', made of flesh, 3: 1), a word 

emphasizing especially their humanness and the human side of their existence, but 

even yet their behavior is "fleshly" (gapKtKot', in the manner of the flesh, i. e., derived 

from the "flesh, " 3: 3). 44 They are living from the perspective of this age with its sin- 

dominated values and therefore they are exhibiting human sinfulness. 

The Corinthians had received the Spirit-they are 7Tvcvpa-rLKot-but they 

are behaving like those who do not have the Spirit. Their behavior reflects the 

present, fallen age so Paul calls them oqpKtKoL' (not OuXLKol'). He clarifies this term by 

adding that they are behaving like "mere humans" (Ka-rd &OpmTov, 3: 3). Being human, 

of course, is not bad or sinful in itself and neither is being oupKi POL' (3: 1). What is not 

acceptable to Paul is for believers who have received the Spirit, which makes them 

more than "merely human, " to continue to live as though they were nothing more 

than OvXtKot' dt*mTot. Receiving the Spirit puts one in the new realm in which life is 

s is apparent from this that Paul thought Of OUXtK6s- as synonymous in significance with uapKIvo, - or 
o, apKtK6s-. The basic meaning of these terms is adherence to the realm of mortality. " But Paul did 

not call his readers OVXtKOi (2: 14) nor address them as Gnostics but presumably as believers 
(d6cAooi, 2: 1; 3: 1). He could not speak to them (Ls- iTvcvpa-rtK0T9 (i. e., as he would speak to 

7Tk, cvpaTtK0i) but &ýS- Uaffývotg, namely, &5s- P7777-iotg iv XptuT6 (rather than TcAciotc, 2: 6). They are 
still not ready for "solid food" for they are still UaPKtK0[ belýaving KaTd aveptovoV (3: 2-3). 

44BAGD, s. v. o-aPKLK6S, 11 means 'belonging to the uape topp. 7TvcupaTtK6S1, 'fleshly; ' on 
the other hand, odpKt vos- is 'consisting' or 'composed of flesh, ' 'fleshy. ' Our lit., or at least its 
copyists, did not observe this distinction in all occurrences of the word. The forms are interchanged 
in the tradition. " In 1 Cor. 3: 1-4, however, Paul appears to preserve a distinction between the two 
terms to make his point. 
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to be lived according to the Spirit and not according to the flesh. Consequently, Paul 

elsewhere states the basic imperative for Christian existence: walk (live) by the 

Spirit and you will not gratify the desires of the flesh (Gal. 5: 16). 

Thus Paul uses adpe language in contrast to 7mcbpa in relation to those who 

have received the Spirit but who are behaving as "mere humans, " that is, in a self- 

centered, this-world-oriented manner. One who has "put off the old man" and "put on 

the new man" has ceased to be the OvxtK6,, - dvOpmTos- of 1 Corinthians 2: 14 and has 

become the rrvcv1-La7LK65- dvOpmros- of 2: 15 (cf. Gal. 6: 1), one whose life comes under the 

control of the indwelling Spirit as distinct from the natural person who lives under the 

control of sin and the flesh (Rom. 8: 5-9; 1 Cor. 2: 14; Eph. 2: 3). Consequently, the "old 

man / new man" is parallel to the OVXIK05'1 7TPcvpaTtK6! 5- dvoptoTro5- but not the uapKW05, 

7rPe-vpaTtK6s- apOpmTos-. This sets the stage for a brief consideration of the "flesh" in 

relationship to the "old man / new man. " 

6.3.3 The Flesh and the Old Man 

At this point it is worth considering the relationship of the "old man" to the 

"flesh" since in Romans 6: 6 it is the "old man" who was crucified with Christ, and in 

Galatians 5: 24 it is those who belong to Christ who have crucified the "flesh. " Is then 

the "old man" to be identified with the "flesh, " or, the sinful nature that is often labeled 

the "flesh"? 

The noun udpe occurs ninety-one times in the Pauline corpus. Two key 

prepositional phrases, ev oapKL and Ka-rd adpKa, occur twenty-three and twenty times 

respectively, and the adpý / 7TvcOpa contrast occurs twenty times. Itipe is one of Paul's 

most prominent and controversial anthropological terms. The main reason for this is 

its wide semantic usage ranging from a literal sense of the physical material of the 
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body to the morally negative sense of a force hostile to God. 45 Over the past century 

scholars have attributed this spread of usage to a combination of Jewish (flesh as 

material body) and Hellenistic (flesh as hostile power vs. God) influences. Which 

influence is more dominant and more significant for understanding Paul's usage has 

been debated. 46 An examination of Pauline usage, however, indicates a Hebraic 

background in which udpe denotes human frailty and mortality is the most credible 

approach. The whole person, subject to human weakness and corruptibility, gives 

adpe its spectrum of meaning and connects Paul's various uses of the term. 47 Sin is 

the pervasive power that exploits and manipulates the "flesh. " 

A representative sampling of Pauline usage supports this perspective. In 

Galatians 2: 20 Paul sees no contradiction between living by faith and living ýV 01aPKL 

(cf. also Phil. 1: 22,24 in contrast to 3: 3-4), and in 2 Corinthians 10: 2-4 he 

distinguishes between living ev uapKL, which is acceptable, and living Ka-rd uapKa, which 

is not acceptable for Christians. Nevertheless, in Romans 8: 4-9 the same two 

phrases appear to be interchangeable and equally negative. In Galatians 5,0ape 

refers to the whole person in his fallenness living apart from God rather than a 

corrupted constituent part of each person. This is consistent with Old Testament (cf. 

45BAGD, s. v. orape, list 8 categories of use ranging from the literal use to the view, esp. in 
Paul's thought, that "the flesh is the willing instrument of sin, and is subject to sin ... ;" see also 
Schweizer, TDNT, 7: 98-151, esp. 125-38; and Dunn, Theology of Paul, 64-66; and ch. 4,226 n104. 

46For rival views with references, see Jewett, Anthropological Terms, 50-54, and Dunn, 
Theology of Paul, 62-70, who argues that Paul's range of usage grows out of "Ivj:; so also Stacey, 

T 

Pauline View, 154-73. 

47Dunn, Theology of Paul, 66, states: "The spectrum [of meaning] runs from human 
relationships and needs, through human weakness and desires, through human imperfection and 
corruption, to the fully deprecatory and condemnatory tone of the sarx-pneuma antithesis. " 
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Isa. 40: 5-8) and Qumran usage (cf. 1QS 11: 9). Paul sees uqpe as a continuing threat 

to be avoided (Gal. 5: 16-17) even by Christians who have "crucified" it with its 

passions and desires (5: 24). His concern is not with a "fleshly" part of each individual, 

such as one's physical being or a "sin nature" component, but with the pervasive 

influence of the present age / realm with its human-centered perspective and values. 

His reference to crucifying the flesh (5: 24) points to a decisive break with such an 

influence for all those who enter the new creation. However, at present, since the old 

age continues as the sphere in which Christians as "new" people in Christ must live, 

there is always the danger that they will be enticed by the "flesh" and drawn into 

adopting its perspective and values leading them into sinful behavior. 

In light of this, Paul appears to distinguish the TTaAatO'5'dv0p&)TTo5- from the gape 

although they are related. The Adam-Christ comparison in Romans 5: 12-21 makes 

clear that no one has escaped the disastrous effects of Adam's fall. This theme enables 

Paul to talk of the crucifixion of the "old man" (Rom. 6: 6) and the "flesh" (Gal. 5: 24), 

which stands behind his description of Christians as those who are no longer living ev 

o, apKt* (Rom. 7: 5-6; 8: 8-9). For Paul, to be "in the flesh" in this sense is the same thing as 

to be "in Adam, " and thus a member of the old humanity (corporate "old man") 

enslaved to sin and death. Christians are not jv uapKiin this sense (Rom. 8: 9), though 

by this he does not mean that they are disembodied spirits or that they have thrown off 

their (fallen) human nature. Neither is the "old man" to be equated with the 

designation I am fleshly" (Rom; 7: 14) or "my flesh" (Rom. 7: 18). 48 

For Paul, "flesh" is often associated with the present evil age since it stands 

in contrast to the Spirit and the eschatological events of the gospel. Several times in 

48Pace T. K. Abbott, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Epistles to the 
Ephesians and to the Colossians, ICC, reprint of 7th ed. (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1974 [18971) 
136. Gundry, S6ma, 137-39, argues that beginning in Rom. 7: 13 Paul uses adpe for 016[La and 
views adpe not as inherently evil but as weak because of physical needs and desires, making it easy 
prey for sin to control and use as an instrument for doing evil. 
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Galatians the cross serves as the symbol of the end of the old era / realm (cf 2: 19-20; 

5: 11; 6: 14-15). In light of the cross and the gift of the Spirit, Paul can already 

announce the crucifixion of the flesh (5: 24) and the world (6: 14). But, O'dpe and the 

Koupos, have not in reality disappeared. The eschatological. tension in Paul's thought 

that recognizes the overlap of the two ages accounts for the fact that 0ape continues 

as a threatening reality, even though the crucifixion of the flesh indicates that it no 

longer has controlling or dominating authority over the Christian's behavior. 

Furthermore, the "self, " understood negatively as the egocentric, self- 

centered life that the Christian is to deny (Mark 8: 34), is not the "old man, " and 

neither is the "self' understood positively as the person one must affirm in order to 

have a positive self-image. On the other hand, accepting one's self as created, cared 

for, and redeemed by God is not the "new man. " In Christ, the "old man, " one who 

used to conduct his / her life in accord with his / her pre-conversion mode of existence, 

is gone, and the "new man" has already come, but even in the new order of life, the 

"self' and the "flesh" continue their negative influence. Since the conflict inaugurated 

by the resurrection has not yet been resolved, it can be easily understood why the 

flesh continues to threaten and to tempt the Christian and why the eschatological 

conflict continues to be worked out in the daily obedience of walking in the Spirit. The 

(Tape, then, fits within the "already / not yet" motif, but the 7TaAat6s- dpOpWITos. does not. 

TheKatVO'S'l V60S'dv0pcu7os-, however, operates within this motif but has the Spirit who 

opposes and wages war against the "flesh. " This leads, finally, to a brief investigation 

of a key construct that shapes Pauline ethics on a broader scale. 

6.4 Indicative and Imperative in Paul's Theology 

A major component of Paul's theology is his dynamic theological ethic. 

Scholars often use the indicative-imperative grammatical construct as a theological 
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paradigm to describe the tension in his ethics between theological declaration 

(indicative) and moral exhortation (imperative). 49 In brief, the "indicative" presents 

what God in Christ has done for believers, while the "imperative" sets forth what 

believers must do in response. Customarily, Paul rests his moral imperatives on 

theological indicatives. A characteristic example of this is found in Romans 6 and 

elsewhere, as we have seen earlier in our study. 50 The nature of the relationship 

between the indicative and the imperative in Paul's thought has an extended history 

of debate. We shall touch on a few high points to set the context for our comments on 

the relationship of this construct to the "old / new man. " 

Near the end of the 19th century, Paul Wernle took the position that there 

was an irreconcilable tension between the indicative and the imperative, creating a 

double-ethic-an ethic of miracle (indicative) and an ethic of will (imperative) that 

Paul simply placed beside one another. 51 This was a radical conclusion at the time. 

Prior to Wernle, most interpreters viewed the new life in Paul's writings as sort of a 

spontaneous result of a "fusion" of God's power and human Will. 52 Wernle rejected 

such an interpretation by positing two separate ethical ideals that essentially 

49See V. P. Furnish, Theology and Ethics in Paul (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1968) 242-79 
for a survey of 19th and 20th century attempts to interpret Paul's ethic; also H. Ridderbos, Paul: An 
Outline of His Theology, trans. J. R. DeWitt (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1975) 253-58; W. Schrage, 
The Ethics of the New Testament, trans. D. E. Green (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1988) 167-72; 
R. Bultmann, "The Problem of Ethics in Paul" (1924), trans. C. W. Stenschke, 195-216, and 
M. Parsons, "Being Precedes Act: Indicative and Imperative in Paul's Writing" (1988), 217-47, both 
essays in B. S. Rosner, ed., Understanding Paul's Ethics: Twentieth Century Approaches (Grand 
Rapids: Eerdmans / Carlisle: Paternoster, 1995); and Dunn, Theology of Paul, 626-31. 

50See ch. 2,125-27; ch. 4,221; and ch. 5,268-69,285-86. Note esp. Gal. 5: 25 where 
this same construct applies to Paul's teaching on life in and by the Spirit: "Since we live by the 
Spirit [indicative], let us also walk by the Spirit [imperative]. " 

51p. Wernle, Der Christ und die Siinde bei Paulus (Freiburg im Breisgau: J. C. B. Mohr, 
1897) 89. See also the assessment of Wernle in Furnish, Theology and Ethics, 247. 

52E. g., H. von Soden, "Die Ethik des Paulus, " ZThK 2 (1892) 145. Also, Furnish, 
Theology and Ethics, 245. 
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contradicted each other. His double-ethic set the stage for a debate about the 

relationship between the indicative and the imperative. 

Shortly after, Hermann Jacoby rejected Wernle's view and concluded that 

Paul used the imperative to exhort believers to accomplish in fact what God's grace 

had provided for them in principle (indicative). 53 Rather than two separate 

contradictory concepts, Jacoby saw Paul's ethic as a contrast of "principle" 

(indicative) and "actuality" (imperative) operating within a single ethical framework 

of the believer's relationship with God. "Principle" (the indicative) referred to the 

benefits of God's grace that the believer can never in fact realize or experience unless 

he / she brings them into actualization (imperative) by submission to the presence of 

the Spirit in his / her life. 

Wernle's double-ethic and Jacoby's dialectical distinction of "principle" and 

"actuality" as well as the understanding that the indicative and the imperative were 

merely one aspect of Paul's total ethical structure continued into the 20th century. 

In 1924, however, Rudolf Bultmann wrote an article in which he described the 

indicative and the imperative as the basic structure of Pauline ethics. This essay is 

widely recognized as a turning point in the interpretation of this construct. 54 Since 

Bultmann, most scholars agree on the centrality of the indicative and the imperative, 

namely, that which God has done is the basis for that which believers must do. 

Indeed, Paul's moral exhortations cannot be separated from his theological 

affirmations. 

53H. Jacoby, Neutestamentliche Ethik (K6nigsberg: Thomas und Oppermann, 1899) 291, 
316-17. Also Furnish, Theology and Ethics, 250. 

54R. Bultmann, "Das Problem der Ethik bei Paulus, " ZNW 23 (1924) 123-40, trans. and 
reprinted as "The Problem of Ethics in Paul, " in Rosner, ed., Understanding Paul's Ethics, 195-216. 
See also Bultmann's later treatment in Theology of the New Testament, 330-40. 
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Bultmann opposed Wernle's formulation of a contradictory double-ethic by 

insisting that Paul based the imperative on the fact of justification, deriving the 

imperatives from the indicatives. The believers' new creation is an accomplished fact 

in which the "old man" has actually passed away so that the believer is a "new man, " 

and from this newness comes ethical behavior. In light of this, Bultmann saw 

Jacoby's concept of "principle" (indicative) that must be realized in the ongoing 

ethical process of "actualization" (imperative) as influenced too much by idealism. 

Rather, the indicative is the foundation for the imperative. On the other hand, the 

indicative appears to depend in some sense on the imperative in Bultmann's view. 

That is, the indicative can only be realized in the Christian's experience by the 

imperative-the daily existential decision to walk in obedience to God. The new 

creation becomes a reality only insofar as love is really present via obedience to 

God. 55 In essence, then, the indicative and the imperative become merged in each 

ethical decision a Christian makes. Ultimately, then, Bultmann's interpretation is 

dialectical and distinctively existential. He appears to see less of the transforming 

effect of the indicative in the Christian's life experience than Paul affirms. 56 

Nevertheless, his formulation is an advance on those previous to him and, most 

significantly, he saw the indicative and the imperative as the basic structure of 

Pauline ethics. From Bultmann's 1924 essay onward, most Pauline interpreters 

have attempted to reformulate his understanding in either structure or content. 57 

55R. Bultmann, Existence and Faith, trans. and ed. S. M. Ogden (London: SCM Press, 
1964) 145,245; id., Theology, 1: 332-33. See the critique in W. D. Dennison, "Indicative and 
Imperative: The Basic Structure of Pauline Ethics, " CTJ 14 (1979) 55-78, esp. 60-63, and in 
Parsons, "Being Precedes Act, " in Rosner, ed., Understanding Paul's Ethics, 221-24. 

56Bultmann, Theology, 1: 338-39,156. See also the critique in Furnish, Theology and 
Ethics, 138,264. 

57Concerning structure, some, though acknowledging both the indicative and imperative, 
emphasized one over the other. For example: A. Schweitzer, The Mysticism of Paul the Apostle, 
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The key issue in subsequent discussion on this subject is the nature of the 

relationship between the indicative and the imperative. Specifically the question is: 

How do the Indicatives of the faith" justify the "imperatives of the faith"? Michael 

Parsons has sketched the history of the research since Bultmann and in response to 

this question classified the positions of Pauline scholars into the following three broad, 

but distinct, categories. 58 First, some maintain that the indicative and the 

imperative are so distinct that they are virtually unrelated to each other. 59 Second, 

some maintain that the indicative and the imperative are so closely related that they 

virtually become fused into a unity reflected in words and deeds of love. 60 Third, 

others maintain that the indicative and the imperative are closely related in Paul's 

thought but remain distinct without separation or fusion. 61 Following an analysis of 

trans. W. Montgomery (London: A. & C. Black, 1931) 293-96, stressed the indicative, while 
H. Windisch, "Das Problem des paulinischen Imperativs, " ZNW 23 (1924) 265-81, emphasized the 
imperative. Of those who accepted Bultmann's conclusion regarding the basic, balanced structure of 
Paul's ethics, some did not agree with his dialectical existential understanding so they reformulated 
the content; for example: Furnish, Theology and Ethics, 224-27; and Ridderbos, Paul, 253-58. 

58Parsons, "Being Precedes Act, " in Rosner, ed., Understanding Paul's Ethics, 218-32. 

59Parsons justifiably places C. H. Dodd, Gospel and Law (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1963) 3-20,66-67, in this category as an influential example. See also the 
critique in Furnish, Theology and Ethics, 106-14,273. Though Dodd believed both the indicative 
and imperative were essential to Paul's thinking and of equal importance, he held them apart as 
distinct, separate aspects of Paul's thought. 

60Parsons correctly places Bultmann, Theology 1: 332-33,338-39, in this category. 
Though Bultmann argues that the imperative stems from the indicative, his existential framework 
makes the indicative depend on the imperative in the end. The indicative gets "fused" into the 
imperative as the "indicative imperative. " Furnish, Theology and Ethics, 137-38; 225-26; 239; 262, 
who takes a more moderate position, also belongs in this category. He argues that the imperative is 
not based on the indicative nor the result of it, but is fully integral to it. Progressive "achievement" 
in the Christian life is wholly given, not attained. The imperative gets "fused" into the indicative as 
the "imperative indicative. " This is the opposite of Bultmann's emphasis, even though Furnish 
agrees with Bultmann that love is the command inherent in the gift (indicative). 

61Parsons places several scholars in this category though he acknowledges that the 
interrelatedness of the indicative and imperative is expressed in various ways. For example: 
G. Bornkamm, Paul, trans. D. M. G. Stalker (New York: Harper & Row, 1971) 201-205; R. N. 
Longenecker, Paul: Apostle of Liberty (Grand Rapids: Baker, 1964) 174-80; and T. J. Deidun, New 
Covenant Morality in Paul, AnBib 89 (Rome: Pontifical Biblical Institute, 1981) 78. However, 
Deidun's emphasis on "letting God be what he is" in effecting his demands moves one close to 
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three key examples (Rom. 12: 1-2; Phil. 2: 12-13; Gal. 5: 25) and a longer passage (1 

Cor. 6: 12-20), Parsons concludes that the relationship between the indicative and 

imperative in Paul's writing is best reflected by the third position mentioned above. 

He states: ". .. the indicative and the imperative are closely linked yet distinct 

aspects of the apostle's thought and writing. The connection is indissoluble-they 

cannot be separated. This position seems warranted by Pauline usage and also 

strongly counters the possibilities of the fusion of the indicative and the imperative, 

on one hand, and their virtual irrelation, on the other. "62 

In light of all this, the answers to two important questions assist us in 

understanding the interrelatedness of the indicative and the imperative. First, why 

are both the indicative and the imperative needed? The answer lies in the 

"eschatological tension" of redemptive history in Paul's thought. We have noted 

above the redemptive-historical, eschatological framework of Paul's thought. 63 For 

him, the indicative is grounded in the reality of the death and resurrection of Jesus 

Christ and the fact that believers have been united with Him so that with Him they 

have died to sin in order that they might walk in newness of life now (Rom. 6: 2-4). 

Christians have entered the "new creation" established in Christ already and believe 

that they will yet live with Christ where He resides in a glorified existence (Rom. 6: 8; 

Col. 3: 1-4). Meanwhile, the "old age / realm" continues as the sphere in which the 

Christian life must be lived, and there is the constant danger that Christians will be 

enticed by the powers and perspectives of "the present evil age. " Paul's imperative, 

grounded on the indicative, expresses the proper response to this in the experiences of 

"fusing" the imperative into the indicative. To this category could be added J. M. G. Barclay, 
Obeying the Truth: A Study of Paul's Ethics in Galatians, ed. J. Riches (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 
1988) 212-15; 225-27. 

62Parsons, "Being Precedes Act, " in Understanding Paul's Ethics, 246-47. 

63See ch. 1,38-41; and pp. 289-93 above. 
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life (Rom. 6: 11-13; Col. 3: 1-2). Thus it is the "eschatological tension" between the 

present and the future-the "already" and the "not yet"-that necessitates the 

imperative as well as the indicative. 64 Both must be held together without 

diminishing the force of either. John Barclay makes this point: "The indicative 

declares what God has done in Christ (set us free, given us life in the Spirit) or what 

believers have done in their involvement in this act (crucified the flesh); and this does 

not appear to be contradicted by, or to render any less necessary, the imperative 

which appeals for the preservation of freedom or continual resistance to the flesh. "65 

Consequently, one cannot reduce the indicative to opening up the mere "possibility" of 

new life (the tendency of Bultmann), nor reduce the imperative to a passive 

acceptance of divine action (the tendency of Deidun). 

Second, what unifies this indicative-imperative construct and safeguards it 

from "separation" on one hand or "fusion" on the other hand? The answer lies in 

Paul's understanding of the Spirit as the fulfillment of new covenant promise. Life in 

the "new age" is life in the Spirit who is the source and power of new life. The Spirit is 

the link between the indicative of Christian reality and the imperative of life 

experience. He is at once the new covenant gift of the former and the motivating 

enabler of the latter. Since believers have the life God gives by the Spirit (indicative), 

they are to live the life God demands by the Spirit (imperative). What He demands 

He effectively enables. Thus the indicative enters into the realization of the 

imperative-the power of the Spirit enables what God demands. In this sense we can 

appreciate the usefulness of Ernst Kdsemann's insight that the lordship of Christ 

includes both gift and demand-the necessity of obedience and the empowering of the 

64Various scholars emphasize this point: Bornkamm, Paul, 201-205; Longenecker, Paul, 
174-76; Barclay, Obeying the Truth, 212-15. 

65Barclay, Obeying the Truth, 226. 
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believer to obey. 66 In light of this, Paul's overall indicative is a dynamic concept. It is 

not only what God through Christ has done for the believer but also what He continues 

to do in and for the believer through the Spirit. Though distinct, yet equally 

important, his imperative is grounded on the reality of the indicative and brings its 

demands to expression in life experience by divine enablement. 

What, then, is the relationship between the indicative-imperative construct 

and the "old man / new man" metaphor? We have concluded above (pp. 291-98) that 

the transfer from "old man" to "new man" constitutes an important element in Paul's 

indicative that serves as the basis and motivation for his imperative. But the 

indicative- imperative construct itself does not signal such a transfer from the "old" 

(once) to the "new" (now). Rather, it operates on the "already / not yet" side of 

Christian existence. As such, it applies fully to the "new man" who is being renewed 

under the lordship of Christ while living out his / her earthly life and service in the 

midst of the enticements of the "old age. " For the "new man, " Paul's indicative 

declares what God has done for him / her in Christ and continues to do through the 

Spirit as well as what he / she has received and continues to receive as a result of 

participation with Christ and the work of the Spirit. At the same time, with 

undiminished urgency, Paul's imperative appeals to the "new man" to enjoy his / her 

freedom in Christ responsibly and to resist the desires of the "flesh" continually. This 

constant interplay between the sovereign grace of God and the obedience of the "new 

man" is a characteristic feature of Paul's ethics (cf. Phil. 2: 12-13; 1 Cor. 15: 9-10). 

What unifies and at the same time safeguards the indicative and imperative from 

contradiction, separation, or fusion is his eschatological understanding of the Spirit 

66E. Ktisemann, "'The Righteousness of God'in Paul, " in New Testament Questions of 
Today, trans. W. J. Montague (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1969) 168-82, esp. 175. He argues 
that at faith / baptism the gift of the Spirit establishes Christ's lordship that both transforms a 
person's life and requires continual obedience from the believer. 
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who unifies the indicative and the imperative by bringing life to the believer through 

the redemptive-historical work of God through Christ and sustaining it through the 

work of the Spirit. 

6.5 Summary of the Argument 

Paul himself formulated the "old man / new man" terminology by drawing on 

the Adam / Christ typology within his own redemptive-historical, eschatological 

perspective. This metaphor fits the structure of his "once / now" motif and operates 

at two levels. On the corporate level, the "old man" is the world of unredeemed 

humanity in solidarity with Adam, the prototypical "old man, " while the "new man" is 

the Church, the world-wide community of redeemed humanity in solidarity with 

Christ, the prototypical "new man. " On the individual level, the "old man" is the 

person who is identified with Adam, the head of the old era / realm under the rule of sin 

and death. He / she belongs to "the present age. " Correspondingly, the "new man" is 

the believer who is identified with Christ, the head of the new era / realm under the 

rule of the Spirit and life. He / she belongs to the "age to come" that, in Christ, has 

now begun. The person in Christ is no longer an "old man, " but is now a "new man" 

who is being progressively renewed in the knowledge of God and His ways. 

Putting off the "old man" and putting on the "new man" are actions the 

believer has already taken at conversion-initiation. They are not actions he or she 

must still be exhorted to do. The conflict with sin in the Christian life is not to be 

understood as a struggle between the "old man" and the "new man, " but, rather, as a 

struggle between the "flesh" and the Spirit who indwells the "new man. " All this takes 

place within the corporate structure of the "one new man" created in the Christ-event 

and constituted a community of many persons, both Jews and Gentiles together, who 

have been reconciled to one another and to God by Jesus Christ. 
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